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Abstract: 

This thesis rethinks the conceptualization and corporate governance (CG) of 

fully State-owned enterprises (SOEs) from a theoretical perspective. It contributes to 

the renewed efforts to gain a better understanding of the governance of these complex 

organizations that stand between the market and the government and, thereby, 

contributes to the development of a theoretical framework of contemporary SOEs. As 

in theories of business organizations, this thesis tackles two underlying questions: what 

is the SOE and whose interests should it serve. 

It is an exploratory theoretical research that goes through two main stages. The 

first stage (chapters 2 & 3) investigates how the relevant literature conceptualizes 

SOEs, shapes their organizational structure and internal governance, and manages 

their accountability and governance relationships with the government. It critically 

analyzes the theoretical assumptions underlying the prevailing theories of SOEs, 

underpins the gap, and raises the need for a theoretical shift in the field. The second 

stage (chapters 4, 5, & 6) develops the institutional framework of SOEs and, guided 

by the framework, it studies three problematic areas of CG of SOEs: SOE-government 

relationship; internal CG; and accountability. 

The institutional framework redraws the boundaries of the SOE and 

conceptualizes it as an institutionalized business organization. Institutionalization 

means creating a distinctive framework (an order, a system) for business organizations 

within the public sector (i.e. SOEs). It is the process of embedding the structure and 

practices of an organization in the laws, norms, and values that promote and ensure 

commitment to good CG to serve its long-term purposes. Thereby, the thesis avoids 

the deficiencies in current systems of CG of SOEs and scholarly debates, and proposes 
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adjustments to our engagement with the topic through a framework that considers and 

suits the unique functions, challenges, and opportunities of SOEs. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction: 

The evolution of the research question and approach: 

This thesis is the result of a personal and academic interest in the history, role, and 

corporate governance (CG) of State-owned enterprises (SOEs). Among the many cases 

and occurrences concerning SOEs in a country that has a large SOE sector, two main 

events have driven me to investigate the SOE and its CG. One was in 2008 when the 

Kuwaiti government announced the termination of the joint venture between 

Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC), a wholly-owned SOE, and Dow chemicals 

only few weeks after the signing of the contract.1 This case has sparked controversy in 

the political life in Kuwait and reached its maximum in 2011 when the arbitration 

tribunal awarded Dow $2.16 bn in damages for breaking the deal. The case of K-Dow 

is still subject to economic and political debate especially that it exemplifies 

governmental and organizational (i.e. SOEs’) ill-governance and weak accountability.  

The other event was the Privatization Act (No.37 of 2010) that signaled a strong 

turn to commercialization of SOEs, and sat on top of a narrow sense of their 

governance as barely different from that of commercial organizations. The Act 

allowed the privatization of all SOEs except for education, health, and oil and gas 

production and refinery activities. As such, the Privatization Act generated large public 

and political opposition because of its impact on SOEs’ public value creation (mainly 

employment and income inequalities), and building on the failures of previous 

privatizations. These two events provoked outrage across the country, revived the 

                                                        
1 Guhan Subramanian, James K. Sebenius, Phillip Andrews, Rhea Ghosh and Charlotte Krontiris, 
’The K-Dow Petrochemicals Joint Venture’ (2013) Harvard Business School Case 912-002, 
<https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=40868 > accessed 29 Oct. 2020. For further 
discussion on K-Dow see p. 170. 
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controversy on SOEs and their CG, and fueled my personal and academic interest in 

the topic. 

The plan was to study CG principles and practices in Kuwaiti SOEs, but it changed 

soon after I delved into the literature that calls for further or better CG measures, once 

again, on the same conventional bases. A critical analysis of the literature shows that 

carrying out further research on the CG of SOEs without dealing with the fundamental 

conceptual and theoretical questions would not help to push the field on SOEs and 

their CG forward.  

Today, we need to speak, not about the lack of CG mechanisms in place, rather 

about the misorientation of CG. Also, I realized that the literature is still, after almost 

two centuries of the emergence of this phenomena, divided as to what is a SOE, and 

what, among the many forms of public organizations, is not a SOE? This division is 

reflected on the raison d’être, functions, and governance of SOEs. On a theoretical 

level, theories of SOEs draw heavily, and quite inaccurately, on neoclassical economic 

theories and new public management (NPM); the literature is mostly quantitative 

concerning the financial performance of SOEs as compared to their private peers. 

Hence, it is necessary to rethink theories of SOEs and critically analyze them before 

carrying out further empirical research.  

At this point in the PhD journey, I decided to focus the research on theories of 

SOEs, and accordingly, I formed the research questions as set out in section 1.3. The 

theoretical approach provided me a better understanding of the challenges of CG of 

SOEs in general and of Kuwaiti SOEs in particular. The theoretical approach allowed 

me to examine key fundamental issues beyond conventional CG matters. First, I 

tackled the nature and raison d’être of SOEs from a public value, not shareholder value, 

perspective. This, also, cleared away the confusion between SOEs and other forms of 
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public organizations, which is noticeable in Kuwait, for example. Second, unlike 

conventional literature on SOEs, the theoretical framework I propose in chapter 4 

outlined the borders of the SOE and highlighted less discussed challenges/areas of CG 

of SOEs such as their administrative relationship with the government, SOEs’ internal 

organizational sociology, and SOE and government’s accountability.  

The institutional theoretical framework explained and justified the governance 

structure of SOEs as independent entities that stand between the market and the 

government.2 Once SOEs are structured and governed as classical government 

agencies they are more susceptible to imitate the bureaucracy in its hierarchical pattern 

of governance, organizational logic etc. Likewise, if SOEs are structured and governed 

as classical private corporations (i.e. profit-maximizers) in absolute independence 

from the government they are susceptible to mimic the private corporation in its goals, 

values, and logic. The theoretical framework showed me that these two governance 

structures undermine the different nature, mission, challenges, and requirements of 

SOEs, which, in turn, explains the persistence of governance problems and failures in 

SOEs. It also indicated that CG reforms would hardly induce the desired change 

without carefully tackling the structure and governance of SOEs in relation to the 

government. In summary, the thesis that was intended to be a case study of CG of 

Kuwaiti SOEs, became a more comprehensible theoretical thesis that, nevertheless, 

illuminated and explained the gaps in CG of Kuwaiti SOEs. 

                                                        
2 I discuss, with more depth, the structural legitimacy of SOEs from the perspective of institutional 
isomorphism in section 5.1.2. 
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The theoretical contribution: 

This thesis is a theoretical contribution to the fields of SOEs and CG. It draws 

on, synthesizes, and develops extant theories on the corporation (namely, legal 

institutional theory of the firm), corporate governance, and institutionalism in order to 

gain a deeper insight into SOEs and their governance. The thesis, thus, presents a 

theoretical framework for CG of SOEs, not a ‘new theory’. 

Theory and theoretical framework are inherently different concepts. A theory is 

a coherent set of definitions, interrelated concepts, tenets, and well-elaborated 

propositions that constitutes a comprehensible base of knowledge. Through this 

toolkit, a theory “enables us to explain the meaning, nature, relationships, and 

challenges asserted, or predicted to be associated with a phenomena … so that an 

application of those attributes of  the theory, enables us to understand the phenomena 

and to act more appropriately”.3 While a theoretical framework is a structure in which 

researchers summarize and develop previously established and tested theories, and 

synthesize them to get a strong, informed basis for data analysis and interpretation.4 A 

Theoretical framework deploys (uses) and develops some extant theories that are 

relevant to the research inquiry in terms of their explanatory power, appropriateness, 

and ease of application to the phenomena at hand, that is the SOE in this thesis.  

                                                        
3 Charles Kivunja, ‘Distinguishing between Theory, Theoretical Framework, and Conceptual 
Framework: A Systematic Review of Lessons from the Field’ (2018) 7 International Journal of 
Higher Education 45. 
4 ibid 46; Sanne Taekema, ‘Theoretical and Normative Frameworks for Legal Research: Putting 
Theory into Practice’ (2018) Law and Method < 
http://www.lawandmethod.nl/tijdschrift/lawandmethod/2018/02/lawandmethod-D-17-00010> 
accesses 30 Oct. 2020. 
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A theoretical framework comprised of the appropriate set of concepts and 

theories responds to the need for comprehensibility better that a single theoretical lens. 

At the end of chapter 3, which critically analyzes the predominant theories of SOEs 

and identifies the gap in the literature, I emphasize that the criticized theories are not 

redundant; to the contrary, each theory explains certain aspect/s of the phenomena, but 

no single theory, say agency or transaction cost theory, is comprehensible enough to 

deal with the wider and detailed inquiries raised during the review. A theoretical 

framework can underpin a variety of questions, hence, it fits properly with the overall 

contribution of this thesis, that is, gaining a better understanding of and rethinking the 

complexity of CG of SOEs. It provides support for questions concerning repurposing 

and reconceptualizing SOEs; their structural and internal governance; their 

relationship with the government; and accountability. Besides, a theoretical 

framework also enables the development of the extent theories, namely legal 

institutional theory of the firm and institutional isomorphism, by way of extending 

them to the SOE model. It also develops the legal institutional theory of the corporation 

by outlining the boundaries of the corporation, mainly the ideas of functional and 

structural legitimacy (in sections 4.4 and 5.1.1).  

As to operationalizing the presented theoretical framework, I draw upon legal 

institutional theory of the firm and the principle of separate legal personality to 

mitigate political interferences in SOEs, and to manage the SOE-government 

relationship (i.e. the autonomy/control dilemma). The concept of institutional 

isomorphism is used to understand and explain SOE-government and SOE-market 

relationships to make sense of SOEs’ governance structures, interactions, behavior, 

and outcomes. The concepts of organizational environment and organizational culture 

are used (in chapter 6) to emphasize the importance of both top-down and bottom-up 
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CG strategies, and to explain why SOEs react differently to CG reforms. Chapter 6 

also draw upon corporate separateness and autonomy to underpin SOEs (managerial) 

accountability for outputs, and government (political) accountability for outcomes.  

 

Aims of chapter one: 

The debate about SOEs and private corporations recurs through tough economic 

times, including financial crises and global pandemics. These times bring the question 

of State ownership and CG of SOEs to the fore, especially that the division between 

public and private enterprises becomes blurrier as the government steps in to mitigate 

the impact of these events. This thesis contributes to the scholarly literature on SOEs 

by addressing the gap in understanding contemporary SOEs, and provides a guide to 

building a proper system of CG of SOEs based on different theoretical grounds. 

This thesis is an attempt to further our understanding of SOEs. It departs from 

the dominant policy orientation, that is privatization, and focuses instead on CG 

possibilities in SOEs. This aim requires, first of all, introducing the SOE, its rationale, 

and importance, especially that there is no consensus yet as to what the SOE is. A large 

bulk of the literature on SOEs, as I shall explain in chapter 3, treats SOEs as ordinary 

for-profit private corporations by reason of being business enterprises that, in 

principle, operate in the market. Accordingly, they subject SOEs to the predominant 

vision of corporate purpose: maximizing corporate profits and shareholder value. In 

contrast, some literature (and reforms) treat SOEs as entities whose existence, 

properties, and control are corresponding to government agencies.5 For these reasons, 

                                                        
5 Michael J. Whincop, Corporate Governance in Government Corporations (Routledge, 2004); Luis 
Alberto Andrés, José Luis Guasch and Sebastián López Azumendi, ‘Governance in State-Owned 
Enterprises Revisited: The Case of Water and Electricity in Latin America and the Caribbean’ (2011) 
Policy World Bank Research Working Paper No. 5747 
<http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/757311468046775569/Governance-in-state-owned-
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we need a clear definition of the SOE to differentiate it from government agencies as 

well as private corporations. 

The chapter is structured as follows. First, I give a justification for studying this 

topic by way of discussing the rationale for SOEs, that is, their raison d’être; I also 

discuss why CG of SOEs matters. Then, I lay out the research question and objectives. 

After that, I define the core concepts related to the research to know what is and what 

is not a SOE, and what does CG mean in this context. Finally, I review the varieties of 

SOEs and give a justification for focusing on wholly-SOEs in this thesis. 

 

1.1 The rationale for State-owned enterprises: 

According to standard economic theory, State ownership addresses market 

failure or acts as a bailer-out of last resort. I will explain this in more depth in chapter 

3. Friedmann held that: 

The most likely field for state enterprise in an emerging economy is where private 

enterprise is underdeveloped: in new industries and new products where the risks are 

great and the private 'entrepreneur' – in an age of capital scarcity and high taxation 

of profits – may well hang back.6 

Harold Seidman, an early public enterprise theorist, held that SOEs are appropriate 

forums to “administer programs which are predominantly of a commercial or industrial 

character … [for] these activities are revenue-producing”.7 However, the rationale and 

                                                        
enterprises-revisited-the-cases-of-water-and-electricity-in-Latin-America-and-the-Caribbean> 
accessed 5 June 2020.  
6W. G. Friedmann, ‘A Theory of Public Industrial Enterprise’, in A. H. Hanson (ed), Public 
Enterprise: A Study of its Organization and Management in Various Countries (International Institute 
of Administrative Sciences 1955) 12. 
7 Harold Seidman, ‘The Theory of the Autonomous Government Corporation: A Critical 
Appraisal’ (1952) 12 Public Administration Review 93. (emphasis added). 
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legitimacy of SOEs are not simply questions of profit-maximization and cost-

efficiency with private corporations in mind. This view overlooks the fact that fully-

SOEs are not organized under a shareholding structure and do not trade shares in 

capital markets. Therefore, we cannot assume generating profits to be their goal. In 

fact, even for private for-profit corporations, efficiency is not a goal in and of itself – 

efficiency is just a condition for corporations to achieve their goals.8 Mariana 

Pargendler rightly argued that “[t]he institutional orientation of France’s corporate law 

toward the ‘interests of the corporation’ (interést social) – as opposed to the interests 

of the shareholders that arguably dominate US law – is well suited to SOEs.”9 SOEs 

should aim, first and foremost, at fulfilling public missions regardless of short-term 

individual or partisan interests.  

The rationale for SOEs is, primarily, sustainable public value creation.10 This 

includes promoting values such as public health, equality, sound economy, sustainable 

environment etc.11 The main idea behind public value is not to create public value by 

                                                        
8Jurgen G. Backhaus, ‘Structures of Public Enterprise’, in Jurgen G. Backhaus (ed), The Elgar 
Companion on Law and Economics (2nd ed, Edward Elgar Publishing 2005) 189; Lynne Stout argued 
that “the view that corporations should be run only to maximize shareholder value lacks good support 
from law, history, logic, economic theory, or the available empirical data.” Lynne Stout, ‘The 
Troubling Question of Corporate Purpose’ (2013) 3 Accounting, Economics, and Law 61: A 
Convivium 62.  
9 Mariana Pargendler, ‘State Ownership and Corporate Governance’ (2012) 80 Fordham Law Review 
2953. (emphasis added) 
10 There are different perspectives on the concept of public value. For some scholars, creating public 
value is defined as “producing what is either valued by the public, is good for the public, including 
adding to the public sphere, or both, as assessed against various public value criteria”. While Barry 
Bozeman is concerned with public values, that is the principles on which governments and policies 
are/ought to be based (e.g. trust, accountability, legitimacy, integrity, etc.). Mark Moore is more 
concerned with public management; he conceives public value creation as the public management 
equivalent of shareholder value maximization. See John Bryson and Barbara C. Crosby, ‘Public Value 
Governance: Moving Beyond Traditional Public Administration and the New Public Management’ 
(2014) 74 Public Administration Review 448; Barry Bozeman, Public Values and Public Interest: 
Counterbalancing Economic Individualism (Georgetown University Press 2007); Mark H. Moore, 
Recognizing Public Value (Harvard University Press 2013) (hereafter Moore 2013); Marc H. Moore, 
Creating Public Value: Strategic Management in Government (Harvard University Press 1995) 
(hereafter Moore 1995). 
11 Susanna Alexius and Jenny Cisneros Örnberg, ‘Mission(s) Impossible? Configuring Values in the 
Governance of State-Owned Enterprises’ (2015) 28 International Journal of Public Sector 
Management 287.  
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way of producing goods and services that could otherwise be produced by the private 

sector. Therefore, public value creation is not simply achieved through corporate social 

responsibility. Public value creation, in the context of SOEs, refers to the idea of 

delivering goods and services for which the government sets in place price controls, 

service provisions, and other social and economic policy goals. In order to fulfill a 

public value mission such as equality, the government may decide that the SOE deliver 

its goods and services on a non-market basis, that is, to set its prices equal to marginal 

costs or at the break-even price, for example.12 As such, the government enables its 

business arm to create value to broader segments of society. 

In fact, there is a variety of objectives behind State participation in the economy 

other than profit maximization and dealing with market failures, such as the lack of 

private investment capital. SOEs are means of delivering strategic policies and 

objectives; "[e]arly in the twentieth century, Britain and France, in response to 

compelling national need, had seen to the creation of their respective state oil 

companies".13 Other countries, mainly those involved in WWII, created SOEs to 

"carry on wartime tasks that entail high risk and little prospective profit."14 It is evident 

throughout the history of SOEs that SOEs have been delegated the authority to create 

and maximize public value and to improve the provision of public goods. SOEs may 

serve social and welfare goals; economic and developmental goals; and political (or 

                                                        
12Sonja Grönblom and Johan Willner, ‘Organizational Form and Individual Motivation: Public 
Ownership, Privatization and Fat Cats’ (2014) 17 Journal of Economic Policy Reform 267.  
13 Raymond Vernon and Yair Aharoni (eds), State-Owned Enterprises in the Western Europe 
Economies (Croom Helm 1981) 7.  
14 ibid. Furthermore, States usually maintain exceptional industries that are "too dangerous and… too 
much influenced by the military demand to be left to private exploitation", such as the atomic energy. 
Friedmann (n 6) 14.  
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socio-political) goals, particularly in conflict prone countries or regions.15 Normally, 

SOEs have a combination of objectives. States establish SOEs in order to:  

- Build infrastructure (power stations, railways, networks etc.).  

- Create and maintain employment opportunities.  

- Create national industries for future growth and support them by providing 

subsidized goods and services (e.g. energy).  

- Redistribute economic power between public and private sectors.  

- Deliver social objectives such as wealth redistribution and societal 

transformation; deliver goods and services for disadvantaged areas or certain 

demographic groups who have been discriminated against.16 

- Channel financial investments across strategic national sectors.17 

- Strengthen national bargaining power before foreign (State-owned or private) 

enterprises. 

- Regulate certain markets such as liquor, matches, and gambling.18 

Yet, public value creation and public good improvement should not remain 

vaguely defined goals, as such. The authorities that set the goals for SOEs (the 

legislature in the constituting documents of the SOE, the government, or the regulator) 

are encouraged, as a good governance practice, to identify and disclose a coherent set 

                                                        
15 Neil Efird, The State-Owned Enterprise as a Vehicle for Stability (Strategic Studies Institute 2010); 
Reuel J. Khoza and Mohamed Adam, The Power of Governance: Enhancing the Performance of 
State-Owned Enterprises (Palgrave MacMillan 2005). 
16 Khoza and Adam (n 15); Yair Aharoni, ‘Performance Evaluation of State-owned Enterprises: A 
Process Perspective’ (1981) 27 Management Science 1340. 
17 Joseph Heath and Wayne Norman, ‘Stakeholder Theory, Corporate Governance and Public 
Management: What can the History of State-run Enterprises Teach us in the Post-Enron Era’ (2004) 
53 Journal of Business Ethics 247.  
18 Friedmann (n 6) 19.  
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of composite (and, preferably, measurable) goals that they expect the SOE to 

perform.19 In other words, a precondition for good CG of SOEs is to define their goals 

clearly; this enables the governing entities of a SOE to set its strategy clearly towards 

goal attainment.20 In addition, goals should be agreed upon among the relevant 

authorities (ministries, the shareholding entity, regulators, the legislature etc.) and with 

private investors in partially-SOEs to avoid the distractions caused by the multiplicity 

and ambiguity of goals. This also serves accountability purposes – SOEs’ goals should 

be expressed clearly and communicated to the general public in order for them to hold 

senior SOE personnel and the government to account legally and politically 

respectively. I shall discuss SOEs’ organizational accountability in more detail in 

chapter 6.5. 

 

1.2 Why corporate governance of State-owned enterprises matters?21 

Despite the belief that prevailed during the 1980s and 1990s that public 

enterprises are temporary, SOEs exist and are increasing in importance even in the 

most capitalist of economies; in the United States, for example, there are about 50 

SOEs at the federal level.22 Further, "there is no reason to believe that the SOEs of the 

Twenty-First century will be as inefficient as those of the 1970s and 1980s", especially 

if this belief is confronted with a number of effective and efficient SOEs from around 

                                                        
19 OECD guidelines encourages the state to “carefully evaluate and disclose the objectives that justify 
state ownership and subject these to a recurrent review." OECD, OECD Guidelines on Corporate 
Governance of State-Owned Enterprises (OECD Publication 2015) 19. (hereafter OECD Guidelines).  
20 Vernon and Aharoni (n 13) 17; Howard Raiffa, ‘Decision Making in the State-owned Enterprise’, in 
A. H. Hanson (ed) Public Enterprise: A Study of its Organization and Management in Various 
Countries (International Institute of Administrative Sciences 1955) 57.  
21 I will address the legitimacy of State ownership further in chapter 5, section 5.1. 
22 Pierangelo Maria Toninelli (ed), The Rise and Fall of State-Owned Enterprises in the Western 
World (Cambridge University Press 2000) 49; Jonathan G. S. Koppell, The Politics of Quasi-
Government: Hybrid Organizations and the Dynamics of Bureaucratic Control (Theories and 
Institutional Design) (Cambridge University Press 2003). 
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the world.23 It is worth asking: what is it that make SOEs in heavy industrial sectors, 

oil-and-gas for example, reach high levels of performance? How do State-owned 

banks, such as Brazil's State Investment Bank, earn record-level returns in productive 

investments when their World Bank's counterpart failed to?24 At times, as Mariana 

Mazzucato demonstrated, away from sectors which are held traditionally by 

governments, the State succeeded in innovative projects, including in sectors that 

require innovation and are typically reserved for private corporations, such as the 

pharmaceutical industry.25  

Over 9.2 million people are employed in SOEs across the OECD. SOEs in the 

sample area are valued at close to US$ 2.4 trillion.26 These numbers would absolutely 

get multiplied if SOEs in non-OECD countries were added. Moreover, the European 

Commission found that SOEs within the EU make up a large percentage of member 

states’ GDP.27  

In addition to their economic importance, SOEs are distinct, complex, and 

controversial.28 They are owned (wholly or partially) and controlled by the 

government, an extraordinary shareholder; the government plays multiple roles in 

                                                        
23 Aldo Musacchio and Francisco Flores-Macias, 'The return of State-Owned Enterprises’ (2009) 
Harvard International Review (website) < https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=36235> 
accessed 14 Feb. 2020. Perhaps the interest in studying SOEs is in part attributed to the fact that 
SOEs' 'successful stories' run against the stereotype of inefficiency long attached to SOEs. 
24 The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). See Mariana Mazzucato, The 
Entrepreneurial state, Debunking Public v. Private sector Myths (Anthem Press 2014) 5. 
25 ibid. 
26 OECD, The Size and Sectoral Distribution of State-Owned Enterprises (OECD Publishing 2017). 
27 The report shows that central SOEs' market value in Finland's GDP exceeds 45%, while it is around 
40% in Slovenia and more than 25% in Belgium. In States like Sweden, Czech Republic, Poland and 
Estonia the market value exceeds 20%, and in France, Italy, Ireland, Austria and Hungary it counts for 
more than 10%. State-Owned Enterprises in the EU: Lessons Learnt and Ways Forward in a Post-
Crisis Context (2016) European Commission Institutional Paper 031, 
<https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/economy-finance/state-owned-enterprises-eu-lessons-learnt-
and-ways-forward-post-crisis-context_en > accessed 14 Feb. 2020. 
28 Rae André, ‘Assessing the Accountability of Government-Sponsored Enterprises and Quangos’ 
(2010) 97 Journal of Business Ethics 272; Carole Rentsch and Matthias Finger, ‘Yes, No, Maybe: The 
Ambiguous Relationships between State-owned Enterprises and the State’ (2015) 86 Annals of Public 
and Cooperative Economics 617. 
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relation to SOEs: as a shareholder, regulator, customer, and accountor. Such roles and 

the conflicting interests they present allow governments to employ SOEs as a pretext 

to maximize private (partisan or personal) gains. As explored in Chapter 5, one of the 

main enduring challenges regarding the CG of SOEs is this ambiguous and complex 

relationship between SOEs and the shareholding government. Part of the complexities 

arose around SOEs has been caused by the ideological debate on State’s role in the 

economy, as an owner of productive enterprises or a regulator thereof.29  

As evidenced in Chapter 2, the growing complexities of management and 

governance reforms have increased the technical need to investigate CG of SOEs. 

Brunsson observed high frequency of organizational reforms in the public sector in 

general without much change thereby.30 SOEs have been going through various cycles 

of reformation (e.g. outsourcing management, partial privatization etc.) without much 

change and sometimes with adverse impact on the public value; in fact some reforms 

have explicitly abandoned SOEs’ public interest mandate all together.31 

Given these factors, what makes the government a successful venture capitalist 

in some SOEs and the opposite – or so the stereotype goes – in others? What role can 

                                                        
29Even among the proponents of government participation in the economy, there is a lack of 
agreement on the best means to do so; would alterations in monetary and fiscal policies be sufficient 
to face economic events or would a direct participation in the market through State ownership be more 
effective? See John Maynard Keynes, Essays of Persuasion (Palgrave Macmillan 2010) 59, 321; 
Bruce R. Scott, ‘The Political Economy of Capitalism’ (2006) Harvard Business School Working 
Paper No. 07-037, <https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=23129 > accessed 14 Feb. 
2020; Mrinal Datta-Chaudhri, ‘Market Failure and Government Failure’ (1990) 4 Journal of 
Economic Perspective 25; Ha-Joon Chang, ‘Breaking the Mould: An Institutionalist Political 
Economy Alternative to the Neoliberal Theory of the Market and the State’ (2002) 26 Cambridge 
Journal of Economics 539. 
30 Nils Brunsson, Reform as Routine: Organizational Change and Stability in the Modern World 
(Oxford University Press 2009). Some reforms have a negative impact on public value, citizens 
become “the victims of businesses’ powers to raise the prices of essential goods – transport, 
electricity, water, to name but few”. Dan Plesch and Stephanie Blankenburg, ‘Corporate Rights and 
Responsibilities: Restoring Legal Accountability’ (2007) Royal Society for the Encouragement of 
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, <https://www.soas.ac.uk/cisd/research/material/file120296.pdf> 
6; Khoza and Adam (n 15).  
31 Heath and Norman (n 17) 256. 
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good governance practices play in promoting effective public value creation (as 

opposed to private shareholder value)? Can SOEs have the same governance structure 

as private corporations? Would distinct structures, strategies, and values mitigate 

governance deficiencies in SOEs? Could CG play an active role in shaping the 

relationship between SOEs and the government to get the best out of government 

participation with as little bureaucracy, political influence, and ineffectiveness as 

possible? Scholars suggest that "many SOEs have learned the lessons of the past" as 

they coerce "commitment from the state to adopt a proper institutional framework that 

allows them to succeed in a globalized world."32 Throughout this thesis, and mainly in 

chapter 3, I will examine the predominant theoretical approaches underlying the 

institutional framework applicable to SOEs and demonstrate their inappropriateness. 

So far in this chapter, I emphasized the importance of SOEs in modern 

economies and the equally important matter of CG thereof. I maintained that the 

purpose of SOEs is, by and large, public value creation. In fact, SOEs’ important role 

in public value creation raises the need to define a special institutional order for SOEs 

(neither market nor government institutional order) comprised of proper and stable 

principles and practices of good governance. 

 

1.3 Research question and objectives:  

This research rethinks CG of wholly SOEs on a different theoretical (and 

analytical) framework that perceives the peculiar functions, governance relationships, 

and challenges of SOE governance. This thesis tackles two major questions:  

                                                        
32 Musacchio and Flores-Macias (n 23). (emphasis added) 
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• How the relevant literature conceptualizes SOEs, shapes their organizational 

structure and internal governance, and manages their accountability and 

governance relationships with the government.  

• How the institutional framework for CG of SOEs, that I will explain in chapter 

4, provides a rethink of the organizational structure and autonomy of SOEs and 

generates CG strategies to deal with the complex accountability and 

shareholding relationships with the government.  

 

The research objectives are to: 

1. Create a normative reference model of SOEs to distinguish SOEs from private 

corporations and public agencies and emphasize their uniqueness in terms of 

functions (public value creation rather than shareholder value maximization), 

governance deficiencies, and their relationship with the shareholder, i.e. the 

government.33  

2. Provide an insightful analysis of the problems of CG in SOEs and debunk the 

‘liability of Stateness’ argument that attributes the deficiencies of SOEs to them 

being owned by the State.34  

                                                        
33Mike W. Peng, Garry D. Bruton, Ciprian V. Stan and Yuanyuan Huang, 'Theories of the (state-
owned) firm', (2016) 33 Asia Pacific Journal of Management 298. 
34 Thynne and Wettenhall observed that “[t]he world theory of public enterprise failure was based to a 
large extent on the fairly disastrous experience of Britain and of some mostly lesser developed 
countries, particularly in Africa … it altogether ignored Singapore’s “very successful experience. Nor 
did it take notice of Australia’s many profitable (and competitive) public enterprises, or of a World 
Bank study verdict that most of the public enterprises privatized by Pinochet in Chile were efficient in 
public ownership and operating in well-regulated markets.” Ian Thynne and Roger Wettenhall, ‘Public 
Enterprises: Many Faces, Much Questioning, New Challenges’ (2001) 6 International Review of 
Public Administration 3. 
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3. Outline the institutions of CG in SOEs: the legal form (and autonomy) of SOEs; 

government shareholding policy; legislations and regulations, e.g. concerning 

the composition and duties of the board of directors; self-regulation and 

established organizational culture; internal and external accountability; State 

shareholding entity etc. 

4. Theoretically speaking, this thesis aims to contribute to the building of a 

comprehensive theory of SOEs.  

In this research I focus only on fully-owned SOEs for a number of reasons. First, 

partially-SOEs, and hybrid organizations in general, have attracted much scholarly 

attention in the last two decades. This is unlike fully-SOEs that were, mistakenly, 

thought of as temporary organizations that are going to transform into other, mainly 

market-oriented, forms of organizations. Second, wholly-SOEs exhibit particularly 

complex relationship with the government, this complexity is responsible to a large 

extent for SOEs’ governance deficiencies, as shall follow in chapter 5 and 2.3. Third, 

transparency and accountability are quite challenging in fully-SOEs because of the 

absence of other shareholders who might exercise some scrutiny over SOEs; this is 

also true for internal governance and organizational culture of fully-SOEs that may 

reflect public bureaucracy. Also, because fully (non-listed) SOEs are not subject to the 

laws and market-based institutions of CG that assure some level of good governance 

in private corporations.35 

                                                        
35On the role of private investors in the governance of SOEs see, Garry D. Bruton, Mike W. Peng, 
David Ahlstrom, Ciprian Stan and Kehan Xu, ‘State-Owned Enterprises Around the World as Hybrid 
Organizations’ (2015) 29 The Academy of Management Perspectives 92; Ron Hodges, ‘Joined-up 
Government and the Challenges to Accounting and Accountability Researchers’ (2012) 28 Financial 
Accountability and Management 38. On the role of private investors in assessing risks see, Aoife 
Brophy Haney and Michael G. Pollitt, ‘New Models of Public Ownership in Energy’ (2013) 27 
International Review of Applied Economics 190. On the role of non-controlling shareholders, in 
general, in enhancing accountability and strengthening oversight see, Mark J. Roe, ‘The Institutions of 
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Fourth, it is argued that wholly-SOEs are often more effective and efficient than 

partially-SOEs, this is mainly because of the conflicts that arise between the 

government and private investors, as well as the additional bureaucratic processes and 

costs of, for example, co-decision-making and reporting.36 Partial-SOEs are subject to 

hybrid institutional order (market and SOEs) that results in overcompliance.37 

Moreover, I believe that the public purposes (and raison d’être) of public enterprises, 

whether aiming at strategic ends or purely economic targets, somewhat outweighs 

other shareholders' motives in terms of importance, and let me clarify this point. States' 

precedence over non-state shareholders does not mean in any sense undermining the 

latter's rights as shareholders nor eroding their powers to participate in governing 

SOEs. The preference refers merely to the superiority of the public interest of the wide 

underlying shareholders collectively owning SOEs, whom the government represents 

in governing SOEs, that is the general public. 

 

1.4 What is a State-owned enterprise? and what is corporate governance? 

In many jurisdictions, the classification of an organization as a 'state-owned 

enterprise' is still confused with other forms of public organizations.38 In Kuwait, an 

                                                        
Corporate Governance’, in Claude Ménard and Mary M, Shirley (eds), Handbook of New Institutional 
Economics (Springer 2005). 
36 Raymond Vernon, ‘Linking Managers with Ministers: Dilemmas of the State Owned Enterprise’ 
(1984) 4 Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 39; Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-
Silanes and Andrei Shleifer, ‘Corporate Ownership Around the World’ (1999) 54 The Journal of 
Finance 471. 
37 On hybrid institutional orders and overcompliance see, Pietro Previtali, Andrea Zatti and Danila 
Scarozza, ‘Public owned enterprises in Italy: A hybrid Nature for a Hybrid Regime of Over-
compliance’ (2018) 12 African Journal of Business Management 140.  
38 Peng et al., (n 33) 293; Douglas Sikorski, ‘A General Critique of the Theory of Public Enterprise: 
Part 1’ (1993) 6 Journal of Public Management 17 (hereafter Sikorski Part 1); Douglas Sikorski, ‘A 
General Critique of the Theory of Public Enterprise: Part 2’ (1993) 6 Journal of Public Management 
56 (hereafter Sikorski Part 2); Cotton M. Lindsay, 'A Theory of Government Enterprise' (1976) 84 
Journal of Political Economy 1016; Lene Tolstrup Christensen, ‘State-owned Enterprises as 
Institutional Market Actors: A Gradual Institutional Change Perspective on the Role of Domestic 
SOEs in the Marketization of Public Services’, in Luc Bernier, Massimo Florio and Philippe Bance 
(eds), The Routledge Handbook of State-Owned Enterprises (Routledge 2020). 
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example of an ambiguous institutional system of SOEs, there are persistent scholarly 

and judicial debates about the nature (publicness or privateness) of some organizations 

including SOEs, as I show in section 2.4. Despite the varieties of SOEs across sectors 

and jurisdictions in terms of ownership structure (majority or minority SOEs) and 

organizational structure (incorporated or statutory SOEs), they all share some common 

features that make the conceptualization of the SOE possible. According to OECD 

guidelines on Corporate Governance of SOEs (hereafter the OECD guidelines): 

any corporate entity recognized by national law as an enterprise, and in which the 

state exercises ownership, should be considered as an SOE. This includes joint stock 

companies, limited liability companies and partnerships limited by shares. 

Moreover, statutory corporations, with their legal personality established through 

specific legislation, should be considered as SOEs if their purpose and activities, or 

parts of their activities, are of a largely economic nature.39 

The OECD guidelines define the SOE as the organization in which the government 

exercises ownership. But public ownership and control do not correspond. Sometimes 

controversially, the State may be in control of an enterprise in which it owns minority 

(non-controlling) voting rights, either through shareholder agreements or through 

special stipulations in the article of association.40 Conversely, it may hold the majority 

of the shares without the intention to control the enterprise, rather, it keeps its stake 

for policy reasons only such as supporting a strategic sector.41 The guidelines 

emphasize that State ownership of a SOE should imply control: an enterprise is 

                                                        
39 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 15. 
40 ibid 14.  
41 Some hybrid SOEs, such as Brazil’s Petrobras and Vale, experience high levels of government 
ownership but are largely independent in their operations. Conversely, government ownership of other 
firms, such as Energies de Portugal, is relatively low while government control is high. Bruton et al., 
(n 35). 
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identified as a SOE so long as the public equity stake infers a long-term interest in 

controlling the enterprise. 

To clarify this point, I refer to the following example. As the financial crisis of 

2008 deepened, General Motors (GM), one of America's largest employers in the 

sector of heavy industries, went bankrupt. Considering the devastating consequences 

of GM's insolvency on America's economy and society, the US government acquired 

more than the half of GM's shares and became the major shareholder of the 

corporation. Regardless the fact that the US government is no longer a shareholder of 

GM, was GM, at that time, a SOE? Given that the US government lacked the intent to 

control GM, GM and other companies that are only temporarily publicly-owned and 

“for which no public mission can be identified” are not SOEs.42 In this respect, in his 

theory of public enterprises, Baumol noted that the demand for public subsidy for 

particular public goods or services may, in principle, indicate the need for public 

subsidy for the given sector but not State ownership of it.43  

In this thesis, I define the SOE as: (a) a business organization, for-profit or not-

for-profit44; (b) in which the State exercises policy control, either directly or indirectly 

through public apparatuses, such as legal forms (i.e. personified institutions), laws, 

regulations etc.; (c) to provide public goods and services in fulfilment of their public 

mission.45 For CG purposes, the SOE ought to be an institutionalized structure for 

                                                        
42 These bailed out corporations are referred to as ‘emergency nationalizations’. Musacchio and 
Flores-Macias (n 23). 
43 William J. Baumol, ‘Toward a Theory of Public Enterprise’ (1984) 12 Atlantic Economic Journal 
13. 
44 With regard to the term ‘business organization’, it encompasses for-profit or non-for-profit 
activities, while economic organizations are still heavily occupied with the notions of financial 
efficiency and wealth maximization. Backhaus argued that SOEs should be among the not-for-profit 
sector. Backhaus (n 8) 192.  
45 CIRIEC, ‘The Future of Public Enterprise: Missions, Performance and Governance: Learning from 
Success and Failures’ (2012) A Research Agenda 2012-2014, 
<http://www.cergo.enap.ca/CERGO/docs/Themes%20de%20recherche/CIRIEC_project%20'Future%
20of%20PE'%20(2012-2014).pdf > accessed 14 Feb. 2020; Pierre Bauby and Mihaela M. Similie, 
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governing business organizations in the public sector, as unpacked in Chapter 4. 

Meaning that the CG of SOEs, mainly the legal form of the SOE and the controlling 

rights of the government, ought to be a formally structured and stable system of formal 

enablers and constraints oriented towards public value creation. 

SOEs are ultimately owned by the State (as a legal entity) on behalf of the 

general public. Yet, State control of SOEs does not necessarily mean direct 

intervention in the management or governance of SOEs, especially that government 

direct control of SOEs is a major cause of governance deficiencies. The government 

controls SOEs “either by the state being the ultimate beneficiary owner of the majority 

of voting shares or otherwise exercising an equivalent degree of control.”46 SOEs can 

be effectively controlled through established institutions of governance, such as 

shareholding policies, regulations, and shareholding entities.47 In the literature, SOEs 

go under different terminologies: government corporation; public enterprise; 

government-owned enterprise etc.48 Note that the terms State-owned enterprises and 

public enterprises are more accurate than State-controlled or government-owned 

enterprises. The latter terms indicate full and direct government control of SOEs; this 

is quite problematic and controversial because government’s politicized control of 

                                                        
‘Conditions for the Emergence and Institutionalization of ‘European Public Enterprises’’ (2015) 86 
Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 683; Massimo Florio, ‘Contemporary Public 
Enterprises: Innovation, Accountability, Governance’(2014) 17 Journal of Economic Policy Reform 
201. 
46 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 15. 
47 The institutions of corporate governance of SOEs are discussed thoroughly in chapters 4 through 6.  
48 The term ‘government corporation’ was used by Seidman; ‘public enterprise’ was used by Florio 
and Fecher, Thynne and Wettenhall; while ‘government-owned enterprise’ was used by Christensen 
and Laegreid. Seidman (n 7); Massimo Florio and Fabienne Fecher, ‘The Future of Public Enterprises: 
Contributions to a New Discourse’ (2011) 82 Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 361; 
Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34); Tom Christensen and Per Lægreid, ‘Coping with Complex Leadership 
Roles: The Problematic Redefinition of Government-Owned Enterprises’ (2003) 81 Public 
Administration 803. 
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SOEs is one of the major causes of governance deficiency in SOEs (see section 2.3).49 

Whereas the former terms neither determine the form nor the extent of government 

control of SOEs. 

As to ‘what is not a SOE’, it is useful to look at Lene Christensen’s definition of 

SOEs. From a State-market (or public-private) perspective50, she held that: 

[SOEs] provide public services, but on market-based terms. Their hybridity 

derives from the combination of state ownership that entitles a sort of 

publicness or social responsibility combined with legally independence with 

economic autonomy or even a company form based on private law.51 

Christensen’s definition emphasizes the fact that SOEs are structurally and 

functionally different from public agencies and departments that provide 

administrative functions that are traditionally of non-commercial nature, like 

healthcare services and prisons.52 State ownership is an indicator of SOEs, but it is not 

determinant as we saw earlier. Thus, it is necessary to differentiate SOEs from other 

forms of State ownership. State ownership (and control, as I shall explain in chapter 

5) of enterprises that produce goods and service, in competitive markets or as a 

monopoly, are SOEs. Whereas purely financial State ownership such as the central 

                                                        
49 For further discussion of these terms see, Anna Grosman, Ilya Okhmatovskiy and Mike Wright, 
‘State Control and Corporate Governance in Transition Economies: 25 Years on from 1989’ (2016) 24 
Corporate Governance: An International Review 200. 
50 Datta-Chaudhuri argues that the government-market dichotomy is misleading – the State plays a 
role in fostering certain market and non-market institutions that can either lead to market failure or to 
economic growth. So, market failure simultaneously reflects government failure in promoting 
effective institutions. Datta-Chaudhri (n 29); Mariana Mazzucatto, State vs. Markets: A Misleading 
Dichotomy (Mariana Mazzucato, 2016) <https://marianamazzucato.com/blog/state-vs-markets-a-
misleading-dichotomy/> accessed 5 June 2020. 
51Lene Tolstrup Christensen, ‘The return of the hierarchy: SOEs in marketisation’ (2015) 5 
International Journal of Public Sector Management 309. 
52Both sectors were subject to research on whether they perform more efficiently under privatization. 
Oliver Hart, Andrei Shleifer, and Robert W. Vishny, ‘The Proper Scope of Government: Theory and 
an Application to Prisons’ (1997) 112 The Quarterly Journal of Economics 1127; Valarie Sands, ‘The 
Right to Know and Obligation to Provide: Public Private Partnerships, Public Knowledge, Public 
Accountability, Public Disenfranchisement and Prison Cases’ (2006) 57 University of New South 
Wales Law Journal 334.  
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bank and hedge funds are not SOEs. Also, executive agencies and quangos are not 

SOEs, despite the fact that they are budgetarily and administratively separate from the 

government – they are non-departmental public bodies that are delegated specific 

functions of government (overloaded) ministries and departments.53 Figure 1 

illustrates criteria for differentiating SOEs from other public departments and bodies.  

Figure 1 Criteria for differentiating SOEs from other public bodies

Figure modified from: Cabinet Office, Executive Agencies: A Guide for 
Departments; Public Bodies Handbook – Part 3 (2018). 

* See section 5.1.  

 

Public Corporate governance:  

Corporate governance has gained increasing importance in economic, 

administrative, financial, and legal studies. CG refers to the proper structure, 

mechanisms, values, and procedures through which a corporation is managed and 

                                                        
53 For in depth discussion of executive agencies and quangos see chapter 5, section 5.4.2. 
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controlled to fulfil its mandate effectively.54 Brian Cheffins noted that "[i]n one form 

or another, 'corporate governance' has always been with us, at least as long as the 

corporate form has allowed for conflict between investors and managers."55 Therefore, 

good CG requires “clear definitions of responsibility and a clear understanding of 

relationships between the organization’s stakeholders and those entrusted to manage 

its resources and deliver its outcomes.”56 With respect to the public sphere (including 

SOEs), the term governance is either used to broadly refer to State governance or 

narrowly when tackling the governance of public bodies.  

Public governance, according to Dick Ruiter, refers to the “institutional 

arrangements serving public interests”.57 Whereas it is noticed that the discourse on 

CG has been heavily concentrated on structures, processes, and substantive rules, 

“with much less emphasis being given to the analysis of outcome success or failure.”58 

In fact, just as with public governance, CG is also a vehicle to catalyze goal attainment. 

CG of SOEs is an area of research in which corporate and public governance 

                                                        
54Jan Van Helden and Giuseppe Grossi, ‘Public Sector Governance and Accountability’ (2012) 24 
Critical Perspective on Accounting 479. Scholars emphasized that “if you want to get governance 
‘right’ you need to manipulate the structure within which it is presumed to be generated.” Jon Pierre 
and B. Guy Peters, Governance, Politics and the State (Macmillan 2000) 22. From transaction cost 
perspective, CG is "the institutional matrix within which [corporate] transactions are negotiated and 
executed." Oliver E. Williamson, 'Transaction-Cost Economics: The Governance of Contractual 
Relations' (1979) 22 Journal of Law and Economics 233. 
55 Historically, basic CG affairs, such as shareholders rights and managerial accountability, were 
tackled amidst commercial law topics and as a ramification thereof. They were not considered as a 
separate field of legal enquiry until the 1970s, when CG topics, in the advanced sense discussed 
today, was well entrenched. Brian R. Cheffins, ‘The History of Corporate Governance’ (2012) 
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1975404> accessed 14 Feb. 2020; Harwell 
Wells, 'The Birth of Corporate Governance' (2010) 33 Seattle Law Review 1251; On the extensive 
emphasis in corporate law academic textbooks and scholarly researches on CG topics see, Marc T. 
Moore, Corporate Governance in the Shadow of the State (Hart Publishing 2013) 16.  
56Pat Barrett, ‘Corporate Governance and Accountability for Performance’ (Australian National 
Audit, 1997) 
<https://www.anao.gov.au/sites/default/files/Barrett_corporate_governance_and_accountability_for_p
erformance_1997.pdf> accessed 14 Feb. 2020. 
57 Dick W. P. Ruiter, ‘Is Transaction Cost Economics Applicable to Public Governance?’, European 
Journal of Law and Economics 20 (2005): 287. 
58 Hodges (n 35) 38. (emphasis added); Christensen and Lægreid argued that reforms have to be more 
engaged into means-end thinking and analysis. Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 812. 
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intersects – SOEs are business organizations within the public sector/domain.59 Public 

corporate governance is the set of institutional mechanisms and arrangements for 

steering and overseeing SOEs toward achieving their purpose, that is public value 

creation. For the purpose of this thesis, the term CG denotes public corporate 

governance.  

 

1.5 Varieties of State-owned enterprises:  

The variety of SOEs can be classified according to different criteria: a) their 

establishment: statutory, nationalized, corporate law-based; b) the quantity of 

ownership: full, majority, minority ownership; c) SOEs’ policy goals: social, 

economic, political, etc.; d) the level of government owning them: local, federal, or 

central government; e) the ownership vehicle: a shareholding corporation, independent 

entity, ministerial department; f) position of the SOE to the public administration: 

centralized (e.g. ministerial department) or decentralized (e.g. corporatized separate 

legal entity) etc. 

With respect to their establishment, SOEs are either statutory, incorporated by 

means of a special legislation; or established in accordance with the laws of 

corporation in a given jurisdiction and following the same processes and requirements 

that private corporations go through. Compared with statutory SOEs, corporate law-

based SOEs are more likely to exhibit good governance practices and be governed 

with less interventions on the part of the government because of the multitude of 

institutions of checks and balances that corporate laws supposedly entail.60 Whereas 

                                                        
59 Giuseppe Grossi, Ulf Papenfuß and Marie-Soleil Tremblay, ‘Corporate Governance and 
Accountability of State-owned Enterprises: Relevance for Science and Society and Interdisciplinary 
Research Perspectives’ (2015) 28 International Journal of Public Sector Management 281.  
60 Roe (n 35). 
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statutory SOEs, often, enjoy exemptions from tax and regulatory controls and are not 

required to hold general assemblies, unlike SOEs that are formed following codes of 

corporation. Such institutional setting makes statutory SOEs more likely to host ‘bad’, 

if not corrupt, governance practices; thus, OECD guidelines recommends to subject 

them to regulatory and tax treatment similar to that applicable to private corporations.61 

I will explain how such calls for equal treatments can be problematic from the 

perspective of institutional isomorphism in chapters 4 and 5. 

With regard to ownership structure, SOEs are either partially or fully-State-

owned. In partially-SOEs, private shareholders may not be equally powerful as the 

government which raises questions about the impetus behind private investments in 

SOEs.62 This ‘puzzle’ can be explained by examining the political, legal, and economic 

institutions surrounding SOEs, i.e. if the institutional environment provides favorable 

treatment or enough protection for private investors, for example. In some SOEs, 

private investors gain enormous benefits as shareholders of public enterprises in the 

form of easy access to finance, tax and law exemptions, and, not least, social 

legitimacy.63 It is believed that “[t]he state's reputation in this respect will influence 

SOE's capacity to attract outside funding and the valuation of the enterprise. It should 

therefore ensure that other shareholders do not perceive the state as an opaque, 

unpredictable and unfair owner.”64 Thus, a great deal of OECD guidelines concerns 

recognizing the rights of non-state shareholders and ensure them equitable treatment 

without discrimination (even if the unequal treatment resulted in the best interest of 

                                                        
61 OECD, Ownership and Governance of State-Owned Enterprises: A Compendium of National 
Practices (OECD Publishing 2018) 45. (hereafter OECD national practices 2018). 
62Mariana Pargendler, Aldo Musacchio and Sérgio G. Lazzarini, ‘In Strange Company: The Puzzle of 
Private Investment in State-Controlled Firms’ (2013) 46 Cornell International Law Journal, < 
https://scholarship.law.cornell.edu/cilj/vol46/iss3/3/ > accessed 5 June 2020.  
63 Robert E. Wright, ‘Hybrid Failures and Bailouts: Social Costs, Private Profits’, in Robert E. Wright 
(ed), Bailouts: Public Money, Private Profit (Columbia University Press 2009). 
64 ibid 51. 
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the enterprise) and protecting them from any abusive action by the government.65 

Generally speaking, these requirements are loaded with economic, bureaucratic, and 

regulatory costs, and should be fulfilled in a way that avoids ‘overly burdensome 

requirements’. 

In this chapter, I gave an introduction to the SOE, its definition, rationale, 

varieties and the important role SOEs can play in the economy and beyond. I identified 

three criteria to define the SOE and distinguish it from other public bodies: State 

ownership, State’s considerable degree of control, and carrying out business functions 

(for profit or not-for-profit). Unlike the prevailing theory of corporate purpose (i.e. 

shareholder value), the purpose and rationale of SOEs is to create public value, that 

could be social, economic, developmental etc. It seems highly improbable that a SOE 

would create public value without a special institutional order for their governance, 

that is, a proper organizational structure along with stable principles, mechanisms, 

values, and relationships with the government. Also, setting clear and compatible goals 

and mandate for the SOE is a precondition for good CG – public interest orientation 

may insulate managers and directors from short-termism, which, ultimately, enhances 

goal attainment. I also touched upon the variety of SOEs with a focus on wholly-SOEs. 

Despite the differences between the various SOEs in different sectors, there is a family 

resemblance and a shared history among them. The next chapter provides a short 

historical overview of CG structures and practices in SOEs in order to provide context 

to the problem. After that, I look into SOEs’ governance deficiencies and illustrate 

these problems through discussing the system of SOEs in Kuwait.   

                                                        
65 What counts as government abusive action includes, but is not limited to, insider trading, 
information asymmetry, biased business decision in which the government pursues its interest 
regardless of the interests of the SOE or the private shareholders etc. On Equitable Treatment of 
Shareholders and Other Investors, See OECD Guidelines (n 19) 51-52. 
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Chapter 2: Background Chapter: 

Aims of this chapter:  

The thesis develops a theoretical framework for corporate governance (CG) of 

State-owned Enterprises (SOEs) that covers conceptual as well as substantive 

governance matters. This chapter reviews the transformations of CG structures and 

practices in SOEs pre and post-new public management reforms (hereafter NPM), for 

NPM marks a turning point in the history and governance of SOEs. This review raises 

the need for an alternative to the neoliberal framework that downplays SOEs and their 

unique public interest functions; SOEs’ potential for good CG is not limited to 

privatization and marketization. The problems of good governance in SOEs are 

attributed to the politicization of SOEs; the complex SOE-government relationship; 

the vague institutional and regulatory frameworks of SOEs, among other reasons. This 

chapter interrogates the third point, namely the institutional system of SOEs, 

specifically in Kuwait. The discussion of Kuwait’s system of SOEs emphasizes the 

need for new analytical and conceptual lenses that reorient SOEs towards their public 

interest missions, and to produce governance patterns that are neither market-oriented 

nor government-oriented.  

The chapter is structured as follows: first, a short historical review of CG 

practices and reforms in SOEs with special focus on NPM. Then, the pathologies of 

SOEs that impact their governance and performance. The last sections tackle the 

research methodology and discuss the system of CG of SOEs in Kuwait. I illustrate 

how the ambiguity and complexity in understanding SOEs at conceptual and policy 

levels lead to unstable CG practices, ambiguous regulatory stance, and ineffective and 

inefficient outcomes. 
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2.1 A Historical overview of corporate governance of SOEs:  

Corporate governance of SOEs has been through a number of transformations 

specially during the last five decades. Still, the old and enduring confusion about the 

proper models, mechanisms, and processes of CG has not been settled yet.66 Before 

NPM, the relationship between the government and public enterprises was relatively 

simple: governments set the objectives and the governance framework for public 

enterprises, and the latter implemented.67 This intervening agency system of 

governance concentrates tremendous powers within the hands of the government 

without external observation or effective accountability; it has distorted CG of SOEs.68 

Strangely, the “fairly disastrous experience of Britain and of some mostly lesser 

developed countries, particularly in Africa” have created a theory of ‘public enterprise 

failure’ around the world.69 In response to that, NPM models were introduced to the 

governance of SOEs – many SOEs were restructured and privatized and their 

institutional environments were reoriented toward liberalization (marketization) and 

                                                        
66 Grossi et al., (n 59) 275. 
67 Bruton et al., commented that “three decades ago scholars typically thought of SOEs as enterprises 
operating in command economies, where the state had absolute ownership as well as control over state 
enterprises, a belief that was understandable given the prevalence of SOEs in these economies”. 
Bruton et al., (n 35) 97; Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 620; Luc Bernier, ‘Public Enterprises as Policy 
Instruments: The Importance of Public Entrepreneurship’ (2014) 17 Journal of Economic Policy 
Reform 253. (hereafter Bernier 2014) 
68 Chen Qintai, ‘State Shareholders Should Become an Active Force in Promoting and Establishing 
Effective Corporate Governance’ (2004) OECD Corporate Governance Forum 
<http://www.oecd.org/corporate/ca/corporategovernanceofstate-ownedenterprises/31452400.pdf > 
accessed 14 Feb. 2020; David E. M. Sappington and Gregory J. Sidak, ‘Competition Law for State-
Owned Enterprises’ (2003) 71 Antitrust Law Journal 479. 
69 The theory of SOEs failure altogether ignored the successful experiences of SOEs around the world. 
Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34) 3. 
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deregulation.70 Private sector governance models became the most prominent 

characteristic of public sector reforms in general, and SOE reforms in particular.71 

 

New Public Management of SOEs:  

 NPM applies private sector governance models and strategies to the public 

sector, including SOEs.72 It is "a marketization process whereby previously state-

provided goods and services are transferred to market-based arrangements led to the 

SOEs being either privatized or corporatized."73 Corporatization has transformed the 

relationship between SOEs and the government – SOEs control is now at arm’s length. 

By virtue of that, SOEs gradually transformed from centralized, hierarchically-

governed public utility providers to independent, corporate-like organizations.74 In 

addition to privatization and corporatization, NPM propounds deregulation, 

agentification, and single-goal management as strategies for governing SOEs. 

                                                        
70 For more details on the scale of privatization in OECD countries from 1979 to 1992 see, Carles 
Boix, ‘Privatizing the Public Business Sector in the 1980s: Economic Performance, Partisan 
Responses, and Divided Governments’ (1997) 27 British Journal of Political Science 473.  
71Due to globalization and the guidelines of supranational economic institutions (which are making 
regulatory convergence an increasing reality), there is barely an economy remote from major 
economic transformations. Grossi et al., (n 59).  
72 Jan-Erik Lane, New Public Management (Routledge, 2000); Christopher Hood and Michael 
Jackson, ‘The New Public Management: A Recipe for Disaster?’ (1991) 64 Canberra Bulletin of 
Public Administration 16. Note that NPM aligns, to a considerable extent, with the neoclassical 
economic understanding of the firm and of CG. Further analysis is found in chapter 3. See Dennis C. 
Mueller, ‘Corporate Governance and Neoclassical Economics’ (2018) 25 International Journal of the 
Economics of Business 47; Stephen M. Bainbridge, The New Corporate Governance in Theory and 
Practice (Oxford University Press 2008).  
73 Lene Tolstrup Christensen, ‘How Hybridity Has Evolved in the Governance of State-owned 
Enterprises: Evidence from Danish and Swedish Passenger Rail Services From 1990-2015’ (2017) 37 
Journal of Public Money and Management 401; Bernier and Simard argue that reforming the 
governance of SOEs is more proper than privatizing them. See Luc Bernier and Louis Simard, ‘The 
Governance of Public Enterprises: The Quebec Experience’ (2007) 78 Annals of Public and 
Cooperative Economics 455. 
74 In the United Kingdom alone, there is about ten different forms or structures of public enterprises: 
private limited by shares or by guarantee; public limited by shares; unlimited SOEs; Statutory SOEs; 
SOEs created by Royal Charters; trading funds etc. See Companies in Government, Cross-government 
– Briefing, National Audit Office (2015) < https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/12/Companies-in-Government_updated.pdf > accessed 14 Feb. 2020.  
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Some corporate-like strategies of governance have benefited SOEs and helped 

them to ensure effective and efficient operations. Take for example the insertion of a 

supervisory body (board of directors) into SOEs, and in public bodies in general, to 

oversee managers instead of government’s direct hierarchical control.75 The board of 

directors creates a ‘mediating hierarchy’ within the enterprise; an entity with which 

managers and directors can raise tensions and conflicting interests seeking a resolution 

of one kind or another.76 It also helps professionalizing the relationship between SOEs 

and the government; at the same time, it saves the time and costs of referring these 

issues to the government to reach a settlement.77  

However, NPM has adverse effects that contradict with the purposes and 

functions of SOEs. Commercialization enforces SOEs to specialize and focus their 

efforts towards a single goal: generating profits. While specialization may therefore 

enhance the efficiency of SOEs, it dismantles their composite social, political, and 

economic missions.78 Curtailing the operations of SOEs, as such, to attain financial 

efficiency reduces the effectiveness of SOEs in (multiple) public value creation. 

Marketization shifts the focus of public ownership from efforts toward a welfare State 

to a corporate, indifferent State in which market considerations trump social and 

political interests.79 In doing so, the institutional environment within which SOEs have 

been operating mutated into deregulated, market-based institutional setting. SOEs 

must now compete on a level playing field with private enterprises, entailing cutting 

                                                        
75Sandra Van Thiel, ‘Why Politicians Prefer Quasi-Autonomous Organizations’(2004) 16 Journal of 
Theoretical Politics 175. 
76 Margaret M. Blair and Lynn A. Stout, ‘A Team Production Theory of Corporate Law’ (1999) 85 
Virginia Law Review 248.  
77 Christensen (n 73) 402. 
78 ibid.  
79 It is argued that introducing market-based concepts to the public service sphere degrades citizens to 
market commodities. See Ali Farazmand, ‘Globalization and Public Administration’ (1999) 59 Public 
Administration Review 509; On the effects of globalization of public sector management in general 
See H. Brinton Milward and Keith G. Provan, ‘Governing the Hollow State’ (2003) 5 Public 
Management Review 1.  
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government subsidies, hindering facilitated access to finance, and stopping other forms 

of aid. 

Excessive State aid, be it to public or private enterprises, is held to distort good 

governance of the SOE at first place.80 But this does not negate the fact that aid is 

necessary for some SOEs to pursue their costly social goals.81 What concerns the most 

about NPM transformations of SOEs is the negative effects they have on the welfare 

of the general public, especially if the SOE was one that provides essential services in 

vital sectors such as utilities. In fact, the renationalization of previously-privatized 

SOEs shows that the market failed to empower privatized entities to serve public good, 

and that SOEs can be more effective in this respect. 

NPM reforms change the SOE’s publicness (and public value creation role), and 

encourage shareholder value maximization instead. Today, some SOE scholars are 

concerned about the ‘diminishing publicness of public service’ and recommend that 

these organizations should be reoriented towards regulation and public interests.82 

Subjecting SOEs to the market without strong rule of law, anti-corruption and anti-

favoritism laws, and laws on preventing conflict of interests and emphasizing 

accountability cannot lead to the desired level of governance and goal attainment. 

Also, reforms that are suggested by the international developmental organizations 

“have necessarily led to the decline of the central state’s regulatory strength”, as a 

strong institution of CG, in favor of market’s invisible hand. In economies where the 

                                                        
80 See chapter 3, section 3.2 for further discussion.  
81 Some public policy objectives are extremely expensive that it would be implausible to expect SOEs 
to achieve them without State aid of one kind or another. Examples of economic goals are: creating 
industries that are necessary for economic growth and improve State’s bargaining powers with foreign 
enterprises. Improving income distribution and heightening employment rates are examples of social 
goals.  
82M. Shamsul Haque, ‘The Diminishing Publicness of Public Service under the Current Mode of 
Governance’ (2001) 61 Public Administration Review 65; Hood and Jackson (n 72). 
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market is still developing, such as Kuwait, this has left a huge institutional gap and 

allowed further political interventions in SOEs as we shall see in section 2.4.83 

This short overview is intended to give an understanding of CG transformations 

in SOEs – SOEs were hierarchically-controlled and governed by the government 

before the era of NPM that oriented them toward free market governance. NPM affects 

SOEs’ structure of governance and practices, as well as their public interest missions. 

Bruton commented: 

The ability of SOEs to adapt to different settings in ways specific to the needs in that 

location in part explains why some SOEs have not only survived but often prospered 

despite many predictions of their demise. If the dichotomous choice of full state 

control and ownership versus pure private ownership were all a government could 

make, then the decline of the SOEs may well have occurred.84  

In the next section I shall look into the causes of the decline of some SOEs and their 

CG deficiencies. 

 

2.2 State-owned enterprise pathologies:  

A well-established literature maintains that the high political interferences in the 

governance of SOEs and in their normal course of business are major (if not the major) 

problems that face CG of SOEs.85 Consequently, scholars assert that SOEs are 

ineffective, unviable, and inferior compared to private corporations. The politicization 

                                                        
83 Lars Erik Kjekshus and Frode Veggeland, ‘State regulatory capacity: experiences from public 
sector reforms in Norway’ (2011) 89 Public Administration 1568. 
84 Bruton et al., (n 35) 100. 
85 Andrei Shleifer, ‘State versus Private Ownership’ (1998) 12 Journal of Economic Perspectives 133; 
Andrei Shleifer and Robert W. Vishny, ‘Politicians and Firms’ (1994) 109 The Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 995; Filippo Belloc, ‘Innovation in State-Owned Enterprises: Reconsidering the 
Conventional Wisdom’ (2014) 48 Journal of Economic Issues 821.  
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of SOEs has impacts on different facets of CG: the nomination and appointment 

processes of managers and directors; bureaucracy; patronage, rent-seeking, and 

corrupt activities; weak entrepreneurial organizational culture etc. Before expanding 

on these points, it is important to say that these governance challenges are not limited 

to SOEs, as section 3.2.5 explains, and most importantly, they are not necessarily 

corresponding to public ownership. 

In many countries, SOEs are subject to political pressures from political parties, 

individual politician, interest groups, and lobbies to deliver partisan or familial 

interests, notwithstanding the objectives of SOEs.86 Political actors can employ SOEs 

to ensure a distribution of resources that maintains political and social stability.87 They 

may transfer resources to favored individuals or firms, or create ‘bloated employment’ 

opportunities for their supporters.88 This is more so in partially-SOEs – some of them 

are formed or structured according to conditions that serve the interests of the private 

shareholder against that of the general public.89 Even where SOEs aim at social 

objectives, such as a fair distribution of wealth, corruption and patronage produces 

adverse outcomes.90 In a research focused on the political influences on SOEs’ 

behavior, Shleifer and Vishny found that “[w]hen managers control firms, politicians 

use subsidies and bribes to convince them to pursue political objectives. When 

politicians control firms, managers use bribes to convince them not to push firms to 

                                                        
86 Some scholars defined the private benefits of state ownership “as the political, social, or personal 
advantages that the controlling politician may be able to extract from the SOE.” See Juliet D’Souza 
and Robert Nash, ‘Private Benefits of State Ownership: The Role of Media and National Culture’ 
(2016) 16 Journal of Accounting and Finance 97.  
87On the behavior of clientistic political parties in SOEs see, Ciara Volintiru, Bianca Toma, and 
Alexandru Damian, ‘How the Political Capture of State Owned Enterprises is Damaging Democracy 
in Central and Eastern Europe’ LSE Comment (LSE blog) 
<https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2018/03/05/how-the-political-capture-of-state-owned-enterprises-
is-damaging-democracy-in-central-and-eastern-europe/ > accessed 14 Feb. 2020.  
88 ibid; D’Souza and Nash (n 86) 102; Paola Sapienza, ‘The Effects of Government Ownership on 
Bank Lending’ (2003) 72 Journal of Financial Economics 357; Hart et al., (n 52). 
89 Pargendler et al., (n 62). 
90 Chang (n 29). 
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pursue political objectives.”91 Such interactions between politician and the managers 

of SOEs explain why some SOEs are subject to loose parliamentary scrutiny and why 

they are rarely held accountable, as section 6.5 demonstrates. 

Also, managers and directors who are appointed on political (non-professional 

or merit-based) criteria play a less effective role in combating corruption because they 

lack the incentive to serve the best interests of the enterprise. Musacchio and 

colleagues maintained that “[t]he success of state-led development strategies in South 

Asia is often credited to the presence of technical bureaucrats and SOE employees 

recruited through highly competitive entrance tests.”92 Thus, it is widely agreed that 

an effective legal and regulatory framework for professionalizing the nomination and 

appointment of board members and managerial personnel is key in depoliticizing 

SOEs.93 SOEs’ vulnerability to ineffective and inefficient performance depends, to a 

considerable extent, on their system of appointment.  

In addition, excessive bureaucracy reduces managers’ discretion in running the 

enterprise, this is especially true for commercial SOEs – commercial SOEs are 

required by the dynamic market environment (competition and consumer demands) to 

be expeditious, responsive, and, even, proactive and innovative – attributes that, 

allegedly, are hardly found in public sector.94 Rentsch and Finger added that SOEs’ 

inflexible and bureaucratic culture is attributed, in part, to them feeling oversteered.95 

                                                        
91 Shleifer and Vishny (n 85) 1023. 
92 Aldo Musacchio, Sergio G. Lazzarini and Ruth V. Aguilera, ‘New Varieties of State Capitalism: 
Strategic and Governance Implications’ (2015) 29 The Academy of Management Perspectives 126. 
93 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 71; OECD, Professionalizing Boards of Directors of State-Owned 
Enterprises: Stocktaking of National Practices (OECD Publishing 2018). (hereafter Professionalizing 
Boards of Directors); Samuel Nana Yaw Simpson, ‘Boards and Governance of State-Owned 
Enterprises’ (2014) 14 Corporate Governance 238; S. Lioukas, D. Bourantas and V. Papadakis, 
‘Managerial Autonomy of State-Owned Enterprises: Determining Factors’ (1993) 4 Organization 
Sciences 645. 
94 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 621. 
95 ibid 622.  
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The vulnerability of SOEs to corruption differs from one industry or service 

sector to another. While it is thought that SOEs in highly competitive sectors have 

better immune from excessive political interventions due to the constraints imposed 

on them by anti-trust laws, it is observed that financial SOEs, for example, are more 

prone to corruption and, thereby, inefficiency than SOEs in other sectors.96 State 

financial institutions “may be especially valuable to politicians because deployment of 

bank financing provides a potentially lucrative mechanism for supplying political 

patronage and for cultivating political connections.”97 Therefore, Willig called 

international development organizations to promote better regulations for public and 

private enterprises in order to enable them combating these risks.98 

Another source of distortion to CG in SOEs came in the form of public policies. 

Douglas North noted that institutions and policies are formed and changed in 

accordance with the interests of those who possess the bargaining power. In the context 

of SOEs, policies and strategies are set by the government as a shareholder or as a 

regulator, government’s appointees at the boardroom, or the shareholding entity.99 

Governments and politicians may misuse the power to regulate SOEs by issuing 

deliberate policies with no public interest rationale behind them; using public policies 

as “a vehicle of cronyism” erodes the interests of SOEs away in favor of other 

interests.100 Scholars found that the resources of some SOEs are used to “serve as ‘post 

                                                        
96 Shleifer and Vishny (n 85) 1023. 
97 D’Souza and Nash (n 86) 101. For the purpose of SOEs reform, it is important to differentiate 
between SOEs’ inefficiency that is caused by purely economic reasons such as serving social or 
environmental objectives that are commercially not rewarding, and SOEs’ inefficiency in 
consequence of corruption.  
98 Robert D. Willig, ‘Public versus Regulated Private Enterprise’ (1993) 7 The World Bank Economic 
Review 155. 
99 Douglas North explained this phenomenon by way of explaining the formation and changes of 
regulatory institutions (as well as informal institutions for this matter). Douglas C. North, Institutions, 
Institutional Change and Economic Performance (Cambridge University Press 1990): 47.  
100 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126; on employing public policies beyond public interests see Paul Dragos 
Aligica and Vlad Tarko, ‘Crony Capitalism’ (September 2015) CESifo DICE Report 
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electoral awards’ for political backers”101. So long as the resulting regulations and 

governance practices are plausible in terms of considering the properties of the sector 

they are in charge of governing or regulating, one can overlook this disputable process. 

However, if the resulting strategies and practices (or the deliberate deregulation) were 

opportunistic, something should be done to stop the institutionalization of corruption 

in SOEs.102 Of course, this does not mean that all the policies that are lobbied for (or 

for that matter all political interactions with SOEs) run against the public good. To the 

contrary, many are in complete consistency with SOEs’ logic and purpose, such as 

environmentally-friendly strategies, and policies that extend SOEs’ delivery of goods 

and services to rural areas or abandoned groups of society.103  

 Another CG concern in SOEs is relevant to innovation and entrepreneurship.104 

Bernier and Hafsi maintained that “in the public sector, entrepreneurial behavior has 

long been regarded as either non-existent or aberrant … any bold, innovative risk-

taking behavior seems suspect”.105 SOEs’ decentralized, hierarchical systems of 

governance concentrate control rights in the hands of the government, thus, any plan 

to improve the quality of SOEs’ goods and services needs to be approved by it. This 

means that developmental and innovative decisions can probably be delayed by the 

time-consuming bureaucratic processes for getting government’s approval. Hence, 

                                                        
<http://www.cesifo-group.de/DocDL/dice-report-2015-3_Tarko-Aligica_October.pdf > accessed 14 
Feb. 2020.  
101 Volintiru et al., (n 87). 
102 According to Aligica and Tarko, ‘crony capitalism’ is a combination of rent-seeking firms, crony 
political relations, and discretionary populist laws and regulations. Aligica and Tarko (n 100). 
103Khoza and Adam (n 15); Sergio G. Lazzarini, Aldo Musacchio, Rodrigo Bandeira-de-Mello and 
Rosilene Marcon, ‘What Do State-Owned Development Banks Do? Evidence from BNDES, 2002-
2009’ (2015) 66 World Development 237. 
104 On the correlation between interventionist governments and firms’ low innovation see Ishtiaq P. 
Mahmood and Carlos Ruffin, ‘Government’s Dilemma: The Role of Government in Imitation and 
Innovation’ (2005) 30 Academy of Management Review 338; Bernardo Bortolotti, Veljko Fotak, and 
Brian Wolfe, ‘Innovation and State Owned Enterprises’ (2018) Research Paper No. 2018-72, 
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3150280 > accessed 14 Feb. 2020. 
105 Luc Bernier and Taieb Hafsi, ‘The Changing Nature of Public Entrepreneurship’ (2007) 67 Public 
Administration Review 488.  
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calls have been raising to “take purely business and technical services of the 

government outside the domain of politics”, that is to say, the public domain.106 Hart, 

Shleifer and Vishny held that government control of SOEs can work only “when 

quality innovations are unimportant” in services such as prisons and police.107 

However, where SOEs are responsible for delivering goods or services that require 

continual improvement of quality, such as manufacturing sectors, privatization, they 

argued, has a stronger argument.  

Furthermore, rent-seeking in SOEs – which is widespread in resource-rich 

countries – takes the resources of SOEs away from productive activities.108 Rent-

seeking activities have detrimental effects on firm-level economic performance (i.e. 

efficiency), and, more importantly, on country-level economics and development.109 

On the one hand, inefficient performance of SOEs carries serious risks for public 

finance; this is especially true in countries that rely on SOEs as a source of government 

revenue beyond taxes.110 If these SOEs performed poorly, the fiscal pressures on 

government spending intensifies. And in worst-case scenario, political-business 

alliances may work deliberately towards taking over SOEs through aggravating their 

inefficient performance and weakening their role in economic growth and 

                                                        
106 Seidman (n 7); Hart et al., (n 52) 1129. 
107 Hart et al., (n 52) 1159. 
108 Ivar Kolstad and Arne Wiig, ‘Is Transparency the Key to Reducing Corruption in Resource-Rich 
Countries‘ (2009) 37 World Development 521. 
109 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 118; Belloc (n 85) 830. 
110 For instance, the Norwegian government “participates in Norway’s petroleum sector directly as an 
investor through an arrangement called the State’s Direct Financial Interest (SDFI), which currently 
includes interests in 158 licenses … The Central Bank of Norway receives, on behalf of the state, all 
cash flows from SDFI including cash flows generated from the sales and marketing of the state’s 
share of oil and gas production managed by Statoil [a Norwegian energy company renamed recently 
as Equinor].” See ‘Guidance note 18: SOE participation in EITI Reporting’ (2014) Extractive 
Industries Transparency Initiative 
<https://eiti.org/sites/default/files/documents/guidance_note_18_soes_en.pdf > accessed 14 Feb. 
2020. 
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development.111 As a result, the financial and bureaucratic burden of the government 

increases, which, allegedly, justifies the privatization of SOEs.112  

This section reviewed the challenges that face and hinder good governance in 

SOEs, and which some scholars rely on in their arguments about the ineffectiveness, 

unviability, and inferiority of SOEs compared to private corporations. CG deficiencies 

in SOEs (e.g. the politicization of SOEs’ control and appointment systems, corruption, 

patronage, and rent-seeking etc.) are, more or less, the result of politico-administrative 

interferences. These obstacles of good governance are not necessarily the product of 

public ownership, as I shall discuss in sections 3.2.5 and 5.1. In this thesis I seek a 

comprehensive understanding of CG systems and relationships of SOEs – one that 

acknowledges and considers these problems (especially SOE-government 

relationships), and rethinks the arrangements and measures that promote good CG. 

The next section addresses the research methodology. 

 

2.3 Research methodology: 

This thesis involves exploratory, qualitative theoretical research on CG of 

SOEs. I look into the conceptual and theoretical assumptions underlying CG practices 

and reforms and critically analyze them (mostly in chapter 3). I propose an alternative 

theoretical framework (in chapter 4): the institutional framework for CG of SOEs. I 

                                                        
111 For deeper discussion on the growing concerns over related-party transactions in SOEs see, Curtis 
J. Milhaupt and Mariana Pargendler, ‘Related-Party Transactions in State-Owned Enterprises: 
Tunneling, Propping and Policy Challenging’, in Luca Enriques and Tobias H. Tröger (ed), The Law 
and Finance of Related Party Transactions (Cambridge University Press 2019). 
112 Although some scholars found that “partial privatization where the government retains some 
percentage of equity … may be worse, especially in terms of profitability, than complete privatization 
or continued state ownership.” See Anthony E. Boardman and Aidan R. Vining, ‘Ownership and 
Performance in Competitive Environments: A Comparison of the Performance of Private, Mixed, and 
State-Owned Enterprises’ (1989) 32 Journal of Law and Economics 26. (emphasis added); Seidman 
(n 7) 91. 
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then identify three important aspects of CG and tackle them from the proposed 

institutional perspective (chapters 5 and 6).  

CG topics are still heavily researched using quantitative methods.113 One of the 

main challenges that face the development of the field of CG is what is termed 

‘empirical dogmatism’. It is observed that: 

researchers too often embrace a research paradigm that fits a rather narrow 

conceptualization of the entirety of corporate governance to the exclusion of 

alternative paradigms. Researchers are, on occasion, disinclined to embrace research 

that contraindicates dominant governance models and theories (i.e., a preference for 

independent governance structures) or research that is critical of past research 

methodologies or findings. This will not help move the field of governance 

forward.114 

Accordingly, I avoided the dominant theoretical and analytical approaches to SOEs 

(though I analyzed some of them to underpin the gap), namely, the classic transition 

economic perspective (socialist and post-socialist organizations); neoclassical 

economic theory (agency theory and shareholder value); and NPM, i.e. 

corporatization, marketization, privatization, and hybridity.115 The significance of 

theory lies in the notable practical (real-world) consequences that theories have on 

organizational structures, functions, and behavior. Theories, as I will explain in 

chapter 3, shape CG attitudes and values, SOE-government shareholding relationship, 

                                                        
113 Alessandro Zattoni, Thomas Douglas, and William Judge, ‘Developing Corporate Governance 
Theory through Qualitative Research’ (2013) 21 Corporate Governance: An International Review 
119. 
114 Catherine M. Daily, Dan R. Dalton, and Albert A. Cannella Jr., ‘Corporate Governance: Decades 
of Dialogue and Data’ (2003) 28 The Academy of Management Review 379.  
115 Transitional economies, refer to States that are moving from centrally-planned economy to market 
economy. See Karla Hoff and Joseph E. Stiglitz, 'After the Big Bang? Obstacles to the Emergence of 
the Rule of Law in Post-Communist Societies' (2004) 94 The American Economic Review 753. 
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and the accountability of SOEs and of the government (legally, politically, and 

professionally).  

This is a desk-based research in which data were gathered from the researches 

surveyed and were interpreted within the proposed theoretical framework. The 

qualitative theoretical research allows for more comprehensive view of complex 

organizations like SOEs. First, it is not context-bound the way empirical researches 

are. Second, a theoretical research underpins a range of inquiries116 – as to this thesis, 

it allowed me to survey the theories of SOEs and their underlying assumptions, 

concepts, effects etc., which uncovered the inappropriateness of current theoretical 

grounds to study SOEs (in chapter 3). At the same time, it gave me the opportunity to 

investigate the topic on new theoretical grounds and, thereby, contribute to the 

development of a theory of SOEs (in chapter 4). I found it useful to contextualize the 

theoretical gap, that is, to identify the gap in a particular jurisdiction and point out its 

effects on the governance system and practices of SOEs. The Kuwaiti system of SOEs 

upholds the identified gap and illuminates the lack of a comprehensive institutional 

order appropriate for SOEs. I chose Kuwait’s system of SOEs for a number of reasons:  

1. It has a large and economically critical SOE sector.117 

2. In spite of Kuwait’s civil law system, the large SOE sector lacks a specific and 

appropriate institutional order – it has no legislation or policy pertinent to State 

ownership which can provide comprehensive and shared understanding of 

SOEs’ legal frameworks, policy goals, functions, authorities, and legal status 

                                                        
116 Taekema (n 4). 
117 See chapter 2, section 2.4 for further details.  
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before the government. There is vagueness and ambiguity as to what counts as 

a SOE and how it ought to be controlled. 

3. Some of the major Kuwaiti SOEs have been showing particularly weak 

performance, functionally and economically, e.g. Kuwait Airways.118 

4. SOEs in Kuwait lack a system of legal and professional accountability and 

responsibility, as I will discuss further in chapter 6.  

5. In Kuwait, SOEs reforms either end up unimplemented (and unimplementable) 

or not achieving their stated goals; they even failed to clarify the ambiguity 

around SOEs.119  

The epistemological stance of this research is directed at generating a 

comprehensible account of the subject rather than focusing on solving a particular 

problem in a given SOE. Thus, the reference to the Kuwaiti system of SOEs is 

explanatory only; it is not intended to form an in-depth case study of Kuwait’s SOEs 

for a number of reasons. First, the weak culture of transparency and accountability, 

especially in the contentious petrochemical and aviation SOEs, which renders the 

accessible empirical data limited and unavailing. Second, and most importantly, a 

case-study seems to serve the purposes of this thesis less well; this is a theoretical 

thesis that departs from the inappropriate dominant theories of SOEs and supports the 

efforts to building a theory of the SOE as an original (not marginal) form of 

organizations.  

                                                        
118 It is observed that Kuwait “has failed in all its major SOE undertakings … Given the availability of 
Kuwaiti resources and the numbers of failed projects, it appears unlikely that the failure is pure 
coincidence.” Steffen Hertog, ‘Defying the Resource Curse: Explaining Successful State-Owned 
Enterprises in Rentier States’ (2010) 62 World Politics 282, 287; Mashael Alhajeri, ‘Aviation Sector 
Governance – What Stands and What Could Be: A Case Study of Kuwait Airways’ Transformation 
from an Agency to a Corporation’ (2016) 15 Kuwait International Law School Journal 405.  
119 See the discussion on Kuwait Airways’ series of reforms in the next section. 
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To support the argument in chapters 5 and 6, I refer to the Norwegian system of 

SOEs and to an example from New Zealand for the following reasons:  

1. Both countries have successful SOEs in terms of goals attainment and economic 

performance.  

2. They have comprehensive laws of SOEs, policies, and monitoring and 

accountability systems. Although New Zealand is known for its adoption of 

NPM reforms, while Norway is more known for its reluctant stance from NPM 

reforms, both countries, contrary to the logic of NPM and deregulation, have 

comprehensive legal and regulatory frameworks for SOEs.  

The example that I use in chapter 6 from New Zealand’s Mercury electricity SOE is 

chosen for particular reasons: (1) New Zealand is known as a role model in NPM 

reforms of the public sector including SOEs, and the selected case illustrates NPM’s 

“hard-nosed commercial attitude” and its negative impact on public value creation, 

particularly as to SOEs’ social responsibility towards citizens who cannot afford the 

service under the conditions of marketization; (2) Because the example demonstrates 

government attempts to avoid accountability for autonomous (arm’s length) SOEs, 

following NPM doctrine. Whereas I referred to the experience of Norwegian oil SOEs 

to demonstrate their concentration on public value creation in the form of protecting 

the interests of future generations instead of obtaining short-term profits. 

 

2.4 SOEs in Kuwait – reflection on a dysfunctional system:  

 SOEs in Kuwait exemplify the theoretical points made in this thesis regarding 

the ineffective institutional system of governance of SOEs, and the inappropriate 

theoretical assumptions they are built upon. It also explains the pathologies of SOEs 
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and the fruitlessness of NPM reforms in promoting good governance in Kuwaiti SOEs. 

With respect to reforms, Grosman et al., accurately commented that “[c]ontinuing 

reliance on informal institutions under conditions of formal institutional voids creates 

major obstacles for badly needed reforms.”120 This, by and large, outlines the case for 

SOEs in Kuwait. In this section, I address the main features of Kuwait’s system for 

SOEs and their complex and dysfunctional regulatory governance. Later, in chapters 

4 through 6, I will explicate how the proposed institutional theoretical framework 

illuminates various potentials for good governance in SOEs. 

Kuwait is a constitutional monarchy; its constitution identified four authorities: 

the Amir, head of State, who, in principle, reigns but does not rule; the elected National 

Assembly; the government, which is appointed by the Amir; and the judiciary that is 

totally independent from other authorities.121 Legislative authority is vested with the 

parliament; in principle, the parliament also has the authority to practice pre and post 

financial oversight along with the Audit Bureau. Kuwait is a civil law country; its legal 

system is highly influenced by the Egyptian adaptation of Napoleonic Code.122 That is 

a system of codified laws. Kuwait has a mixed economic system that combines private 

economic freedoms, mainly the fully-protected property rights, with considerable 

government involvement through public ownership and regulation. The discovery of 

oil has led to the emergence and development of the welfare state, where the 

government became involved in the standard activities of water, sewage, generating 

and distributing electricity, postal services, airports and ports, telecommunication 

                                                        
120 Grosman et al., (n 49) 217. 
121 Constitution of the State of Kuwait, Articles 54 and 55. According to the constitution, the Amir is 
the head of the legislative and the executive authorities as well, but this role is more of a honorific one 
due to the constitutional constraints on his authority, Articles 51, 52, and 53.  
122 Nabil Saleh, ‘Civil Codes of Arab Countries: The Sanhuri Codes’ (1993) 8 Arab Law Quarterly 
161. 
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etc.123 SOEs in Kuwait date back to the 1960s and 1970s, the era when most SOEs 

were either established or nationalized.124 There are more than 8 wholly-SOEs, the 

most prominent among which are Kuwait Petrochemical Company (KPC), Kuwait 

Airways Corporation (KAC), and Kuwait Flour Mills and Bakeries Corporation 

(KFMP).125 It is a petroleum-based economy in which oil revenues account for more 

than 90% of government revenue; thereby, State-owned oil companies account for a 

significant part of the capital market and value creation in Kuwait.126  

SOEs enjoy wide public legitimacy and some, like KPC, PAC, and KFMP, are 

regarded as national legacy. Privatization plans have been, usually, based on 

recommendations by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank 

(WB) in the name of increasing the private sector’s economic role.127 In 2010, the 

government issued the privatization law (No 37/2010) aimed at introducing 

internationally experienced corporations to the SOE sector, and allowing the 

government to retain no more than %20 of the share capital.128 To date, privatization 

plans are stumbled mainly due to strong parliamentary and public opposition, but also 

because of the highly bureaucratic processes set in the law for privatization. Concerns 

                                                        
123 Constitution of the State of Kuwait, Article 20.  
124 Kuwait's oil sector was fully nationalized in the 1975, later in 1980 a law was issued to establish 
Kuwait Petrochemical Corporation (KPC), as a fully-State-owned holding company that consolidates 
State’s ownership in oil-related activities. Paul Stevens, ‘Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC): an 
enterprise in gridlock’, in David G. Victor, David R. Hults and Mark C. Thurber (ed), Oil and 
Governance: State-Owned Enterprises and the World Energy Supply (Cambridge University Press 
2012).  
125 Mithqal Sartawi, ‘State-Owned Enterprises in Kuwait: history and recent developments’, in OECD, 
Towards New Arrangements for State Ownership in the Middle East and North Africa (OECD 
Publishing 2012) 96.  
126 Stevens (n 124) 349; Sartawi (n 125) 97. 
127 After the Iraqi invasion in 1990, the government could not bear the fiscal burden of its commercial 
and non-commercial SOEs, and since then privatization and its thresholds were sought as the only 
reform solutions for failing SOEs. World Bank, Kuwait: A Privatization Strategy (Washington 1993). 
International Monetary Fund, IMF Executive Concludes 2019 Article IV Consultation with Kuwait 
(2019) < https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2019/04/02/Kuwait-2019-Article-IV-
Consultation-Press-Release-Staff-Report-and-Statement-by-the-46729 > 
accessed 15 Feb. 2020.  
128 Kuwait privatization law No. 37/2010.  
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have been expressed over the effect of privatization on the affordability of public 

goods and services, and the resulting cuts in employments. Also, there are fears that 

privatization may allow foreign organizations to control over strategic national SOEs, 

mainly oil companies. On top of that, previously privatized SOEs have not proved 

more efficient or effective in terms of service provisions and showed high cronyism.129  

Lacking clear public ownership policy and vision, corporatization and 

privatization reforms have neither been implemented smoothly, nor induced good 

governance. Kuwait Airways corporation, for instance, became a public joint-stock 

company in 1999 in preparation for privatization. Yet, KAC kept making losses and 

depending on the State for its operating expenses, despite the fact that it is a 

commercial SOE that is supposed to generate profits.130 In 2008, another law was 

passed to partially privatize KAC this time, but it was soon followed by two conflicting 

laws in 2012 and 2014.131 These reforms fell short of inducing the desired change in 

terms of better governance and economic performance. In Kuwait, reforms usually 

focus on organizational structures as if the corporate form would automatically 

enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of SOEs.132  

In the literature on Kuwaiti SOEs, and public bodies in general, there is huge 

confusion around their legal nature, functions, autonomy from government directions, 

and accountability, as I mentioned in chapter 1.133 Public organizations in Kuwait are 

classified based on their budgetary status: dependent budget, that is part of 

government’s budget, of public agencies; or independent budget of public enterprises 

                                                        
129 Alhajeri (n 118); Sartawi (n 125) 112. 
130 The corporatization of Kuwait Airways by the law No. 57/1999. An in-depth discussion can be 
found in Alhajeri (n 118); Sartawi (n 125) 104. 
131 While 2012’s law gave the government no more than %20 of the share capital, 2014’s gave it no 
more than %70. See the law No.6/2008, and the laws No. 22/2012 and No. 23/2014 amending 6/2008.  
132 For deeper explanation of this idea see chapter 5, section 5.1. 
133 Valérie Marcel, ‘Investment in Middle East Oil: Who Needs Whom?’ (2006) Chatham House 
<https://www.chathamhouse.org/publications/papers/view/108168 > accessed 15 Feb. 2020.  
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and public bodies that enjoy independent status from ministries. In practice, this 

classification still does not clear the ambiguity away for there is complexity in 

understanding each organizational form and system of exercising public functions. 

There is a lack of consistent terminology for these bodies – it is common to see 

confusion between the legal status of SOEs, State’s shareholding organizations such 

as Kuwait Investment Authority and the Public Institution for Social Security, and 

even funds, for all have budgetary independence.134 The ambiguous conceptual and 

regulatory system of SOEs showed recently to have a confusing effect on adjudication. 

According to Kuwait’s laws of procedures, a dispute needs to be legally characterized 

(is it administrative, criminal, commercial, or civil) before filing a lawsuit, this legal 

characterization designates the specific court that has the subject matter jurisdiction to 

hear the given lawsuit.135 If KPC’s employees attempt to file a suit against the SOE, 

they would face the dilemma of characterizing the KPC and the legal status of its 

employees, and, thereby, the authorized court.136 The case can be filed in three courts: 

the civil court; the labor court that has jurisdiction over cases relevant to employment 

in the private sector; and the administrative court, since the KPC is State-owned.  

SOEs in Kuwait are governed through a highly diverged (decentralized) 

governance system by multiple principals. With regard to the KPC, for example, the 

controlling authority is fragmented among the head of State; the prime minister; the 

                                                        
134 Sandra Van Thiel termed fully-owned SOEs agencies even regardless of the economic nature of 
the activities (whether for profit or not). Sandra Van Thiel, ‘The Politics of Quangocracy’, (2019) 21 
The British Journal of Politics and International Relations 522. 
135 The Code of Civil and Commercial Procedures No. 38/1980, Article 34.  
136 See Safiya Al-Saffar, ‘The Legal System of the Public Domain’ (Master’s Thesis, Kuwait 
University 2017). On the controversial matters of legal characterization and system of KPC-employee 
relationship see, Ali Al-Dhofairi, ‘The Relationship between Kuwait Petroleum Corporation and its 
Leading Personnel is a Contractual Relationship – Commentary on the Court of Cassation Ruling in 
Appeal No. 872/2013Administrative/2 issued on 19/5/2015’, (2015) 11 Kuwait International Law 
School Journal 203, <https://journal.kilaw.edu.kw/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/The-relationship-
between-kuwait-oil-company-and-its-leading-personnel-is-a-contractual-relationship.pdf > (accessed 
3 Nov 2020). 
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minister of oil; the parliament; the sector regulator, i.e. the Supreme Petroleum Council 

(SPC); and the governing entities of KPC. Figure 2 demonstrates the fragmented 

hierarchical governance of KPC and the conflicting interests therein. This highly 

hierarchical system of political masters, accompanied by ex-ante governance, 

denigrate SOEs’ separate legal personality. They also make the decision-making 

process in Kuwaiti SOEs extremely bureaucratic compared to other SOEs – a study 

was carried out to evaluate KPC’s operation found that “there are approximately 36 

steps that need to be taken for a project worth KD0.25mn, whereas international 

companies need only four steps.”137 Equally important, such system of governance 

dilutes the accountability of decision-makers and turns their legal responsibility into a 

political responsibility for which the minister is politically responsible, yet heavily 

protected by the government and its alliances in the parliament. It is worth noting that 

accountability, in Kuwait, is still perceived in the sense of bookkeeping. Furthermore, 

KPC has a monopoly which makes it even more powerful than the government at 

times, less accountable, and, possibly, less responsive to the public interest.138 Hence, 

Kuwait is an example of informal, non-institutionalized governance of SOEs.  

                                                        
137 Paul Stevens, ‘Kuwait Petroleum Corporation: Searching for Strategy in a Fragmented Oil Sector’ 
(2008) Stanford Program on Energy and Sustainable Development Working Paper 78, 
<https://pesd.fsi.stanford.edu/publications/kuwait_petroleum_corporation_searching_for_strategy_in_
a_fragmented_oil_sector > accessed 15 Feb. 2020. 
138 This weakens or, at least, threatens the organizational democracy and legitimacy of SOEs.  
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Figure 2 The hierarchical and decentralized governance system of Kuwait 
Petrochemical Company (KPC). 

 

 

With regard to the legal and regulatory system relevant to SOEs, the code of 

corporation (No 1/2016) is applicable to listed SOEs, as article 121 indicates. Let aside 

the forgotten functional and structural differences between SOEs and private 
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to its founding law and relevant regulations; the law No 19/1973, gave the ministers 

of oil and finance considerable regulatory authority. Thereby, the minister of oil 

became not only the chair of KPC, who is responsible for supervisory and auditing 

activities, but its regulator as well, as figure 2 shows. This gave the government full 
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governance matters to the default regulations applicable to the public sector in general, 

especially with regard employees and health and safety regulations.139  

The regulatory role of the National Assembly is equally blurred and confusing. 

The parliament “has no formal role in developing strategy for KPC, but it is required 

to approve KPC’s budget and thus, de facto, it can have a large role in assigning 

spending priorities.”140 The process of setting KPC’s budget by the government and 

approving it by the relevant authorities takes around 9 months.141 Besides, the troubled 

and unsettled relationship between the government and the parliament, in general, and 

concerning SOEs in particular, has negative effects on the stability and decision-

making processes in SOEs. This uncooperative relationship leads usually to 

government turnover or resignation (or dissolution of the parliament by the head of 

the State, for that matter), rather than policy conversations and adjustments in 

attitudes. Consequently, KPC’s top officers, mainly the chair (who is the minister of 

oil), are in positions subject to high rate of turnover. Ministers of oil stay in office for 

a period no more than 18 months, “with political changes/electoral cycles triggering 

changes in the management of state-owned companies on almost every occasion.”142 

The government and pro-government MPs and merchants usually blame parliament 

interventions in SOEs for hindering economic devolvement therein. But this is not 

really true, given that the government overrules parliamentary views concerning 

SOEs. In fact, the overall structural and legal system of SOEs, as well as the instable 

political environment, are responsible as well.143  

                                                        
139 Stevens (n 137).  
140 ibid. 
141 ibid. 
142 Volintiru et al., (n 87). 
143 Jane Kinninmont, ‘Kuwait’s Parliament: An Experiment of Semi-Democracy’ (2012) Chatham 
House Briefing Paper < https://www.chathamhouse.org/publications/papers/view/185357 > accesses 
15 Feb. 2020. 
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The members of the governing entities of SOEs are appointed by Amiri decrees 

based on a recommendation by the line minister.144 Board appointment, particularly, 

are highly politicized – appointees are chosen based on partisan or class (familial) 

considerations. In fact, some directors of KAC have had clear conflict of interests.145 

Even the ordinary and extraordinary general assemblies are mostly composed of 

ministers and representatives from interrelated governmental bodies. Kuwait’s Audit 

Bureau audits all companies in which State’s holdings exceed 25%, and requests 

additional information, and reports directly to the parliament. However, auditing by 

the audit bureau is limited in effect due to the nonobligatory nature of its 

recommendations and objections. Transparency and accountability practices are 

obviously weak in the SOE sector.  

In summary, SOEs in Kuwait provide illuminating examples of the conceptual, 

institutional, structural, and procedural deficiencies in the governance system of SOEs. 

The assumption with respect to CG is that “if you want to get governance ‘right’ you 

need to manipulate the structure within which it is presumed to be generated.”146 Even 

though some SOEs, such as KPC and KAC, are considered as separate legal entities 

that are supposed to operate professionally and at distance from the government, their 

governance practices reflect the opposite. SOEs in Kuwait lack an institutional 

framework that considers their importance in public value creation and infuse them 

with stability, as I shall explain further in chapter 4. Here is a summary of the most 

prominent features of SOEs in Kuwait:  

                                                        
144 Amiri decrees are issued jointly by the Amir, the head of the State, and the government.  
145 The owner of a private competing airline was appointed on the board of directors of Kuwait 
Airways after it was reformed as a corporation.  
146 Pierre and Peters (n 54) 22. 
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1. SOEs’ system is institutionally unstable and incoherent and exhibits 

inappropriate and ill-implemented reforms; 

2. SOEs are highly politicized because of government’s direct control; 

3. Politicization and bureaucratization at the decision-making level weaken the role 

of the governing entities in internal CG and slows down the development of good 

governance practices;  

4. Bureaucracy and hierarchical governance run counter to managerial incentives 

to improve SOEs’ governance practices and productivity;  

5. SOEs exhibit weak professional, legal, and public accountability, mostly 

because of their agency-like relationship with the government and the political, 

non-merit-based standards of appointment;  

6. Even the budgets of some SOEs, Kuwait Oil Corporation (KOC) for example, 

are set and controlled by the government.  

Some evaluative studies and reform programs (especially those conducted by the WB) 

have recognized these deficiencies, nevertheless, they did not consider the distinct 

functions of SOEs.147 Thus, these studies either recommended reforms that have 

worked in other countries with stronger institutional environments and that are not 

likely to be productive in Kuwait; or called for more and stronger private-like CG 

norms, regardless the fact that what might be needed, in fact, is a different model of 

CG in SOEs.  

 There is an obvious gap in understanding the nature of SOEs, their purposes, 

how should they be governed, and the role of the government therein. In order to avoid 

                                                        
147 See World Bank’s report and IMF’s Executive Concludes (n 127). 
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arbitrary practices of governance and reform, we need to be clear about these 

conceptual and substantive matters. Also, SOEs in Kuwait illustrate that NPM reforms, 

corporatization and privatization, can hardly be effective under weak legal, political, 

and economic institutional environments. The governance of SOEs is not a matter of 

public-private, administration-market only; that is to say, the possibilities of CG go 

beyond the choice between privatization and full government control. For these 

reasons, and instead of carrying out an empirical research of Kuwaiti SOEs and ending 

up suggesting additional CG measures, I decided to carry out a theoretical research 

that investigates the dominant theoretical framework that shapes CG of SOEs and look 

for a framework that supports public value creation in SOEs.  

 

2.5 Conclusion:  

This chapter reviewed the history of CG of SOEs to enrich our understanding of 

the functional, structural, and institutional changes that public enterprises have been 

through pre and post-NPM reforms. NPM models (privatization, hybridity or public-

private partnerships, marketization etc.) are dominated by the considerations of 

administrative efficiency, and they shape CG structures and practices accordingly. 

This raises questions about the impact of NPM reforms on SOEs’ ability to serve the 

public interest. If we are to overcome the problems of today SOEs we need a 

framework alternative to the neoliberal framework that downplays SOEs and their 

unique functions; SOE reforms need to stipulate clear implications beyond efficiency, 

positively (e.g. public interest) and normatively (e.g. accountability and legitimacy). 

The vague institutional and regulatory frameworks pertaining SOEs, their complex 

SOE-government relationship, and politicization of SOEs are some of the problems 

that hinder good CG of SOEs. Good governance is a challenging undertaking 
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especially in weak institutional environments and in economies where SOEs play a 

major role, like Kuwait. SOEs in Kuwait need a specific institutional framework and 

order within which each SOE is clear about its roles and responsibilities, and that 

identifies the shareholding rights of the government and the proper structure and 

mechanisms to exercise these rights.  

The next chapter will review the literature on CG of SOEs; I focus on the 

conceptualization of SOEs and the theoretical assumptions upon which CG structures 

and mechanisms are proposed. The question of CG in today’s business enterprises is 

not a matter of lack of CG mechanisms.148 In light of the ongoing developments in the 

field of CG in law, public administration, and business management, it is more 

accurate to speak about the misorientation of CG. My argument is that the literature 

and reforms on SOEs rely upon a misunderstanding and, thus, misorientation of the 

nature, functions, challenges, and governance of SOEs.  

  

                                                        
148 This is especially true following corporate scandals and 2007/2008 financial crisis. John Armour 
and Joseph A. McCahery, ‘After Enron: Improving Corporate Law and Modernizing Securities 
Regulation in Europe and the US’ (2006) Amsterdam Center for Law and Economics Working Paper 
No. 2006.07, <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=910205 > accessed 5 June 2020. 
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Chapter 3: A Review of the Theories of State-owned Enterprises:  

Aims of this chapter:  

There is still confusion around the distinctive nature and governance of State-

owned enterprises (SOEs).149 This chapter is intended to demonstrate the need to 

depart from the usual theoretical grounds for conceptualizing SOEs and understanding 

their corporate governance (CG) practices and reforms by carrying out an illustrative 

(and non-exhaustive) review of the theories of SOEs to identify the theoretical and 

methodological gaps in the body of knowledge.150 

Theories of SOEs – following theories of the firm – deal with two main topics 

(or questions). One concerns the conceptualization and boundaries of SOEs: what type 

of organizations is the SOE, is it public or private, and why the SOE exists, i.e. what 

is the core purpose thereof? The other topic concerns CG of SOEs: how to best govern 

them – should SOEs be steered and monitored by way of ownership, through direct 

hierarchical government control, or through market-based mechanisms of 

governance? In answering these questions, theories of SOEs draw highly, and quite 

inaccurately, upon economic, market-oriented theories of the firm. This approach is 

inaccurate simply because it does not take into account the important differences 

between SOEs and private firms, not least in terms of their missions. In spite of that, 

scholars have extended the postulates and conceptual building blocks, such as agency 

                                                        
149 On the lack of a general theory of SOEs and the various conceptualizations that create further 
conceptual vagueness see, Peng et al., (n 33); Sikorski Part 1 (n 38); Sikorski Part 2 (n 38); Lindsay (n 
38); Christensen (n 38). Also, as a result of NPM reforms, governments began to outsource (i.e. 
contract out) the control of SOEs to private firms or adopt private-like management. This is 
responsible, in part, for complicating our understanding of the nature of SOEs: whether they are 
public or private.  
150 For the purposes of this thesis, I particularly review theoretical (qualitative) researches on SOEs 
and their CG.  
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costs, opportunism, and shareholder value maximization, from theories of the firm in 

order to generate substantive theories of the SOE and its CG.  

As a result, the literature on SOEs has been dominated by the traditions of 

neoclassical economics (mainly the principal-agent analysis) and new institutional 

economics (NIE) (mainly transaction cost economics (TCE)).151 Interestingly, both 

approaches adopt the contractarian legal view of the corporation and share some basic 

underlying assumptions such as the assumption that agents are opportunistic utility 

maximizers.152 The contractarian theory of the corporation contradicts with 

sustainability and long-termism that is required for the creation of public value.153  

Principal-agent analysis conceives the relationship between SOEs and the 

government as an agency relationship in which SOEs (agents) are totally subject to 

government (principal) control. It fails to advance our understanding of the 

organizational structure of SOEs as non-departmental public bodies in the grey zone 

between market and the government. With regard to CG, characterizing SOEs as 

agents for the government does not solves the problems of politicization, cronyism, 

and exploitation. Methodologically speaking, agency theory takes a methodological 

                                                        
151 Neoclassical economics is the economic theory that focuses on maximizing utility for consumers 
and profits for producers by increasing their purchase and production, respectively, to the point in 
which the utility or profit of any extra unit of goods purchased or produced is balanced by its cost for 
the buyer or its revenue for the producer. While new institutional economics (NIE) was developed to 
overcome the shortfalls of neoclassical economics; NIE justifies the existence of the firm and builds 
its CG by way of analyzing the economic institutions such property rights, transaction cost and 
information asymmetry. Dugger commented that the main methodological difference between 
institutional and neoclassical economics is that institutionalists keep their analysis realist through 
adhering to the "descriptive realism", while the neoclassicist build their analysis on "predictive 
realism". William M. Dugger, 'Methodological Differences between Institutional and Neoclassical 
Economics' (1979) 13 Journal of Economic Issues 899. On the conceptual and methodological 
differences between institutional economics and neoclassical economics see, W Richard Scott, 'The 
Adolescence of Institutional Theory' (1987) 32 Administrative Science Quarterly 493; Charles K. 
Wilber and Robert S. Harrison, 'The Methodological Basis of Institutional Economics: Pattern Model, 
Storytelling, and Holism' (1978) 12 Journal of Economic Issues 61. Mueller (n 72). 
152Muhammad Zubair Abbasi, ‘Legal Analysis of Agency Theory: An Inquiry Into the Nature of 
Corporation’ (2009) 51 International Journal of Law and Management 401. 
153 Philip Selznick, ‘Institutionalism “Old” and “New”’ (1996) 41 Administrative Science Quarterly 
272. 
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individualist approach to CG – it explains social phenomena like complex business 

organizations using subjective individual behavior (e.g. opportunism and shirking).  

NIE analysis assesses the economic implications of different business 

transactions and governance structures and mechanisms. It “avoids the problem of 

identifying the institutional form of the firm” and focuses instead on the costs of firm’s 

transactions in comparison to the cost of market transactions.154 Hence, one of the 

major criticisms of NIE is that it applies the transaction cost test to all levels of analysis 

notwithstanding the fact that costs and profitability matter less when social (non-

commercial) outcomes are sought. NIE falls short of addressing and guiding CG 

arrangements in a range of SOEs that are led by socio-economic and socio-political 

motives. Accordingly, NIE analysis is often used to promote economic reforms 

towards marketizing SOEs, divesting public ownership, and deregulation.  

These analyses take no or little account of the role that non-economic institutions 

(e.g. legislations and regulations, professional values, organizational culture etc.) play 

in the governance of SOEs. As such, the current theories of SOEs embrace a positivist 

methodology that reduces the discussion on CG to the matters that are logically 

testable only, and views CG as a value-free subject of inquiry.155 A critical 

consequence of these approaches (and of the contractual theory, for that matter) is 

downplaying the role of legal institutions in the formation and functioning of business 

organizations.156 Moreover, a broad spectrum of the literature on SOEs is still 

                                                        
154 Shann Turnbull, ‘Corporate Governance: Its scope, concerns and theories’ (1997) 5 Corporate 
Governance 181. (emphasis added)  
155 James H. Davis, F. David Schoorman and Lex Donaldson, ‘Toward a Stewardship Theory of 
Management’ (1997) 22 The Academy of Management Review 24; Zattoni et al., (n 113) 129. 
156 Coase, for instance, considered both the entrepreneur in a firm and the individual participant in the 
economy to be governed only by the limits imposed by private ordering, that is, the contracts they 
entered, without delegating any role to other non-contract law regulations in the law of business. For 
this reason, Oliver Williamson remarked that economic analysis requires many disparate strands of 
new knowledge to be joined, one of which is law. Oliver E. Williamson, Mechanisms of Governance 
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influenced by the misleading dichotomy of State capitalism and free market 

capitalism.157 For that matter, NIEs opposes the regulation of business organizations 

as a manifestation of State participation in and control of the market.158 

It is important to say that aiming for a theoretical framework that acknowledges 

the importance of legal institutions and encourages regulating SOEs is not (and should 

not be understood as) a rules-based approach to CG of SOEs. Rather, the emphasis on 

the law is motivated by the desire to ‘institutionalize the SOE’. That is to say, to create 

a system of CG for SOEs that underpins and builds on their strengths and capabilities. 

At the same time, the institutionalization of SOEs shall constrain not only managers 

but also the government as a shareholder from thwarting goal attainment. This is 

without overlooking the fact that the process of institutionalization consists of formal 

(legal) and informal (cultural and professional) norms and values. 

The existing literature is established in law, economics, public administration, 

corporate finance, management, and other disciplines. In this chapter I focus on 

theories of SOEs in legal and economic studies.159 It is justifiably asserted that “we 

can no longer look at the category of "State" as a monolithic ownership type and 

assume that all SOEs will always suffer from the liability of Stateness (and 

consequently underperform private firms).”160 It is time to look at SOEs as public (not 

                                                        
(Oxford University Press 1996) iiiiv; Ronald H. Coase, ‘The Nature of the Firm’ (1937) 4 Economica 
391. 
157 This is despite the very fact that today SOEs exist in both economic systems. See Mazzucato (n 
50). 
158 Abdul Ghafoor Awan, 'State Versus Free Market Capitalism: A Comparative Analysis' (2015) 6 
Journal of Economics and Sustainable Development 166; Ian Bremmer, 'State Capitalism Comes of 
Age: The End of the Free Market?' (2009) 88 Foreign Affairs 40; John Braithwaite, Regulatory 
Capitalism: How it works, ideas for making it work better (Edward Elgar 2008). 
159 I reviewed public administration researches on SOE (particularly NPM models) in the previous 
chapter as part of the historical account on CG practices in SOEs, and will discuss them throughout 
the research whenever it is necessary to add some context. 
160 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 124. Scholars argued that "there is no reason to believe that the SOEs of 
the Twenty-First century will be as inefficient as those of the 1970s and 1980s." Musacchio and 
Flores-Macias (n 23). 
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merely economic) value creators and interpret that in terms of CG. This chapter 

reviews the literature that share this understanding of SOEs – researches that stand on 

the presumption that SOEs have the capacity to create public value and feature good 

CG. With that, I keep out theories of SOEs that propose and justify privatization as a 

first resort for ailing SOEs. 

The literature review consists of three sections. In 3.1 I tackle the theories of 

SOEs, namely property rights theory, agency theory, and public choice theory.161 In 

the second section, 3.2, I analyze SOEs from the perspective of transaction cost 

economics. In the last section, 3.3, I briefly review the main legal theories of the 

corporation and of CG to examine their applicability to SOEs. There might be an 

overlap between the different sections of the review because of the intertwined focus 

of the reviewed literature. 

 

3.1 Theories of State-owned Enterprises:  

This section discusses theories of SOEs that are formed after theories of the firm. 

It shows that the attempts to modelling SOEs after theories of the firm fall short of 

considering the nuanced goals of SOEs and the variation in CG issues between State-

owned and private firms. Theories of the firm are the theories that inquire into the 

genesis (and the legal nature) of business firms.162 Nevertheless, it is rare to find a 

theory of the firm that tackles the SOE among other types of business firms mostly 

because theories of the firm perceive SOEs as extensions to the government rather than 

                                                        
161 The agency characterization of SOEs is common to almost all of the theories reviewed in this 
chapter. 
162 For deeper understanding of the theories of the firm see, Udo C. Braendle, ‘Theories of the Firm’ < 
https://bwl.univie.ac.at/fileadmin/user_upload/lehrstuhl_ind_en_uw/lehre/ss08/CSR/lecture_CSR08_a
rticle_braendle_ToF.pdf > accessed 15 Aug. 2019.  
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business organizations. The only exception is Peng et. al., ‘Theories of the (State-

owned) Firm’ which incorporated SOEs "as a mainstream (not special or marginal) 

organizational form into these theories."163  

In the following subsections, I review Peng et al., and Colin Lawson’s theories 

of SOEs in which they asked “[w]hat problems do SOEs solve better or worse than 

private firms?”, and looked into various ways to model SOEs.164 Then I analyze a 

political economic theory of SOEs that tackled the role of managers in maximizing the 

profits of SOEs and achieving the ‘public choice’.165 After that I review Rentsch and 

Finger’s contribution to the development of a comprehensive theory of SOEs which 

casted light on the ambiguous interplay between the government and SOEs.166 Finally, 

I review Musacchio et al., which surveyed a variety of State capitalism and analyzed 

their strategic behavior from the perspective of theories of SOEs.167  

 

3.1.1 ‘Theories of the (State-owned) Firm’:  

Peng and colleagues extended four economic theories of the firm to the SOE 

form, analyzed their propositions, and consequently pushed their frontiers. The 

theories are: property rights theory, transaction cost theory, agency theory, and 

resource-based theory of the firm. Property rights theory of the firm presupposes that 

owner's identity matters and that SOEs financially underperform private firms.168 Peng 

et al., criticized these generalized presumptions and argued that "global evidence has 

                                                        
163 Peng et al., (n 33) 295. It is observable that the fully-owned SOE is especially marginalized; the 
majority of the recent literature on SOEs tackle the varieties of State capitalism and hybrid (public-
private) organization way more than the wholly-SOEs. 
164 ibid 294; Colin Lawson, 'The Theory of State-Owned Enterprises in Market Economies' (1994) 8 
Journal of Economic Surveys 283. 
165 Lindsay (n 38). 
166 Rentsch and Finger (n 28). 
167 Musacchio et al., (n 92).  
168 Peng et al., (n 33) 295, 301.  
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informed us that neither SOEs nor private firms are likely to uniformly outperform 

each other under all circumstances."169 More critically, according to property rights 

theory, the SOE (not a separate legal entity) is an object of property rights, which 

means that there are hardly any limits to government intervention in the management 

and control of SOEs, and that the consecutive governments have the right to treat SOEs 

just as other properties even by privatizing them at their political will. This legal status 

of SOEs is quite destabilizing. SOEs, and the important role they can play in social 

and economic development, are worthy of a more enabling legal status, one that is not 

in itself an object of property rights so that it can assure the continuity and viability of 

SOEs so long as the reasons for State ownership continue to exist.  

Peng et al., also touched upon resource-based theory which focuses on firms’ 

core competencies, that is, the strategic “valuable, rare, costly to imitate, and non-

substitutable" capability.170 They argued that the economic performance of SOEs can 

be improved if SOEs strengthened market-based and non-market-based competitive 

advantage such as political ties with the government. For this reason, Peng et al., 

propounded the idea of introducing independent State agencies or regulatory 

authorities as blockholders in SOEs to reduce the dominance of the controlling 

shareholder (the government) and thereby further market practices.171 The suggested 

shareholding reforms might increase SOEs’ performance, but they absolutely give rise 

to conflicts of interests where the regulator becomes a shareholder. More importantly, 

decentralized shareholding structures increase the potential for principal-principal 

conflicts which disrupts the governance of SOEs and increases agency and 

                                                        
169 Ibid 302.  
170 Jay Barney, Mike Wright and Davis J. Ketchen, Jr., 'The resource-based view of the firm: Ten 
years after 1991’ (2001) 27 Journal of Management 27 632. 
171 Peng et al., (n 33) 307, 309-310. 
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bureaucratic costs, as we saw in section 2.4 on the complex governance system of 

KPC.172 Because of these potential costs, Peng et al., argued that SOEs need to achieve 

a balance “between transaction cost savings brought by state control, and the additional 

bureaucratic costs brought by state agencies and units involved in the management of 

SOEs.”173 It is worth mentioning that the extension of resource-based theory to SOEs 

takes no notice of the capabilities associated with legal institutional forms such as the 

limited liability, legal and public accountability etc. 

Regarding the rationale for (and legitimacy of) State ownership, Peng et al., 

discussed Transaction Costs Economics theory (TCE), that will be explored in detail 

in section 3.2. In TCE logic, firms exist when they are more capable of minimizing 

transaction costs than the market is. Likewise, what justifies the existence of SOEs 

according to TCE is that they reduce transaction costs “in economies infested with 

severe market failure", that is, the situation in which “private firms simply do not exist 

or may not have sufficient capabilities to promote economic development.”174 In other 

words, TCE regards SOEs as necessarily inefficient organizations that should be 

resorted to only when private firms are even less efficient.175 Market failure also 

justifies State intervention in rescuing failing private firms, as was the case after the 

financial crisis in 2007-2008. Yet in practice, one can observe that SOEs exist despite 

the lack of severe market failures, and so Peng et al., maintained that SOEs are justified 

even in developed economies where the market is, supposedly, capable of substituting 

an ailing firm with another private firm without the need for the State to step in. They 

even maintained that non-privatizing NPM reforms, such as agentification, can have 

                                                        
172 See chapter 5 for in depth discussion of decentralization. 
173 Peng et al., (n 33) 301.  
174 ibid 304. (emphasis added); On market failures see Chaudhri (n 29); fn 220 and 221. 
175 Peng et al., (n 33) 296. 
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better results than full privatization under certain institutional settings.176 Eventually, 

Peng et al., generally discerned that the existing theories of the firm are underspecified 

and fall short of explaining contemporary SOEs or guiding their governance. 

 

3.1.2 Agency theory and the performance of SOEs:177 

Colin Lawson also surveyed the most notable theories for modelling SOEs, 

including agency theory, behavioral management theory, property-rights theory, 

budget maximizing theory, and public choice theory.178 Each perspective points up a 

particular factor or factors that are believed to be influential in the performance of 

SOEs. But what strikes the most in Lawson’s analysis is his conceptual basis – Lawson 

combined these different and insightful theoretical views under an overarching agency 

theory explanation.179  

In advancing his market-oriented theory of SOEs, Lawson focused, quite 

legitimately, on evaluating the performance of SOEs. He noticed that the deteriorating 

performance of SOEs is, to a large extent, the product of two factors: one is 

information asymmetry between management (agents) and the government (the 

principal); the other is the weak systems for monitoring managers. Information 

asymmetry produces a variety of governance challenges such as inefficiency, lack of 

                                                        
176 ibid 299 ; La Porta et al,. (n 36).  
177 Musacchio et al., and Collin Lawson’s researches are both extensions of theories of the firm, but I 
review them in separate subsections because of their distinctive approaches to the SOE.  
178Lawson acknowledged that “adverse consequences can spring from the divorce of ownership from 
control, from the lack of an incentive for the public to monitor performance, from the political process 
which determines objectives, from management reactions to the constraints which are placed on them, 
and from the inability of the government, perhaps because of an information asymmetry, to monitor 
behavior.”. He analyzed the multiplicity of objectives, principals, and constraints under which SOEs 
operate, as well as some concerns that usually arise when SOEs are discussed, mainly competition and 
efficiency. Lawson (n 164) 296.  
179 Lawson held that these theories proceed from the monitoring problems in SOEs that result from 
information asymmetry between management (agent) and the government (principal). 
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transparency and accountability, lack of innovation, and increased exploitation of the 

SOE by managers especially through uncheckable activities.180 Because managers can 

hardly be assessed on a single performance criterion, Lawson suggested “an oversight 

pattern which is a mixture of indicators, incentives, and direct intervention [through 

regulations].”181  

Interestingly, Lawson also relied on economic performance assessment criteria 

to gauge the soundness (or legitimacy) of State ownership – if assessment showed that 

the SOE is relatively cost efficient compared to private firms, then, State ownership of 

business firms would be justified. Also, if the monitoring costs of an SOE are less than 

the loss of inefficiency, the presence of the SOE would be justified as well. In other 

words, Lawson argued in favor of SOEs so long as the agency monitoring costs of a 

SOE are less than the losses that ensue from inefficient private operation of a similar 

firm.182  

Lawson put forward some CG strategies to enhance the performance of SOEs. 

Some of these strategies are strategic such as changing the capital structure by allowing 

private investors to hold stakes in the SOE assuming that jointly-owned SOEs are 

subject to greater pressure (or incentive) to prove their economic viability.183 Another 

strategic plan is changing SOEs’ goals and objectives. This is a feasible strategy only 

when the objectives of the SOE are incompatible with its resources and/or institutional 

environment.184 However, it is not an effective measure of governance when the SOE 

is used as a preferable tool to achieve particular policy outcomes that can barely or 

                                                        
180 ibid 283.  
181 ibid 303.  
182 ibid 286.  
183 ibid 298. 
184 ibid 299. The terms goals and objectives are often used interchangeably but they signify different 
meanings; goals are firms’ broad and long-term targets, while objectives are the short-term and more 
specific targets that are supposed to eventually reach the goals. 
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hardly be achieved otherwise. Lawson also presented some less critical mechanisms 

of governance like altering the remuneration system and the performance evaluation 

system in SOEs. Contrary to good governance practices in SOEs, Lawson believed 

that auditing should be sought only as a last resort solution for inefficient SOEs.185  

Although Lawson provided an insightful account of agency problems and 

management behavior in SOEs, he did not answer one question that he had rightly 

asked at the beginning of his research: “where in the economy SOEs might be expected 

to be more productive than private firms.”186 I think it was left unanswered because of 

the limitations of Lawson’s approach, for such a question cannot be answered merely 

from managerial agency cost perspective without due consideration of the variety of 

internal and external mechanisms of CG. Lawson touched upon regulations and 

deemed these institutions to be an alternative to State ownership not enablers of good 

governance in SOEs – he argued that regulating the privately produced goods and 

services is a second best solution if SOEs were inefficient.187 But he failed to consider 

the significant role that legal institutions play in the life cycle and the performance of 

business firms in general including SOEs.  

 

3.1.3 Public choice theory of SOEs:  

Cotton Lindsay rightly argued that the "[e]conomic theory has yet to produce a 

satisfying counterpart to the profit maximizing firm with which to analyze public 

sector behavior."188 He came to this conclusion after testing the viability of SOEs from 

                                                        
185 ibid 298; OECD Guidelines (n 19) 26, 32, 39, 43.  
186 Lawson (n 164) 284.  
187 ibid 298, 305.  
188 Lindsay added that "[a]nalysis of this market behavior does suggest … that there is a basis for a 
separate theory of government enterprise." Lindsay (n 38) 1062-63.  
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the perspective of two economic theories: public choice and managerial behaviorism. 

According to public choice theory, individuals in the public sector (voters, politicians, 

and bureaucrats) are driven first and foremost by their self-interest (not the public 

interest).189 Thus, it perceives SOEs as suppliers of public value and perceives 

individuals, “as a political group", as the demanders.190 Public choice theory deems 

SOEs to revolve around public satisfaction with their productiveness. Public 

satisfaction is tricky for it is interpreted in some cases by simply spending more public 

money whilst SOEs are, already, usually associated with large budgets and diverse 

financial facilities.191 Therefore, Lindsay argued that these prerogatives are worth 

investing beyond satisfying the increasing demand for consumption of goods and 

services – just because political actors choose not to secure these demands by 

themselves. From a public choice perspective SOEs will inevitably be exploited by the 

self-interested.  

Public choice is an inaccurate perception for at least two reasons. First, some 

SOEs are actually present in areas/sectors that are neither responsive nor satisfactory 

to the short-term demands of political groups, such as infrastructure and research and 

                                                        
189 Public choice is “the application of the theoretical methods and techniques of modern economics to 
the study of political processes”. See Geoffrey Brennan and James M. Buchanan, ‘Is Public Choice 
Immoral? The Case for the “Nobel” Lie’ (1988) 2 Virginia Law Review 179; James M. Buchanan, 
‘Politics Without Romance: A Sketch of the Positive Public Choice Theory and Its Normative 
Implications’, in James M. Buchanan and Robert D. Tollison (ed), The Theory of Public Choice – II 
(The University of Michigan Press 1984).  
190 James Buchanan argued that testing government performance against idealized criteria produces a 
theory of governmental failure rather than an accurate economic analysis of political actions. For him, 
public choice theory needs to “offer an understanding, an explanation, of the complex institutional 
interactions that go on within the political sector.” Thus, Buchanan proposed a realistic (not idealized) 
model of government operations; focal to his argument is economics’ methodological individualism, 
according to which “[t]he basic units are choosing, acting, behaving persons rather than organic 
units”. Buchanan (n 189) 13. 
191 Lindsay (n 38) 1062-63; It is noteworthy that increasing government spending has strong 
proponents, of course not in its ‘simply spending money’ form which Lindsay criticized, rather as a 
well-timed increase of expenditures. According to Keynesian economics, “national welfare can be 
positively influenced by monetary stimuli.” Erik Reinert considered Keynesian theory of government 
spending to be of significant influence on the theoretical foundations of SOEs particularly in social 
democracies. Erik S. Reinert, ‘The Role of the State in Economic Growth’ (1999) 26 Journal of 
Economics Studies 318. 
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development (R&D) investments. Second, public satisfaction, according to 

organizational sociology, is necessary in order for business organizations to accord 

social legitimacy. Legitimacy, as I shall explain further in sections 4.3, does not 

necessary mean meeting public expectations. It is rather “a generalized perception or 

assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within 

some socially constructed systems of norms, values, beliefs and definitions.”192 Public 

satisfaction and social legitimacy should not be confused with accountability, for an 

enterprise may well operate in an accountable manner without necessarily satisfying 

the spending choices of political groups.193  

The other theoretical perspective that Lindsay tackled concerns the productivity 

of SOEs; it assumes that private firms are generally more productive than SOEs, 

mainly because the productivity of managers in SOEs is lower than the productivity 

of their counterparts in private firms. This view measures managerial productivity in 

SOEs with reference to a financial measure: profits, notwithstanding the fact that SOEs 

are usually not profit-driven organizations. The prices charged in the market for SOEs' 

goods and services are, in many cases, "set politically at a level below costs."194 

Besides, a variety of attributes that are central to managerial productivity in the public 

sector are economically immeasurable. Attributes such as patience, words of 

encouragement, and thoughtfulness are all but excluded from assessing managerial 

productivity. Lindsay realized that “[e]conomics is a science in which differences in 

                                                        
192 Mark C. Suchman, ‘Managing Legitimacy: Strategic and Institutional Approaches’ (1995) 3 The 
Academy of Management Review 574; Juliet Roper and Michele Schoenberger-Orgad, ‘State-Owned 
Enterprises: Issues of Accountability and Legitimacy’ (2011) 4 Management Communication 
Quarterly 694.  
193 Also, some bureaucrats and politicians understand SOEs’ accountability to the general public in 
terms of public choice theory. What concerns the most about this perception of accountability is 
exposing SOEs to exploitation by politicians and interest groups in the name of public dissatisfaction. 
194 Lindsay (n 38) 1064-65.  
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personality, ability, and taste play little part.”195 Thus, he suggested a different 

standard for measuring managerial productivity in SOEs, namely, manager’s 

contribution to social net income.  

Lindsay defined social net income as "the difference between the social value of 

the bureau's output as determined by political process and the cost of the resources 

used."196 The social value of SOE’s output is not limited to financial profitability, it 

can be economic and/or non-economic. But we need to be careful when it comes to 

the political processes upon which SOEs’ social value is determined. It is true that 

these processes are not necessarily corrupt or defective and that government 

“intervention in many cases is principally motivated by a wish to improve quality", 

but still this is highly dependent on the institutional setting on which SOEs are 

embedded.197 This is, actually, a problem with the majority of economic theorizations 

of SOEs – they are built to be applicable only to SOEs in strong institutional 

environments. The process of determining what qualifies as social value should not be 

left to government discretion, for the reasons mentioned above in section 2.2. Hence, 

the OECD guidelines sets a variety of safeguards to prevent governments and 

politicians from deviating SOEs from their ‘real’ goals. The Guidelines recommends 

that ‘social value’ should be defined clearly and communicated to the SOE and other 

stakeholders transparently.198 Otherwise, the social net income standard will be 

tremendously instable measurement that may cause other serious governance 

challenges in SOEs.  

                                                        
195 ibid 1075-76. 
196 ibid 1064. (emphasis added) 
197 ibid 1075.  
198 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 36; Toninelli (n 22) 51.  
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In any case, political grounds are inappropriate and unstable for testing the 

viability of SOEs and analyzing their governance practices. Lindsay did not suggest 

any mechanism of governance to overcome the politicization of SOEs. Yet, Rentsch 

and Finger did, and their research is reviewed thoroughly in the following subsection.  

 

3.1.4 Conceptualizing the relationship between SOEs and the government:  

SOEs are generally theorized from an economic perspective identical to the one 

through which for-profit private sector companies are studied. It is true that SOEs are, 

after all, business organizations that operate in the market, but at the same time SOEs 

are distinct in that they are owned (fully or partially), controlled, regulated, and held 

to account by the government and other public bodies.199 These multidimensional 

relationships between SOEs and the government are paramount in shaping external 

and internal CG of SOEs. Another facet of the ambiguity – which is less investigated 

in the literature – is intra-State controversies and conflicts of interests. This makes it 

“very difficult for the State to maintain a consistent position vis-à-vis its enterprises. 

Hence, the State cannot answer strategic questions concerning SOEs … with one 

voice.”200 While in practice, theories of SOEs address government-SOEs relationships 

with one voice and focus, that is from market’s point of view to ensure an arm’s length 

relationship that would not distort competition in the market.  

Recently, in a pioneering research on the theory of SOEs, Rentsch and Finger 

investigated this ambiguous relationships between SOEs and the State.201 They set 

down a significant principle regarding the organizational form of SOEs at the outset 

                                                        
199 For in depth analysis of the multifaceted relationships between SOEs and the government see, 
chapter 5. 
200 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 623.  
201 Rentsch and Finger (n 28).  
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of their analysis: both the State and SOEs are "autonomous entities with interests of 

their own; yet they are not entirely independent from one another, and actually strongly 

depend upon each other."202 This perception of government-SOE relations is the 

threshold at which these ambiguous correlations can be better understood. It gives an 

indication on the legal nature of the SOE as an entity that is independent from its 

owner, the State. 

Rentsch and Finger observed that “both States and SOEs have motives to 

simultaneously maintain a close (‘yes’) and a distant (‘no’) relationship with one 

another.”203 On the one hand, SOEs seek a close relationship with the government to 

secure subsidization, reduce financial risks, and build trust. At the same time, a distant 

relationship with the government provides SOEs further guards against political 

interventions in their ordinary course of business. It also said to facilitate SOEs 

achievement of entrepreneurial ambitions that can hardly be achieved otherwise 

because of the risk-averse attitude of the government. On the other hand, governments 

seek a close relationship with SOEs to ensure the implementation of their political 

objectives, supervise the provision of public services, and receive dividends as return 

on investment.204 While governments seek a distant relationship to shield themselves 

from performance accountability and risk bearing.205 It is also sought to mitigate the 

bureaucratic and financial costs of controlling SOEs. 

In the face of these intertwined considerations, Rentsch and Finger observed a 

shift in the powers of governance from the owner (the government) to regulators. They 

argued in favor of this shift and asserted that "regulation, and not the direct use of the 

                                                        
202 ibid 618. (emphasis added)  
203 ibid 617.  
204 ibid 626.  
205 ibid 625; On government accountability for SOEs’ outcome see, chapter 6, section 6.5.3. 
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rights of the public owner, should be, in the age of liberalization, the dominant means 

of influencing SOEs".206 Sector-specific regulations that define “the content, scope, 

[and] minimal quality standards” of the goods or services produced and delivered, 

enable SOEs to enhance the quality of their outcome and eventually improve their 

performance. Rentsch and Finger’s realization of the role that regulatory bodies play 

in CG of SOEs took the theory of SOEs to another level especially with regards to the 

principle of separation of ownership and control. However, regulations in themselves 

are not enough to induce good CG in SOEs, simply because they may disguise 

powerful political interests. Douglas North raised the point that “institutions are not 

necessarily or even usually created to be socially efficient; rather they, or at least the 

formal rules, are created to serve the interests of those with the bargaining power to 

create new rules.”207 On account of this, regulation will not be effectuate unless they 

are made and maintained by independent regulatory agencies. Additionally, with the 

government in control of SOEs, at least in its limited capacity as an owner, SOEs 

become ‘oversteered’ by the multitude of, possibly contradicting, regulations which 

increases the complexity of SOEs governance.208 

Besides, the claim that a distant government-SOE relationship increases 

innovation and entrepreneurship is refuted. A number of case studies showed that 

SOEs outperform private firms especially under poor institutional conditions and in 

sectors where the incentives to innovation is low.209 Rentsch and Finger’s case studies 

                                                        
206 The regulator is either an independent regulatory authority (agency, office, council etc.) or not 
(ministry or department within a ministry); it is either sector-specific (e.g. electricity and gas sector) 
or of a general jurisdiction. Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 636. (emphasis added)  
207 Douglas C. North, ‘The New Institutional Economics and Development’ (1993) St. Louis: 
Washington University Working Paper, <http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/NewInstE.North.pdf> 
accessed 6 June 2020. (emphasis added) 
208 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 622. 
209 ibid 623; Musacchio et al., (n 92)123; Peng et al., (n 33) 303. Mazzucato (n 24); Ioannis S. 
Vavouras, ’The Theory of Public Enterprise Restated’, Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 
59 (1988).  
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proved that wholly-owned SOEs can operate profitably even without benefiting from 

State subsidies or tax reductions, and without being compensated for attaining 

universal service obligations. Rather, empirical observation shows that SOEs can still 

pay dividends for the State as return on investment, as is the case of Deutsche Post 

(DHL) and the German government.210 In this sense, Rentsch and Finger’s thesis can 

be understood as a counterargument to property rights theory which emphasizes the 

identity of firm’s owners (public or private) more than other organizational variables 

and associates State ownership with poor performance.211 What is really determinant 

in making some market actors perform better than SOEs is having effective internal 

and external arrangements of CG.212  

Another important point about regulatory governance of SOEs concerns the fact 

that many regulators (in coordination with competition authorities) focus only and 

narrowly on implementing competitive neutrality policies.213 Competitive neutrality 

policies ensure an environment in which no player in the market, especially SOEs, is 

"advantaged (or disadvantaged) solely because of its ownership."214 The principle of 

competitive neutrality perfectly fits profit-driven SOEs which makes them benefit 

from market competition to improve their performance. However, it may negatively 

affect SOEs that are not profit-driven. Competitive neutrality is hardly attainable 

where SOEs are entrusted with socio-economic (welfare obligations) and/or socio-

political goals such as affordability and equal treatment and access. Such policies 

should not be applied strictly to these SOEs as they probably cannot survive, let alone 

                                                        
210 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 629. 
211 On property rights theory of SOEs see, section 3.1.1.  
212 Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 805. 
213 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 620.  
214 Antonio Capobianco and Hans Christensen, ‘Competitive Neutrality and State-Owned Enterprises: 
Challenges and Policy Options’ (2011) OECD working paper <http://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/governance/competitive-neutrality-and-state-owned-enterprises_5kg9xfgjdhg6-
en?crawler=true > accessed 6 June 2020. 
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prosper, without some form of State aid.215 Even though the role of the State has 

changed after the diffusion of NPM provisions from being the provider of to the 

guarantor of public goods and services, the State still “obliges the SOE to produce 

goods or provide services for which there may be little economic basis” especially in 

sectors of general interest.216 For these reasons, government incentives in the form of 

financial subsidies or exemptions from certain obligations are, under some 

circumstances, necessary and justifiable. In these cases, SOEs and the government 

should be transparent about the conditions under which and the extent to which SOEs 

operations are subsidized.217  

Rentsch and Finger’s theorization of SOE-government relationships is insightful 

in at least two respects. First, it is clear about the legal nature of SOEs as separate legal 

entities that are interdependent with the government. Second, it summarizes the 

motives for a close and a distant relationship from the perspectives of the State and 

SOEs. The research has important implications as to the governance problem of 

autonomy and control – it calls to autonomize SOEs by introducing regulatory 

agencies to play a part in the governance of SOEs. While from the institutional 

perspective advanced in this research, SOE autonomy from government control is 

understood more comprehensibly as to free SOEs from political interventions and set 

                                                        
215 This is especially true in the times of financial crises when even private corporations (particularly 
too big to fail) find it difficult to survive without the government stepping in and bailing them out. 
Wright (n 63). 
216Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 621; Gabriel Obermann, 'The Role of the State as Guarantor of Public 
Services: Transaction Cost Issues and Empirical Evidence' (2007) 78 Annals of Public and 
Cooperative Economics 477. 
217 Strikingly, Rentsch and Finger’s support of competitive neutrality aimed at advancing competition 
for the sake of private actors in the market regardless of the overwhelming social goals that SOEs may 
serve. This reminds us of Jensen and Meckling’s note that the majority of the literature characterized 
as ‘theory of the firm’ “is not actually a theory of the firm but rather a theory of markets in which 
firms are important actors.” Michael C. Jensen and William H. Meckling, 'Theory of the Firm: 
Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure' (1976) 3 Journal of Financial 
Economics 3. (emphasis added) 
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the groundwork for the establishment of an institutional framework of good CG of and 

in SOEs.  

 

3.1.5 Theorizing the variety of State capitalisms:  

In "New Varieties of State Capitalism", Musacchio, Lazzarini and Aguilera 

identified four types of State capitalism with reference to their capital structure: full, 

majority, minority State ownership, and State’s strategic support for specific 

sectors.218 They embraced the dominant view in economic literature that goes to say 

that SOEs underperform their private counterparts even when they are subject to 

analogous CG arrangements. They termed this perception ‘the liability of Stateness’, 

and their theory of CG of SOEs revolved around mitigating this liability.219  

Speaking of the legitimacy of SOEs, Musacchio et al., held that SOEs are means 

to fill in institutional voids.220 In other words, the SOE as an organizational form is not 

justified but as a solution to some sort of failure: firm failure, market failure, political 

failure, or institutional void.221 SOEs perform better where the institutional void is 

greater (i.e. where the institutional setting is weaker). Conversely, SOEs are less 

efficient and less justified than private firms under improved institutional settings.222 

                                                        
218 In light of the transformations that wholly-SOEs have gone through, Musacchio et al., identified 
three forms of State capitalism: listing SOEs in security exchange markets while preserving majority 
State shareholding and control; minority State shareholding; and State shareholding as a way to 
support strategic sectors without taking part in control. See Musacchio et al., (n 92) 115-116.  
219 ibid 115-118; Shleifer (n 85).  
220 The government is expected to step in the market, as an owner, a financier, or a regulator, only 
when market mechanisms fall short or where an institutional void, such as poor infrastructure, exists. 
221 There are two kinds of failure in market economies: firm failure and market failure. Firm failure is 
the situation in which one firm fails to operate efficiently in the market, and where another firm in the 
market can undertake the exchange more efficiently. In this case, market mechanisms alone are 
capable of solving firm failures and, therefore, no need for legislative or regulatory institutions. While 
market failure refers to the case in which transactions fail to evolve through market mechanisms, that 
is to say, the market fails to compromise optimal transactions. In this case the solution of last resort is 
regulation. See Peng et al., (n 33) 404; Talis J. Putnins, ‘Economics of State-Owned Enterprises’ 
(2014) 38 International Journal of Public Administration 815. 
222 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 119.  
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Musacchio et al., focused particularly on the presence or absence of economic 

institutions, such as industrial policies, infrastructure, trained workforce etc. They 

argued in favor of State ownership mainly to fill in these voids.  

Musacchio et al., reviewed CG mechanisms and arrangement that aim at 

mitigating the liability of Stateness and showed considerable support to governance 

strategies such as outsourcing SOEs’ management to private sector and listing SOEs 

on stock exchange markets. Otherwise, SOEs are but “extensions of the public 

bureaucracy” burdened by the liability of Stateness.223 Musacchio et al., noticed that 

"[i]t is generally unclear to SOEs managers who the relevant principal is. Is it society 

as a whole, the ruling government, or minority investors…?".224 Nonetheless, they left 

the important questions about the role of the government in CG and about SOEs-

government relationship in liberalization unanswered. Hence, they acknowledged the 

fact that the problem of discretionary political interferences remains a threat to good 

governance in SOEs and not necessarily solved by the new models of governance they 

advocated.225  

It is neither accurate nor helpful, CG wise, to simply describe the wholly-owned 

SOE as an extension to the government notwithstanding its organizational form and 

the implications this form necessarily has on its governance. This mirrors the 

uncertainty and ambiguity still revolving around the State-owned form: is it public 

(part of the administrative hierarchy) or private (analogous to private corporations)? 

And more importantly, as Musacchio et al., themselves encouraged to further 

                                                        
223 ibid 115, 120.  
224 ibid 118.  
225 ibid 127.  
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investigate, "[d]o SOEs always do what government wants, or do they pursue their 

own strategies?"226  

Musacchio et al., provided an economic explanation of the genesis and nature of 

modern varieties of State capitalism. However, they failed to harmonize their market-

driven institutional theory of SOEs with the attainment of public interest goals.227 

What if there was no institutional void for the State to fill in through SOEs, can the 

private sector fulfill socio-economic and socio-political goals in the same way SOEs 

do without excessive economic rents?228 SOEs, aided by regulatory and financial 

apparatuses, can justifiably prioritize social and political goals even if that was at the 

expense of their profitability especially if they were formed in the first place to achieve 

public policy goals.  

This section analyzed the attempts to conceptualize and model the SOE after 

theories of the firm, such as agency theory, public choice theory, and property rights 

theory. It also discussed the implications of each conceptualization on CG of SOEs. In 

the next subsection, I discuss SOEs from the perspective of new institutional economic 

theory (NIE).  

 

3.2 Corporate governance of SOEs from the perspective of transaction cost 

economics: 

Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) is one of the leading theories on business 

organizations. It is a ramification of new institutional economics (NIE) – an economic 

                                                        
226 ibid 127.  
227 Musacchio et al., reviewed the ‘social view’ of SOEs which rationalizes unprofitable institutional 
arrangements if they are necessary for fulfilling SOEs’ social goals; but they did not reveal their own 
stance on it. ibid 118.  
228 Backhaus (n 8) 192, 195-197.  
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theory that abandons orthodox price theory and focuses instead on the rules of the 

game.229 Put simply, NIE calls attention to the institutions that underlie economic 

activities. In this section, I review the conceptualization and boundaries of the firm 

under transaction costs economics. The reason behind reviewing TCE is that it has 

become dominant in the field of business organizations in general, including SOEs.230 

TCE is relevant for this research in two ways: first, as a theory through which business 

organizations and their CG can be studied; second, because it provides insights into 

the implications of varied institutions on CG.231  

In the following, I first give a brief explanation of TCE, then I analyze TCE’s 

stance on State participation in the economy by means of public ownership (SOEs), 

that is, the question of organizational legitimacy. I also look into how TCE views the 

organizational form of SOEs and whether this form is among the institutions that TCE 

is concerned with. I argue that the scope, assumptions, and methods of TCE form an 

inadequate analytical framework for understanding SOEs’ organizational structure, 

relationships, and governance practices. I conclude this section by defining the extent 

to which transaction cost theory can be applied to the structure and internal governance 

of SOEs.  

 

                                                        
229 The price theory is the mechanism of supply and demand through which the market keeps the 
prices of goods and services at an equilibrium. For further analysis of the theoretical and 
methodological differences between neoclassical economics and NIE see, fn 151. 
230 Ruiter (n 57); Peng et al., (n 33) 296; Musacchio et al., (n 92) 119. 
231Transaction costs theory analyzes the reciprocal influence between transaction costs and 
institutions. It argues that institutions impact transaction costs positively or negatively and 
accordingly influence the functioning of the economic system; at the same time, transaction costs can 
influence the formation of institutions (e.g. laws and policies). Ronald H. Coase, 'The Nature of the 
Firm: Meaning' (1988) 4 Journal of Law, Economics, and Organization 31. 
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3.2.1 The boundaries of business organizations under TCE: 

In his renowned research “The Nature of the Firm”, Ronald Coase laid the 

foundation for transaction costs theory.232 A transaction means simply the process of 

transferring goods or services from one participant in the market, an individual or a 

firm, to another. According to Coase, carrying out transactions in the market is costly. 

One way to avoid or economize on transaction costs is by internalizing these 

transactions into business organizations (firms). We can deduce that the economizing 

attribute of business organizations is ascribed to the mechanisms of governance that 

organize transactions within firms. This idea wasn’t clear in Coase’s earlier works, 

what was rather clear is that the private firm gains preference over other structures of 

governance (mainly the market) only if it surpassed them in driving transaction costs 

down.  

The Coasean conceptualization of the firm is concerned with the market in which 

firms operate more than in firms themselves, their organizational structure, and 

governance implications.233 The theory is criticized for avoiding “the problem of 

identifying the institutional form of the firm” by focusing instead on firm-market 

dichotomy and transaction costs.234 TCE considers business organizations as reactions 

to higher transaction costs in the market, with no reference to their legal nature or to 

the role law plays in their formation.235 According to TCE, regulatory institutions are 

only worthwhile when private firms fail to perform optimally by relying on market 

mechanisms. According to Udo Braendle, Coase went as far as considering “the initial 

                                                        
232 Coase (n 156). 
233 Jensen and Meckling rightly observed that “[w]hile the literature of economics is replete with 
references to the “theory of the firm,” the material generally subsumed under that heading is not 
actually a theory of the firm but rather a theory of markets in which firms are important actors.” 
Jensen and Meckling (n 217) 308.  
234 Turnbull (n 154) 181.  
235 S. R. H. Jones, ‘Transaction Costs and the Theory of the Firm: The scope and Limitations of the 
New Institutional Approach’ (1997) 39 Business History 10. 
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assignment of property rights …irrelevant” because it can be reached and changed 

through assumed costless transactions.236 Laws and regulations are welcomed in the 

event of severe market failures – where neither another firm can substitute the 

inefficient firm, nor the existing institutions are sufficient to underpin the transactions 

in the market.237 After the severe market failure of ex-communist countries in Eastern 

Europe following the collapse of Communism in 1990, Coase advised these countries 

to move to market economies and, most importantly, to confine their role in the 

economy to the least extent, that is, to put in place the institutions necessary to ensure 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the market.238  

 

3.2.2 A transaction costs theory of State-owned enterprises:  

There is no mention of State-owned firms in Coase’s aforementioned 

research.239 It is, thus, not clear whether transaction cost theory perceives the SOE and 

tests its viability by applying the cost economizing criterion or another criterion that 

considers the nuances of SOEs. Since Coase did not rule public enterprises out of his 

theory of the firm explicitly, one can presume that transaction cost theory legitimizes 

                                                        
236 Udo Braendle (n 162) 4. It is important to note that Coase's standpoint here is in reference to the 
problem of social externalities. He puts forward this theorem to ensure that firms on one side and 
individuals or communities whom they wronged on another side can themselves appeal to an efficient 
solution to mitigate or redress negative social externalities, instead of legal institutions such as 
imposing taxes or rules for damages. Ronald Coase, in his seminal work on the problem of social cost, 
for example, denies any need for legal institutions, that is, laws and regulations in governing firms in 
market economy. He rests his argument on the assumption that in a world of zero transaction cost 
there are no barriers to bargaining whatsoever. Which means that laws and regulations are 
meaningless; they are mere constraints on the free will of market participants. Ronald H. Coase, ‘The 
Problem of Social Cost’ (1960) 3 The Journal of Law and Economics 1. 
237 Oliver Williamson stated that “[i]t was once customary to prescribe government intervention – in 
the form of taxes, subsidies, regulation, nationalization – upon displaying a “market failure,” where 
the purported failure was ascribed to any deviation in an actual market condition from a hypothetical 
ideal.” Oliver E. Williamson, 'Public and Private Bureaucracies: A Transaction Cost Economics 
Perspective' (1999) 14 Journal of Law, Economics and Organization 315; Chang (n 29). 
238 Ronald H. Coase, ‘1991 Nobel Lecture: The Institutional Structure of Production’, in Oliver E. 
Williamson and Sidney G. Winter (ed), The Nature of the Firm: Origins, Evolution, and Development 
(Oxford University Press, 1993). 
239 Coase (n 156).  
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SOEs (i.e. justifies State ownership) so long as they pass the cost minimization test. In 

other words, TCE holds that SOEs subsist to "reduce transaction costs in economies 

infested with severe market failure" – that is, the situation in which “private firms 

simply do not exist or may not have sufficient capabilities to promote economic 

development.”240 Is this presumption of legitimacy applicable to SOEs that prioritize 

socio-economic and socio-political goals over profit maximization? And how does 

transaction costs theory conceptualize subsidized and tax-exempted SOEs? Does it 

explain SOEs’ soft-budget constraint on the same basis? At a later stage in the 

development of transaction cost theory, Coase’s stance on State intervention in the 

economy in general, and on SOEs in particular, became more evident.  

According to TCE, SOEs are necessarily inefficient organizations, and they 

should be resorted to only when private firms are even less efficient.241 From TCE’s 

point of view, the governance of SOEs can be quite costly, for example the 

bureaucratic costs associated with the governance of SOEs increase by introducing 

new arrangements to curb political interference in and exploitation of SOEs. It is 

argued that SOEs are embedded with negative externalities that distort economic 

efficiency, and that they attract shirking employees, opportunistic managers, and self-

serving public officials.242 These deficiencies are attributed to a number of SOE traits 

such as high level of employment security, low incentive intensity, and soft-budget 

constraint (SBC).243 Additionally, SOEs are ultimately owned by the general public, 

                                                        
240 Peng et al., (n 33) 296, 304. On market failure see, Chaudhri (n 29); fn 220 and 221.  
241 Peng et al., (n 33) 299.  
242 Gary H. Jefferson, ‘China’s State Enterprises: Public Goods, Externalities, and Coase’ (1988) 88 
The American Economic Review 428. 
243 SBC is a syndrome “pertains wherever a funding source … finds it impossible to keep an 
enterprise to a fixed budget.”. In other words, it replenishes the losses that result from weak 
governance by means of State subsidies that are financed by the general public. Thereby, the SBC of 
SOEs increases the social cost, that is, the negative externalities of the enterprise. Eric S. Maskin, 
‘Theories of the Soft Budget-Constraint’ (1996) 8 Japan and the World Economy 125; Janos Kornai, 
Eric Maskin and Gerard Roland, 'Understanding the Soft Budget Constraint' (2003) 41 Journal of 
Economic Literature 4; Garry Jefferson (n 242) 430; Williamson (n 237). 
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and under such dispersed ownership, TCE argues, the incentives to monitor 

management are comparatively lower than the incentives in private enterprises. On 

account of that, SOEs are inefficient compared to private structures of governance.244  

In fact, all forms of State involvement in the market, whether through ownership 

of the means of production, taxation, State aid, or regulations are deemed unnecessary 

unless they are more efficient than other institutional arrangements. It is worth 

mentioning here that according to the logic of new institutional economics, there are 

two main (and almost exclusive) institutional arrangements of modern economies: the 

market and the private firm. Therefore, the prevailing position of TCE theorists goes 

toward downsizing the public sector through privatizing SOEs and other measures 

such as limiting public sector integrations. TCE prefers to downsize the public sector 

to the minimum specialties and authorities.245 Notwithstanding its limited 

consideration for State ownership of the means of production, TCE provides 

contemplations for the purpose of making policy decisions pertaining externalities and 

beyond. For this reason, the following section explores the applicability of TCE 

analysis to the governance of SOEs. 

 

                                                        
244Williamson (n 237) 318; Jefferson (n 242) 431. 
245 Oliver Williamson scrutinized the transactions of the department of foreign affairs to find out what 
makes such transactions better suited for public bureaucracy, and whether they can be reproduced by 
private firms. He called these transactions sovereign transactions and observed that they pose added 
contractual hazards (and probity hazards) that are costly to mitigate and that public organizations 
carry them out more efficiently. But by saying that sovereign transactions and the like are the sort of 
transactions that public bureaucracies can acceptably carry out, Williamson excluded some legitimate 
transactions such as welfare expenditures (and other redistributional measures) and infrastructure 
transactions. He also refrained from discussing public organizations for procurement transactions 
declaring that “government should rarely produce its own needs”. On account of this, SOEs are quite 
circumscribed under TCE. Williamson (n 237) 319; Oliver E. Williamson, ‘Strategy Research: 
Governance and Competence Perspective’ (1999) 20 Strategic Management Journal 1090. 
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3.2.3 Transaction cost economics: application to SOEs and limitations:  

The limitations of TCE in the context of SOEs can be ascribed, for the most part, 

to the economic focus of the theory. TCE provides an exclusive economic 

understanding of the firm notwithstanding any role SOEs and regulatory institutions 

play beyond the ambit of economic costs. TCE overlooks non-economic impetuses of 

the firm, especially that at the time the theory was formed not-for-profit business 

organizations were not common as they are nowadays.246 For these reasons, 

transaction cost theorists usually suggest two reform measures for SOEs: privatization 

and CG reforms towards marketization.247 While such reforms can work for 

commercially-oriented SOEs, they most likely would not serve socio-economic or 

socio-political policy objectives and might well be counterproductive. It is true that 

firms, public and private, need to achieve, at least, a minimum level of efficiency in 

order for them to survive and thrive. Yet, NIE analysis alone is insufficient to draw 

the boundaries of the firm and explain its existence because of its underlying 

presumption of economic utility maximization.248  

In a research on internalizing transactions within the public bureau (including 

SOEs, which means that SOEs are still conceptualized and treated as extensions of the 

                                                        
246 Hybridity in organizational studies has a variety of meanings. In terms of ownership structure, 
hybridity refers to joint ventures and other forms of mixed public and private organizations. In terms 
of organizational purposes, hybridity refers to economic and not for-profit goals. In terms of 
governance structures, as in Williamson’s ‘Mechanisms of Governance’ and ‘The Economics of 
Organizations’, hybridity refers to arrangements in-between firms and markets, preserve the 
safeguards provided by firms (hierarchy) and the autonomy given to market actors. Williamson (n 
156); Oliver E. Williamson, ‘The Economics of Organization: The Transaction Cost Approach’ 
(1981) 3 American Journal of Sociology 548. 
247 Oliver E. Williamson, ‘The New Institutional Economics: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead’ (2000) 3 
American Economic Association 171.  
248 Elias L. Khalil, ‘Institutional Theory of the Firm? Extension and Limitation’ (1995) 1 Review of 
Political Economy 48; Jones (n 235).  
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government), Oliver Williamson, an advocate of free market economies, contended 

that:249 

The public bureau … can be thought of as the organization form of last resort: try 

spot markets, try incomplete long-term contracts, try firms, try regulation, and 

reserve recourse to public bureaus for when all else fails (comparatively) … 

Vigilance is … needed – lest the public bureau be “overused”.  

Williamson’s framework for public sector governance is underdeveloped and finds 

little validity when applied to public services. This is mainly because it focuses on 

sovereign administration, and thus should not be extended to other organizations in the 

public domain.250 Nevertheless, Williamson acknowledged that “privatization … is 

not an all-purpose solution”.251 Thereby, he suggested a framework for assessing the 

feasibility of privatization combined of two sets of institutions: the institutions that 

form the rules of the game, with special focus on the institutions of property rights; 

and the institutions of governance, mainly the institution of contract.252 By these means 

NIE can abstain from what it was often criticized for, that is disregarding “the 

importance of strategy when selecting organizational modes.”253 

TCE is not dispensable in SOEs context, it advances some important internal 

mechanisms of governance that can mitigate intrafirm costs and increase the 

productivity of SOEs.254 The theory can guide SOEs for the most cost-effective 

                                                        
249 Williamson (n 247) 603.  
250 Hulya Dagdeviren and Simon A. Roberston, ‘A Critical Assessment of Transaction Cost Theory 
and Governance of Public Services with Special Reference to Water and Sanitation’ (2016) 40 
Cambridge Journal of Economics 1707. 
251 Williamson (n 247) 610.  
252 Williamson named other institutions but did not examine them in his institutional analysis: the 
embedded institutions: norms, customs, traditions, religions etc.; and the institutional environment 
including laws and regulations. Williamson (n 247) 610.  
253 Jones (n 235) 10. 
254 Ruiter argued that TCE needs further development before being applicable to the public sector. 
Ruiter (n 57). 
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choices among equally productive internal mechanisms of governance. For instance, 

through transaction cost analysis an SOE can decide on make-or-buy decisions – 

whether to integrate certain stages of production within the SOE or to outsource these 

tasks and operations.255 

In summary, new institutional economics theory of the firm, just as other theories 

of the firm, brings forth valuable insights about internal CG measures. More 

importantly, it started to be ‘more cautious and selective’ in promoting privatization 

by making privatization reforms conditional, at least, on the economics of the 

institutional environment. NIE, however, is less qualified to lead an all-encompassing 

analysis (and reform) of SOEs. The cost minimization logic falls short of explaining 

SOEs in connection with their non-commercial goals; indeed, it overlooks any goal or 

purpose behind firms. S R Jones described that “the origins of the firm lay not in 

collective and purposive action but in the response of individuals to the costs of 

transacting business.”256 On top of that, NIE’s pro-market foundations run counter to 

the purpose behind the research; this research analyzes the SOE in order to form a 

better understanding of the distinct nature of SOEs and thereby enhance good 

governance practices thereof. Even when NIE refrains from privatizing SOEs, it still 

promotes reforms that downsize SOEs, notwithstanding policy objectives behind State 

ownership or even ‘the legacy of State investment’ in particular (especially strategic) 

sectors.257  

So far, the analysis in this section demonstrates that theories of the firms and 

their extensions to SOEs are largely grounded in neoliberal economics. In the next 

                                                        
255 Williamson (n 245) 1098. 
256 Jones (n 235) 11.  
257 Reuters, ‘French Election Set to Shake-up State’s Corporate Portfolio’ (Reuters 2017) 
<https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-france-election-privatisation/french-election-set-to-shake-up-states-
corporate-portfolio-idUKKBN17N21J > accessed 6 June 2020.  
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section, I give a brief account on the applicability of legal theories of the corporation 

and of CG to SOEs. 

 

3.3 Legal theories and the State-owned enterprise:258 

There are two sets of theories pertaining business organizations: theories on the 

formation and legal nature of the corporation (or corporate legal personality); and 

theories of CG. As with theories of the firm, it is quite evident that the SOE is 

marginalized in legal theories of business organizations.259 Legal scholars have been 

invested in theorizing the private corporation leaving other forms of business 

organizations, especially the SOE, underrated. This is particularly true in light of the 

debates on the fate of SOEs during the 80s and 90s of the twentieth century and the 

belief of the temporality of SOEs.  

This section briefly analyzes the applicability of these theories to SOEs and 

implications for CG. Theories of the corporation are relevant to SOEs by virtue of the 

widespread trends in public administration (NPM) toward corporatizing SOEs.260 I 

keep the analysis brief because it is noticed that the legal discourse on CG structures 

and mechanisms is highly influenced by Anglo-American economic theories of the 

                                                        
258The given account is abbreviate but it is sufficient for the current purpose of illustrating the 
insufficiency of the legal theories of CG as basis for CG of SOEs. Note that in legal scholarship, some 
scholars differentiate the 'firm' from the 'corporations' – “the corporation is a legal entity entitled to 
operate in the legal system … The firm is the economic activity developed as a consequence of the 
cluster of contracts connecting the corporation owning these assets to various holders of resources 
required in the firm’s operations." Jean-Philippe Robé, ‘The Legal Structure of the Firm’ (2011) 1 
Accounting, Economics, and Law 1. 
259 Deeper discussions is following in Chapter 4, section 4.2. Orts, for instance, considered the SOE to 
hardly fit under the theory of the firm. Eric W. Orts, Business Persons: A Legal Theory of the Firm 
(Oxford University Press 2013). 
260 In fact, in some jurisdictions such as New Zealand, all SOEs are incorporated. See New Zealand’s 
Ministerial Portfolio of SOEs <https://dpmc.govt.nz/cabinet/portfolios/state-owned-enterprises > 
accessed 6 June 2020. 
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firm that were reviewed in the previous sections, mainly agency theory, managerial 

behavior, and TCE.261  

 

3.3.1 Legal theories of the corporation: 

Regarding the origin of the corporation, two theories dominate: concession 

theory (also known as artificial or fictitious entity theory), and aggregate theory 

(known as nexus of contracts or collection of assets theory).262 Concession theorists 

hold that the right to incorporate requires a charter or a grant from the State to create 

a legal entity separate from the owners of its equity and that are entitled “to own and 

dispose of property, to enter into enforceable contracts, and to engage in business 

transactions.”263 While aggregate theory considers incorporation as an “extension of 

property rights and the freedoms of association and contract on the part of property 

owners” that does not require State action.264 In other words, the corporation is an 

association of shareholders (or a nexus of contracts tying corporate constituencies 

together) that enjoys only the rights of its shareholders.265 In terms of CG, as shall 

                                                        
261 Mueller (n 72); Abbasi (n 152); Simon Learmount, ‘Theorizing Corporate Governance: New 
Organizational Alternatives’ (2002) ESRC Centre for Business Research, University of Cambridge 
Working Paper, 237 < https://www.cbr.cam.ac.uk/fileadmin/user_upload/centre-for-business-
research/downloads/working-papers/wp237.pdf > accessed 6 June 2020; Daily et al., (n 114) 372; 
Hart et al., (n 52). 
262 There are other theories on corporate personality such as the real entity theory which “places the 
board of directors at the control center of the corporation.” See Stefan J. Padfield, ‘A New Social 
Contract’ (2017) 101 Minnesota Law Review 374; David Gindis, ‘From Fictions and Aggregates to 
Real Entities in the Theory of the Firm’ (2009) 5 Journal of Institutional Economics 25. 
263Margaret M. Blair, ‘Ownership and Control: Rethinking Corporate Governance for the Twenty-
First Century’, in Thomas Clarke (ed), Theories of Corporate Governance: The Philosophical 
Foundations of Corporate Governance (Routledge 2004) 176. 
264 ibid 175. 
265Steven N. S. Cheung, 'The Contractual Nature of the Firm', The Journal of Law and Economics 26 
(1983); Frank H. Easterbrook and Daniel R. Fischel, ‘The Corporate Contract’ (1989) 89 Columbia 
Law Review 1416; Bainbridge (n 72); Coase (n 156); Blair (n 263) 175. 
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follow in the next subsection, the contractarian theory is committed to shareholder 

primacy and self-regulation.266  

In application to SOEs, aggregate (nexus of contracts) theory seems inadequate 

to explain the genesis (formation and nature) of SOEs. It is true that SOEs are bound 

by contracts with stakeholders (employees, suppliers, customers, communities etc.) 

and with the government through performance contracts for example, but these 

contracts are subsequent to the formation of the enterprise itself. SOEs’ ability to enter 

into enforceable contracts is contingent upon their existence as legal entities enabled 

by law. SOEs, as mentioned earlier in this research, are either established by statutory 

laws or on basis of company law codes. SOEs do not owe their existence to the will or 

discretion of the government in its executive capacity, at least not statutory SOEs. 

SOEs that are formed in accordance with company law, owe their existence to the fact 

that they meet the requirements of the institution of corporate law as well as the 

national policies and regulations on State ownership. In other words, SOEs, just as 

other business firms, exist by virtue of the laws and regulations that underpin their 

foundation and operation.267  

Perhaps the most important point to make about the contractarian theory is its 

stance from regulations. Marc Moore argued that: 

contractarianism establishes a strong presumption against regulatory ‘interference’ 

in corporate governance on public grounds … The role of the courts and regulatory 

                                                        
266 Marc T. Moore, ‘Private Ordering and Public Policy: The Paradoxical Foundations of Corporate 
Governance’ (2014) 34 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 704. This is unlike the institutional theory 
that considers CG to be consist of public regulations in addition to self, or private, regulations. See 
chapter 4, section 4.2.3 on the binary sources of CG.  
267 In depth discussion of the corporation as an institutionalized legal organization shall follow in 
Chapter 4. 
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state in corporate governance is instead restricted to that of providing on an ‘off-the-

shelf’ basis those default rules and structures.268  

Besides, there is an underlying contradiction between the logic of contracts and the 

creation of public value that requires sustainability and long-termism. The 

contractarian theory is committed to shareholder value maximization, meaning that 

managers should run the corporation toward the maximization of short-term financial 

profits, rather than long-term success and sustainability.269 Philip Selznick argued that 

“[a]n institutional theory of the firm is a voice of resistance to this [contractual] culture 

of short-sightedness”.270 The institutional view of business organizations and of SOEs 

will be discussed in depth in chapter 4.  

 

3.3.2 Legal theories of corporate governance and the SOE:  

Theories of CG, usually, answer two questions: who controls the firm? and 

whose interests should prevail in governing the firm?271 Shareholder wealth 

maximization (also known as shareholder primacy) is one of the most influential 

theories of CG in the last several decades.272 Shareholder primacy focuses on 

                                                        
268 Moore (266) 704-705. 
269 On shareholders’ short-termism see, Paddy Ireland, ‘Limited Liability, Shareholder Rights of 
Control and the Problem of Corporate Irresponsibility’ (2010) 34 Cambridge Journal of Economics 
837 (hereafter Ireland 2010); Paddy Ireland, ‘Company Law and the Myth of Shareholder Ownership’ 
(1999) 62 The Modern Law Review 32 (hereafter Ireland 1999); Paddy Ireland, ‘Capitalism Without 
the Capitalist: The Joint Stock Company Share and the Emergence of the Modern Doctrine of 
Separate Corporate Personality' (1996) 17 Journal of Legal History 40 (hereafter Ireland 1996); 
Lynne Stout, The Shareholder Value Myth: How Putting Shareholders First Harms Investors, 
Corporations, and the Public (Barrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc 2012). Also on short-termism and 
valuing profits over people see, Joel Bakan, The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and 
Power (Viking Canada 2004). 
270 Selznick (n 153) 272. 
271 Blair (n 263); Moore (n 55); Bainbridge (n 72).  
272 Henry Hansmann and Reinier Kraakman, ‘The End of History for Corporate Law’ (2001) 
89 Georgetown Law Journal 439; Robert J. Rhee, ‘A Legal Theory of Shareholder Primacy’ (2017) 
102 Minnesota Law Review 1951; Stephen M. Bainbridge, ‘In Defense of the Shareholder Wealth 
Maximization Norm’ (1993) 50 Washington & Lee Law Review 1423. On top of that, Milton 
Friedman alleged that businesses have no social responsibility of any kind on the grounds that 
maximizing shareholder-value (wealth) engenders economic growth and benefits the society as a 
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generating shareholder value and prioritizes it over other interests in the corporation. 

It corresponds to (and is highly influenced by) agency theory of the firm in that it 

assumes conflicts between the personal interests of principals (shareholders) and those 

of agents (managers). Hence, it holds that CG should be primarily concerned with 

controlling managers and aligning their incentives with those of shareholders in order 

to promote shareholders’ interests and protect them from managers’ opportunism. As 

a result, the theory advances governance measures and arrangements pertinent mainly 

to the distribution of authority between shareholders and managers.273  

When applied to fully-owned SOEs, shareholder value does not define the extent 

or limits of government authority in CG in its capacity as an owner. It does not provide 

clear and effective safeguards, in the form of internal or external mechanisms of 

governance, to protect SOEs against governmental and politico-administrative 

interventions. Also, corresponding to the primacy it gives for shareholders, the theory 

encourages a single accountability pattern: upward accountability only, that is, 

accountability to shareholders. This means that SOEs are not obliged to report to the 

general public. Overlooking public accountability misses the incentives this type of 

accountability creates for managers and directors of SOEs, especially that the missions 

and activities of SOEs may stretch to areas very close to citizens. In these cases, the 

general public need to be given the right to hold SOEs to account.274 Besides, 

                                                        
whole. Milton Friedman, ‘The social responsibility of business is to increase its profits’ (The New 
York Times Magazine 1970) <http://www.umich.edu/~thecore/doc/Friedman.pdf > accessed 6 June 
2020. 
273Armen A. Alchian and Harold Demsetz, 'Production, Information Costs, and Economic 
Organization' (1972) 62 The American Economic Review 777; Jensen and Meckling (n 217); 
Learmount (n 261) 5; Daily et al., (n 114) 372. 
274 Dorothea Greiling and Brigit Grüb, ‘Towards Citizen Accountability of Local Public Enterprises’ 
(2015) 86 Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 641; Grossi (n 55) 277; J Sonia Royo, Ana 
Yetano and Javier Garcia-Lacalle, ‘Accountability in State-Owned Enterprises: The Way Forward’ 
(22nd Annal IRSPM Conference, Edinburgh, 2018) 
<https://irspm2018.exordo.com/files/papers/313/final_draft/Accountability_in_SOEs_The_way_forw
ard_2.pdf > accessed 6 June 2020. 
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shareholder primacy is built around the conviction that maximizing shareholder wealth 

is the ultimate goal of the firm.275 While, as repeatedly stated, not all SOEs aspire for 

profitability; many SOEs are established to serve wider public interest goals such as 

wealth redistribution, equal access to basic services etc. This renders shareholder-

centric model of CG unhelpful to manage government shareholding rights in SOEs, 

the paradox of autonomy and control, and accountability. 

Margaret Blair controverted the shareholder wealth maximization model (or 

what she called the financial model of CG) because it lacks legal grounds.276 Blair 

argued that: 

Defining the interests of the corporation in terms of maximizing the wealth-

producing potential of the enterprise as a whole … provides the beginning of a way 

to resolve the long-term, short-term conflict, as well as a basis for deciding which 

corporate constituencies matter under what circumstances.277 

She perceived the corporation as an institutional arrangement for reconciling the 

interests of all the constituencies who advance the wealth creation capacity of the 

corporation as a separate entity by contributing financial and non-financial firm-

specific assets.  

The stakeholder approach to CG adopts a broader view of value creation through 

CG – it argues that corporations should “achieve a more equitable distribution of the 

benefits of corporate activity for non-shareholders relative to shareholders.”278 

Stakeholders include employees, customers, suppliers, communities, shareholders, 

                                                        
275 See Friedman (n 272).  
276 Blair (n 263) 178, 181. On the shortcomings and limitations of shareholder theory see, Stout (n 
269); Lynn A. Stout, ‘The Toxic Side Effects of Shareholder Primacy’ (2013) 161 University of 
Pennsylvania Law Review 2003. 
277 Blair (n 263) 179. 
278 John Kaler, ‘Differentiating Stakeholder Theories’ (2003) 46 Journal of Business Ethics 71. 
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and other financiers. As such, corporations and their managers have a special 

obligation towards stakeholders over and beyond the obligation to maximize 

shareholders value.279 This is because shareholders are but another stakeholder, and 

no one stake should be preferred over another as all the interests that stakeholders 

represent are valuable and important for achieving the economic and social goals of 

the corporation. Nonetheless, the stakeholder approach aggravates agency costs by 

introducing additional interests that managers have to reckon with. This could also 

decrease the efficacy of managerial incentive schemes because it is difficult to design 

a scheme that motivates managers toward optimal performance while they are required 

to align with a variety of interests. Besides, stakeholder model of CG faces a challenge 

of assessment – it is quite difficult to find a standard that can measure managerial 

performance in respect of the interests of all key stakeholders.280  

On the nature of the corporation, stakeholder theory is more inclined toward 

nexus of contract conceptualization in that it refuses to think of corporations “as 

unified entities that make decisions and carry them out like individual agents” of the 

shareholders.281 It is for that reason that some stakeholder theorists depicted CG in 

terms of the interactivity between stakeholders (shareholders, managers, directors, and 

employees) and how this interplay facilitate (or not) the achievement of corporate 

goals.282  

                                                        
279 Heath and Norman (n 17) 247; Edward R. Freeman, ‘The Stakeholder Approach Revisited’ (2004) 
Zeitschrift für Wirtschafts- und Unternehmensethik, 5, < https://nbn-resolving.org/urn:nbn:de:0168-
ssoar-347076 > accessed 6 June 2020. 
280 Heath and Norman (n 17) 254. 
281 ibid 252. 
282 Heath and Norman brought together the three concepts (stakeholder theory, SOEs, and CSR) 
drawing on the broader goals each concept carries within. Stakeholder theory aspires for serving the 
interests of all stakeholder; CSR or the triple bottom line aims, in addition, for decreasing firms’ 
negative externalities; while SOEs are entrusted with serving broader public interests. 
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Of course, CG of business organizations is better off having shareholders and 

stakeholders’ interests converged around the goals of the organizational entity. But in 

pursuance of that, stakeholder theorists should not underestimate how furthering 

shareholder interests result in protecting the interests of other stakeholders.283 And 

most importantly, Heath and Norman found that stakeholder theorists pay insufficient 

attention to the important role that legal institutions can play in securing these 

intermingled interests. Legal institutions (i.e. laws, regulations, legal forms etc.) 

contextualize the rights, obligations, and fiduciary duties of firm constituencies. 

Ignoring the foundational role of the laws of business could possibly render 

stakeholder model of CG quite ineffective (and even naïve).284  

This is a brief review of the most influential legal approaches to explain 

corporate personality and CG and their applicability to SOEs. Each one of these 

theoretical perspectives has a toolkit of conventions and methods of analysis, and each 

is valuable for analyzing some aspects of the firm (or the SOE for the matter of this 

research) and its governance. But no single theory has the capacity to fully explain and 

take into consideration the tensions among the disparate interests within and around 

business firms. This review is intended to understand the scope of current legal 

scholarly works on business firms and their CG, their limited applicability to SOEs, 

and to illuminate the need to develop a broader legal conceptual analysis that considers 

as much concerns and interests pertaining SOEs as possible. I shall expand further on 

some of the reviewed theories of CG throughout the research as necessary. 

 

                                                        
283 Heath and Norman argued that “shareholders in the Enron era did not have the power to assure that 
there interests were fully taken into account by senior management.” Heath and Norman (n 17) 248. 
284Heath and Noman warned that “any naïve restructuring of corporate law and corporate governance 
to encourage stakeholder management could result in firms that are prone to both the internal fraud of 
Enron and the colossal inefficiencies of, say, Ontario Hydro or British Steel.” ibid 249, 251. 
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3.4 Discussion and conclusion:  

This literature review identified the theoretical gaps in the literature on SOEs 

and CG thereof. By and large, the existing theories provide at least some clues to the 

appropriate structure and governance of SOEs.285 However, these theories have their 

limitations for each theory focuses on a particular aspect of SOEs and/or their CG and 

carry out its analysis from a single narrow angle.286 None of them provide an all-

embracing view of SOEs – a framework that explains the legal nature and justifies the 

organizational structure of SOEs, deconstructs the complex relationship between the 

government and SOEs, provides internal and external mechanisms of governance 

towards accountable practices, and ultimately promote the creation of public value. 

Equally important, few theories of SOEs acknowledge the effects of different 

institutions on CG of SOEs; even fewer (if any) are the theories that illuminate the 

important role that legal institutions (i.e. regulations, court decisions, legal forms etc.) 

can play in promoting good governance in SOEs.  

The major paradigms that dominate scholarship on business organizations 

(including SOEs) and their CG are principal-agent analysis and TCE. Agency theory 

depicts SOEs as contractual relationships between the government as the owner of 

capital investment (principal) and managers of SOEs (agents). Where agents are 

assigned to manage operations and maximize the investments entrusted to them. 

Despite the fact that complex business organizations are almost impossible without the 

law of agency, yet, agency theory alone is not enough for understanding complex 

organizations such as the private corporation or the State-owned enterprise. 

                                                        
285 Lawson (n 164) 298.  
286 Thereby, mitigating firm’s negative externalities, for example, is usually not a concern in 
shareholder value theory, just the way employee’ interests are not as well. With respect to social 
externalities see Coasean theorem, Coase (n 236). 
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Characterizing SOEs, or their managers for that matter, as agents for the government 

neither solve the problem of cronyism and exploitation, nor explain and legitimize the 

organizational structure of the enterprise within the public domain. That is to say, there 

must be intended purposes behind structuring the production of goods and delivery of 

services into private-like business organizations. In addition to stimulating 

entrepreneurial practices, one purpose is releasing these organizations and their 

governance from political interventions and direct control by the bureaucracy.287 

Besides, the relationship between the government and SOEs takes more than agency 

form (if, for the sake of argument, shareholder-manager relationship is considered a 

principal-agent relationship). It takes the form of regulator-regulatee relationship 

where there are no independent regulators of SOEs, as well as accountor-accountee 

relationship.288  

Agency theory’s stance toward social institutions is determined by the 

underlying assumptions of the theory, mainly the assumption that agents are 

opportunistic utility maximizers. In consequence, methodologically speaking, agency 

theory takes a methodological individualist approach to CG, where subjective 

individual behavior is used to explain social phenomena like complex business 

organizations. Methodological individualism overlooks the surroundings of a given 

human behavior; the focus and the unit of analysis is the economic-maximizing 

individual.289 Building a framework of CG around behavioral assumptions such as 

                                                        
287 Hans Christiansen comments that “In many cases, their [SOEs’] activities might otherwise be 
carried out by government institutions; the SOE incorporation has been chosen mostly on efficiency 
grounds.” Hans Christiansen, 'Balancing Commercial and Non-Commercial Priorities of State-Owned 
Enterprises' (2013) OECD Working Paper 
<https://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/OECDCorporategovernanceWorkingPaper6.pdf > accessed 6 June 
2020.  
288 For a deeper analysis of the difference between government accountability and SOE accountability 
see, Chapter 6 section 6.5.3. 
289Contrary to methodological holism which takes a holistic view of the phenomenon under study by 
situating human behaviors in an institutional context. See Dugger (n 151) 901. 
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opportunism and shirking can possibly downplay the role of regulatory and cultural 

institutions (e.g. laws of fiduciary duties, codes of conduct, professional values, 

organizational culture etc.) in CG.290 Declining methodological individualism, as one 

scholar declared, “is not to say the individual is of no causal significance. But it is to 

say that individuals realize their potential (or fail to do so) in going concerns, because 

it is through collective action that an environment is provided for effective individual 

action.”291 Moreover, in doing that, it overlooks what other scholarly areas of 

knowledge says on the topic; plenty of researches in business management, for 

instance, assert that ethics in the workplace whether at the level of directors, managers, 

or employees play a significant role in enhancing performance.292 As such, agency 

theory also embraces a positivist methodology that reduces the discussion on CG to 

the matters that are logically testable and verifiable only, and views CG as a value-free 

subject of inquiry.293  

These methodologies downplay the role of legal institutions in the formation and 

operation of business organizations. They even oppose the regulation of business 

organizations as a form of State control of the market.294 It is important to say that 

aiming for a theoretical framework that acknowledges the importance of legal 

institutions and encourages regulating SOEs is not (and should not be understood as) 

                                                        
290 William Dugger differentiated the preconceptions of neoclassical economics from the 
preconceptions of institutional economics – the theory of neoclassical economics is deduced from 
behavioral assumptions, while the institutional theory, by definition, analyzes economic institutions 
such as the transaction cost and competitive open market. ibid. 
291 ibid 901. 
292 Lawrence E. Mitchell ed., Corporate Governance: Values, Ethics and Leadership (Routledge 
2009); Bahram Soltani and Christian Maupetit, ‘Importance of Core Values of Ethics, Integrity and 
Accountability in the European Corporate Governance Codes’ (2015) 19 Journal of Management and 
Governance 259. 
293 On the mainstream epistemology in CG and management see, Zattoni (n 113); Melvin J. Dubnick, 
‘Demons, Spirits, and Elephants: Reflections on the Failure of Public Administration Theory’ (1999) 
Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Atlanta, < 
https://www.jpna.org/index.php/jpna/article/view/177 > accessed 6 June 2020. 
294 Moore (n 266) 704-705; Awan (n 158); Bremmer (n 158); Braithwaite (n 158). 
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a rules-based approach to CG of SOEs. Rather, the emphasis on the law is motivated 

by the desire to ‘institutionalize the SOE’. That is to say, to create a system of CG for 

SOEs that underpins and builds on their strengths and capabilities. This is without 

overlooking the fact that the process of institutionalization consists of formal (legal) 

and informal (cultural and professional) norms and values.  

Generally speaking, theories of SOEs resemble theories of the firm in being 

preoccupied with considerations of financial performance. They relate legal and social 

legitimacy of SOEs to a level of financial performance equivalent to that of private 

firms in the same industry.295 Of course, it goes without saying that efficient 

performance is critical for business organizations of any kind, including SOEs, for 

organizations are always means and never ends in themselves.296 That being said, 

drawing comparison between SOEs and their private counterparts based on their 

financial performance in market economies disregards the crucial differences between 

the two forms of organizations, mainly in terms of their impetuses and purposes. These 

comparisons, in addition to the emergence and reemergence of a variety of State 

capitalism, increase the confusion around SOEs and their CG.297 This notable 

confusion is not cleared away by the oversimplifying statements that suggest that 

SOEs should be governed through hybrid (public and private) governance measures, 

at least not in non-economic and fully-owned SOEs.  

                                                        
295 Lindsay for example explored how can the performance of governments enterprises be enhanced 
through certain theoretical frameworks, particularly: public choice, public finance and managerial 
behavior. While Rentsch and Finger, from their point of view, investigate the change in performance 
if government's relationship to SOEs was substituted with regulatory agencies. Lindsay (n 38); 
Rentsch and Finger (n 28). 
296 Oliver E. Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism (The Free Press 1985). 
297 Recent researches on the governance of SOEs have called for further research to enhance our 
theoretical understanding of SOEs. Grossi et al., (n 59); Christensen and Lægreid (n 48); Christensen 
(n 51); Christensen (n 73). 
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The next chapter will discuss the legal institutional theory of the firm. Despite 

the fact that legal institutional theory of the firm has not tackled the State-owned form 

of business organizations but marginally298, it still provides a promising basis for a 

legal understanding of the SOE and its CG. I investigate the legal institutional theory 

of the firm, that is being developed almost exclusively in the context of the private 

corporation and underpin it with insights from the institutional theory of organizations. 

What is interesting about the legal institutional theory of the firm, as I shall explain 

further in the following chapter, is that it provides a conceptualization of the SOE that 

highlights and builds on its strengths and opportunities for good governance.  

  

                                                        
298 Orts (n 259) 194-95. 
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Chapter 4: Theoretical Framework:  

The aims of chapter four and its importance within the thesis: 

Chapter three reviewed the theories of State-owned enterprise (SOEs) (mostly 

extensions of theories of the firm) and the literature on their corporate governance 

(CG). The purpose behind the literature review was to illustrate how theories of the 

firm and their implications on CG downplay the legitimacy of SOEs in the first place 

(especially those that engage in non-profit maximizing operations) and undermine the 

specificities of their governance and performance. Generally speaking, the literature 

on SOE governance either aims at downsizing the public sector through full or partial 

privatization of SOEs or juxtapose them with private for-profit corporations to imitate 

their systems of CG. This has shifted the focus of CG agenda and reforms from 

creating mechanisms of checks and balances, strengthening public accountability etc., 

to a stock-market-based model of the corporation and a shareholder-oriented model of 

CG. Accordingly, agency costs reduction, transaction costs savings, and SOE’s 

financial performance have become heavily researched topics of CG of SOEs.  

Strikingly, in the private realm, courts and legislatures have long recognized the 

practical necessity to create a form of business organizations that have a separate legal 

existence of its own.299 They established the principle of ‘separate legal personality’ 

that distinguishes the corporation as a business organization from its shareholders and 

has various other consequences that infiltrate to almost every aspect of these 

organizations: separate patrimony to ‘lock in capital’; limited liability of shareholder; 

                                                        
299 For further discussion on the establishment of the principle of corporate personality in the 
American legal system see Ron Harris, ‘The Transplantation of the Legal Discourse on Corporate 
Personality Theories: From German Codification to British Political Pluralism and American Big 
Business’ (2007) 63 Washington and Lee Law Review 1421; Eric W. Orts, ‘Theorizing the Firm: 
Organizational Ontology in the Supreme Court’ (2016) 65 DePaul Law Review 559. (hereafter Orts 
2016). 
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corporate responsibility (or irresponsibility300); the creation of a supervisory and 

mediating body within the legal entity, to name a few.301 Although these principles 

have been theoretically recognized in the German and Anglo-American corporate law 

debates since, at least, the late nineteenth century302, they have not been discussed in 

the context of SOEs. This is either because the SOE has been marginalized out of 

mainstream business forms, as Peng et al., and Bruton et al., argued, or because they 

are thought of as temporal firms that would eventually be privatized.303 Bruton et al., 

provided another reason for the marginal presence of SOEs in CG agenda, which is 

the fact that the mainstream CG agenda is steadily rooted in the Anglo-American 

system. Anglo-American CG was largely developed in the US, an economy that 

“historically does not have a sizeable SOE sector; also, because SOEs were not 

considered a form of capitalism”.304  

Therefore, and in light of the limitations of mainstream theories of the firm and 

of CG in application to SOEs and the challenges of CG therein, the literature review 

concluded that we need to rethink SOEs. Studying the SOE, as a business organization 

for value creation in the public sector, requires a paradigm shift. There is a need to 

reconceptualize the SOE beyond managerial agency theory and shareholder primacy 

by way of emphasizing their public value missions and distinctive relationship with 

                                                        
300 Ireland 1999 (n 269); Stout (n 269); Bakan (n 269).  
301 Blair and Stout (n 76); Margaret M. Blair, ‘The Neglected Benefits of the Corporate Form: Entity 
Status and the Separation of Asset Ownership from Control’, in Anna Grandori (ed), Corporate 
Governance and Firm Organization: Microfoundations and Structural Forms (Oxford University 
Press 2004) (hereafter, Blair 2004); Margaret M. Blair, ‘Locking in Capital: What Corporate Law 
Achieved for Business Organizers in the Nineteenth Century’. (2003) 51 UCLA Law Review 387. 
(hereafter, Blair 2003).  
302 Harris (n 299); Adolf A. Berle and Gardiner C. Means, The Modern Corporation and Private 
Property (Transaction Publisher 2009); David Gindis, 'Legal Personhood and the Firm: Avoiding 
Anthropomorphism and Equivocation' (2016) 12 Journal of Institutional Economics 499. 
303 Peng et al., (n 33); Bruton et al., (n 35) 95; Musacchio and Flores-Macias (n 23). 
304 Bruton et al., (n 35) 95. Turnbull, interestingly, observed that “[m]uch of the literature on corporate 
governance implicitly assumes that only publicly traded firms are the subject of analysis.” Turnbull (n 
154) 181. 
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the government.305 We also need to reproduce mechanisms of governance under 

different theoretical assumptions. For these reasons, I argue for a shift away from the 

generalizations of mainstream theories, appealing instead for an institutional analysis 

of business organizations in law and in sociology. 

I utilize two extensions of the institutional theory to build an analytical 

framework that dispels the confusion about the legal nature of SOEs (as a mainstream 

category of business organizations), distinguishes them from other governmental 

departments and agencies, and directs SOEs towards good governance. These theories 

are, predominantly, the legal institutional theory of the firm, and aspects of the 

institutional school of organizations in sociology. I argue that we ought to perceive the 

SOE as a legally institutionalized form for governing business organizations in the 

public sector. Institutionalization means embedding the structure and practices of an 

organization in the laws, norms, beliefs, measures etc. that serve the purposes 

collectively accepted and assigned to it.306 Thus, according to the institutional 

framework, the legitimate authorization to create public value (rather than minimize 

agency costs or maximize shareholder value) defines the boundaries of the SOE. 

Institutionalization does not mean introducing new operational and bureaucratic 

processes. It is, rather, to “infuse [an organization] with value beyond the technical 

[and operational] requirements of the task at hand”, that is, to infuse it with order and 

                                                        
305 Melvin J. Dubnick argued that “[o]ur misguided preoccupation with management as the heart and 
soul of modern governance is … blinding us to theories and models that continue to send us down the 
wrong path.” Melvin J. Dubnick, ‘Accountability and the Promise of Performance: In Search of the 
Mechanisms’ (2005) 28 Public Performance and Management Review 401. 
306 John R. Searle, ‘What is an Institution?’ (2005) 1 Journal of Institutional Economics 1; Dick W. P. 
Ruiter, ‘Types of institutions as Patterns of Regulated Behavior’ (2004) 10 Res Publica 207. 
(hereafter Ruiter 2004); John W. Meyer, ‘Reflection on Institutional Theories of Organizations’, in 
Royston Greenwood and other (eds), The Sage Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism (Sage 
Publications 2008) 790. 
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stability in a manner that is consistent with the missions of the organization.307 A SOE 

can be institutionalized, as such, through having clear goals and policies; mechanisms 

of checks and balances; professionalized standards; responsive attitude towards 

external pressures, and more. Institutionalization, and organizational change in 

general, occurs either by internalizing and adopting institutional measures, or by 

compliance with coercive measures.308 The legal institutional approach to corporations 

have, in practice, illuminated the advantages of the private corporation and its 

potentials for growth and sustainability; a parallel approach towards SOEs can be a 

doorway to latent opportunities for better governance therein.  

In private corporations, corporate personality, separation of ownership and 

control, and limited liability are highly controversial and contestable matters of CG. 

Paddy Ireland, for example, argued that "[t]he corporate legal form as presently 

constituted is not an economic necessity but a political construct developed to further 

the interests of particular groups" mainly “the rentier investor”.309 It is important to 

declare at the outset of this chapter that I am fully aware of the risks that some private 

corporations have been imposing on the economy because of abusing this legal 

institution. Yet, all institutions, by virtue of being instruments, are susceptible to abuse, 

but this does not negate the benefits of these legal institutions if they are deployed 

legitimately. Besides, these attributes (corporate personality, separation of ownership 

and control, and limited liability) where not examined comprehensively in the context 

of SOEs yet. I hold that the principles of legal personality and separateness, among 

other factors, can be drivers of CG in SOEs. Yet, in order to avoid the abuse that has 

                                                        
307 Philip Selznick, Leadership in Administration: A Sociological Interpretation (Harper and Row 
1957) 17. 
308 Meyer (n 306) 794. 
309 Ireland 2010 (n 269) 838; Paddy Ireland, ‘Finance and the Origins of Modern Company Law’, in 
G. Baars and A. Spicer (ed), The Corporation: A Critical, Multi-Disciplinary Handbook (Cambridge 
University Press 2017). 
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transformed the private corporation into a corrupt idea, organizational structures, 

practices, and processes have to be well-thought-out and primarily directed towards 

the accomplishment of SOEs’ legitimate purposes.  

This chapter proceeds as follows. In section 4.1, I situate legal institutional 

theory of the firm in the broader institutional context in organizational studies. Then, 

in 4.2, I analyze the foundations of the legal institutional theory of the firm and 

examine its implications on CG. I also dedicate a subsection there to discuss the binary 

sources of CG according to the two institutional theories aforementioned. Section 4.3 

discusses three aspects of the institutional school of organizations in sociology: 

‘institutional isomorphism’ to explain the importance of SOE-government structural 

and power relationship for good governance; and the ‘organizational culture’ and 

‘institutional environment’ to elucidate the effects of self-governance and external 

institutional setting on the governance of SOEs. Section 4.4 shall bring the chapter 

home by explaining the importance of this analytical framework for SOEs and their 

CG. The last section is left for the final thoughts and conclusion.  

 

4.1 A brief overview of the institutional approach:  

The purpose of this section is to situate the proposed analytical framework in its 

broader theoretical context. This allows for a detailed analysis of the institutional 

theories of business organizations that inform this thesis.310 Later in this chapter, I 

                                                        
310 It is important at this stage to differentiate organizations from institutions; while organizations are 
“groups of individuals bound by a common purpose to achieve objectives", institutions are “the 
humanly-devised constraints that structure human interactions”. Some institutions are formally 
structured organizations that find recourse and legitimacy in the law. North (n 99). 
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explain the implications of this theoretical framework on the concept and the 

governance of SOEs. 

Institutionalism, or the institutional theory, is the study of “formation and impact 

of stable social arrangements” ranging from informal customs, mores, and normative 

concepts to formal laws and regulations.311 It, thus, refers to the totality of social 

structures that are either established by law or custom.312 The institutional theory has 

been developing across multiple social sciences disciplines including sociology, 

political sciences, economics, and law. The institutions discussed in this thesis are at 

three levels: the institutions of CG of a business organization; the organizational form 

itself as an institutionalized form of business organizations; and the laws, norms, 

values etc. that form the institutional environment within which business organizations 

operate.  

The term ‘institution’ has at least two different meanings.313 On the one hand, 

institutions refer to the social structure, that is, a well-structured, valued, and stable 

pattern of behavior (e.g. the State, market, family, town, corporation, money etc.). It 

can be an established organization, a regular social practice or social construct, or the 

rules of the game in a given situation. Institutions, as social structures, stand usually 

on three pillars: regulative, normative, and cultural cognitive pillar.314 The regulative 

pillar is “consist of formal written rules as well as typically unwritten codes of conduct 

that underlie and supplement formal rules”.315 The normative pillar represents 

                                                        
311 Ellen M. Immergut, ‘Institutions – Institutionalism’ (2010) < https://www.sowi.hu-
berlin.de/de/lehrbereiche/comppol/pubb/pdfs/Immergut2011.pdf > accessed 6 June 2020. 
312 ibid. 
313 Tony Lawson provided a third broader meaning of institutions. He viewed institutions as social 
tools that act only to constrain behavior and create a static social reality. Tony Lawson, 
‘Institutionalism: On the Need to Firm up Notions of Social Structure and the Human Subject’ (2003) 
37 Journal of Economic Issues 175. 
314 W. Richard Scott, Institutions and Organizations: Ideas, Interests, and Identities (Sage Publishing 
2014) 55-85. 
315 ibid 61; North (n 99). 
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organizational values and norms, that is, the aspired valued goals and the legitimate 

means for achieving these goals. While the cultural cognitive pillar is composed of the 

shared conceptions, symbols, and repetitive behaviors that constitute social reality and 

give it its meaning.316 On the other hand, institutions from a legal perspective (legal 

institutions) refer to the legal system (body of rules, regulations, legal forms, and legal 

processes) governing specific aspects of social conduct and inducing legal 

consequences.317 

Important legal deliberations and efforts in the last two centuries have led to the 

institutionalization of the private corporation in the former sense (as a social 

construction). This distinct establishment (institutionalization) of a form of business 

organization is the product of law that accepts the functions of the corporation, 

recognizes its potential, assigns it legal status, and confers legal rights and 

prerogatives. This indicates that the two meanings of institutions are integral, for some 

institutions in the former sense (established social structure) can hardly arise short of 

institutions in the latter sense (legal institutions). This is especially true of the 

institutions of modern capitalism.318 

                                                        
316 Scott (n 314) 59-71. 
317 On legal institutions see, Ruiter 2004 (n 306); Dick W. P. Ruiter, ‘A Basic Classification of Legal 
Institutions’ (1997) 10 Ratio Juris 357. (hereafter Ruiter 1997); Dick W. P. Ruiter, Legal Institutions 
(Springer 2002). Legal institutional theory of the firm is different from MacCormick’s institutional 
theory of law. They both focus on the law as an institution/social construct but each from a different 
angle. The former is a legal perspective of business firms, while the latter is legal theory. Institutional 
theory of law is a post-positivist legal theory that infuses the positivist theory of law with a normative 
element. It, thus, perceives the law as an institutional normative order that cannot be severely unjust. 
See Neil MacCormick, Institutions of Law: An Essay in Legal Theory (Oxford University Press 2007).  
318 Simon Deakin, David Gindis, Geoffrey M. Hodgson, Kainan Huang and Katharina Pistor, ‘Legal 
Institutionalism: Capitalism and the Constitutive Role of Law’, Journal of Comparative Economics 45 
(2017) 188; On non-market institutions of capitalism see, J. Rogers Hollingsworth and Robert Boyer 
eds., Contemporary Capitalism: The Embeddedness of Institutions (Cambridge University Press 
1999). 
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Institutionalism studies the interaction between each organization and its social, 

legal, economic, and political environment.319 This is important because organizations 

do not exist in a vacuum, they are adaptive and responsive actors that affect and are 

affected by their environments. This means that business organizations and their CG 

are embedded in the institutional environment of a country, therefore, it sheds light on 

the external forces that may downplay the efficacy of formal institutions of CG. Other 

branches of institutionalism that make it a valuable framework for understanding 

complex business organizations are the historical analysis of institutions and 

institutional change. They illuminate the transitional phases that firms have been 

through and the effect these circumstances and forces have on firms’ governance and 

performance.320  

This is a short overview of the institutional approach of which I use some 

theories to build a framework of CG in SOEs. I particularly avail of the legal 

institutional theory of the firm, a legal perspective on business organizations, as well 

as aspects of the institutional theory of organizations in sociology. In the next section, 

I provide a detailed analysis of the legal institutional theory of business organizations. 

Drawing on the analysis, I reflect on the SOE and explain in more details how this 

theoretical framework gives insights into CG of SOEs.  

 

                                                        
319 Institutionalism in economics is divided into two approaches: old and new. One of the main 
differences between the two traditions is their methodological approaches: old institutionalism 
deploys legal and political analysis to understand economics, therefore, it takes a holistic, inductive 
approach; neo-institutionalism analyzes legal and political phenomena through economics using a 
methodologically individualistic deductive approaches such as rational choice theory. However, Philip 
Selznick held that the differences between the old and the new are reducible, especially regarding the 
institutional contribution to public and private bureaucracies and social policy. Selznick (n 153); Scott 
(n 151); Philip Selznick, The Communitarian Persuasion (Woodrow Wilson Center Press 2002) ch 8. 
320 Charles Perrow, Complex Organizations: A Critical Essay (Echo Point Books & Media 2014). 
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4.2 A detailed analysis of the legal institutional theory of the Firm: 

Unlike economic theories of the firm that are attentive to the market more than 

the firm itself, legal institutional theory of the firm focuses on understanding the legal 

nature and attributes of the firm. In this section, I discuss legal institutional theory’s 

conception of the firm and the difference between the firm and the corporation.321 The 

reason behind contrasting the legal systems and statuses of the firm and the corporation 

is to illuminate the important consequences of institutionalizing a form of business 

organizations. Then, I explain how this theory supports the thesis by scrutinizing the 

ideas of corporate personhood, separate patrimony, and binary sources of CG. 

 

4.2.1 The corporate form (or the firm) as a legal institution:  

There is a myriad of forms of business organizations, the simplest among which 

is the firm. The firm is an assemblage of people who contribute factors of production 

used in producing goods and delivering services. The firm is collectively owned by its 

members who share the profits and are responsible for any losses. Partners manage the 

firm unanimously unless they appoint a manager (an agent) to do so on their behalf. 

Firms are brought together through some sort of ‘legal technologies’ or institutions 

that facilitate the functions of the firm and govern relationships between firm 

members; the most prominent among which is the institution of contract. Thus, firms 

are understood as nexuses of contracts.322 In essence, the firm is an economic notion323, 

                                                        
321 While doing so, I might revisit other theories of CG, mainly agency theory. The purpose behind 
that is not drawing parallels between legal institutional theory and agency theory, rather to understand 
how legal institutionalism is theoretically and methodologically different.  
322 On the contractarian theory see sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Also see Jensen and Meckling (n 217); 
Easterbrook and Fischel (n 265). 
323 The economic institutional theory of the firm was initially developed by Coase to understand why 
individuals form business organizations where markets are in place. For further discussion see 
Chapter 3, section 3.2.1; Coase (n 156); Coase (n 236). 
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but because firms are created by and they operate through legal institutions, some legal 

scholars have been drawing on this concept when analysing other forms of business 

organizations such as the corporation.324 In legal terms, the word firm can be used 

interchangeably with sole proprietorships and partnerships.  

The legal institutional theory of the firm considers the firm to be a legal 

institution, that is, a formally structured, valued, and stable system of arrangements 

and behaviors for business organizations. But because the legal institutional theory of 

the firm is still in its infancy325, scholars are divided on whether all firms are legal 

institutions, in this sense, or incorporated firms only denote the notion. Orts considered 

all firms to be legal institutions and ‘business persons’.326 As such, he defined business 

firms as “human-created and human-managed institutional “persons” that are 

recognized to have legal authority to act in the world.”327 Deakin et al., also 

emphasized the firm as a key institution of capitalism; they identified two features of 

the firm: a) undertaking economic activities by producing goods and services, and, in 

doing so, b) acting as a legal person. They explicitly stated that “if a productive entity 

is not legally structured in this way, it is not, in economic or other terms, a “firm”.”328  

The majority of legal scholars, however, differentiate between the firm and the 

corporation. They define the firm as an organized economic activity structured using 

some legal institutions such as property rights, contracts, and agency relations. While 

they define the corporation as “a legal instrument with a separate legal personality, 

which is used to legally structure the firm”.329 The corporation according to this 

                                                        
324 Eric Orts, for instance, considers the corporation as a complex form of business firms; he even 
named his theory of business persons: A Legal Theory of the Firm. Orts (n 259). 
325 Deakin et al., (n 318) 188. 
326 Orts (n 259). 
327 ibid 253. (emphasis added)  
328 Deakin et al., (n 318) 198; Gindis (302). 
329 Robé (n 258) 3; Lyman Johnson, ‘Law and Legal Theory in the History of Corporate 
Responsibility: Corporate Personhood’ (2012) 35 Seattle University Law Review 1135; Blair (n 301). 
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perspective is more than a legal form; by virtue of the separate legal personality and 

the consequences that follow this personality, the corporation is a personified legal 

institution. Personified institutions, according to Dick Ruiter, are institutional 

organizations that have distinct legal regimes (sets of rules) serving their purposes.330 

Above all, business firms that have transformed into institutionalized organizations 

would not have gained this legal (and social) status without being of some economic 

or social significance. 

The functional differences that Robé outlined between the firm and the 

corporation are significant: legal and juridical personality, assets partitioning, 

shareholders’ limited liability, to mention few. However, associating the corporate 

form (only and exclusively) with these legal consequences causes serious confusion 

for two reasons. First, there is a strong argument for enduing business entities other 

than the publicly-held corporation with legal personality for being separate from their 

shareholders/owners for the purpose of allocating rights and liabilities. Although the 

corporation is the most prominent example of the firm in this sense, firms exist in non-

corporate forms as well, such as the limited partnership and the limited liability 

partnership.331 Second, all firms in modern (regulatory) capitalism are, more or less, 

institutionalized; that is to say, they are legal institutions in the sense of being 

embedded in systems of formal and informal rules.332 

The difference between the corporation and the firm seems to be about the scope 

of the institutional theory – whether it is a theory of ‘corporate personhood’ and 

                                                        
330 Ruiter 2004 (n 306) 219. 
331 Gindis (n 262); William A. Klein, John C. Coffee, Jr., and Frank Partnoy, Business Organizations 
and Finance: Legal and Economic Principles (West Academics 2010). 
332 Adam Winkler named the formal rules that govern business organizations ‘the law of business’. 
The law of business include: antitrust law, labor law, securities regulations, bankruptcy law, etc. They, 
collectively, feature what business entities are capable of and what are they responsible for. Adam 
Winkler, 'Corporate Law or the Law of Business?: Stakeholders and Corporate Governance at the End 
of History' (2004) 67 Law and Contemporary Problems 109. 
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‘separateness’ or a broader legal institutional theory of business organizations. Deakin 

et al., cleared away the confusion by asserting that the legal institution of the firm 

includes “individuals or organizations with the legally recognized capacity to produce 

goods or services for sale. A corporation is a kind of firm; it has a structure as 

designated under corporate law. All corporations are firms, but not all firms are 

corporations.”333 However, for the purpose of consistency with the majority of legal 

institutional literature, and since ‘all corporations are firms’ anyway, I will use the 

term corporation to refer to the legally personified business organization (whether 

incorporated or not, State-owned or privately-owned).334 

It is necessary to assert that this is not an argument in favor of corporatizing 

SOEs necessarily; and I am certainly not arguing for corporatization as a step towards 

privatization, or in the financialized sense that obstructs public value creation.335 A 

SOE can be institutionalized whether it is incorporated or not. It is just that the 

corporation is very relevant to this discussion, first, because it is currently the most 

prevalent form of SOEs; and second, because the personified legally institutionalized 

form of governance has developed over time around the corporation more than other 

forms of business organizations due to the large-scale corporate functions, amongst 

other reasons. In the following, I discuss the functions of the legal institutional status 

of the corporation. 

 

                                                        
333 Deakin et al., (n 318) 194. 
334 Note that in some jurisdictions such as the UK, SOEs come in about ten different forms: private 
limited by shares or by guarantee; public limited by shares; unlimited SOEs; Statutory SOEs; SOEs 
created by Royal Charters; trading funds, etc. National Audit Office, 'Companies in government' 
(2015) Economics Discussion Paper < https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/12/Companies-in-Government_updated.pdf > accessed 6 June 2020.  
335 On the downside of financialization see Paddy Ireland, 'Financialization and Corporate 
Governance' (2009) 60 Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly 1; Ireland (n 309). 
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4.2.2 What legal personality really means: 

Corporations are characterized by distinctive identities they receive at formation 

featuring each organization’s name, nationality, legal representative etc.336 Yet, the 

most important and distinguished character of the corporation as a legal institution is 

the separate legal personality.337 Corporate personality is a “result-oriented” legal 

status; what gives this attribute its prominence is the resulting legal consequences.338 

First and foremost, the extent of rights and powers that corporations enjoy as legal 

persons differs from those accorded to unincorporated businesses. Because businesses 

are nexuses of contracts, they enjoy only the rights that an individual contracting 

person is entitled of. These rights are usually limited to contracting with agents 

(managers and employees) internally and contracting with third parties externally, in 

addition to other rights pertinent to property.339  

In contrast, conceiving the firm as a legal person “separate from, and more than 

just the sum of, its individual (human) parts” enhances firm’s capabilities and 

potentials for better performance by virtue of the rights and powers bestowed on legal 

persons; even managers’ and directors’ “capacity for action” increases.340 Legal 

persons have "recourse to the State legal and force systems to get their rights 

enforced"; correspondingly, their legal obligations towards others can be imposed 

                                                        
336 Before a business entity is set up in compliance with the legal rules of the chosen jurisdiction of 
formation, the organization is not a legal entity. It is important to note, however, that some of these 
features can be attached to a 'de facto' business entity, and that is only so for the purpose of protecting 
bona fide third parties who deal with it. See Alexander Hamilton Frey, 'Legal Analysis and the "De 
Facto" Doctrine' (1952) 100 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1153. 
337 Deakin et al., argued that "the introduction of the important feature of legal personality clears up 
some enduring confusions about the nature of the firm." Deakin et al., (n 318) 189. 
338 For Martin Petrin, corporate personality is an idea that ‘masks and injects policy’ in judicial 
decision-making. Martin Petrin, ‘Reconceptualizing the Theory of the Firm – From Nature to 
Function’ (2013) 118 Penn State Law Review 19. 
339 ibid 6. 
340 ibid 7; Searle (n 306) 11. 
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upon them through State enforcement system.341 This necessarily presupposes that 

business persons can sue and be sued in the courts of law. Adjudication affirms that 

the rights and liabilities, on behalf of all participants in business activities, are 

preserved. Otherwise, rights and liabilities are mere ink on paper, and transactions with 

business entities are mere endangering. These are additional protections for the rights 

of business entities, they are also assurances for those who enter into legal relations, 

contractual or tortious, with business entities.  

Second, legal personality distinguishes the corporation as an entity with clear-

cut boundaries internally and externally.342 Internal boundaries, on the one hand, 

separate the corporation as a distinct entity from the entity of shareholders, this is 

known as the principle of corporate separateness. Thus, contrary to unincorporated 

firms, legal persons are not agents for shareholders; shareholders do not own the 

corporation, they only own shares issued by it, therefore, they do not have direct access 

to corporate assets. External boundaries, on the other hand, separate the corporation 

from other institutions and organizations in society. By virtue of these boundaries, 

corporate interactions with third parties are done in the name of the institution itself 

(i.e. the corporation). This is contrary to partnerships where external transactions are 

hindered by the necessity to deal with the partners in their collectivity.343  

Third, legal persons enjoy a 'separate patrimony' and have legally protected 

proprietary rights; expropriation for public purposes is no exception even if the 

corporation was State-owned, and they are entitled to fair compensation and due 

process.344 Separate patrimony means that corporations are, themselves, the owners of 

                                                        
341 Robé (n 258) 10. 
342 ibid; Orts (n 259). 
343 Ruiter 2004 (n 306). 
344 OECD Guidelines (n 19). 
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the business assets, demarcating corporate aggregate assets from the assets of 

shareholders. In SOE context, the separate patrimony demarcates SOEs from other 

government assets and from government budget. Therefore, corporations, as legal 

persons, are not objects of property rights; corporations are self-owned.345 

Shareholders own shares in the corporation, that is, they hold “rights to certain 

proportions of the economic value of the corporation’s property (capital) entitling them 

to corresponding proportions of corporation’s profits”, but they do not own the 

corporation.346 Margaret Blair described this significant function of corporate legal 

personhood as:  

[T]he creation of a legal and institutional basis for accumulating enterprise-specific 

physical capital, as well as specialized organizational and other intangible capital, and 

for ‘locking in’ that capital by discouraging premature asset withdrawal by managers, 

investors, or their heirs.347 

Such financial viability of corporations cannot be accomplished without corporate 

separate legal personality, and this explains why the corporate form is widely used in 

spite of it being more costly than unincorporated organizational forms.348  

Fourth, the most salient feature of separateness between the corporate entity and 

shareholders entity is the latter’s limited liability.349 In order to rebalance corporate 

autonomy and powers, corporations are theoretically “responsible for [the] behavior 

                                                        
345 Robé (n 258) 27. 
346 Ruiter 2004 (n 306) 217. 
347 Blair 2004 (n 301) 45 (emphasis added); Blair 2003 (n 301). 
348 Blair 2004 (n 301) 61. 
349In economic theories, firms’ liability is defined loosely for two reasons: first, because firms lack 
culpability which is a key condition for legal liability. Culpability is associated with agency relations, 
meaning that only real persons (i.e. human beings) who are authorized to act in a representative 
capacity on behalf of the firm can be held liable for tortious or criminal behavior. Second, because the 
costs imposed by tortious liability can always be settled by contract between the relevant parties 
instead of the law. On firm’s culpability from a legal perspective see, Petrin (n 338) 8; Eric W. Orts, 
‘Shirking and Sharking: A Legal Theory of the Firm’ (1998) 16 Yale Law and Policy Review 264. 
(hereafter Shirking and Sharking). 
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flowing from the will imputed to it”, this includes tortious and criminal liability.350 Of 

course corporate will is expressed by its managers, employees, or directors during the 

course of their employment. Corporate liability does not cover the personal obligations 

of shareholders, managers, employees, and other stakeholders. The same is true for 

corporate constituencies, they are shielded from corporate obligations beyond their 

contributions in it. This is known as 'corporate veil', a veil that shields corporations 

from liability and is unpierceable unless an exception – of the very few exceptions – 

occurs.351 Once the corporation is found responsible for the harm caused to third 

parties or their property, or to the environment, the claims for liability will be covered 

from corporate assets and property. This supposedly cultivates a culture of 

accountability in corporations, to shareholders and beyond.352  

Corporate personality and corporate separate patrimony have, at least, two more 

transformational effects: one is separating ownership and control and delegating 

control to centralized, professional decision-making organs (management and board 

of directors) in representation of the legal person. These governing entities (or 

corporate bureaucracy) are said to accelerate and facilitate decision-making and 

problem-solving processes through sharing of information and governance – contrary 

to the legal requirements of unanimous consent in partnerships.353 The other effect is 

increasing corporate stability and viability and encouraging innovation and 

                                                        
350 Unlike sole proprietorships where the entrepreneur and the enterprise are one for the purpose of 
allocating rights and liabilities. Ruiter (n 316) 217; Klein et al., (n 331). 
351 Interestingly, Martin Petrin noted that the idea of corporate veil is drawn upon fictitious entity 
theory which regards the corporation as a nonculpable entity, and therefore directs third party claims 
towards the real person/s behind the firm. While limited liability is the creation of real entity theory, 
which regards the corporation as a real legal person separate from its shareholders whom liability for 
firm’s obligations is limited. This can justify why some scholars, like Robé, applies the real entity 
view to modern limited liability corporations only. See Petrin (n 338) 21; Robé (n 258); Klein et al., 
(n 331) 146-50. 
352 According to shareholder value paradigm, the modern corporation is but a vehicle for shareholder 
accountability. Ciarán O’Kelly, ‘History Begins: Shareholder Value, Accountability and the Virtuous 
State’ (2009) 60 Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly 35; Blair (n 263). 
353 Ruiter 2004 (n 306) 219-20. 
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entrepreneurial behavior.354 It is even alleged that the adoption of the principle of 

corporate personality is often accompanied by less public regulations, thanks to the 

stabilizing effect of the legal institutional form.355  

In this section, I tackled the conceptualization of the corporation as a personified 

legal institution. Then, I discussed the main legal and institutional consequences 

resulting from this conception. In the following section, I discuss another important 

attribute of the institutional theory, that is the combined (formal and informal) sources 

of CG. After that, I shall explain how this institutional framework supports the thesis 

on CG of SOEs.  

 

4.2.3 Binary sources of corporate governance:  

So far in this chapter, I introduced the institutional approach to add context to 

the theories informing the thesis: the legal institutional theory of the firm and the 

institutional theory of organizations. Then, I tackled the legal institutional definition 

of the corporation as a personified legal institution endowed with distinct rights that 

increased its stability and viability and differentiated it from the firm as an economic 

concept. In this section, I discuss another aspect of the two abovementioned theories 

respecting CG: the nature and sources of CG principles. This is in order to form an 

idea about the structure and governance of the corporation from the institutional 

perspective, before extending this theoretical framework to the SOE. 

                                                        
354 Charles O’Kelley, ‘The Entrepreneur and the Theory of the Modern Corporation’ (2006) 31 The 
Journal of Corporation Law 753; Alessio M. Pacces, Rethinking Corporate Governance: The Law 
and Economics of Control Powers (Routledge 2012) 71-74; Blair 2003 (n 301). 
355 According to Mark Hager “certain legal intellectuals noticed a theoretical link between the fiction 
paradigm and stringent public regulation”. Mark M. Hager, ‘Bodies Politic: The Progressive History 
of Organizational “Real Entity” Theory’ (1989) 50 University of Pittsburg Law Review 625. 
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Legal institutions are inevitable for the establishment, governance, growth, and 

sustainability of corporations, whether State-owned or privately-owned.356 Although 

institutions such as property rights, contracts, and agency set at the heart of the theories 

of the firm, some economists downplayed the law as no more than a possible solution 

for market failure, meaning that in the absence of failure, legal institutions become 

redundant.357 Other economists showed interest in exploring legal institutions further, 

but their interest has always been motivated by an economic purpose, namely cost 

minimization.358 However, legal institutional theory of the firm, that informs this 

research, advances an overarching understanding of CG as a combination of 

institutional instruments (formal public-ordering) and customary arrangements 

(informal private-ordering).359 Public ordering refers to laws – statutory and common 

– enacted by public authorities, and regulations. While private ordering refers to self-

governance, i.e. the mechanisms and arrangements internally set and applied by 

business organizations, such as bylaws and codes of conduct.  

Obligatory institutions of CG, especially those strengthening corporate (and 

actors’) responsibility, are imperative and indispensable to countervail managerial 

discretion in autonomous (separate) corporations. It is showed that regulatory 

institutions proved more effective, compared to self-governance, in ensuring against 

                                                        
356 Deakin and colleagues argued that most of the market and non-market exchanges are "rooted in 
law … All of these arrangements have different ramifications in law. They do not exist outside the 
law, but are framed by it." Deakin et.al. (n 318) 196; Jurgen Backhaus also maintained that 
”[e]conomics had now developed into the science focusing on the human decisions under constraints 
… many of them [the constraints] arguably could be defined as being part of the law.” Jurgen 
Backhaus, ‘Introduction’, in Jurgen Backhaus (ed), The Elgar Companion to Law and Economics 
(Edward Elgar 2005) 2; Gindis, (n 312); Deakin et al., (n 318); Orts (n 259); Orts 2016 (n 299); Robé 
(n 258) 62. 
357 Coase (n 236). Also see the discussion in sections 3.2.3 and 3.3 on how mainstream theories of the 
firm perceive the law. 
358 Cheung (n 265). On neoinstitutional economics’ view of the firm see chapter 3, section 3.3. 
359 Robé (n 258); Also see Marc Moore who interrogated the nature of the laws of CG in the US and 
the UK and found that the laws of CG cannot be characterized strictly as either public or private 
(mandatory laws or facilitative rules). Moore (n 55). 
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Enron-alike governance practices.360 It is also agreed in institutional traditions that 

organizational governance is particularly “shaped by institutional forces that reinforce 

continuity and reward conformity.”361 The difference between obligatory and 

facilitative rules is not a matter of superiority of one source of CG over the other – it 

is a matter of effectiveness and appropriateness in facing internal requirements and 

external forces. Formal institutions of CG can be highly politicized and even 

determined by political left-right spectrum. This is a double-edged sword because law 

can either be deployed to bring order to social reality, or to reshape it as the authority 

pleases.362  

Laws, regulations, and institutional forms are not only constraints on the free 

will of business organizations; legal institutions, as we saw in the previous section, are 

a source of opportunities as well. Business organizations constitute a key and a lively 

component in today's social reality, but neither the occurrence of social phenomena in 

social reality nor self-governance are enough to grant business organizations the legal 

capacity and the protection they need for their operation and growth. What confers 

legal rights, privileges, and protection to business organizations is the law.363 Legal 

                                                        
360 Kiarie Mwaura, ‘The Failure of Corporate Governance in State Owned Enterprises and the Need 
for Restructured Governance in Fully and Partially Privatized Enterprises: The Case of Kenya’ (2007) 
31 Fordham International Law Journal 34. 
361Raghu Garud, Cynthia Hardy and Steve Maguire, ‘Institutional Entrepreneurship as Embedded 
Agency: An Introduction to the Special Issue’ (2007) 28 Organization Studies 957. 
362 Deakin et al., asserted that in underdeveloped countries, "the role of law is compromised by a 
degree of arbitrary power, may depend even more on propaganda and coercion, and less on the 
operation of legal rules." Deakin et al., (n 318) 189; Mark J. Roe, Political Determinants of Corporate 
Governance: Political Context, Corporate Impact Oxford University Press 2003). The political 
orientation of legal institutions of good governance is affirmed empirically as well. Some scholars 
marked that codes of corporate governance in Germany and the UK are "strongly shaped by state-
economy relationships". Susanne Lutz, Dagmar Eberle, and Dorothee Lauter, 'Varieties of private 
self-regulation in European Capitalism: Corporate Governance Codes in the UK and Germany’ (2011) 
9 Socio-Economic Review 315. It is observed that the judicial opinions in the US regarding the rights 
and prerogatives that legal personality bestow upon corporations lack consistency for it is “a matter of 
policy and expediency, not a matter of logic and consistent reasoning.” Susanna Kim Ripken, 
‘Corporate First Amendment Rights After Citizens United: An Analysis of the Popular Movement to 
End the Constitutional Personhood of Corporations’ (2011) 14 University of Pennsylvania Journal of 
Business Law 246; Orts 2016 (n 299); Petrin (n 338) 19. 
363 Ruiter 1997 (n 317); Robé (n 258); Orts (n 259). 
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recognition and institutions (laws, regulations, legal forms etc.) are enablers and 

constraints that can shape corporate structures and behaviors. 

Speaking about formal institutions and the fact that the legal institution of 

corporation plays an outstanding role in modern capitalism, it is important to point out 

that institutional forms alone are not enough to generate good governance. 

Investigating the effects of reform on organizational accountability, O’Kelly found 

that principles, such as accountability, emerge essentially from the day-to-day 

interactions and regulatory conversations more than laws and legal forms. He argued 

that “at no point has form simply led to function: function has always pointed form’s 

way.”364 The personified institutional form is indeed an important enabler of CG, but 

it needs other institutional enablers and constraints to ensure organizational 

commitment to the principles, processes, and values of CG.  

The law gives business persons a space for self-governance, or in Orts words, 

“the right to self-governance by adopting founding documents, bylaws, and other 

‘private statutes’”, so long as they do not breach the obligatory rules of CG.365 

Moreover, firm management, as a decision-making and executive body, is heavily 

involved in private ordering; it shapes the internal working environment of the firm by 

devising, negotiating, and changing the rules, conditions, and leadership style that 

influence behaviors.366 Take for example the SOE exercising its power as an 

organizational principal to direct the behavior of its agents (employees), through the 

contract of employment – "a contract of subordination" –.367 The corporation can order 

                                                        
364 Ciarán O'Kelly, ‘Corporate Mechanisms and the Presumption of Accountability’ (2013) Paper 
presented at Conference of the European Group of Public Administration, Edinburgh, United 
Kingdom, 14, 18. (hereafter O’Kelly 2013). 
365 Orts (n 259) 14. 
366Conferring such authorities on business entities bring into existence "a private legislator". Orts (n 
259) 69; Deakin et al., (n 318) 190; Turnbull (n 154). 
367 Edward B. Rock and Michael L. Wachter, 'Corporate law as a Facilitator of Self Governance' 
(2000) 34 Georgia Law Review 530. 
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employees, manage them, and assign different tasks to them in accordance with the 

enterprise's rules and structure. In employment relationships, parties are not governed 

by the rules of labor law only; their private employment contracts in addition to each 

entity's code of conduct and CG guidelines govern them as well. In other words, such 

important relationships in business entities - employment relations - are heavily 

governed by private ordering. From a legal perspective, then, the institutions of CG in 

corporations flow from public and private ordering, compound. But it is not only that; 

the institutional school of organizations in sociology also enriches the analysis on CG 

(specially in SOEs) with insightful considerations pertaining internal and external 

governance.  

In summary, so far in this chapter I discussed the two prominent questions of 

theories of the firm from the perspective of legal institutional theory of the firm. The 

first question, which I discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, concerns the genesis and 

attributes of the corporation, or what is the corporation? While the other concerns CG 

and I answered in section 4.2.3. In the next section, I discuss three aspects of the 

organizational theory in sociology that reveal some important informal drivers of 

institutionalization and/or change in organizational governance. These aspects are: 

the organizational culture; the institutional environment within which an organization 

(such as the SOE) operates; and the phenomenon of institutional isomorphism. 

 

4.3 The institutional school of organizational theory:  

Applying legal institutional theory, that is discussed in the previous section, to 

the SOE can help in drawing the boundaries of the SOE and illuminate regulatory 
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aspects of CG (not normative or cultural-cognitive institutions)368. Yet, the theory is 

still in its infancy compared to other theories of the firm369, meaning that some 

questions concerning SOEs’ institutional and governance structure, internal 

governance (especially in terms of exercising government’s shareholding rights), and 

public accountability are left without a clue. Nevertheless, the institutional school of 

organizations in sociology provides some guidance on the governance of SOEs.  

The institutional school of organizations studies the mechanisms of institutions 

within organizations and surrounding them. The theory of institutional isomorphism 

explains organizational structures and interorganizational relations and their effect on 

CG. The institutional school of organizations also presents a useful delineation of the 

sociology of organizations (i.e. organizational culture) and its role in embracing or 

resisting external forces. It also considers the organizations’ institutional environment 

in the social, economic, political, and constitutional senses and whether they support 

or hinder good governance.370 The next subsections discuss these topics further. 

 

4.3.1 Institutional isomorphism:  

Drawing on discussion in section 2.2 about the politico-administrative 

pathologies in SOEs, one can easily observe a power struggle between SOEs and the 

government. At the same time, the enormous powers that separate personality and 

patrimony give to SOEs creates power imbalance between SOEs and the government 

in favor of SOEs’ managers. The dilemma of SOE-government relationship, also 

                                                        
368 The three pillars of institutions are considered in section 4.1 and will be addressed in sections 4.3.2 
and 4.3.3. 
369 Deakin et al., (n 318) 188. 
370 This is unlike new institutional economics, discussed in section 3.2, that focuses only on the 
economic consequences of the institutional environment.  
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reviewed in section 3.1.4, is a matter that lies at the heart of CG in terms of exercising 

controlling rights. Moore held that:371 

[T]he concept of ‘governance’ is conventionally perceived as relating to the ways 

and means by which the authority and decisions of powerful political office-holders 

are checked, counterbalanced, or otherwise rendered legitimate from the perspective 

of those who are subject to the powers in question.  

The imbalance towards more autonomous SOEs is beneficial in the sense that liberates 

SOEs from bureaucracy and political interventions, but it can quite possibly be 

counterproductive as well. Good CG requires that the distribution of the controlling 

powers among the government and the governing entities of SOEs should be 

legitimated, that is justified and acceptable in respect of the purposes of SOEs.372 Since 

government’s interest in controlling SOEs differs from one SOE to another, a one-

size-fits-all solution, such as marketization (contracting-out etc.) or further ministerial 

control, does not work for all SOEs.  

‘Institutional isomorphism’, a concept developed by organizational scholars 

Paul DiMaggio and Walter Powell, asserts that the organizational structures and 

organizational interdependencies are determinant in the distribution of controlling 

powers within organizations.373 This concept explains certain reform deficiencies in 

managing equity relations and provides insightful guidance in managing this 

                                                        
371 Moore (n 55).  
372 Legitimacy, according to Suchman, “is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of 
an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed systems of norms, 
values, beliefs, and definitions.” Suchman (n 192) 574; See also John W. Meyer and Richard Scott, 
Organizational Environments: Rituals and Rationality (Sage 1983) 201. 
373 Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell, ‘The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and 
Collective Rationality in Organizational Field’ (1983) 48 American Sociological Review 147. 
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relationship either towards more autonomy for a SOE, or extended government 

engagement.374 

Institutional isomorphism ensues from coercive, mimetic, and/or normative 

organizational processes. Coercive isomorphism refers to formal (legal and regulatory) 

and/or informal (cultural and political) pressures that are “felt as force, as persuasion, 

or as invitations to join in collusion.”375 While mimetic attitudes arise from some sort 

of uncertainty or ambiguity in the purposes of an organization. Normative pressures 

towards institutional isomorphism comes in the form of professionalization, that is, the 

attempts to set the standards, methods, and values that manage the work done by the 

members of a profession. As I will explain in more depth in chapter 5, SOEs are subject 

to the three types of pressures to model themselves after private corporations, and this 

is a major challenge facing the design of a prudent system of CG of SOEs.  

DiMaggio and Powell noticed that organizations “model themselves after similar 

organizations in their field that they perceive to be more legitimate or successful.”376 

A private corporation, for example, seeks legitimacy from consumers by maintaining 

a level of quality of services and products similar to that presented by their counterpart 

(competitors); it also seeks legitimacy from accounting firms by following the 

generally accepted accounting standards and practices. For example, Roper and 

Schoenberger-Orgad held that the legitimacy of SOEs “is commonly derived from 

their ability to return a profit to their owners to whom they have primary 

responsibility.”377 Thus, institutional isomorphism demonstrates and explains the 

                                                        
374 Richard W. Scott, ‘Unpacking Institutional Arguments’, in Walter W. Powell and Paul J. 
DiMaggio (ed), The New Institutionalism in Organizational Analysis (University of Chicago Press 
1991). 
375 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373) 150. 
376 ibid 152. 
377 Roper and Schoenberger-Orgad (n 192) 697. 
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drawbacks of managerial and NPM arguments that are addressed earlier in chapter 2 

in the historical overview of CG of SOEs and SOE system in Kuwait. NPM reforms 

put efficiency at the core of organizational governance unaware of the consequences 

they have on SOEs behavior and, most importantly, on their raison d’être. On account 

of that, institutional isomorphism emphasizes the importance and necessity of 

institutionalizing SOEs as a mainstream form of organizations neither subordinate to 

private corporations nor marginal. Besides, this institutional lens explains why some 

SOEs and their managers show a strong tendency towards utilitarianism even when 

efficiency is not a goal for those particular SOEs – in part, it is uncertainty and goal 

ambiguity that lead SOEs to imitate private corporations in goals and values. 

Besides, the relationship between SOEs and the government should not be 

perceived as an agency relationship; it is an interdependent organizational relationship 

that can shape organizational fields and drive organizational change. DiMaggio and 

Powell observed an institutional isomorphism, that is heterogeneity, between 

interdependent organizations, and between organizations in the same institutional 

field. They argued that “[t]he greater the dependence of an organization on another 

organization, the more similar it will become to that organization in structure, climate, 

and behavioral focus.”378 That is to say, organizations tend to adopt widespread 

practices within their institutional environment. This explains, from a technical not 

political angle, why there should be a reasonable application of the arm’s length 

principle between SOEs and the government. SOEs’ significant dependency on the 

government for material resources or legitimacy379 will probably subject SOEs to the 

                                                        
378 DiMaggio and Powell (373) 154. 
379Resource dependency is not confined to material resources, as in the financial sense of the word; 
there is a broad literature that defines organizational dependency in the sense of seeking legitimacy. 
ibid 152. 
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same political pressures and compromises, values, and processes of conventional 

government organizations, irrespective of the fact that SOEs’ activities are distinct 

from government’s conventional undertakings.  

I will address institutional isomorphism in more depth in chapter 5 on the 

relationship between SOEs and the government. Before that, I discuss two more 

insightful fields of research in organizational sociology: the organizational culture and 

the institutional environment of organizations. 

 

4.3.2 Organizational culture:  

It is rightly argued that “[o]ur misguided preoccupation with management as the 

heart and soul of modern governance is … blinding us to theories and models that 

continue to send us down the wrong path.”380 Economic theories depict business 

organizations as a “culture-free system driven by instrumental objectives and governed 

by “natural” economic laws.”381 Business organizations, as with all organizations, in 

fact have their own organizational cultures that include customs, values, and shared 

beliefs about how organizations ought to be run in order to achieve their goals. 

According to the institutional theory of organizations, institutions are tripartite: 

regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive – the three of them are interdependent 

and equally influential as institutions of CG. Systems of CG reflect, not only the formal 

laws and regulations that are imposed on them, but also normative ideas and cultural 

forces. Similarly, Peer Fiss encouraged “[u]sing socially informed view of actors and 

corporations as deeply emmeshed in systems of norms and relations that are both 

                                                        
380 Dubnick (n 305) 415; Christensen and Lægreid (n 48). 
381 Scott (n 314) 263. 
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culturally and socio-politically constructed.”382 Such a view serves in mitigating 

managerial opportunism and ensuring compliance; when appointing managers and 

directors, a socially informed view helps to appoint managers, directors, and 

employees with who have the appropriate work background and expertise.383 

Organizations are spaces for social interactions. Intra-corporate communication 

and interactions either facilitate the implementation of formal rules of CG or, the other 

way around, discourage it.384 Cooperation between the different entities within an 

organization can create a culture of trust, openness, and accountability within the 

organization even in the absence of formal institutions. Also, the role of organizational 

culture is not limited to managerial leadership; other values are important as well 

including individual agent’s values such as integrity and commitment, and collective 

values such as trust, responsiveness, and innovation. Regarding organizational values, 

Selznick drew attention to the fact that “institutionalization can be disabling if, for  

example, racism, shabby production, or corruption becomes part of an organization’s 

rm or way of life. The result may be what Veblen called a “trained incapacity” to refo

adapt.”385 That is to say, institutionalization is a neutral process value wise – the 

structured and stable system might not necessarily induce good -formation of a well

, it can possibly be counterproductive.CG   

Besides, organizations have an inner logic that conditions “actors’ choices of 

sense-making, the vocabulary they use to motivate action, and their sense of self and 

identity”.386 In the last decade, more attention has been focused on entrepreneurial 

                                                        
382 Peer C. Fiss, ‘Institutions and Corporate Governance’, in R. Greenwood et al., (ed), The Sage 
Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism (Sage Publications 2008) 393. 
383 ibid 409. 
384 Selznick (n 153). 
385 Selznick (n 319) 98. 
386 Patricia H. Thornton, William Ocasio, and Michael Lounsbury, The Institutional Logics 
Perspective: A New Approach to Culture, Structure and Process (Oxford University Press 2012). 
(hereafter, Institutional Logics); Perrow (n 320) 176; Fiss (n 382) 405. 
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values and attitudes, as well as managerial leadership disregarding the fact that 

organizations have an inner logic that is not necessarily the result of their leaders’ 

attitudes, or those who controls them, for that matter. It is for this reason that 

institutionalizing an organization or instilling certain behaviors or values therein take, 

usually, longer than structural reforms.387 Organizations’ inner logic makes them 

respond differently to external forces, this means that the rational choice of individual 

actors also differ from one organization to another even if they operate in the same 

field.388  

 

4.3.3 Institutional environment:  

Organizations are embedded in institutional settings; and SOEs, particularly, 

“are clearly products of their institutional environments”.389 Charles Perrow argued 

that the complexity in governing business organizations is due, in part, to their 

openness; organizations in general are open to the broader environment surrounding 

them.390 If an organization was sealed off its environment, it would need very few rules 

to work. Business organizations are influenced by the interactions they have with the 

institutions they operate within, e.g. policies, laws, legal forms, peer corporations, 

social values etc., and influence them reciprocally. Therefore, taking into 

consideration the institutional setting explains a lot about their behavior and 

performance. The influential institutional factors range from political lobbying, 

government connections, civil society organizations, and public expectations, to the 

                                                        
387 Institutional Logics (n 386); Walter W. Powell, ‘Expanding the scope of institutional analysis’, in 
Walter W. Powell and Paul J. DiMaggio (ed), The New Institutionalism in Organizational Analysis 
(University of Chicago Press 1991). 
388 Deakin et al., (n 318) 189; Perrow (n 320) 119. 
389 Bruton et al., (n 35) 99. 
390 Perrow (n 320) 21.  
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laws of business (e.g. competition laws, bankruptcy laws, labor laws etc.) and the 

levels of industrial self-regulation (professional standards).391 Correspondingly, inter-

organizational competitive, cooperative, contractual, dominant or other patterns of 

relationships impact organizational behavior.392 Thereby, the institutional analysis 

emphasizes the fact that CG is necessarily culture and context specific. For example, 

regarding CG legitimacy, the absence of mechanisms of codetermination in a 

corporation registered and operate in the US hardly affects the legitimacy of CG 

therein, contrary to Germany. Likewise, public accountability of SOEs is improbable 

under weak systems of checks and balances.  

Generally speaking, weak institutional environment is a recipe for weak CG. 

Enabling institutional environments are characterized with independent and credible 

judicial system and high judicial predictability, law enforcement agencies, and a strong 

and effective institutions of checks and balances on the government, that is, the rule of 

law. The weaker the rule of law is in a given country, the higher the levels of corruption 

and cronyism. Likewise, the need for obligatory law-based rules (not soft-law) 

governing board appointments increases in corrupt institutional environments. This 

contextualization of CG places the arrangements and mechanisms of a particular 

organization in a broader social, political, legal, and economic context. It explains why 

some arrangements and practices are sound in certain organizations and futile in akin 

organizations – it could be because of the institutional environment surrounding them, 

or because of their organizational cultures.393 Through a holistic view, organizations 

                                                        
391 Roper and Schoenberger-Orgad (n 192) 699. 
392 Charles Perrow argues that the relationships between organizations and the environment within 
which it operates is based on reciprocal adaptation and responsiveness. Perrow (n 320) 176, 194. 
393 Charles Perrow asserted that "the power of the state to regulate and disburse entitlements is 
probably the single most important means of controlling an environment … the state can also block 
attempts to control environments, as with antitrust laws, limits on deceptive advertising, protection of 
unions and regulations on pensions, workers' compensation, and so on." Perrow (n 320) 190; Deakin 
et al., (n 318) 189; Fiss (n 382) 401. 
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and regulators can foresee the institutional characteristics or gaps that render the 

efforts for good CG unfruitful.  

Historical institutionalism is an important branch of neoinstitutional theory 

which tracks institutional emergence, evolvement, and transformations across time. 

Considering the fact that institutions are historically embedded, this methodology 

explains the process through which institutions and institutional relationships became 

the way they are and responded to external circumstances in one way rather than 

another.394 Regarding SOEs, historical institutionalism identifies where 

transformations, gradual or radical, can or cannot work. For example, the way in which 

particular SOEs are perceived by citizens through history can either support or hinder 

certain transformations. In France, where State ownership of certain enterprises forms 

some sort of national heritage, radical ownership transition will, most probably, face 

public and political outcry that impedes successful implementation of the transition. 

Likewise, professionalizing board of directors of SOEs that play an active role in 

“promoting social and political unification”, is less probable in SOEs that have socio-

political missions than SOEs that pursue economic objectives such as profit 

maximization.395  

It is, thus, misleading to assume that modern complex business organizations 

can rely for their governance on one source of CG principles. Depicting CG from a 

top-down angle dismisses the significance of intra-corporate relationships beyond 

agency conflicts. Likewise, adopting a bottom-up approach to CG without 

consideration for the broader legal, economic, and social institutions surrounding 

                                                        
394 Pamela S. Tolbert and Lynn G. Zucker, ‘The Institutionalization of Institutional Theory’, in S. 
Clegg, C. Hardy and W. Nord (ed), Handbook of Organization Studies (SAGE 1996); North (n 99). 
395On socio-political roles played by SOEs, see Efird (n 15); Khoza and Adam (n 15); Robert 
Millward, ‘Public Enterprises in the Modern Western World: A Historical Analysis’ (2011) 82 Annals 
of Public Cooperative Economics (2011) 375. 
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corporations misses the opportunities that these institutions offer for good governance. 

This attribute makes the institutional analysis realist (true to life) in that it does not 

contend that adopting certain reforms will automatically enhance organizational 

performance or accountability.396 

So far in this chapter, I studied the legal institutional theory of the firm and the 

institutional school of organizations in sociology in the attempt to form a framework 

of CG of SOEs. Legal institutional theory of the firm assists in conceptualizing 

business organizations (including the SOE) and, thereby, deciding on key matters of 

CG such as structural legitimacy, limited liability, and accountability. Unlike the 

economic view, addressed in chapter 3, which treats the firm as a black box that 

transforms inputs into outputs, organizational theories deconstruct the ‘black box’ by 

considering the sociology of organization. In the following section, I explain how this 

theoretical framework and the boundaries it draws for the corporation helps to form a 

better understanding of the SOE and the dynamics of CG therein.  

 

4.4 Institutionalism, state-owned enterprises, and corporate governance:  

Building on the public-private boundaries of the firm, Orts considered SOEs 

uneasily fit into his theory of business persons because of their position in-between 

public (governmental) and private (market) sectors. I disagree with Orts on the 

importance of public-private dichotomy in conceptualizing the legally personified 

business organization for three reasons. First, in an era of regulatory capitalism, public 

corporations can no more be differentiated from private corporations on the basis that 

the former are heavily regulated while the latter are deregulated and operate under the 

                                                        
396 O’Kelly 2013 (n 364). 
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mechanisms of free markets only.397 In fact, one can plausibly ask if the market, in this 

case, is a private forum at all. Second, serving social interests has seized to be a matter 

of government entities and corporations only; public and private corporations, alike, 

are increasingly encouraged to conduct their businesses in a way that benefits (or at 

least does not harm) the society and the environment.398 Third, public and private 

corporations, alike, can be commercially-oriented or not. Add to it the previous debate 

on the marginal effect of owner’s identity which is supported by “mainstream 

management and organization theorists [who] claim that their proposals are equally 

applicable to both the public and private sectors.”399 Nevertheless, in the end of his 

analysis, Orts held that SOEs “qualify as firms … in the sense that they are producers 

of goods and services for global consumer markets.”400 

Drawing on earlier discussions in this chapter, the SOE is a business 

organization and (ought to be viewed as) an institutionalized legal entity that 

undertakes commercial and/or non-commercial activities in order to create public 

value. The SOE is not a nexus of contracts, it is established and authorized either by 

registration according to the requirements and processes of corporate law, or through 

a special statute. The SOE is distinct in structure and functions from government 

departments and agencies, and it is separate from private investors in partially-SOEs. 

                                                        
397 The regulatory capitalism argument demonstrates how current capitalism leans heavily on legal 
institutions as more than a mere supplier of default or best practice mechanisms of CG. Legal 
institutions regulate agency relations, fiduciary duties, labour relations, bankruptcy, competition, 
private property, security regulations where the organization is a listed corporation, and more. 
Braithwaite (n 158). 
398 On corporate social responsibility in SOEs see Linne Marie Lauesen, ‘CSR in Publicly Owned 
Enterprises: Opportunities and Barriers’ (2011) 7 Social Responsibility Journal 558; José-Rodrigo 
Córdoba-Pachón, Raquel Garde-Sánchez and Manuel-Pedro Rodríguez-Bolívar, ‘A Systemic View of 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs)’ (2014) 21 Knowledge and 
Process Management 206. 
399 Walter J. M. Kickert, ‘Public Management of Hybrid Organizations: Governance of Quasi-
Autonomous Executive Agencies’ (2001) 4 International Public Management Journal 135; for further 
discussion of the property rights theory of the firm see chapter 3, section 3.2. 
400 Orts (n 259) 194-95. 
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However, the extent to which SOEs are administratively and financially separate 

(autonomous) from the government is obscure and quite controversial.401 

Although legal institutional theory of the firm has not yet explicitly defined the 

legal boundaries of the corporation (or the SOE for this matter), it points out a number 

of dimensions, as shown in the previous sections, that guide us now to draw the 

boundaries of the SOE. According to legal institutionalism, the central themes of the 

corporation as a legal institution are the separate legal personality, formal regulations 

and self-governance, and legal accountability. But on top of that, there is the principle 

of legitimacy in legal institutionalism. Legitimacy here means to justify the 

institutionalization of an organization by creating a legally recognized business 

person. To put it differently, it is to justify the transitioning of a firm of some 

significance into “full-blown established institutions”.402 In the SOE context, 

legitimacy is drawn upon the authorized purposes and functions it was established in 

the first place to accomplish, that is creating some sort of public value, as we saw in 

chapter 1. Public value creation is the standard that legitimates the institutional status 

of the SOE legally and socially. Institutions are formal structures of legitimacy; 

according to Mark Suchman, legal authorization and legitimacy are bestowed upon 

organizations through formalization.403 Examining whether the SOE qualifies as a 

legal institution should start from the question of legitimacy.  

                                                        
401 Chapter 5 discusses the relationship between SOEs and the government regarding CG, and 
examines their interactions around SOEs’ autonomy. 
402 Searle (n 306) 10; Robé (n 258) 3; Moore (n 55). 
403 John W. Mayer and Brian Rowan, ‘Institutional Organizations: Formal Structures as Myth and 
Ceremony’ (1977) 83 American Journal of Sociology 340; DiMaggio and Powell (n373); Suchman (n 
192) 589. 
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Legitimacy is thus a drive for CG – it is “a generalized perception or presumption 

that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate”.404 It is a variable 

that implies a continuous reassessment of (and a call to account for) the goals, 

activities, and processes of SOEs. It is also an authorization for and rationalization of 

the SOE to take actions using the powers and resources in their possession and to 

implement policies. Thereby, legitimacy strengthens and ensures the stability and 

financial viability of SOEs in the face of external governance pressures.405 Questioning 

the legitimacy of SOEs is especially important in light of the failures and governance 

challenges facing SOEs, and the legal authority and public money SOEs possess. 

Chapter 5 is dedicated to discussing these points further. 

Legitimacy in the context of the institutional theory is twofold:  

a) Organizational legitimacy: the legitimacy of the SOE itself with regard to its 

functions, that is, the legitimacy of State ownership; 

b) Structural legitimacy: the legitimacy of the SOE as a distinct form of governance 

and in relation to the hierarchical structure of the government, that is, whether 

this organizational form that is separate from the government is legitimate or 

not.406 

Regarding organizational legitimacy, there is a strong case for justifying State’s 

corporate portfolio drawing upon the public value that SOEs add (or are supposed to 

                                                        
404 Roper and Orgad (n 192) 698. Suchman’s definition runs counter to the economic definition of 
legitimacy that is linked to the financial performance assuming that all firms, including SOEs, are 
wealth maximizers only. Suchman (n 192) 574. 
405 David L Deephouse and Mark Suchman, ‘Legitimacy in Organizational Institutionalism’, in R. 
Greenwood et al., (ed), The Sage Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism (Sage Publications 
2008) 49; Suchman (n 192). Institutionalization is described by some researchers as a process by 
which organizational structure, processes, behaviors, and their consequences become taken for 
granted. Mayer and Rowan (n 413). 
406 Normatively, legitimacy is a question of corporate necessity, desirableness, and appropriateness; 
while pragmatically, it is an assessment of the distribution of authority in a corporation. Suchman (n 
192) 573. 
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add) to society. A clear identification and communication of the long-term commercial 

and non-commercial goals of SOEs is a prerequisite of organizational legitimacy and 

institutionalization. Organizational legitimacy is generally more attended to, unlike 

structural legitimacy and the questions it arises regarding the relationship between 

SOEs and the government. 

Structural legitimacy concerns the distribution of authority and responsibility 

among the government, the governing entities of SOEs, and regulators. Institutional 

isomorphism, as I mentioned earlier in 4.3.1, provides insightful guidance to 

understand and assess the structural legitimacy of SOEs. It indicates that a SOE neither 

requires full or partial departure from the public realm to the market, nor entails 

adopting a particular model of governance, e.g. agencification. Research showed that 

organization structure (form) alone is not enough to engender legitimacy or good 

governance. Investigating the effects of NHS reform in the UK on accountability, 

O’Kelly found that values such as accountability emerges from the intra-organization 

interactions and regulatory conversations more than legal forms.407 Therefore, 

structural legitimacy should essentially be linked to the functions and the specificities 

of each SOE. This is because some SOEs are better off when the government is at 

arm’s length, while others cannot effectively achieve their goals without some sort of 

governmental aid or protection from the pressures of the public, politicians, or interest 

groups.  

The complexity in understanding the nature and status of SOEs and their 

relationship with the government causes ambiguity about SOEs’ separate patrimony. 

The separate patrimony is supposed to decrease SOEs financial reliance on the 

                                                        
407 O’Kelly 2013 (n 364) 14, 18. 
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government, and at the same time alleviates SOEs’ soft-budget constraint – the belief 

that even the chronic loss-making SOE will be bailed out by the government.408 This 

brings about a number of important questions concerning SOEs’ limited liability: Is 

SOE’s veil pierceable? If so, under what circumstances? What are the conditions, if 

any, under which the government, in its capacity as an owner, can overstep the 

principle of corporate separateness? In other words, can the government, for example, 

use public money to voluntarily offset the obligations of SOEs? Does the limited 

liability shield the government in the same way private parent corporations are 

protected from responsibility for their subsidiaries? Surprisingly, although OECD 

guidelines and World Bank toolkit on CG of SOEs emphasize the importance of 

autonomy, transparency, and accountability for good governance of SOEs, both are 

devoid of any reference to the extent of SOE separateness. This is understandable for 

SOE-government relationships are highly contextual and isomorphism cannot be 

simply assumed in these cases. In any case, strict separateness between SOEs’ 

patrimony and government budget is not always practicable nor advantageous. For this 

reason, it is quite important to ask whether strict separation is legitimate with regard 

to SOE’s task or not.  

CG processes and practices also need to be legitimate, that is, appropriate and 

acceptable in consideration of the organizational purposes. In fact, it is observed that 

procedures “often serve as easily monitored proxies for less visible targets of 

evaluation, such as strategies, goals, and outcomes.”409 Procedural legitimacy of a SOE 

includes the processes by which it exercises authority, uses resources, makes 

decisions, and be held accountable. The importance of CG legitimacy can be less 

                                                        
408 On soft-budget constraint, see Kornai et al., (n 243) 4. 
409 Suchman (n 192) 581. 
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visible, especially if SOE performance was generally satisfactory – CG legitimacy is 

significant for organizational sustainability in the long run. It is not enough to govern 

SOEs by results, that is, by focusing on their performance only, because if the process 

is corrupt, SOEs will be susceptible to misused inputs and precarious outcome.410 

Moreover, it is important to note that some reforms may be legitimate structural wise, 

but illegitimate with regard to their consequences on internal CG (values, norms, 

relationships etc.). These effects keep raising questions about “the logic of 

corporatizing traditionally non-commercial undertakings which affect directly the 

social well-being of the community”, and this is a key problem with corporatization 

and other NPM reforms.411 The most prominent example here is health sector reforms 

in the UK which led healthcare services to conform to the norms and values 

incorporated in the market for health services and which eventually prioritize profits 

over patients.412  

Drawing on the previous discussion on the sources of CG in 4.2.3, I contend that 

deregulation as well as market-driven mechanisms of governance are neither stable 

nor comprehensive strategies for CG in SOEs. It might be argued that SOEs are already 

institutionalized in the sense of being governed by a system of rules and behaviors. 

This is an oversimplifying understanding because, on the one hand, these systems still 

fail to clear up the confusion around the role of the government, as an owner of SOEs, 

in management, control, regulation, and policy-making without an impact on the 

public value to be contributed by the SOE. On the other hand, in fact some SOE 

                                                        
410 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373); Scott (n 314). For further discussion on process accountability as a 
driver of legitimacy, see Mark Bovens, ‘Two Concepts of Accountability: Accountability as a Virtue 
and as a Mechanism’ (2010) 33 Accountability and European Governance 954. (hereafter Bovens 
2010) 
411 Ian Thynne, ‘The Incorporated Company as an Instrument of Government: A Quest for a 
Comparative Understanding’ (1994) 7 Governance: An International Journal of Policy and 
Administration 71. 
412 O’Kelly 2013 (n 364). 
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systems and reforms have been experimenting with SOEs in a way that 

deinstitutionalizes the values and norms that ought to accompany public value 

creation.  

The institutional approach is neither simply a call for more regulations, nor an 

emulation or instillation of practices. Institutionalization is a composite process of 

simultaneous institutionalization and deinstitutionalization. Institutionalization means 

internalizing new principles, values, and patterns of behavior; while 

deinstitutionalization means eroding the ones that proved deficient and/or illegitimate. 

Institutionalization is value-laden process that stabilizes SOEs away from the 

oscillations of political governance through a legal personified entity with a “pre-

arranged, centralized governance system that places operational control in skilled 

managers.”413 It is even argued that restructuring organizations by creating 

decentralized institutions restores democracy by virtue of allocating authorities and 

responsibilities among the government, the board of directors, and the management.414 

This is one of the reasons that have been encouraging SOEs (and an increasing number 

of government agencies and departments) to converge towards the corporate form, 

especially with respect to introducing a board of directors and a CEO.415  

At this point in the chapter, it is important to assert, again, that the thesis does 

not call to corporatize SOEs in a way that transplants them to the market regardless of 

the impact this step would have on their goals as public value creators and on their 

organizational culture, and regardless of the readiness of the institutional environment 

                                                        
413 Johnson (n 329) 1153; Perrow (n 320) 167. 
414 Hager (n 355) 611; Volintiru et al., (n 87); Blair argues that the “[d]elegation of control rights 
helps ensure that none of the participants in the enterprise can exercise too much control over factors 
that affect the outcome for the other participants.” Blair 2004 (n 301) 55. 
415 Thynne (n 411) 60. 
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to support and discipline SOEs. Institutionalization ought to be a more careful, 

comprehensive, and sustainable route to good CG of SOEs.  

 

4.5 Conclusion:  

In this chapter I argued that the legal institutional theory of the firm and the 

institutional school of organizations in sociology provide a promising comprehensive 

analytical framework for understanding the nature of SOEs and their internal and 

external CG. I interrogated the relevant principles of these theories, namely, 

institutionalized legal personality, separate patrimony, legitimacy, consideration of 

corporate culture and environment, and a system of CG based on the complementarity 

top-down command and control and bottom-up responsible self-governance. 

By looking into the relatively recent literature, it seems that legal institutional 

theorists have not yet agreed on a unified standard for analyzing the problems of CG 

(a standard such as transaction cost in NIE). Nonetheless, the institutional 

conceptualization of the corporation, as the prominent model of complex business 

organizations, gives insights into the legal boundaries of the corporation. The 

corporation is a legal entity that enjoys a separate legal personality for which it is 

responsible, and which is authorized, enabled, constrained, and protected by the law, 

that is formed to achieve predetermined purposes. As such, the corporate person is a 

formalized business entity – it is a ‘formal structure of legitimacy’.416 Legitimacy is a 

key delimiting factor of the personified legal institution of the corporation.  

The legal institutional theory of the firm supports the thesis, first, by providing 

tools to conceptualize the SOE beyond concession-contract, State-market, public-

                                                        
416 Meyer and Rowan (n 403); DiMaggio and Powell (n 373). 
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private dichotomies. Perceiving the SOE as a separate legal institution has a number 

of practical implications on CG, especially with regard to external governance of 

SOEs. The legitimate authorization to create public value, rather than reducing agency 

costs, public choice, or shareholder value, defines the boundaries of the SOE. Second, 

the theory helps in delineating the relationship between SOEs and the government (as 

an owner, regulator, accountor, purchaser etc.) in order to professionalize SOEs and 

preserve their autonomy. Third, legal institutional theory takes into consideration the 

important role that formal institutions (i.e. laws and regulations) play in promoting the 

principles of CG, especially accountability. Therefore, the theory, in this respect, is a 

thesis that runs counter to deregulating business organizations. These binary sources 

of CG: top-down and bottom-up, supply SOEs with the statutory-regulations that instill 

and enforce essential CG practices that should not be left to organizations’ will, and at 

the same time allow them to reflect on their organizational specificities through self-

regulation.  

The institutional theory of organizations supports this thesis by elucidating the 

interaction between external institutional pressures on SOEs and the internal respond 

of SOEs’ constituencies, mainly managers and directors, by adapting to these pressures 

or reproducing them otherwise. Contrary to NPM theory, which presumes an 

automated internal alignment and adaptation with private/new organizational 

structures, the institutional theory of organizations opens the black box, even more so 

than agency theory.417 It explicates the effects of different institutions (legal, societal, 

professional etc.) on how organizations work; it also depicts the effects of 

                                                        
417 That is to say, NPM emphasizes on the structure of government organizations, assuming that once 
a government agency has been transformed (i.e. corporatized, in terms of organizational structure, or 
privatized, in terms of capital structure) internal arrangements and mechanisms of CG, as well as the 
system of norms, values, beliefs, symbols etc., will change accordingly. It, thus, does not elaborate on 
the ‘how question’ of internal CG, that is, how managers and directors are supposed to implement the 
interpret structural transformations in practice.  
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organizational culture and logics on the purpose and effectiveness of these 

institutions.418 It explains why a particular set of governance measures and 

arrangements work in certain organizations under certain institutional environments 

and fail elsewhere. It also guides reformers by pointing out the need for obligatory 

legal systems of rewards and sanctions to bring about particular governance outcomes 

that cannot be produced otherwise.  

This analytical framework will direct the thesis in the following chapters to some 

materially significant CG issues pertinent to SOEs. I identify three: first, the legitimacy 

of the SOE as a governance structure for achieving public interest goals. I will address 

this point in more depth in chapter 5, along with the discussion on the autonomy of 

SOEs (or the separation of ownership and control). The second CG issue concerns the 

internal institutions of CG in SOEs, e.g. board independence, management attitudes, 

decision-making processes, managerial incentives etc., and they will be discussed in 

chapter 6. Third, accountability of SOEs and of the government for the performance 

of SOEs both as a virtue and a mechanism of CG, will be examined in section 6.5. 

In the next chapter, I carry out a thorough analysis of the shareholding 

relationship between SOEs and the government. Three elements of the institutional 

framework can guide the analysis of SOE-government relationships and their 

interactions around the autonomy of SOEs: the foundational principle of corporate 

separateness, institutional isomorphism, accompanied by a goal-oriented (non-

economic) perception of legitimacy. Allowing SOEs a degree of autonomy from 

government control is a legitimate strategy of governance considering that SOEs are 

(and ought to be) delegated with the task of creating public value. Corporate 

                                                        
418 See Institutional logics (n 386). 
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separateness is particularly important for SOEs to operate away from political capture 

and the resulting dysfunctions. Autonomy, or separating SOE’s management from 

direct government control, need to be mitigated, in part, through reallocating 

governance authority among the government and the governing entities in a way that 

ensures against destabilizing practices. It could also be achieved through regulating 

the rights of the owner (the government) to nominate and appoint board members, for 

example, or to limit its input to decision-making. Internally, autonomizing SOEs 

means that the governing entities (management and board of directors) will shoulder 

the bulk of CG responsibilities in their capacity as the governing entities of the separate 

legal institution. This means that ministerial accountability should not replace the 

accountability of the SOE: the government is politically accountable to the public for 

the overall performance of SOEs, at the same time, the SOE as a separate entity is 

accountable to the government and to the public for its performance and processes.  
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Chapter 5: The Shareholding Relationship between SOEs and the Government:  

Aims of this chapter:  

This thesis aims at rethinking and reconceptualizing State-owned enterprises 

(SOEs) and corporate governance (CG) thereof from an original institutional 

perspective. Thus far in the research, I study SOEs as organizations for multiple public 

value creation in the public sector. SOEs suffer from governance deficiencies that have 

been approached, almost exclusively, from transaction cost, agency, and new public 

management (NPM) approaches. These approaches, as I argued in chapters 2 and 3, 

have their drawbacks in tackling SOEs’ governance deficiencies. Thus, in chapter 4 I 

developed an institutional framework for CG of and in SOEs; the institutional 

framework is composed of the legal institutional theory of the firm and aspects of the 

institutional school of organizations in sociology. The framework reconceptualizes the 

SOE and argues for institutionalizing it as a distinct form of business organizations 

with a legal personality separate from that of the shareholding government. It also 

reorients CG of SOEs towards pursuing their public policy goals through a number of 

principles and measures. First, the institutionalized legal personality negates the 

principal-agent relationship between the government and SOEs which limits politico-

administrative interferences in their normal course of business, and thereby promotes 

professionalization in SOEs. Second, the principle of complimentary sources of 

regulation emphasizes the importance of formal, top-down and informal, self-

regulation in the governance of business organizations. Third, the concept of a separate 

patrimony overcomes the bureaucracy of approving SOEs’ budgets and transactions 

by the central government, as we saw in the case of KPC in chapter 2.419 

                                                        
419 See figure 2 in chapter 2. 
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Guided by the institutional framework developed in chapter 4, in this chapter I 

investigate the relationship between SOEs and the shareholding government. I 

particularly focus on the appropriate structure of this relationship (as a mode of 

governance) and the institutions of CG that instill professionality and accountability 

and enable SOEs to attain their public interest goals. The SOE-government 

relationship lies at the heart of CG theories in terms of separating shareholding and 

control (i.e. autonomy-control dilemma) and the active exercise of shareholding 

functions. CG of SOEs is not a straightforward task for “[t]he multitude of roles that 

exist within the State makes it very challenging to reach consensus with respect to 

governing SOEs.”420 The government either controls SOEs fully and directly through 

directions and instructions to managers and directors and through its presence as the 

shareholder in the general assembly meetings, if the SOE hold any; or it controls SOEs 

partially and indirectly through policies and ongoing dialogue with SOEs over goals 

pursuit and policy implementation. With regard to shareholding, active exercise of 

shareholding rights is a practice of good governance in private corporations, but in 

SOEs the shareholding rights, in many countries including Kuwait, are entrusted to 

political actors and, usually, diffused along a bureaucratic and highly politicized 

hierarchy.421 What concerns about this distribution of controlling powers is that it 

perpetuates the problem of political control and exacerbates the potential for 

corruption, rent-seeking, and, ultimately, ineffective and inefficient performance.422  

                                                        
420 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 635; Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 811.  
421 Shleifer and Vishny (n 85); Shleifer (n 85); Ibrahim Akoum, 'The Political Economy of SOE 
Privatization and Governance Reform in the MENA Region' (2012) 
<http://downloads.hindawi.com/archive/2012/723536.pdf > accessed 6 June 2020. Also see Chapter 2 
for better understanding of the organizational structure of Kuwait Petrochemical Corporation (KPC).  
422 A detailed review of the pathologies of SOEs, mainly political interferences in SOEs’ ordinary 
course of business, is contained in Chapter 2.2. 
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In this chapter, I tackle SOE-government relationship as a matter of legitimate 

power distribution. I address whether SOEs ought to do what the government instructs 

and directs it to do, or should they enjoy some discretion in implementing public 

policies and pursuing the organizational goals, and to what extent if so?423 Autonomy 

is a principle of CG that preserves public ownership of SOEs (and public value 

creation), at the same time, secures them against the liability of Stateness.424 I develop 

a more precise understanding of the roles played by the government, as a shareholder 

of SOEs, and the governing entities of SOEs. I argue for a clearer understanding of the 

dynamics of SOE-government shareholding relationship that helps in enhancing good 

governance practices and promoting accountability at both sides. Just as the principle 

of autonomy itself, the manner in which autonomy is fostered is equally important; 

market-based autonomy (i.e. deregulation) is totally different from institutionalized 

autonomy. Thus, I suggest an institution-based model of CG composed of, but not 

limited to: a State ownership policy; a shareholding entity; and regulatory agencies. 

Substituting government’s direct control with these institutions of CG allows the 

governing entities of SOEs more space for professional (non-politicized) decision-

making and governance. 

The chapter is structured as follow: section 5.1 raises questions about the optimal 

structure of the relationship between SOEs and the government in its capacity as the 

shareholder. I reflect on the problems that imprint SOEs with inefficiency, corruption, 

and ineffectiveness in order to illustrate why it is important for an SOE to operate 

independently from the central government. Then in section 5.2, I tackle two 

problematic issues: the dilemma of autonomy and shareholding control in SOEs, and 

                                                        
423 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 127. 
424 ibid. For further discussion of property rights theory and the concept of ‘liability of Stateness’ see, 
chapter 3, section 3.1.5. 
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the extent of government’s shareholding rights and responsibilities therein. In section 

5.3 I review autonomy and control variations across different SOEs with a particular 

focus on the financial relationship between SOEs and the government. Finally, section 

5.4 provides a number of non-market institutions of CG that can reconcile autonomy 

and control in SOEs, that is to say, the arrangements and mechanisms necessary for 

institutionalizing government’s exercise of shareholder rights in SOEs.  

 

5.1 Are State-owned enterprises legitimate? A reflection on the problems of 

SOEs: 

Drawing on discussion in section 4.4, the SOE, as an institutional form of 

business organizations, ought to be a formal structure of legitimacy. Questioning the 

organizational legitimacy of SOEs is particularly important given the weak 

performance and failures of some SOEs and their ambiguous relationship with the 

government. The question of legitimacy here is twofold: one concerning the legitimate 

(or illegitimate) exercise of government’s shareholding rights in a business 

organization; and the other concerning SOEs’ organizational structure in relation to 

the central government. In the first subsection, I inquire into the legitimacy of State 

ownership (and government shareholder status) by reflecting on the causes of SOEs’ 

drawbacks. In doing so, I argue with property rights theory which attributes the 

problems of SOEs to ‘State ownership’. These drawbacks are essentially caused by 

two factors: the political control of SOEs, and the weak (legal ,economic, political 

etc.) institutional setting around SOEs. In the second subsection, I explain why the 

autonomous structure of governance, as opposed to market or government hierarchy, 

is an important principle of CG.  
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5.1.1 The legitimacy of government shareholding:  

Reflecting upon the problems that encounter good governance in SOEs425, 

scholars are divided on the reasons behind SOEs’ ineffectiveness and inefficiency. 

Property rights theorists, who equate ownership (and shareholding for that matter) and 

control, place great emphasis on ownership as the factor responsible for and 

determinant of organizational performance.426 This means that if a SOE performed 

inefficiently, it is because of its incompetent owner and controller, i.e. the government. 

Besides, there is, in general, distrust in government operation; it is believed that “what 

is done by a governmental institution is bound to be less well done than if it were 

undertaken by individuals, whether alone or in the form of private corporation.”427 

Thus, property rights-based reforms revolve usually around privatization, assuming 

that the transfer of property rights or outsourcing management to private actors will 

improve the performance of SOEs.428 Strikingly, property rights theory treats private 

ownership differently – it does not blame their owners (who exercise ownership 

control rights) for poor performance. Rather, “if privatization does not produce good 

                                                        
425 See a detailed review of governance deficiencies in SOEs in chapter 2, section 2.2. 
426 Peng et al., (n 33) 293 (emphasis added); Cheung (n 265); Morten Bennedsen, ‘Political 
Ownership’ (2009) University of Aarhus CLS Working Paper 
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=176073 > accessed 6 June 2020. 
427 Seidman (n 7) 90. 
428 Property right theorists prefer State full ownership or full privatization over PPPs (Public-Private 
Partnerships). Oliver Hart explained this preference by stating that: “[p]olicy makers frequently argue 
that PPPs are good because the private sector is a cheaper source of financing or insurance than the 
public sector. This thinking is strange for an economist since it is hard to imagine an agent that is 
more able to borrow or to provide insurance than the government (with its enormous powers of 
taxation).” Oliver Hart, ‘Incomplete Contracts and Public Ownership: Remarks, and an Application to 
Public-Private Partnerships’ (2003) 113 The Economic Journal 75. Other scholars prefer full State 
ownership or full private ownership on the basis that partial ownerships undermine the rights of 
minority shareholders especially in legal regimes that have weak minority protection. La Porta et al., 
(n 36). 
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results, it is because property rights are not clearly defined and effectively and 

impartially enforced.”429  

To the contrary, some scholars actually defended government shareholding and 

control of SOEs for a number of reasons:  

a. Compliance and goal attainment: There is doubt about the capability of SOEs in 

achieving their goals without the shareholding government being in control. It 

is, thus, argued that a close relationship between the government and SOEs’ 

managers and directors increases decision reliability, managerial compliance, 

and, ultimately, ensures goal achievement and secures the public money 

entrusted to SOEs.430  

b. Accountability and responsibility: It is claimed that government’s involvement 

in the management of SOEs strengthens its accountability and responsibility for 

the performance of SOEs for it makes government accountability more evident 

when the government is involved.431  

c. Innovation and entrepreneurship: SOEs’ close relationship with the government 

is among SOEs’ non-market-based resources. This relationship is advantageous 

especially when "political support [is] needed for making investments that lead 

to long-run future growth."432 It supports and enables SOEs’ costly innovative 

                                                        
429 David M. Kotz, ‘Ownership, Property Rights, and economic Performance: Theory and Practice in 
the USA and other Countries’ (2006) paper presented for the international conference “Ownership and 
Property Rights: Theory and Practice” <https://people.umass.edu/dmkotz/Prop_Rights_06_10.pdf > 
accessed 6 June 2020.  
430 Rentsch and Finger (n 28); Tihanyi et al., argued that SOEs’ political connections positively 
influence their financial performance. Laszlo Tihanyi, Ruth V. Aguilera, Pursey Heugens, Marc van 
Essen, Steve Sauerwald, Patricio Duran and Roxana Turturea, ‘State Ownership and Political 
Connections’ (2019) 45 Journal of Management 2293. 
431 Christensen and Lægreid, (n 48) 816. Government accountability for the performance of SOEs is 
of political nature – it is part of government’s overall accountability for public sector policies, and 
SOEs are vehicles of public policy. That is to say, political accountability is not stemmed from 
government’s participation in day-to-day management. For deeper discussion about government 
accountability for SOEs and the difference between political and legal accountability, see chapter 6, 
section 6.5.3. 
432 Mazzucato (n 24) 171. 
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and entrepreneurial undertakings, by facilitating SOEs access to finance, for 

example.433  

In the face of these contrasting directions on the legitimacy of government 

shareholding, it is necessary to point out CG deficiencies in SOEs to find out which 

opinion they support.  

Governance deficiencies in SOEs are essentially attributed to three factors: 1) 

the political control of SOEs434; 2) the lack of institutionalized, that is, established and 

effective systems of public ownership and CG, including opacity of goals; and 3) 

government’s “dual (and contradictory) role, on the one hand, as owner, operator and 

businessperson, and, on the other hand, as the protector of the public interest and 

therefore the regulator of the SOE.”435 This conflict of interests, and its impact on 

government accountability, weaken public accountability and public trust in SOEs.  

These widely acknowledged causes of poor performance are irrelevant to the 

public status of SOEs. In fact, this particular status (public ownership) safeguards and 

legitimizes the pursuit of ‘public value creation’ in the age of ‘wealth creation’.436 It 

is implausible to question the legitimacy of public shareholding on the basis of public-

private statuses only, although the adverse case, that is, questioning the presence of 

private investors in sectors such as defense, foreign affairs, and prisons is, strikingly, 

considered absolutely plausible.437 The question of legitimacy, in both public and 

private organizations, concerns primarily governance practices and outcome in terms 

                                                        
433ibid; On the politically-driven lending by State-owned banks see, Serdar Dinc, 'Politicians and 
Banks: Political Influences on Government-owned Banks in Emerging Markets' (2005) 77 Journal of 
Finance and Economics 453; Tihanyi et al., (n 430). 
434 Willig (n 98); Shleifer and Vishny (n 85); Shleifer (n 85); Sapienza (n 88); D’Souza and Nash (n 
86); Hart et al., (n 52); Pargendler et al., (n 62); Belloc (n 85); Volintiru et al., (n 87). 
435 Jenik Radon and Julius Thaler, ‘Resolving Conflicts of Interest in State-owned Enterprises’ (2009) 
57 International Social Sciences Journal 12 ; Akoum (n 421). 
436 Moore 1995 (n 10); Moore 2013 (n 10); Bozeman (n 10); Hart (n 428) 70. 
437 Williamson (n 237); Sands (n 52); Hart (n 428). 
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of achieving the purposes for which the organization was established in the first 

place.438 The legitimacy of private shareholding is linked to the goals of partners or 

incorporators, usually profit making. Likewise, the legitimacy of public enterprises is 

determined by the purpose/s for which the enterprise was established or nationalized; 

and legitimacy continues so long as the organization is capable of pursuing the goals 

laid down in policies and constitutional documents.  

The drawbacks of SOEs are governance deficiencies that are solvable through 

processes other than privatization. In fact, there are plenty of examples of poorly 

performing privatized SOEs.439 Furthermore, governments, in some cases, maintain 

control over privatized SOEs simply because privatization and outsourcing are not the 

appropriate solutions for, say, institutional gaps or complex political realities that 

cause SOEs’ weak performance.440 Besides, privately-owned corporations are not 

immune against the problems that SOEs encounter; many corporate accounting and 

rent-seeking scandals occur in private corporations.441 Even bureaucracy is not unique 

to public-sector, it may characterize private enterprises as well. Filippo Belloc asserted 

that “it is not state ownership per se that requires bureaucracy. The degree of 

                                                        
438 For an in depth discussion about legitimacy as a matter of CG see, Moore (n 55); Christiansen (n 
287). 
439 Mwaura (n 360); Bennel criticized a World Bank report on privatization in Sub-Saharan Africa that 
contended that “while a number of privatized businesses have failed, the overall impact of 
privatization at the enterprise level is encouraging with clear evidence of improving performance.” He 
argued that “there is virtually no robust evidence on the post-privatization performance to substantiate 
assertions of this kind.” Paul Bennell, ‘Privatization in sub-Saharan Africa’, in David Parker and 
David S. Saal (ed), International Handbook on Privatization (Edward Elgar 2003) 319. Even if 
privatized SOEs perform well in terms of profitability, this comes at a high social expense. A research 
on privatized Egyptian SOEs showed that employment levels in these firms have decreased in a 
country that already suffers from high levels of unemployment. See Mansoor Talib Al-Hinai, ‘The 
Impact of Privatization on Company Performance: the case of Egypt’ (PhD Thesis, University of 
Birmingham 2016). 
440 It is found that “the decision to privatize and the nature of privatization turn critically on the 
conditioning quality of judicial independence, the division of powers between the executive and 
legislation branches, the competence of the regulatory bureaucracy, and contractual safeguards.” 
Williamson (n 247) 610. 
441 Stewart Hamilton and Inna Francis, ‘Enron Collapse’ (2003) Harvard Business Review Case 
Study; Liann J. Lynch and Cemeron Cutro, ‘The Wells Fargo Banking Scandal’ (2007) Harvard 
Business Review Case Study. 
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complexity of norms regulating business decision-making can vary widely across 

SOEs, and can be quite substantial also in POEs [privately-owned enterprises]”.442 

Thus, the propensity of SOEs to inefficiency and ineffectiveness is irrelevant to 

government shareholding in the sense that makes the identity of the shareholder a 

prime determinant of their behavior.443  

The pathologies of SOEs raise questions concerning the institutions of CG and 

draw attention to the patterns and dynamics that govern the relationship between SOEs 

and the government. In the following, I investigate the form of governance that shapes 

this relationship.  

 

5.1.2 Structural legitimacy of SOEs:  

In both public and private corporations, the relationship between a corporation 

and its shareholders raises a question of supremacy in CG – a question about control 

and the distribution of decision-making powers. This relationship also brings the 

internal governance structure of corporations into question especially that each 

governance structure induces a different pattern of SOE-government relationship. 

Internal governance structures concern the relationships that ties shareholders and 

other corporate constituents, mainly managers and directors, together and ties them to 

the SOE.444 In order to get the governance of SOEs right, it is inevitable to start from 

the policy choice/decision concerning the internal structure of power that either serves 

                                                        
442 Belloc (n 85) 828. 
443 David A. Skeel, ‘Virtual Privatization: Governance Reforms for Government-Owned Firms’ 
(2002) 2 Journal of Corporate Law Studies 82, 108; Kickert (n 399); Pargendler (n 9) 2960. 
444 From a macro governance perspective, there were two main models of governance according to 
new institutional economists: market and hierarchy (firm). Later, they added hybridity as a third form 
of governance that mixes market and firm dynamics in search of optimality. Oliver E. Williamson, 
‘Organizational Forms and Internal Efficiency – Markets and Hierarchies: Some Elementary 
Considerations’ (1973) 15 American Economic Association 316; Williamson (n 156). On hybridity as 
a model of governance see, Christensen (n 73). 
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or disrupts the achievement of their public interest goals. Three models of internal 

governance were developed:  

a. Shareholder primacy: as I discussed in section 3.2.2, this model perceives 

managers as agents of the shareholders and directors as stewards of 

shareholders’ interests. Shareholders have full authority to manage the 

corporation as they please. Therefore, the government, as the shareholder of 

SOEs, is accorded full controlling powers thereof.445 

b. Managerialism: perceives managers as professional, autonomous actors who 

are competent to dominate the SOEs, while directors lack any real power and 

are described as figureheads.446  

c. Team Governance (also known as team production theory of CG): Contrary to 

shareholder-primacy, team governance, as such, argues for vesting the decision-

making powers in the corporate team. It perceives the board of directors as a 

mediating hierarchy that aligns the different interests of the team (i.e. the 

interests of shareholders, managers, and employees).447 

These forms of governance reflect government-market debate, for SOEs that 

adopt shareholder primacy are driven first and foremost by government orders and 

directives on how the SOE is to be managed. While the other forms are supposed to 

liberate SOEs and, thus, rely on market-based drives and incentives for good 

governance including “the firm’s product market, its capital market, and the 

                                                        
445 Hansmann and Kraakman (n 272); Lucian Arye Bebchuk, ‘The Case for Increasing Shareholder 
Power’, Harvard Law Review 118 (2005); Lucian Bebchuk and Jesse Fried, Pay Without 
Performance: The Unfolded Promise of Executive Compensation (Harvard University Press 2004).  
446Peter F. Drucker, Concept of the Corporation (6th edn, Transaction Publishers 2008); Myles L. 
Mace, ‘Directors: Myth and Reality’, in Thomas Clarke (ed), Theories of Corporate Governance: The 
Philosophical Foundations of Corporate Governance (Routledge 2004).  
447 Bainbridge (n 72); Stephen M Bainbridge, ‘Director Primacy and Shareholder Disempowerment’ 
(2006) 119 Harvard Law Review 1735; Stephen M. Bainbridge, ‘Director Primacy: The Means and 
Ends of Corporate Governance’ (2003) 97 Northwest University Law Review 547; Blair and Stout (n 
76). 
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managerial labor market.”448 Interestingly, the first two modes of governance, that 

represent the two ends of government-market spectrum, are dominant in the literature 

on SOEs and in practice, as I discussed in chapter 3. In order to understand the 

difference between these structures of governance, their effect on SOE-government 

relationship, and each form’s role in mitigating governance deficiencies in SOEs, I 

refer to DiMaggio and Powell’s explanation of institutional isomorphism.  

In their seminal work ‘Institutional Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in 

Organizational Fields’, DiMaggio and Powell argued that organizations in a given 

filed go through some processes that make them isomorphic, that is corresponding in 

structure, goals, procedures, behavior, culture etc.449 There are three main reasons 

behind this phenomenon, one is organization’s endeavor to avoid the normative 

sanction of illegitimacy. Ambiguity of goals and uncertainty also pushes organizations 

to believe that they need to operate and perform the way other organizations in the 

field do. The other cause of isomorphism is being subject to the legal and regulatory 

institutions that govern other organizations in the field. Isomorphism lessens 

organizational diversity notwithstanding the fact that a set of strategies that are rational 

for some organizations may not be necessarily rational for others. It could even be said 

that institutional isomorphism has underpinned the limited classification of 

organizations into public (governmental) or private (market-oriented) organizations; 

consequently, reforms have been dealing with SOEs within these two frames.  

Structuring SOEs to be part of the governmental hierarchy means that SOEs are 

dependent, to a high extent, on the government for material and immaterial resources. 

SOEs’ resource dependence on the government frames the relationship between the 

                                                        
448 Roe held that “[m]arkets are often the most important institution of corporate governance.” Roe (n 
35) 376. 
449 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373) 148. 
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government and SOEs in a hierarchical (quasi-principal-agent) relationship in which 

the government is the superordinate principal and SOEs are subordinate agents.450 In 

other words, SOEs will be subject to direct ministerial/governmental control. This, 

according to institutional isomorphism, propels SOEs to be isomorphic in practices 

and values to the bureaucracy; it also deepens the political domination over SOEs and 

allows politicians to have a critical influence on the managements and boards of 

SOEs.451 This means that SOEs will seek legitimacy and political protection from the 

government and other political entities. Thereby, it limits the accountability of SOEs 

to non-governmental institutions and substitutes SOEs’ accountability to the public 

and the legislature with loose ministerial political accountability. Equally important, 

situating SOEs within and treat them no differently from government departments 

increase SOEs exposure to political interferences, meaning it subjects them to the 

particular factors that cause poor performance. This makes it inevitable to question the 

wisdom behind structuring SOE functions into a separate entity, instead of a 

ministerial department or an executive agency.  

State-owned oil companies in Kuwait, reviewed in section 2.4, illustrate this 

form of SOE-government relationship very well. They are subject to a highly 

hierarchical (multi-level) governance structure in which the government is present 

throughout. Kuwaiti oil companies are subject to, varying levels of, ex-ante oversight 

by the minister of oil, the regulatory agency (The Supreme Petroleum Council) that is 

fully politically-appointed by the government, the shareholding company (KPC), and 

by the board of directors in each company. In this case, a close SOE-government 

                                                        
450 Kenneth J. Meier and George A. Krause, ‘The Scientific Study of Bureaucracy: An Overview’, in 
George A. Krause and Kenneth J. Meier (eds), Politics, Policy, and Organizations: Frontiers in the 
Scientific Study of Public Bureaucracy (University of Michigan Press 2005) 10. 
451 Younhee Kim, ‘Stimulating Entrepreneurial Practices in the Public Sector: The Roles of 
Organizational Characteristics’ (2010) 42 Administration and Society 792. 
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relationship neither benefits SOEs at accountability level, to the contrary it dilutes 

accountability among the different authorities involved in control, nor at the level of 

service provision for it allows non-experts to take part in the decision-making 

processes on technical matters.  

In the meanwhile, public sector reformers have been looking for an 

organizational form that can transform SOEs towards better governance and outcomes 

while keeping them at distance from political interferences. They imported “forms that 

seem to have flourished in the private realm: mutual and commercial companies.”452 

Some NPM forms of governance aim to transplant SOEs into the market (literally or 

figuratively by imposing market-style, profit-centric CG) assuming that market-based 

institutions of CG will solve the governance deficiencies of SOEs. This, once again, 

propels SOEs to conform to the practices of private counterparts at the expense of 

losing their uniqueness, especially with regard to public value creation. This 

exaggerates in deregulated sectors that lack effective public interest stimulations and 

safeguards. It, necessarily, brings to the fore the question about the legitimacy of State 

ownership of a trading entity if this entity is going to, eventually, be isomorphic in 

structure, goals, and performance targets to all other private organizations in the same 

field. For example, a K-Dow joint venture demonstrated the devastating effects of 

embracing an entrepreneurial, short-term mindset in running a strategic public sector 

(i.e. petrochemicals). The managers and directors of KPC focused excessively on 

short-term goals at the expense of long-term value creation.453  

                                                        
452 O'Kelly (n 374) 17. 
453 For further explanation on K-Dow see p. 170. Paul Stevens stated that “KPC appears to react to 
price movements for its products with an eye to short-term advantages rather than long-term 
investments.” Stevens (n 124) 348; Subramanian et al., (n 1). 
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In addition to that, market-based institutions of CG are hardly effective, unless 

a SOE is fully privatized. With regard to SOEs, market institutions are loose and 

limited enough not to impose tight CG constraints; the effect of capital market 

constraints is weak especially for fully-SOEs that struggle less than private 

corporations in raising capital to finance their projects.454 Also, given that 

appointments, promotions, and compensations in SOEs are often based on patronage 

rather than merits, managerial labor market would not have much effect as to reward 

good or punish weak management. On the other hand, in non-competitive markets, 

where monopolistic SOEs operate, market considerations such as customer 

satisfaction and the risk of new entries are irrelevant.455 

On account of this, regulators and theorists need to be careful about the 

arguments they make for institutionalizing SOEs, whether closer to the government or 

closer to the market. Through the processes of institutionalization the legislature and 

regulators “infuse [SOEs] with values beyond the technical requirements of the task at 

hand.”456 They put pressures on SOEs to adopt, in addition to the technical 

requirements for an organization to function, the values, practices, and arrangements 

that are accepted and thought to be efficient within the field. According to DiMaggio 

and Powell, this adoption (institutionalization) is not driven by the aim to maximize 

profits, rather, it is essentially driven by the aim to gain legitimacy in the eyes of their 

dependees (within the government or the marketplace) and, to a lesser extent, 

outsiders.457 Thereby, SOEs become isomorphic to governmental or private 

                                                        
454 See section 5.3.2 for deeper discussion on the financial relations between SOEs and the 
government. 
455 On market-based institutions of CG see, Mark J. Roe (n 35). 
456 Selznick (n 307) 17. According to DiMaggio and Powell, there are two main reasons for this 
infusion: competition and persuasion. DiMaggio and Powell (n 373). 
457 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373) 148, 150; Mayer and Rowan (n 413) 351. 
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organizations, not only in terms of the technical requirements but, more critically, in 

institutional logic and values.  

It should be clear that organizational structures and the resulting patterns of 

relationships are not ceremonial or passive; they are key to effective policy 

implementation and determinant of certain organizational values such as 

professionalism, depoliticization, and anti-corruption.458 In other words, establishing 

a trading entity in the public sphere yet at a distance from the government indicates 

that the governance logic informing the practices in SOEs ought to be different from 

that informing other entities in both the governmental and the private spheres.  

In principle, what legitimizes a particular structure of governance is the 

following arrangements and mechanisms of good governance, e.g. checks and 

balances and accountability, that enable the SOE to pursuit its goals.459 I said in 

principle because in practice things might go in another direction – the status of 

separate legal personality of oil SOEs in Kuwait has no effect as to their relationship 

with the government or even with the shareholding company (KPC). Kuwait’s oil 

SOEs remain subject to highly bureaucratic system that paralyzes managers and 

incapacitates boards of directors.460 This is to say that the practices of good governance 

will not flow automatically at the adoption of a given structure or status.461 The 

question remains: what is the structure of governance that can mitigate the problems 

                                                        
458 Powell (n 387) 183. 
459 Suchman (n 192). 
460 For in depth analysis of the bureaucratic hierarchical structure of State-owned oil companies in 
Kuwait see, Chapter 2, section 2.4; Stevens (n 124) 341-347. 
461 Lethbridge showed that public enterprises in the healthcare sector in the UK suffer from 
continuous departmental interventions. Jane Lethbridge, ‘Public Enterprises in the Healthcare Sector – 
A Case of Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Greenwich, England’(2014) 17 Journal of Economic Policy 
Reform 224. 
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of SOEs without becoming isomorphic to the government or to the profit-centric 

business culture?  

The CG framework developed in chapter 4 suggests an alternative, that is, 

institutional structure of governance for SOEs, one that is neither driven by 

government directives and orders nor stemmed from the market. We need to 

institutionalize, that is, to formally instill the (supposed to follow) principles, 

processes, and new patterns of relationships with and within the SOE. At the same 

time, there might be a need to deinstitutionalize the current patterns of cronyism and 

politicization.462 The institutional framework generates governance structures and 

practices that find, a good deal of, recourse and legitimacy in the law. According to 

legal institutional theory of the firm, the SOE is an organization that undertakes 

commercial activities (for-profit or not-for-profit) on behalf of the government and, 

usually, takes the form of a corporation. The main principles of governance that are 

stemmed from the institutional framework and shape SOE-government relations are: 

the principle of separate legal personality which classifies the SOE as a distinct and 

independent organization; and the primacy of law that enables and constrains both the 

shareholding government and SOEs managers.  

SOEs’ legal personality means that they are not owned by the government – 

SOEs are, by definition, owned by the State on behalf of the ultimate owners: the 

citizens. The government – or other representatives of the people for that matter – is 

authorized to exercise shareholder’s rights on behalf of the general public. The 

functional importance of corporate separateness goes beyond ‘locking-in capital’ and 

inducing stability only463; it also manages SOE-government relationships. By 

                                                        
462 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373). 
463 Blair 2003 (n 301). Also see chapter 4, section 4.3 on the importance of conceptualizing the firm as 
a separate legal person. 
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underpinning SOEs’ separate personality we, first and foremost, reemphasize their 

unique nature, as tools for public value creation, and the unique governance 

framework they necessarily require. More importantly, a less hierarchical system of 

governance enables the governing entities to run SOEs more effectively driven by their 

professional expertise away from political polarizations.464 Besides, since the 

interorganizational bonds that SOEs have with other organizations (e.g. State 

shareholding company, coordinating organizations, the government, etc.) can increase 

their dependence on the latter, the principle of separateness can preserve the 

organizational culture and behavioral focus that serves the purposes of SOEs not those 

of the interrelated organizations.465  

Since legal status, rights, and prerogatives are necessarily concomitant to 

accountability and responsibility, the institutional framework suggests that SOEs 

(management and board) be accountable to the legislature (that is supposed to 

represents the general public) who grants them the separate personality and the 

resulting prerogatives. Likewise, organizational and governance legitimacy, that is 

acceptance and appropriateness, ought to be sought by way of fulfilling the missions 

of SOEs, instead of modelling them after organizations with quite different goals and 

cultures at the cost of effective public value creation.  

To summarize this section: the relationship between SOEs and the government 

brings up a question on whether to carry out transactions through a State-owned entity, 

bearing in mind that this form of firms can be prone to corruption, or through a 

privately-owned entity that is independent from the bureaucracy. It also questions the 

rationale behind structuring some activities into distinct organizational structures (not 

                                                        
464 Kickert (n 399) 137.  
465 Meyer and Scott (n 372); DiMaggio and Powell (n 373). 
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ministerial departments) if they would, eventually, either be governed by the 

government following the same administrative logic and arrangements or become 

isomorphic to private corporations in prioritizing entrepreneurial activities at the 

expense of public value. Aware of the effects of institutional isomorphism on the 

governance and performance of SOEs, we need to manage SOE-government 

relationship in a way that grants SOEs the appropriate autonomy from political 

interventions to effectively pursue their public interest goals. The institutional 

framework ought to reframe and govern SOE-government relationship as a matter of 

CG of a distinct business organization, not from the perspective of market primacy or 

public administration. In the next section, I shall elaborate on this shareholding 

relationship in light of the principle of ‘separation of shareholding and control’ to 

delineate the role of the government in SOEs.  

 

5.2 The separation of shareholding and control in SOEs:466 

In the previous section I argued that government shareholding of SOEs is not 

illegitimate in itself; it just requires, as in every interorganizational relationship, clear 

identification of each party’s role in control in addition to effective safeguards to 

ensure appropriate distribution of power. I also explicated that SOE-government 

relationship should not be framed as an agency relationship. Rees rightly commented 

that “it is too simplistic to take the control constraints as given. They are not simply 

imposed by government, but rather are the outcomes of a process of discussion and 

negotiation.”467 In this section I ask: what kind of relationships, if not agency, is the 

                                                        
466 The term ‘control’ is broader than ‘management’ and, therefore, more indicative of government’s 
explicit and implicit interventions in different aspects of governance beyond management.  
467 Ray Rees, ‘The Public Enterprise Game’ (1984) 94 The Economic Journal 109. 
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SOE-government relationship? Then, I investigate SOEs’ autonomy and the ambit of 

government control thereof in light of the principle of separation of shareholding and 

control. The separation of shareholding and control means developing a CG system 

“based on shareholder rights as an alternative to direct intervention in management of 

SOEs”.468 Still, total autonomy through absolute separation of shareholding and 

control is neither practically possible, nor necessarily productive: it hinders policy 

discussions, responsiveness, and accountability to the shareholder; on top of that, it 

can lead managers and directors to focus on goals other than those for which the SOE 

was established. Therefore, we need to work on SOE-government interactions around 

autonomy which differs in extent from context to another. The benchmark for 

determining the legitimate, i.e. appropriate and necessary, extent of separation (and 

distribution of controlling power) is pursuing the public interest goals of the SOE.469 

 

5.2.1 The SOE-government relationship – autonomy and shareholding:  

The relationship between SOEs and the government is not as authoritative, 

submissive, and in-discretionary as agency theory suggests. It is a complex 

interorganizational (and interdependent) relationship between two separate legal 

entities. Perceiving SOEs as policy instruments alters the nature of the interplay 

between them and the shareholding government. In essence, the relationship between 

SOEs and the government is all about policy implementation and goal attainment. 

Hence, this interorganizational relationship comes in a variety of forms: “competition, 

cooperation; contracts; exchanges, dominance”.470 In any case, to protect 

                                                        
468 Grosman et al., (n 49) 213. 
469 The previous chapter showed that the separation of shareholding and control is a characteristic that 
can be adopted in a number of organizational forms, other than corporations, for the purposes of 
allocating rights and liabilities, though it is more known in the joint stock company (i.e. corporation).  
470 Perrow (n 320) 194. 
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organizational autonomy, we need to carefully manage interorganizational interactions 

in the public sector:  

This means that governance involving the exercise of power among and beyond 

individual enterprises requires an acute awareness of the dynamics of network 

management and of when to adopt a particular strategy of engagement, be it 

interplay, intervention, competition, confrontation, and so on. An inaccurate or 

inappropriate reading of specific contextual forces and demands can quickly result 

in management paralysis and governance failure.471 

With regard to their role in policy implementation, cooperation needs to dominate over 

other strategies of interaction between SOEs and the government. Public policy goals 

are, usually, broad and communicated to SOEs in general terms. Therefore, it is 

necessary that SOEs and the government keep an ongoing cooperation to interpret 

these policies into short-term operative (and preferably measurable472) strategies. 

Also, a continuous policy debate with other concerned organizations can ensure that 

the public interest is prioritized during different economic, social, and political 

phases.473 Meaning that SOE-government cooperation ought to be held at two levels: 

strategy-making and policy-implementation.  

Nonetheless, cooperation, in the given sense, is quite controversial. On the one 

hand, it necessarily restricts the autonomy and discretion of both parties just as other 

interorganizational relations do, e.g. strategic alliances, mergers, and takeovers.474 On 

the other hand, discretion is inseparable from SOEs’ authority to implement public 

                                                        
471 Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34) 4. 
472 Measurability helps the board in overseeing the implementation of these goals in day-to-day 
management.  
473 Mark Moore added that, “[t]he political coalitions that once sustained a policy or an organizational 
strategy often erode as political power ebbs and flows, and as political actors take up different issues.” 
Moore 1995 (n 10) 131. 
474 Ljiljana Erakovic and Marie Wilson, ‘Conditions of Radical Transformation in State-Owned 
Enterprises’ (2005) 16 British Journal of Management 297. 
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policies.475 This is so unless we are speaking about strictly hierarchical public 

organizations, which should not be the case of SOEs-government relationship.  

The same controversy is caused by NPM’s ‘hybrid’ forms of governance. 

Hybridity governs SOEs through mixed administrative and market mechanisms of 

governance, such as outsourcing management and partial privatization. These 

strategies can help in professionalizing SOE management, but there are doubts as to 

their effectiveness in combating political pressures and cooperating with the 

government to implement public policies. Oliver Williamson noted that:  

[P]rivate bureaucracy (contracting out) has the strongest incentives and the least 

administrative control, the strongest propensity to behave autonomously (display 

enterprise and be adventurous) and the weakest propensity to behave 

cooperatively (be compliant), works out of a (comparatively) legalistic dispute 

settlement regime … and affords the least degree of security of staff 

employment.476 

Besides, the relationship between SOEs and the government remains quite 

complicated because hybridity relies heavily on contracting to manage rights and 

obligations between the government and the third party. Given that contracts are 

incomplete in practice477, these hybrid strategies cannot manage the shareholding 

relationship between SOEs and the government comprehensively.  

Rentsch and Finger, for their part, asserted that "regulation, and not the direct 

use of the rights of the public owner, should be, in the age of liberalization, the 

                                                        
475 Aharoni (n 16) 1342; George A. Krause, ‘A Positive Theory of Bureaucratic Discretion as Agency 
Choice’ (1999) < http://www.isr.umich.edu/cps/pewpa/archive/archive_00/20000006.pdf > accessed 6 
June 2020.  
476 Williamson (n 237) 336. 
477 ibid 311; Hart (n 428) 113. 
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dominant means of influencing SOEs".478 They proposed a shift of SOEs’ control from 

the discretion of the government as a shareholder, to control by regulation. This is an 

insightful consideration and a key distinguishing feature of an institutionalized system 

of governance for autonomous SOEs, as opposed to NPM’s recipe of managerial 

autonomy which is combined with deregulation. NPM’s orientation of autonomy lacks 

the institutional framework that is necessary to insure against excessive and unchecked 

managerial powers. But what regulations are required for better governance of SOEs? 

Many reformers take a heavy-handed regulatory approach driven by the aim to 

preserve and strengthen market competition between public and private players.479 

While, given SOEs’ autonomous nature, laws and regulations need to, first and 

foremost, focus on strengthening the governing entities of SOEs through ensuring 

information flow and cooperation in order to secure an effective in-house monitoring 

system. Such regulatory approach eliminates and legalizes government’s political 

control and supports SOEs to concentrate on their public value mission.  

Commenting on NPM reforms, that are widely marketed by international 

developmental organizations, Margaret Blair stated that:  

As efforts to advise developing and transition economies continue, scholars, 

consultants and advisers from such international institutions as the IMF, World 

Bank, and Asian Development Bank are likely to provide more sound advice if 

they keep in mind the economic function that legal entity status, and the separation 

of financing from control that accompanies it, played historically and still play 

today.480 

                                                        
478 Rentsch and finger (n 28) 635. (emphasis added) 
479 State ownership and control of SOEs is condemned for decreasing their investment attractiveness. 
On the negative externality of State ownership, see Pargendler (n 9) 2962; Bruton et al., (n 35) 103. 
480 Blair 2004 (n 301) 64. 
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The legal principle of separation of shareholding and control is built on an 

understanding that corporations are autonomous organizations with “a coherence, a 

structure, and an individuality of their own”.481 This principle can be beneficial in 

terms of: 

a. Facilitating the processes of management professionalization in the wake of 

limiting governmental and political interventions;  

b. Empowering the governing entities in SOEs for, in the absence of a competing 

authority (i.e. the government), the management and board of directors become 

indeed the entities responsible for running SOEs;  

c. Increasing accountability and inducing legal responsibility by clearing up the 

confusion around who decides (the government or the governing entities) about 

what (long-term policies, short-term strategies, or operational decisions);  

d. Reducing the costs of cronyism.482  

Interorganizational relationships necessarily restrict the autonomy of all parties 

engaged, just as strategic alliances and, to a greater extent, mergers and takeovers do. 

The autonomy of SOEs means that the controlling rights of the government are limited 

to its capacity as a shareholder and through specific means other than the ‘instruments 

of instruction’ it uses to manage units in the central government.483 In order to balance 

the considerations of autonomy and control in CG, we need to clearly identify the 

extent of government’s shareholding rights in SOEs.  

 

                                                        
481 Turnbull (n 154) 181. 
482 Whincop (n 5) 114. 
483 Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 809. 
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5.2.2 The extent of government controlling power:  

The OECD guidelines defines the SOE as an organization that is owned and 

controlled by the State (represented by the government).484 However, this definition is 

vague for it does not explain what is meant by State control: is it full ministerial or 

departmental control of SOEs in the sense that subverts SOEs’ separate legal 

personality and subject them to direct political control? Defining the SOE as an 

organization owned by the State and controlled, broadly speaking, by the government 

is not enough for the purposes of good governance, because the means and degree of 

government control are key to the governance and performance of SOEs.  

Control means the direct and indirect participation in the management and 

oversight of SOEs to ensure the adherence of SOEs to its goals and policies. Corporate 

what problematizes corporate control  – CGcontrol, in general, is a central problem in 

fact that, on the one hand, we are dealing with a separate legal entity that is  is the

governance) through its -(self legally authorized and responsible for its governance

managers and directors. And on the other hand, the shareholder of this entity has a 

legal right, as such, (and are even encouraged) to participate in CG.485 Governance 

disagreements revolve around how a corporation ought to be run. That is, when 

managers wish to run the corporation differently from shareholders (opportunistically 

, or when the ministers to whom the shareholding rights are delegated or in good faith)

disagree among each other over CG.486 This, in effect, undermines corporate 

separateness and autonomy, and most importantly, weakens the efficacy of the 

governing entities.487  

                                                        
484 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 15. 
485 OECD Guidelines stressed that “[t]he state should act as an informed and active owner”. ibid 20.  
486 Heath and Norman (n 17) 248. 
487In fully-owned SOEs, disagreements over control can arise between the government and the 
management, the government and the board of directors, the government and independent regulatory 
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In principle, shareholders have the right to manage the capital they are investing 

and determine ’key controlling dimensions’ such as appointing top executives and 

directors on the boardroom.488 But, does that mean that government’s shareholding 

rights are identical to shareholders’ rights in corporate law? For example, Kuwait’s 

Code of Commercial Corporations (CCC) is silent on this matter, yet with regard to 

the public policy goals of SOEs and the key social and economic role they play, it 

could be said that the government’s shareholding rights exceeds the rights of dispersed 

shareholders in Coasean model of private corporations.489 Interestingly to note that a 

code of corporations such as France’s, that is institutionally oriented “toward the 

“interests of the corporation” (intérêt social) – as opposed to the interests of 

shareholders… – is well suited to SOEs.”490 Generally speaking491, government’s 

shareholding rights in SOEs include the following:  

a. setting the long-term purposes and the short-term objectives of SOEs; 

b. taking part in the decision-making processes (co-decision) whenever the 

decision/transaction changes the shareholding structure and/or the capital 

structure of the SOE;  

c. assessing the achievement of these goals periodically; and  

d. holding SOEs to account for their performance and governance practices.  

                                                        
agencies, if any, and the multiple governmental bodies to whom some shareholding powers are 
delegated (ministries, departments etc.). In partially-owned SOEs, disagreements over control may 
exacerbate. See Pargendler et al., (n 62). 
488 Ian Bremmer, The End of the Free Market: Who Wins the War Between States and Corporations? 
(Penguin Group 2010). Also see fn 493. 
489 Coase (n 156). In fact, Coase’s explanation of the corporation has been criticized in the last two 
decades especially that institutional investors substituted the many diffused shareholders, see Ireland 
2010 (n 269); Ireland (n 309). 
490 Pargendler (n 9) 2953.  
491 The extent of government’s shareholding rights in SOEs differs according to various 
considerations. See section 5.3 for deeper discussion. 
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This might be regarded as a marginal role for the State in SOEs, however, this, in fact, 

is a pivotal, leading role through which the government sets the bar for SOEs’ 

legitimacy, and corrects flawed or inoperative practices through accountability 

processes and periodical policy negotiations between the board, management, and the 

ownership entity. Having said that, there is an important point that needs to be 

considered about SOE-government relationship which is that an institutionalized SOE-

government relationship is not necessarily rigid and formal. To the contrary, informal 

institutional settings that are developed throughout the history of the relationship 

between SOEs and the government through ongoing cooperation, conversations or 

other non-agency-like mandates can lead to effective and legitimate exercise of each 

party’s role in SOEs.  

With regard to appointments492, in practice, and unless there is a compulsory law 

or regulation imposes otherwise, governments tend to appoint politicians and public 

officials to offices at the top of SOEs.493 Also, the government appoints its 

representative/s on boardroom who is usually the minister of SOEs (if exists), the 

minister of economics or finance, and/or specific sector ministers (e.g. minister of 

agriculture, commerce, manufacturing etc.). Practices pertaining executive 

appointments normally differ across countries, in Kuwait for example, executive 

appointments are left to the government, and boards of SOEs are composed of 

politically-appointed bureaucrats and powerful merchants.494 In order to ensure against 

                                                        
492 Chapter 6 will discuss in more details internal CG including the composition of the governing 
entities of SOEs. 
493 See examples on the political appointment of board members of SOEs in OECD countries. 
Professionalizing Boards of Directors (n 93); OECD, 'Combatting corruption and promoting business 
integrity in state-owned enterprises: Issues and trends in national practices' (2016) Global Knowledge 
Sharing Network on Corporate Governance of State-owned Enterprises 
<https://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/2016-SOEs-issues-paper-anti%20corruption-and-business-
integrity.pdf> accessed on 6 June 2020. (hereafter Combating corruption). 
494 Sartawi (n 125); Stevens (n 124) 336, 350-51. 
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political and crony appointments and to engender accountability, managers and 

directors should be nominated and selected on the basis of standardized and 

depoliticized qualification, i.e. their expertise and knowledge, and through transparent 

processes. Boards of directors are supposed to be the front-line, in-house supervisory 

body that has the ability to be quite knowledgeable about SOE; thus, boards, in 

particular, need to be comprised of independent directors whose presence in the 

boardroom can “insulate SOEs from the pressure of patronage”.495 The OECD 

Guidelines recommends that “[p]ersons linked directly with the executive powers – 

i.e. heads of state, heads of government and ministers – should not serve on boards as 

this would cast serious doubts on the independence of their judgment.”496 While in 

Kuwait, the minister of oil, which is a highly unstable position, is the chairman of 

State’s shareholding oil company (KPC). It is evident that such arrangements 

destabilize SOEs’ strategies for policy implementation and disrupt the effectiveness of 

boards by triggering potential conflicts of interest.497 Thus, it is better to delegate 

government’s right to appoint top officers to a parliamentary committee or to the 

independent shareholding entity, if any.  

Moreover, even where the board of directors is composed of a majority 

independent directors, the board might not be “adequately empowered” to act 

independently.498 This is mainly because of government’s tendency to preserve its 

controlling power over majority independent boards by assigning ‘the power of veto’ 

or ‘golden shares’ to their representatives on boardroom. These arrangements can only 

be legitimate in SOEs of special policy significance, or when the government decides 

                                                        
495 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126. 
496 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 72. 
497 Stevens (n 124). 
498 Professionalizing Boards of Directors (n 93).  
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to avert a strategic decision, such as capital divesture decisions, to safeguard the social 

purposes of SOEs and perform their public interests. On these grounds, the European 

Court of Justice (ECJ) found that using golden shares by a member state to prevent 

privatization decisions does not contradict with the free movement of capital between 

EU member states. The court justifies the restriction that golden shares impose on 

fundamental freedoms on account of the “overriding reasons in the public interest”.499 

Nonetheless, because government representatives on board can misuse the golden 

shares for political, non-technical reasons, these mechanisms should be limited 

exclusively “to cases where they are strictly necessary to protect certain essential 

public interests such as those relating to the protection of public security and 

proportionate to the pursuit of these objectives.”500 Strategic decision-making is one 

of these cases. 

Strategic decisions that change SOEs’ boundaries and mobilize resources must 

be taken jointly after deliberations between the SOE, the regulator/s, the government 

(or the agency that exercises the shareholding rights), and the supervising public 

authorities such as the audit bureau and the parliament. Strategic decisions include, 

but are not limited to, acquisitions, joint ventures, and strategic alliances; boundary 

decisions such as integration and outsourcing; pricing decisions especially where the 

prices of products and services reflect SOEs’ socio-economic missions, or changing 

targeted markets etc. In the absence of a system of CG of SOEs that specifies the cases 

in which co-decision-making is obliged, managers may take such strategic decision 

without reference to the stakeholders, mainly the policy-makers. Clear and transparent 

                                                        
499 Judgement of the European Court of Justice (Grand Chamber) 22 October 2013 Essent case (C-
105/12) 
<http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document_print.jsf?doclang=EN&text=&pageIndex=0&part=1
&mode=lst&docid=143343&occ=first&dir=&cid=234069#Footnote* > accessed 6 June 2020. 
500 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 52. 
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co-decision procedures preserve the interests of the SOE, technical wise, at the same 

time they ensure effective accountability and legal and political responsibility for the 

decisions that are made on behalf of SOEs.  

Beyond co-decision-making, Scott pointed out “the ability of organizations, 

especially public sector organizations, to apply legitimate coercion” in their 

interorganizational interactions.501 For instance, the government may have a legitimate 

interest, especially in strategic and fully-SOEs, in reappraising certain decisions taken 

by the governing entities if the decisions have socio-economic impacts, such as 

workforce reduction. But this should only be possible under certain conditions such as 

legislature’s authorization or oversight. In Kuwait, these exceptional rights of the 

government caused dissensions between the PIC (Petrochemical Industries Company, 

a subsidy of KPC) and the parliament in 2008, after the PIC entered into a joint venture 

with Dow-chemicals at the dawn of the financial crisis. The opposition in the 

parliament called the government to review the deal before it is finalized but the 

request was rejected by the SOE on the basis that the deal is within the purview of the 

enterprise alone. Eventually, the ex-post parliamentary outcry was successful in 

stopping the project but at a very high cost, over $ 2.5 Billion in damages, because of 

government’s belated action. In addition to the many questions that K-Dow raised 

about the excessive power of some managers in SOEs and the negligible role of the 

board in oversight and strategic decision-making, the question regarding whether the 

central government or the parliament have to be involved (i.e. give their consent) in 

such decisions of SOEs is still open. Interestingly, the government (the sole 

shareholder) was less engaged in the controversy, first, because it had minimum 

information at the time, after the contract was signed; second, because it was the 

                                                        
501 Scott (n 374) 175. (emphasis added). 
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weakest party compared to the opposition in the parliament and KPC’s 

management.502  

Nevertheless, there is always, as mentioned earlier, a potential for abuse of 

powers in the public sector that may amount to illegitimate possession and/or exercise 

of power.503 Good governance requires to place some restrictions on government 

activities in SOEs – government’s intervention beyond its shareholding rights, or for 

the exceptional policy necessities should be subject to the stipulations of effective 

bureaucracy and legal responsibility. Even with policy-related issues, the OECD 

guidelines makes it clear that “[a]d-hoc interventions by governments in the actions of 

SOEs should normally not be considered as part of an enterprise’s public policy 

objectives.”504 Therefore, the government (or its representative body in shareholding) 

should make its activities in SOEs transparent by publishing its directives to the 

governing entities concerning policy implementation as well as the co-decisions in 

gazette. Also, good practice suggests enabling managers and directors to point out 

government’s mismanagement of its shareholding rights in SOEs, or allowing the 

government to exercise its right in a ‘less frequents basis’, that is, in the general 

shareholder meetings only.505  

Since SOEs are not agents for the shareholding government, the board of 

directors and the management ought to be more than executors – they are SOEs’ self-

governance authorities, that is, the controlling bodies of SOEs that set within the 

organization. The board carries out strategic planning for policy implementation, 

oversees management, and assesses the performance and fulfilment of the 

                                                        
502 Subramanian et al., (n 1); Stevens (n 124) 359. 
503 Cary Coglianese, ‘Legitimacy and Corporate Governance’ [2007] Delaware Journal of Corporate 
Law 160. 
504 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 15. 
505 André (n 28) 284; Christensen and Liægreid (n 48) 827. 
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organizational goals; while the management is responsible for day-to-day operations. 

Therefore, Musacchio et al., held that contemporary SOEs can have a substantial 

separation of ownership and control in SOEs in the sense that make these firms ‘state-

owned and manager-controlled’.506 Bernier also remarked that public enterprises are 

competent to “generate issues about democratic decision-making, accountability and 

structural or legal restrictions on managerial behaviour.”507 The governing entities, 

too, ought to cooperate in respect of operative strategy-making and implementation. 

Cooperation between the two governing entities empowers managers in resisting 

political pressures, and at the same time assists directors with the knowledge they need 

about the enterprise for an active involvement in effective control and oversight. In 

fact, a growing body of research in different disciplines shows satisfactory results in 

terms of economic performance resulting from a “trust-based relationship between 

management and the board”.508 This is an indicator of the viability of business 

organizations under the principle of separation of shareholding and control. In order 

to enable this competency, the autonomy granted to the governing entities needs to be 

accompanied by institutions such as a shareholding policy and independent (non-

governmental) regulatory agencies, otherwise, they miss the opportunities and 

safeguards of self-governance within legally autonomous and regulated SOEs.509  

In summary, in this section I looked into the complex shareholding relationship 

between SOEs and the government as a facet of ‘autonomy and control’ dilemma of 

CG in SOEs. Guided by the institutional framework, SOEs as separate legal entities 

need to be granted a considerable degree of autonomy from the central government. 

                                                        
506 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 118; Peng et al., (n 33) 298. 
507 Bernier 2014 (n 67) 257. 
508 Ljiljana Erakovic and Sanjay Goel, ‘Building Effective Board-Management Relationships: 
Evidence and Prescriptions from New Zealand’ (2004) 6 University of Auckland Business Review 53. 
509 Further details on the role of the governing entities in internal CG shall be discussed in chapter 6. 
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This autonomy, necessarily, limits the controlling powers of the government. 

Managing SOE-government relationship cannot be a straightforward process, 

especially that SOEs have various goals and operate in a variety of sectors under 

different institutional surroundings. In the next section, I tackle some variations in the 

autonomy that SOEs enjoy.  

 

5.3 Autonomy variations across State-owned enterprises:  

Section 5.1.2 explicated that the shareholding relationship between SOEs and 

the government needs to be managed away from the conventional structures of 

governance within the central government or under market mechanisms of 

governance. SOE-government relationship is a matter of CG, that is to say, it "is first 

and foremost an inquiry into the causes and consequences of the allocation of power 

within large economic organizations."510 The causes vary from one SOE to another 

according to certain considerations, likewise the extent of control and autonomy varies 

across SOEs. There are three main sets of determinants: the first set of determinants is 

related to the products (economic, social, political) that SOEs produce or the sectors 

in which they operate; the second, and quite influential, determinant is the institutional 

environment within which SOEs operate; and the third determinant concerns the 

degree of SOEs’ financial dependence on the government. The first two determinants 

will be discussed together first, followed by the third determinant in a separate 

subsection.  

 

                                                        
510 Moore (n 55) 13. (emphasis added) 
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5.3.1 The autonomy of SOEs and the variety of institutional considerations:  

There are different patterns of interaction between the government and the 

various SOEs within its purview. One variable that determines the extent of 

government participation in controlling SOEs is the importance of the products they 

produce: economic, social, sovereign, or a mix of them.511 The more important SOEs’ 

products and services are, the more control the government exerts over them. 

Importance, in this context, is measured by reference to SOEs’ “disproportionate 

impact on their countries, whether economically, strategically, or in terms of GDP and 

employment.”512 In some countries, government control of certain SOEs is justified 

by their cognitive importance as national and ideological legacy, France is a common 

example here.513 Other SOEs are highly ‘politically visible’ because of their social 

objectives or wider customer base.514 These SOEs are usually subject to greater 

political pressures from groups whose interests are undermined or those who want to 

reorient enterprises’ product development or service system towards serving their own 

interests. The government tends to exert tighter control over these SOEs and use them 

as vehicles to bring political consolidation, especially in conflict-prone countries or 

regions.  

Although tighter government control might risk the efficiency and financial 

sustainability of SOEs, it is justified and legitimized for serving supreme interests such 

as political stability and the welfare of the broader public.515 That is to say, in 

                                                        
511 Thynne and Wettenhall classified SOEs according to the capital allocated to them into political, 
economic or for-profit, and social capital. Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34); Lioukas et al., (n 93). 
512 Bruton et al., (n 35) 103. 
513 Nugent and O’Donnell described the French extensive public ownership as an ‘ideological legacy’ 
given that “France has experienced three major nationalization waves – the 1936-7 Popular Front, the 
post-war Liberation, and the 1981-3 Mitterrand ‘socialist period’.” Neill Nugent and Rory O’Donnell 
(eds), The European Business Environment (Macmillan Education 1994) 14. 
514 Lioukas et al., (n 93) 647. 
515 In Norway for example, “the government has generally regulated the economic sector quite 
closely. The state involvement has been significant within infrastructure-based service provision and 
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distributing the controlling powers between SOEs and the government, the overall 

public interest should be prioritized over other considerations. Such prioritization does 

not entail that the SOE is fully and directly controlled by the shareholder; it can be 

achieved through competent governing entities that can make such trade-offs, or by 

setting out strategic directions in an all-embracing shareholding policy.  

SOE-government interorganizational relationship is highly influenced by the 

institutional environment within which they interact, particularly regarding corruption 

and the rule of law. It is observed that the risk of interference in decision-making 

usually increases in parallel with the risk of corruption; thus, in countries where the 

rate of corruption is high, chances for good, professional governance of SOEs are, 

normally, low.516 Also, the risks of corruption differ across sectors. A recent OECD 

study on SOEs and corruption showed that “[r]espondents in oil and gas, mining, 

postal, energy and transportation and logistics sectors report to have witnessed corrupt 

and other irregular practices more often than average.”517 What is more interesting 

here is that these particular sectors in which corruption rates are higher are ‘mostly 

highly regulated’ sectors. Meaning that formal rules of CG (laws and regulations) are 

less effective in the presence of corruption, or under weak systems of enforcement for 

that matter.518 In other words, the systems of CG are inseparable from the overall legal, 

political, and social system, and this is what the institutional framework highlights and 

considers when designing a system of governance.  

                                                        
natural resource use, as well as the development of the welfare state and of industry and commerce.” 
Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 814; Farouk Al-Kasim, Managing Petroleum Resources: The 
Norwegian Model in a Broad Perspective (Oxford Institute for Energy Studies 2015); Moore 1995 (n 
10) 96, 131; Efird (n 15); Khoza and Adam (n 15). 
516 Grosman et al., (n 49) 213; Combating corruption (n 493). 
517 Combating corruption (n 493) 12. 
518 Grosman et al., (n 49) 213. 
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In CG context, the rule of law means that business organizations (public and 

private) are accountable to the laws of business and equally subject to enforcement 

and adjudication processes in that regard.519 Once there are comprehensive CG laws, 

stable SOEs policies, along with judicial predictability and a strong law enforcement 

system in place, government’s allegations to intervene in SOEs weaken. Conversely, 

regulatory and governance gaps and dilute checks and balances on the shareholding 

government either will lead to more unchecked political interventions or allow 

excessive and unaccountable managerial discretion. For example, the regulatory and 

governance gaps regarding SOEs in Kuwait give some SOEs excessive unchecked 

authority.520 Surprisingly, in spite of the exceptional importance of the fully-SOE oil 

sector to the national economy, there is no regulatory system pertaining to SOEs that 

manage their strategic decisions and relations and to which SOEs and their 

constituencies are accountable. Besides, the roles of the government as a shareholder, 

an accountor, and a regulator weakened the institutions of checks and balances (if any) 

in the SOE sector. The weak rule of law in the SOE environment and the broad 

autonomy and unchecked discretion of business-minded directors and managers is a 

recipe for bad CG in terms of wasting public money, unaccountable managerial and 

directorial behavior, and ineffective internal risk management.  

Moreover, there are different systems of checks and balances that can influence 

the degree of governmental control over SOEs and the number of safeguards that each 

system provides to balance (offset) this control. In parliamentary systems, where 

powers are separate but fused at the same time, the parliament is sovereign, in theory, 

                                                        
519An example of the rule of law is enabling SOEs and minority shareholders thereof (in partially-
SOEs) “to sue the government and win”. Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126. 
520 On excessive and unaccountable managerial discretion see the case of K-Dow joint venture in 
chapter 5, section 5.4.3. 
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in that it can exert strong oversight over the government and reappraise its decisions 

on certain matters, including its shareholdings in SOEs. Thereby, SOEs can enjoy 

greater autonomy from the government as their autonomy is supposed to be offset 

through accountability to and oversight by the parliament.521 However, in presidential 

systems, where the government dominates over the parliament and can, possibly, 

influence its law-making authority, parliamentary safeguards are less effective. In this 

case, the need for other institutional drivers of CG and accountability increases.  

Interestingly, a number of scholars observed discrepancies between the 

performance of SOEs across civil and common legal systems; it is noted that civil law 

systems are more prone to host corrupted and inefficient SOEs than common law 

systems are.522 This is, in part, because of civil law systems’ “lower levels of legal 

protection and lower amounts of accounting transparency.”523 An explanation for that 

can be found in the distribution of the law-making authorities between the 

constitutional institutions across these systems. In civil law systems, the law-making 

authority is concentrated in the hands of the legislature and the government, who have 

connections with SOEs, but not held by the judiciary. It could be that these two 

authorities that are publicly accountable for SOEs wish to keep them less regulated, 

and thereby keep themselves (as shareholders and accountees) away from the strict 

rules of responsibility, and from limited authority. That is to say, a legal vacuum allows 

the government, in particular, to go unchecked in using SOEs as a space to mediate 

                                                        
521 See Chapter 6.5 on the accountability of SOEs as a key principle of CG. There, I argue that the 
parliament as the representative of citizens and the constitutional authority that establishes SOEs or 
nationalize them, and that gives them the legal right to utilize public money and resources in their 
operation, is a stakeholder of SOEs to whom SOEs are accountable.  
522 D’Souza and Nash (n 86). Weak SOEs in civil law systems can be thought about in light of what 
La Porta et al., found about civil law systems providing less protection to minority and outside 
investors, given that empowered minority (outside) shareholders curb expropriations by the majority 
controlling shareholder (the government). They also noticed that majority State ownership and control 
of large firms is common in economies with weak institutional protection of minority shareholders. La 
Porta et al., (n 36). 
523 ibid; D’Souza and Nash (n 86) 102. (emphasis added). 
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socio-political tensions or even partisan pressures. Interestingly, in common law 

systems, the institutions of legal protection and constraints, such as corporate legal 

personality, the separation between ownership and control, and corporate 

responsibility, emerged essentially from courts and are grounded in judicial decisions 

before statutory laws and government regulations adopt them.524 What is interesting 

about this comparison between civil and common law systems is that it looks at SOEs 

through the formal regulatory institutions (laws, court decisions, and regulations) and 

measures their effect on the performance of SOEs.  

Thus far, this section tackled the functional and institutional variations that 

influence the distribution of the controlling powers between SOEs and the 

government, and thereby impact the performance of SOEs. Among these factors are 

the products that SOEs are intended to produce (social, economic, sovereign etc.), the 

rate of corruption in a given sector, the rule of law pertaining CG. In the next section, 

I investigate how SOE-government shareholding relationship is shaped by the 

former’s financial dependence on the government.  

 

5.3.2 Autonomy-control paradox and the financial dependency of SOEs:525  

Drawing on discussion in section 4.2.2, one of the main consequences of SOEs’ 

separate legal personality is their separate patrimony which is supposed to separate 

(and liberate) them financially from the bureaucracy.526 SOEs’ financial dependency 

on the government can be determinant of their strategic decisions and, ultimately, 

                                                        
524 Orts 2016 (n 299). 
525 As I mentioned in chapter 1, bailed out private corporations that are, somehow, financially 
dependent on the government are not SOEs because the government, usually, does not have the will to 
control them. Thereby, they are excluded from the ambit of this section.  
526 Without a separate patrimony, a SOE “does not have capital capable of receiving assets brought in 
by the private sector”. Bauby and Similie (n 45) 693. 
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impact their goal attainment. Conversely, SOEs’ financial independence is 

advantageous for SOEs and the government alike. It benefits the government in a 

number of ways: first, financially-independent SOEs are means to alleviate the fiscal 

burden on the State budget; second, profitable SOEs are sources of State revenue as 

the government is entitled to receive dividends; third, SOEs’ separateness substitutes 

the government public accountability and responsibility for SOEs with those of the 

managers and directors. For example, the responsibility of the government for SOEs’ 

owned limited companies could, in principle, go -Stateborrowings are limited, for “

bankrupt.”527  

Financial independence is also beneficial to SOEs in that it allows technocrats 

rather than the shareholding bureaucrats to have the say in the decision-making 

process; it allows SOEs to finance their activities and new projects from non-public 

finance sources (i.e. taxation and public borrowings).528 Also, SOEs’ separate right to 

property protects their property from seizure and expropriation without compensation 

and gives them the right to retain the dividend income, to subsidize their less or non-

profitable services for example. On account of that, and because “[a] significant lack 

of the legal status of state corporations and companies … [leads to] a complete 

uncertainty of their property regime”, it is important to emphasize SOEs’ separate 

personality and patrimony, and to understand the circular flow of income between 

SOEs and the government and the effect this may have on the implementation of the 

principles of good governance. Besides, what makes SOE-government financial links 

central to CG is knowing that these links are stronger in politically-captured SOEs.529 

 

                                                        
527 Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 811. 
528 ibid. 
529Tihanyi et al., (n 430) 2294; Volintiru et al., (n 87). 
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SOEs are capable of financing themselves through leveraging; they can also 

finance their activities through ‘cross-subsidization’, that is, with the tariffs they levy 

and profits they make out of their commercial activities. Ian Thynne noted that “[t]his 

kind of cross subsidization is easy enough when the company is wholly government-

owned”, and this is one of the reasons that make other scholars support wholly-SOEs 

over partially-SOEs.530 However, SOEs’ financial independence is not absolute; 

conventionally, governments finance SOEs directly through annual appropriations 

(budgetary allocations) and subsidies from the government budget, or through granting 

them monopolies. They also finance SOEs indirectly by facilitating their access to 

finance through State-owned banks, for example, or through granting SOEs an 

exemption from certain taxes or competition laws.531 Financial aid to SOEs proved to 

enhance their performance once it is directed, to cost-reducing innovations, to meet 

universal service standards, or to research and development (R&D) programs.532  

Yet, with such financial links between SOEs and the government, it is probable 

that the latter will have the say in running SOEs; managers of subsidized SOEs are 

more likely to responsively act in compliance with government’s orders or 

preferences. Some governments tend to deploy their regulatory capacity and financial 

apparatuses to support certain managers and directors “in return for their support of 

particular politicians and parties.”533 Most importantly, financial aid may deviate 

managers and directors from pursuing efficiency and depend, instead, on the 

                                                        
530 Thynne (n 411) 72. 
531 The principles of tax and competitive neutrality subject SOEs to the same treatment as their private 
counterparts. These principles are recommended by the OECD and World Bank guidelines on CG of 
SOEs. In France, for example, public and private corporations are subject to the same tax laws, the 
same codes of CG, that is, AFEP/MEDEF code of corporate governance, and the same access-to-
finance conditions. See AFEP/MEDEF code at <https://ecgi.global/node/6812 > accessed 7 June 
2020. 
532 Mazzucato (n 24); Conversely, Bernier and Hafsi argued that the more autonomous SOEs are, the 
broader is their recognition and utilization of entrepreneurial opportunities. Bernier and Hafsi (n 105); 
Lawson (n 164) 288. 
533 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126. 
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government to cover their expenditures or even losses, a phenomena known as ‘soft-

budget constraint’.534 Even though “efficiency is not a goal, it is a condition for goals 

attainment.”535 Thus, it is necessary to restrict (and regulate) government’s financial 

aid to SOEs in a way that serves their best interest without distorting good governance.  

Some managers of SOEs attribute their weak financial performance to the 

“costly policies and programs, mandated by their government masters as a contribution 

to social welfare."536 Therefore, governments tend to adopt corresponding policies to 

aid (and compensate) SOEs once “called upon by the government to perform certain 

social or community service-type functions in addition to meeting their commercial 

objectives.”537 Since SOEs are policy instrument, it is acceptable that the government 

covers the expenses accompanied to pursuing welfare goals especially if the activities 

were not rewarding in themselves. For instance, not-for-profit SOEs and those that 

serve costly welfare objectives may need some sort of protection from competitive 

pressures in order to enact the break-even prices set by the government or the 

regulator.538 However, what raises controversy and questions the legitimacy of 

government financial aid to SOEs, is the aid provided to for-profit SOEs. Historically, 

for-profit SOEs were perceived as State’s ‘fiscal agents’ that are supposed to be, not 

only self-sustaining, but even a source of non-tax public revenue. These SOEs usually 

operate in some of the ‘largest revenue-earning’ sectors, such as the petroleum 

industry, yet, some of them have strikingly poor financial performance.539 

                                                        
534 Kornai et al., (n 243). 
535 Backhaus (n 8) 189. 
536 Vernon and Aharoni (n 13). 
537 Thynne (n 411) 70. 
538 D’Souza and Nash (n 86) 102. 
539 Paul Stevens blames KOC’s (Kuwait Oil Company) weak financial performance, in part, on 
KOC’s government-centered budget system. He argued that “KOC is treated as a cost center and faces 
few incentives to reduce operating costs.” Stevens (n 124) 347-48. 
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Laws, regulations, and government shareholding policies need to address the 

following questions regarding SOE-government financial relations clearly: when (and 

to what extent) a soft-budget constraint is legitimate? And what are the circumstances 

in which government financial aid to SOEs is acceptable?540 Bearing in mind that the 

polity may provide this aid in return for control or decision-orientation. Of course, 

government financial aid should not be treated as a remedy or as a permanent financier 

for loss-making SOEs. Financial support is legitimate so long as it is intended to 

contribute to or maintain public value creation. Therefore, fiscal authorities are 

required to impose budget targets and constraints both on SOEs and the government. 

They need to identify the reasons for which a SOE can ask for (or accept) financial aid 

from the government and how they are compatible with the goals of SOEs, e.g. to help 

in implementing costly welfare policies or to support innovation programs, rather than 

covering managerial mismanagement by writing-off SOE’s accumulated debts.  

As to the government, it should be required to “identify the social task that they 

expected the SOE to perform; to provide subsidies equal to the cost of these tasks; and 

thereafter to demand that, with the help of such subsidies, the enterprise should be 

financially self-sustaining."541 In order to maintain an optimal performance, the 

government, the regulator, or policy-makers can specify a target credit rating for for-

profit SOEs.542 Besides, loss-making economic SOEs have to go through detailed 

assessments of their systems of governance, and even an assessment of whether it is 

legitimate to maintain State ownership. Once the assistance is granted, the government 

should disclose the type and amount of financial aid, as well as the conditions for aid. 

                                                        
540 Ulf PapenfuB, Lars Steinhauer and Benjamin Freidländer, ‘Clearing the Fog for an Overall View 
on State-owned Enterprises: Quality of Aggregate Holdings Reporting by Public Administrations in 
12 Countries’ (2019) 85 International Review of Administrative Sciences 120. 
541 Vernon and Aharoni (n 13) 17.  
542 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 57. 
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For accountability purposes, the government should make such information 

transparent and accessible for the parliament, the State audit bureau, general and sector 

regulators, as well as the general public.543 Budget constraints, profit targets, and 

transparency requirements together make an institution-based (not control-based) 

system of governance.  

In summary, government’s financial aid for SOEs comes in a variety of forms: 

subsidies, tax relief, borrowing benefits, etc. Yet, the fact that SOEs have financial 

bonds with the government and that they handle public money should not give the 

government excess controlling rights because the closer SOEs are to the government 

the more susceptible they are to political interferences. SOE-government financial 

relations allow the government to emphasize and maintain non-commercial, social and 

developmental considerations. Thus, from CG perspective, such financial aid is 

legitimate if it is intended to ensure equally-accessed and affordable services, or once 

directed towards filling the gap where the market fails, for example in costly and less 

attractive areas such as R&D. In designing an appropriate and effective system of CG 

for SOEs, particular attention must be paid to the financial relationship between SOEs 

and the government (beyond shareholding) – these relations should be conditioned, 

clearly identified, and transparent. In other words, State aid cannot succeed unless it is 

compatible with the purposes of SOEs which necessarily require various other 

institutional enablers and constraints. Some key institutional enablers for CG of SOEs 

will be discussed in the next section.  

 

                                                        
543 PapenfuB et al., (n 540). 
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5.4 SOEs’ Autonomy and Government’s Shareholding Rights – Institutional 

Reconciliation:  

The relationship between SOEs and the government is a complex one: as a 

shareholder, the government is involved in the internal governance of SOEs; as a 

regulator and accountor, it plays a part in external CG. There is no straightforward way 

for addressing SOE-government relationship as if to say they are separate from each 

other. It is true that autonomy limits the causes of corruption, rent-seeking, 

politicization, and ineffectiveness, but it is not a stimulus of good governance in and 

of itself. Thus, guided by the institutional understanding of SOEs, mainly their separate 

personality and the principle of separation of shareholding and control, I aspire in this 

section to advance some institutional mechanisms and arrangements to manage this 

complex relationship. Institutions of CG are systems of rules that provide a framework 

for SOE-government interorganizational relationship.544 Examples of good 

governance of SOEs, with regards to goal attainment and efficiency, show that 

institution-based governance is promising, not to say more effective, in terms of 

fostering alignment and collaboration between SOEs’ managers and directors and the 

government, towards achieving the goals of SOEs.545 In the absence of direct 

ministerial control, due to the separation between shareholding and control, regulatory 

and monitoring institutions safeguard the public interest, while legal institutions, in 

particular, are foundational in strengthening the accountability of SOEs. In the 

following subsections, I tackle three main institutions: (1) State’s ownership policy; 

                                                        
544 In Ruiter’s words, institutions are “sets of rules and corresponding patterns of regulated behavior”. 
Ruiter 2004 (n 306) 207; Ruiter 1997 (n 317). 
545 This is mainly true for Norway and New Zealand’s experiences in governing SOEs. Referring to 
these two examples together is unusual, for, theoretically speaking, the two systems of State 
ownership are quite different, New Zealand, for example, has become a role model in new public 
management reforms while Norway was more reluctant in adopting and implementing NPM models. 
Yet, in practice, both systems of governance are highly institutionalized, contrary to NPM’s alleged 
deregulation policy. 
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(2) the shareholding entity, i.e. the organization of shareholding functions; and (3) 

regulators.  

 

5.4.1 State ownership policy:  

Before discussing what an ownership policy ought to be and what role it can play 

in improving CG of SOEs, I explain the reason behind calling this policy document 

‘State’s ownership policy’ rather than ‘government’s shareholding policy’. Attributing 

the policy to the State emphasizes the public policy role SOEs play through fulfilling 

long-term public policy goals. It opens the door for non-governmental policy-makers, 

particularly the legislature and regulators, to take part in framing this policy. As such, 

chances that stakeholders, specially managers and the government, disagree over the 

proper interpretation of the objectives, strategies, and policies of SOEs are lower.546 

Besides, in politically unstable environments, such as Kuwait’s, where governments 

are “formed at a rate of one government every 18.3 months”, it is counterproductive 

to leave the formation of such fundamental policy in the hands of unstable authority.547 

This shall also increase SOEs’ accountability to the public and the legislature, not only 

to the shareholding government, for SOEs are trusted with public resources to fulfil a 

public policy.548 

State’s ownership policy is the policy document that declares the rationale for 

State ownership. It is intended to provide SOEs, the general public, regulatory 

                                                        
546 Perrow (n 320) 133. 
547 Stevens (n 124); Salah AlGhazali, ‘Kuwait Transparency: Corruption, Political Instability 
Obstacles to Development’ (World Bank Blogs 2014 ) 
<https://blogs.worldbank.org/arabvoices/kuwait-transparency-corruption-political-instability-
obstacles-development > accessed 7 June 2020. 
548 On the effects of disagreements over the interpretation of SOEs’ policies, strategies, and goals see, 
Christensen (n 73). 
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agencies, and market participants “with predictability and clear understanding of the 

State’s overall objectives and priorities as an owner.”549 The policy is usually drawn 

up by the relevant ministry or ministries, and adopted by the government as part of its 

action plan. What concerns about drawing up the policy by the government alone is 

the risk that it might direct the enterprise towards short-term electoral or other interests 

at the expense of the long-term, especially developmental, public interest.550 Thus, it 

would be better if the policy process included deliberations with the relevant 

parliamentary committee or regulator, instead of bargaining with interest groups, or, 

at least, if the draft was submitted to them for review.551 Scholars and best practice 

recommend not to change the policy goals so often as this disturbs the management 

and the board of SOEs. In any case, if such a change occurred, it should be 

communicated to the enterprise as soon as possible in order for the enterprise to adapt 

its operation to these changes.552 Late notices shield the governing entities in the 

enterprise from the responsibility for failing to reach the new goals. The SOE and the 

shareholding entity have to agree on a clear elucidation of the goals and strategies. 

Effective ownership policies promote accountability by securing a degree of clarity on 

                                                        
549 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 16. Organizational objectives, that is, short-term outputs that lead to 
achieving the broader long-term goals of an organization are usually left to the discretion of the 
governing entities of SOEs. 
550 The Norwegian government faced some pressures demanding the Ministry of Petroleum and 
Energy to increase oil production. These demands were rejected on the grounds that such a step would 
harm the long-term interest of future generations. Mark C. Thurber and Benedicte Tagen Istad, 
‘Norway’s Evolving Champion: Statoil and the Politics of State Enterprise’, in David G. Victor, 
David R. Hults and Mark C. Thurber (eds), Oil and Governance: State-Owned Enterprises and the 
World Energy Supply (Cambridge University Press 2012) 600. 
551 Vernon reviewed the Japanese experience with SOEs as an example of policy linkages between 
managers’ operation and national policies, instead of contractual or hierarchical control. Such 
linkages, according to Vernon, are “promoted by an elaborate process of consultation that involves 
government ministries, government-controlled industrial enterprises, and private industry… Japan's 
ability to achieve that coordination has demanded some extraordinary institutions and habits of 
operation that have no close counterparts in other countries.” Vernon (n 36) 45-46. 
552 Lawson (n 164); Aharoni (n 16). 
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public policy goals and purposes to enable public engagement in overseeing the 

implementation thereof by the SOE and the government.  

Drawing on discussion about institutionalization in section 4.1, the ownership 

policy is a tool, among other tools, to institutionalize State ownership functions, that 

is, to create a valued and stable pattern of behavior. Stable ownership policies and 

strategies are significant because “organizations are not such open systems that goals 

fluctuate continually and rules never get their way."553 State’s ownership policy is 

supposed to create a common language between the stakeholders in the given 

organization, and to ensure that they are on the same page, at least about the 

fundamentals. It should cover a range of matters including: clear identification of the 

public policy goals of SOEs; the role of the shareholding government (i.e. minister, 

ministers, or the shareholding entity) in internal and external CG; rate of return targets 

for economic SOEs; information concerning any pricing policies, appointment 

procedures, etc. In Norway, for example, the State’s ownership policy includes details 

as to the activities for which SOEs require more autonomy to operate according to 

market conditions, as well as the matters that need to be left for SOEs’ discretion and 

self-governance.554 When this policy document delineates and restrains government’s 

control of SOEs, it preserves the distinctive nature and role of SOEs. That is to say, it 

emphasizes that SOEs are not part of ministry’s jurisdiction in the usual agency sense. 

Rather, the regulative system of SOEs (statute, charters of incorporation, SOEs act, 

nationalization act etc.) authorizes the government or an affiliated entity to exercise 

                                                        
553 Perrow (n 320) 136. Colin Scott mentioned that stable regulatory policies are also important in the 
course of encouraging investment as well. Colin Scott, ‘Independent Regulators’, in Mark Bovens, 
Robert E. Goodin and Thomas Schillemans (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Public Accountability 
(Oxford University Press 2014) 478 (hereafter Scott 2014); Colin Scott, ‘Accountability in the 
Regulatory State’ (2000) 27 Journal of Law and Society 38 (hereafter 2000). 
554 The State Ownership Report, Norwegian Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisherie (2016) 
<https://www.regjeringen.no/en/topics/business-and-industry/state-ownership/statens-eierberetning-
2013/the-state-ownership-report/id2395364/ > accessed 7 June 2020. (emphasis added)  
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the shareholding functions, and it lays down each party’s rights, duties, 

responsibilities, prohibitions, and liabilities.555  

It is observed that the closer SOEs are to the political environment, the less 

precise their policy goals are, and the more internal conflicts over goals they face.556 

In this sense, ownership policy is key to settle these internal conflicts. Also, the more 

policy goals are delegated to SOEs, the higher their agency costs and transaction costs 

(i.e. internalized governance costs) get. In fact, goal multiplicity might subject SOEs 

to multiple regulators: a regulator of general authority over the variety of State 

capitalism, and another with sector-specific specialty, the Supreme Petroleum Council 

in Kuwait, for example. Regulators and stimulating policies might foster goals 

accountability, but, at the same time, might complicate the implementation of public 

policies.557 For these reasons, comprehensible and precisely and transparently 

identified goals shall protect SOEs from exploitation (or even isomorphic adjustment 

of policy goals) disguised in goal ambiguity or in the name of public interest 

interpretations. Christensen found that SOEs often experience alteration in or 

redirection of their governance arrangements “not because of legal changes in 

ownership or statute, but in the interpretation of the role of the SOE by the Ministry 

[of custody]”.558  

Besides, broadly stated goals such as efficiency and effectiveness have always 

caused controversy on how to assess them. It has well been argued that such notions 

                                                        
555 Claudius Grabner, Torsten Heinrich and Henning Schwardt (ed.s), Policy Implications for Recent 
Advances in Evolutionary and Institutional Economics (Routledge 2016) 71. 
556Tihanyi et al., (n 430); Akoum (n 421); Perrow (n 320) 133; Lene Tolstrup Christensen, ‘Passenger 
Rail SOEs as Domestic Institutional Market Actors’ (2018) 31 International Journal of Public Sector 
Management 128. 
557Stimulating policies, e.g. the policy on nomination committees and remuneration of leading 
personnel, are effective where there is weak governing entities (board and management) that are 
incapable of discovering and/or stimulating latent opportunities in SOEs. Musacchio et al., (n 92) 116, 
123. 
558 Christensen (n 47) 317; Backhaus (n 8) 196. 
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have “no meaning apart from the pursuit of specified ends.”559 A more accurate way 

for a government to evaluate a SOE is by analyzing its performance against the short-

term objectives and how they contributed to the achievement of the long-term goals 

delegated to it. The Norwegian ownership report, for instance, explicitly identifies the 

goals behind State ownership in every single SOE. In the year 2016, the report stated 

that “[f]or companies where the state’s ownership has commercial objectives, the aim 

is to generate the highest possible return on invested capital over time … the state has 

clear expectations regarding the companies’ return and dividends.”560 With regard to 

the long-term public policy goals of Norwegian SOEs, the report elaborated that: “[i]n 

practice, we strive to ensure that the companies are profitable over time, so that they 

can maintain and create jobs and generate value for the common good.”561 Whether 

the State has commercial or non-commercial objectives and goals, SOEs’ success 

should be measured by how far they achieved their clear and specified objectives and 

goals.  

At the height of deregulation policies, it was suggested that State’s ownership 

policy can be substituted by performance contracts between the government and 

managers of SOEs. Vernon analyzed the effectiveness and viability of the contractual 

approach in the governance of SOEs and gave a number of reasons for why contracts 

cannot “face up to some basic problems in the manager-minister relationship”.562 

There are at least four reasons that make performance contracts alone insufficient in 

governing SOEs-government relationships:  

                                                        
559 Murray N. Rothbard, Economic Controversies (Ludwig von Mises Institute and Publishing 2011) 
253. 
560 Norwegian State ownership report (n 554). 
561 ibid. 
562 Vernon (n 36) 39. Also, on performance contracting as ‘a tool of public sector reform’, see Murray 
Petrie ‘A Framework for Public Sector Performance Contracting’ (2002) OECD Journal on Budgeting 
< https://www.oecd.org/gov/budgeting/43514084.pdf > accessed 7 June 2020. 
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a. Lack of inclusivity: due to the changing conditions under which contracts are 

negotiated and signed, and the bounded rationality of contractors at that time, 

contracts are necessarily incomplete and underspecified. As a result, contractors 

usually find themselves bound to renegotiate their contracts so often.563  

b. Transaction costs: the processes of contracting and renegotiating contracts are 

costly.564  

c. Instability: in addition to the constantly changing business environment, 

contractual relationship in the public domain are subject to changes in the 

political environment as well, which may turn out the political party in office 

and its plans for SOEs by elections.565  

d. Finally, the legitimate question on whether we can entrust public policy goals to 

managers (especially if business-minded) with contractual safeguards only?  

In summary, State’s ownership policy can play a significant role in 

institutionalizing good CG and accountability in SOEs. It is an effective way to clearly 

communicate State’s public policy goals to SOEs and to the general public, and to 

delineate the extent of the reciprocal rights, responsibilities, and prohibitions in SOEs-

government relationship. In the next section, I discuss another institution for governing 

SOEs-government relationship: the institution of shareholding functions, also known 

as the shareholding entity. Governments around the world exercise the shareholding 

functions either through a designated ministry or line of ministries, or through a 

considerably independent entity. The choice between the two forms depends on the 

                                                        
563 Hart (n 428); Oliver E. Williamson, ‘Assessing Contract’ (1985) 1 Journal of Law, Economics and 
Organization 177; Oliver E. Williamson, ‘The Theory of the Firm as Governance Structure: From 
Choice to Contract’ (2000) 16 The Journal of Economic Perspectives 171. 
564 Williamson (n 237). 
565Electoral changes and consequences make performance contracts with SOEs quite unstable mode of 
CG. Vernon gave an example from France, and reviewed the series of complex changes to 
performance contracts that were brought about by, then, French President Mitterrand. Vernon (n 36) 
46. 
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legal regulation of SOEs in a given country or, in the absent of a clear regulation, it 

depends on government’s perception of SOEs.  

 

5.4.2 The institution of shareholding functions (shareholding entity):  

By virtue of separating shareholding and control in the governance of SOEs, the 

government is entrusted with a varying range of shareholding rights and 

responsibilities, instead of full and direct control of SOEs. One way to establish the 

separation between SOEs and the polity, as a principle of good governance, is by 

institutionalizing the shareholding functions through an inclusive and transparent 

ownership policy, as I discussed in the previous section. This section is devoted to 

highlight another mechanism of governance concerning the management of 

government’s shareholding functions.566  

The government exercises its shareholding functions in different forms: through 

a ministry of public enterprises; a department in a ministry of custody (e.g. ministry of 

finance and economic affairs, or a specific sector ministry); an independent 

shareholding entity; or through a State holding company.567 Ministries of SOEs are 

usually found in States that have a large State-owned sector.568 Shareholding functions 

are either centralized within a single ministry, agency, or autonomous body, or 

decentralized, i.e. diffused among multiple ministries and coordinating bodies.569 The 

                                                        
566 Grosman et al., (n 49) 210. 
567 Shareholding entities are referred to in some of the literature as “the organization that controls state 
apparatuses”. Bernier 2014 (n 67) 254. 
568 Hans Christensen, ‘The Size and Composition of the State-Owned Enterprise Sector in OECD 
Countries’, OECD Corporate Governance Working Paper (2011) < https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/governance/the-size-and-composition-of-the-soe-sector-in-oecd-countries_5kg54cwps0s3-
en > accessed 7 June 2020. 
569 In France, the shareholding responsibilities are centralized in the hands of APE (Agence des 
Participations de l’Etat). While in Norway for instance, there are three different State bodies in charge 
of SOEs: sector policy authority; supervision and control authority; and managing State 
shareholdings. Norwegian State Ownership Report (n 554). 
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OECD guidelines uses the term ‘ownership entity’ inclusively to refer to any “part of 

the state responsible for the ownership functions, or the exercise of ownership rights 

in SOEs.”570 The choice between the centralized and decentralized models is far from 

being arbitrary, it reflects government strategy in shareholding and the degree of 

control it wants to exert on SOEs.  

There are two main reasons behind focusing the shareholding functions within a 

single independent entity (centralization): one is to avoid conflict of interests, given 

that the government has several roles and tasks in relation to SOEs: a shareholder, a 

regulator, and an accountor. The other reason is to strengthen the autonomy of SOEs 

from political interventions, thereby boosting their performance functionally and 

financially. In any case, it could be said that the general rule in this regard is that the 

closer the shareholding entity is to the government, the less autonomous SOEs are. 

What is determinant of closeness (and consequently autonomy and control) is not only 

the legal characterization or structure. In Kuwait for example, national oil companies 

are subject to direct control by the minister of oil despite them being, on paper, separate 

legal entities. Boards of directors in these SOEs are nominated by an Amiri (i.e. royal) 

decree, and the CEO is appointed by the government.571 By assigning the shareholding 

functions to one or more ministry, or one or more department within ministries, SOEs 

are more likely to be perceived and treated as an extension of the government. In 

                                                        
570 The term “ownership” is used in reference to the shareholder status of the State, following the 
school of thought on CG that views shareholders as the owners of the entity. In the remainder of the 
research, I use the term “shareholding entity” for the sake of consistency with the overall approach in 
the research. Using the term ‘ownership’ when referring to the entity that exercises government’s 
rights and responsibilities in SOEs reflects that the OECD Guideline considers shareholders to be the 
owners of business organizations. OECD Guidelines (n 19) 16. 
571A review of the legal system of SOEs in Kuwait can be found in Chapter 2. OECD report on State 
ownership and governance provides more examples. OECD national practices 2018 (n 61) 17,33.  
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return, this increases the political pressures on SOEs and increases the latter’s 

inclination to model themselves after the bureaucracy.572  

The diffusion of government’s shareholding entitlements (decentralization) can 

be effective in terms of fostering the principles of good governance in every respect 

and providing, so to speak, a pool of experts on matters related to SOEs. In addition, 

by introducing “a second empowered ministerial shareholder who will have different 

responsibilities and priorities”, decentralization insures against the risk of building 

coalitions between the management and the single ministry in a way that weakens 

accountability and allows cronyism.573 With regard to the problems of SOEs in the 

MENA region, in general, it is observed that "the likelihood of running down the assets 

to meet short term political pressures becomes dangerously more likely when state-

owned … companies fall within one sector ministry."574 This might be true under 

certain circumstances and institutional environments, but it is not the case in Kuwait, 

as I demonstrate in section 2.4. In fact, one of the intractable problems in the 

governance of Kuwait’s oil SOEs is the widely diffused shareholding functions that 

are entrusted to at least five entities and personnel along a highly hierarchical 

structure.575  

Nonetheless, decentralized shareholding rights is, at times, unmanageable and 

counterproductive. First, it raises a principal-principal conflict among the different 

shareholding entities about the goals of SOEs, which of the multiple goals should be 

prioritized, and how government’s shareholding rights ought to be exercised.576 For 

                                                        
572 Check section 5.1.2 on structural legitimacy and institutional isomorphism.  
573 Whincop (n 5) 115. 
574 Akoum (n 421) 5. 
575 Stevens (n 124) 342. See diagram 2 in chapter 2. 
576 Mike W. Peng and Steve Sauerwald, ‘Corporate Governance and Principal-Principal Conflicts’, in 
Douglas Michael Wright and other (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Corporate Governance (Oxford 
University Press 2013); Yi Jiang and Mike W. Peng, ‘Principal-Principal Conflicts During Crisis’ 
(2011) 28 Asia Pacific Journal of Management 683. 
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example, when the ministry of energy would focus on advancing the quality of the 

services provided by a SOE in the water and electricity sector, the ministry of economy 

might oppose some processes in favor of production cost reduction, quality 

notwithstanding. Such situations induce great confusion at SOEs level and require a 

lot of efforts and costs to reach a compromise.577 Second, decentralization makes it 

quite difficult to assume responsibility for the management and performance of SOEs. 

Thirdly, centralized shareholding entity is far more flexible when carrying out large-

scale changes or reforms in SOEs.578 In the face of these considerations, the OECD 

guideline recommends a centralized model of shareholding entities, whether a ministry 

of custody, a state-owned entity, or a shareholding company.579  

Even the single shareholding entity faces legitimate questions about its 

autonomy from the central government. Following NPM models of governance, some 

governments have been structuring their shareholding functions into executive 

agencies (i.e. agencification) or quasi-autonomous non-government organizations (i.e. 

quangos). Executive agencies and quangos are non-departmental public bodies that are 

delegated specific functions of government’s overloaded ministries and departments. 

These task-specific public bodies are relatively autonomous from the government in 

tasks, finance, and policies, though quangos are more so than agencies. Yet, it is not 

easy to distinguish quangos from agencies especially that both are responsible, to 

varying degrees, for policy implementation whether in the form of delivering public 

                                                        
577 Peng et al., argued that “[i]n general, the more state agencies and units are involved in the 
management of SOEs, the higher the bureaucratic costs.” Peng et al ) 14; Radon and Thaler (n 3., (n 3
435).  
578Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 807. 
579 The guidelines states that “[t]he exercise of ownership rights should be centralized in a single 
ownership entity, or, if this is not possible, carried out by a coordinating body." OECD Guidelines (n 
19) 35-36. 
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services or otherwise.580 What concerns for the purposes of this thesis, is to know that 

the shareholding functions can be detached from the central government, just as many 

other tasks, and be delegated to an agency or a quango to guarantee that the 

shareholding functions are at arm’s length from the government. We should not 

confuse the agencification or quangocracy of SOEs themselves, and that of the 

shareholding functions. In other words, SOEs are neither agencies nor quangos in the 

given sense; the SOE is a distinct form of business organizations, while agencies and 

quangos are public bodies that carry out activities of administrative nature. 

Nevertheless, the experimentations that are being carried out in reforming public 

sector governance and the variations from country to country have muddled the 

distinctions between these models.581  

 Speaking of these NPM models, it is important to ask whether agencification or 

quangocracy of the shareholding entity improve CG and accountability of SOEs? 

NPM’s models of governance are unelected (non-democratic or majoritarian) public 

bodies to whom some government authority is delegated. The independence of these 

costly and bureaucratic models of governance raises serious questions concerning the 

legitimacy of this delegation, the accountability of the shareholding agency or quango, 

and even the democratiness of a system stuffed with arm’s length bodies. The 

shareholding entity, of course, have to be independent to the extent necessary to limit 

government’s overlapping roles (shareholder, regulator, policy-maker, accountor, and 

accountee), but without disrupting its accountable engagement with SOEs for policy 

                                                        
580Sandra Van Thiel, ‘Quangocratization: Trends, Causes, and Consequences’ (PhD Thesis, 
University of Utrecht 2011) 
<https://repository.ubn.ru.nl/bitstream/handle/2066/126789/126789.pdf?sequence=1 > accessed 7 
June 2020.; Christensen (n 568) 4; Kickert (n 399); André (n 28); Anthony M. Bertelli, ‘Delegating to 
the Quango: Ex Ante and Ex Post Ministerial Constraints’ (2006) 19 Governance: An International 
Journal of Policy, Administration, and Institutions 583. 
581 Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34) 3. 
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implementation. Just as the multitude of interorganizational relationships, 

governmental bodies have different patterns of interaction and arrangements that allow 

considerable autonomy for the shareholding entity without broadening the power 

struggle over SOEs by creating further public agencies (authorities). Modelling the 

shareholding entity after NPM’s autonomous agencies increases the information 

asymmetry between the government and SOEs which means weaker accountability.582 

For the purposes of this research on CG, we should ask how autonomous public bodies 

are held to account to the government, the parliament, and the public? Can a 

shareholding or regulatory quango be held to account given that they are not formed 

and elected democratically?  

 It might be said that the autonomy of SOEs raises the same concerns about 

accountability. Therefore, I underscore that the independence of SOEs as legal persons 

is granted to them by and derived from the legal act, that is, the statute or corporate 

law according to which SOEs were established. Also, the independence of SOEs, as I 

stated before, is not absolute, for the government participates in SOEs in its capacity 

as a shareholder, thus, it has the right to hold SOEs’ managers and directors 

accountable, and it is held to account by the parliament for its role as a shareholder in 

addition to its political accountability. While NPM agencies are transformed from 

accountable governmental bodies, to less accountable (if at all) and less regulated (or 

self-regulated) independent agencies. In fact, it is argued that executive agencies and 

quangos are preferred because they exert less political accountability on ministers.583 

I leave the questions about accountability at this point and will tackle them in more 

depth in chapter 6 section 6.5. 

                                                        
582 Bernier and Hafsi (n 105) 488; Van Thiel (n 75). 
583 Van Thiel (n 75) 182. 
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Whether centralized or decentralized, the shareholding entity does not have 

directive authority on management’s day-to-day operation. It communicates 

governmental policies and views to SOEs through their representatives in the 

boardroom within a reasonable timeframe. The shareholding entity is required to 

report on the activities and performance of SOEs transparently. By publishing annual 

SOE reports, the ownership entity allows the public and the relevant supervisory 

entities access to the disclosed information pertaining SOEs, and thereby, increases 

the accountability of SOEs.  

In short, this section pursued the argument to institutionalize the separation 

between the shareholding government and control in SOEs, as a principle of CG, and 

govern SOEs through institutions including laws and regulations, a national ownership 

policy, and a shareholding entity. Institution-based governance shall promote 

professionalism, effective oversight and accountability, and further the autonomy of 

SOEs from political interventions. It is recommended to centralize government’s 

shareholding rights and responsibilities in the hands of a single public sector 

organization and to exercise them through a considerably independent shareholding 

entity. Next, I discuss regulatory authorities as a third institution of good governance 

of SOEs, their importance, and scope.  

 

5.4.3 The regulatory authority and corporate governance of SOEs: 

The regulatory authority, according to Philip Selznick, “refers to sustained and 

focused control exercised by a public agency over activities that are valued by a 
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community”.584 Regulation is a means of economic management, that is to correct 

market failures, protect consumers and investors etc. – “[t]he paradigmatic regulatory 

bodies are those concerned with public utility services such as water and energy where 

problems of natural monopoly prevent markets from operating freely on their own.”585 

Regulatory agencies may be in charge of a variety of tasks: 

1. Develop and set technical standards for activities, that is to say, they impose ex-

ante constraints over SOEs in the form of provision of services, industrial 

regulations, standards of conduct etc.  

2. Impose legal and regulatory conditions, requirements, and restrictions.  

3. Oversee and guarantee compliance with laws and regulations and impose 

sanctions for non-compliance, that is ex-post controls.  

4. Performance monitoring and measurement. It is found that better monitoring of 

State-owned banks by regulators, other institutions held constant, promoted 

prudent behavior in SOB.586  

5. Some regulators are in control of setting and monitoring the prices charged for 

SOEs’ products and services, and the list goes on. 

Also, some regulators promote the principle of competitive neutrality, that is, avoiding 

differential treatment for SOEs, and protect other participants in a given sector from 

dishonest conduct.587 Regulatory entities may be consulted by SOEs’ governing 

                                                        
584 Philip Selznick, ‘Focusing organizational research on regulation’, in Roger Noll (ed), Regulatory 
Policy and the Social Sciences (University of California Press 1985) 363, 367; Grosman et al., (n 49). 
(emphasis added). 
585 Tony Prosser, The Regulatory Enterprise: Government, Regulation, and Legitimacy (Oxford 
University Press 2010) 1; Braithwaite (n 158). 
586Stephen Haber, ‘Mexico’s Experiments with Bank Privatization and Liberalization, 1991-2002’ 
(2004) World Bank Conference on Bank Privatization < 
https://siepr.stanford.edu/research/publications/mexicos-experiments-bank-privatization-and-
liberalization-1991-2002 > accessed 7 June 2020. 
587 Florio criticized some regulators that “tend to interpret their role mainly in terms of sustaining 
market competition.” Florio (n 45) 206; Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 621; Capobianco and Christiansen 
(n 214). 
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entities, policy makers, certain committees, and the audit bureau regarding the legal, 

regulatory, and policy system of SOEs. 

The regulator may be of general jurisdiction over public and private bodies, 

environmental regulators for example, or sector-specific regulator with a particular 

jurisdiction over technical issues, such as the Supreme Petroleum Council (SPC) in 

Kuwait. Some organizations are subject to multiple regulators each regulate an aspect 

or aspects of their operations. Structurally, State’s regulatory authority is either 

delegated to a governmental department, agency, secretariat etc., or to an independent 

public sector body operating at arm’s length from the government, central banks for 

example. Even SOEs themselves may have a regulatory role where the legal and 

regulatory institutions in their sector are weak or absent; they exercise this authority 

by introducing new practices, arrangements, values etc. to the environment in which 

they operate.588 However, the extent of SOEs’ regulatory capacity should be 

contingent on some factors including: State’s shareholding status (sole, majority, or 

minority), the financial and nonfinancial resources under SOEs’ management, the 

competitiveness of the sector, and whether the SOE operate internationally or not. The 

larger State’s ownership stake, public resources invested, and market competition are, 

the less regulatory authority should be delegated to SOEs.  

Conventionally, the government used to play the roles of the owner, the policy-

maker, a customer for some SOEs, and their regulator at once.589 The overlapping roles 

of the government, on the one hand, decreases the effectiveness and credibility of 

                                                        
588 In Norway, one of the impetuses to establish SOEs is the need to regulate a particular sector or 
activity. Morten M. Kallevig, ‘Ownership Policy and SOE Autonomy’ (OECD Global Network on 
Privatization and Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises, Paris, March 2010) 
<https://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/corporategovernanceofstate-ownedenterprises/44787639.pdf > accessed 
7 June 2020.  
589 Christensen (n 73) 401, 408; Rentsch and Finger (n 28). 
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government regulations because of the obvious conflict of interests. On the other hand, 

the regulatory capacity of the government (i.e. quasi-hierarchical control) may 

invalidate the structural and operational autonomy of SOEs. By the diffusion of NPM 

models, some governments moved towards devolution; they reformed the commercial 

activities of SOEs into independent marketized entities and retained the regulatory 

authority over SOEs in spite of the alleged deregulation.590 Hood and Scott gave an 

explanation for this NPM paradox, they held that “[g]iven that government retains a 

set of hard-to-reconcile objectives for the management of the public sector, it follows 

that controls can only be displaced or reconfigured rather than removed altogether.”591 

This explains why the government retains its regulatory authority to promote consumer 

protection for example, but not so when it comes to SOEs. Government’s regulatory 

authority covers, in addition to the activities of SOEs’ managers and directors, the 

activity of the government itself as a shareholder. In fact, thinking of a regulator that 

is capable of constraining government’s excessive interventions in SOEs and 

guarantee government compliance with the ownership policy makes us more inclined 

to an independent regulator. Yet, in practice,  it is “still the owner (and not the 

who is in charge of benchmarking,  to say, regulator) that … [calls] the shots”, that is

policy-making etc.592  

                                                        
590 Scott 2000 (n 553); Scott 2014 (n 553) 480; Jacint Jordana, David Levi-Faur, Xavier Fernandez I 
Marin, ‘The Global Diffusion of Regulatory Agencies: Channels of Transfer and Stages of Diffusion’ 
(2011) 44 Comparative Political Studies 1343, 1369; John Braithwaite, ‘Neoliberalism or Regulatory 
Capitalism?’ (2005) Regulatory Institutions Network Research School of Social Sciences, Australian 
National University Canberra, 2005 
<http://regnet.anu.edu.au/sites/default/files/publications/attachments/2015-05/ROP5.pdf > accessed 7 
June 2020.  
591 Christopher Hood and Colin Scott, ‘Bureaucratic Regulation and New Public Management in the 
United Kingdom: Mirror-Image Developments?’ (1996) 23 Journal of Laws and Society 341. 
592 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 621. 
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In the process of liberalizing and depoliticizing SOEs, government’s 

shareholding authority (not only SOEs themselves) should be regulated, that is, 

steered by an independent regulator. It is observed that:593 

[I]nterference in Norway’s Statoil has been curtailed not only through effective 

governance but also through the presence of a strong, independent regulatory 

agency, the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD), which is packed with 

technical bureaucrats.  

While other experiences show that the regulator barely plays a role in reference to 

SOEs – “SOEs are left alone to forge policy and implement it as they wish.”594 

Accordingly, what is meant by independent regulator is a public authority that operates 

at a distance from other government tasks, i.e. disadvantageously, and which is driven 

primarily by the public policy purposes of SOEs.595 Regulatory agencies should be 

composed of non-politically appointed experts, this is key for sound, proper, and 

effective exercise of their authority. Nonautonomous and professionally incompetent 

regulatory agencies are susceptible to rent-seeking and political capture by forcing or 

convincing regulators to advance regulations that serve the interests of particular 

parties and interest groups at the expense of the public interest.596  

One example is the Supreme Petroleum Council in Kuwait, which is the highest 

policy-maker and regulator of the oil and gas sector; the regulator is attached to the 

government and is comprised of six ministers, a number of ex-bureaucrats and 

mercantile families, and presided with the prime minister. Lacking autonomy and 

expertise, the SPC failed to carry out some of its core tasks, namely, to scrutinize plans 

                                                        
593 Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126. 
594Luc Bernier, Patrice Dutil and Taïb Hafi, ‘Policy Adrift: Canadian Crown Corporations in the 21st 
Century’ (2018) 89 Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 469. 
595Whincop (n 5) 119; Pargendler (n 9). 
596 Aligica and Tarko (n 100); Musacchio et al., (n 92) 126. 
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and applications to engage in any activity related to the exploration, production, and 

transportation of oil and gas. In 2008, the outcry against the K-Dow joint venture 

revealed that the regulator, including the minister of oil as a member, that endorsed 

the deal was inattentive to the penalty clause that amounted %33 of the transaction 

price. Also, the regulator did not impose on the contracting company PIC or the State 

shareholding company KPC the regulatory requirement to translate all public sector 

contracts (which was about 4000 pages) into Arabic for transparency and 

accountability purposes.597 Add to it the fact that such politicized regulator is unlikely 

to be held to account, first, because it is an unelected authority, second, because of the 

political protection it enjoys. Thus, autonomy improves the formulation of regulations 

and service provisions, and enhance their effectiveness and predictability.598 Some 

SOEs tend to avoid the oversight and regulatory tasks of regulatory agencies by 

diversifying their portfolios and investing in less regulated sectors. Rentsch and Finger 

advised regulators to be aware of “the scope of the SOEs’ room for manoeuvre”.599 As 

such, regulatory agencies are double-edged, they need to be well structured, 

comprised, and exercised in order to play their role in institutionalizing 

professionalism and good governance practices, and to settle the concerns about 

government’s dual roles as a shareholder and a regulator of SOEs.  

In summary, the changes that occurred in public sector governance loosened 

control over SOEs and freed managers from effective shareholder engagement and, 

therefore, gave rise to considerable confusion about SOEs’ purposes, tasks, 

governance, and accountability. This autonomy needs to be offset by external 

regulatory and oversight institutions, as well as internal, capable governing entities. 

                                                        
597 Subramanian et al., (n 1). 
598 Kickert (n 399) 137. 
599 Rentsch and Finger (n 28) 634-635. 
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What I tried to emphasize in this section (5.4) is that the call to autonomize SOEs is 

(and should be) coupled with a call not to leave SOEs in an institutional vacuum. There 

is a need for institutions that enable SOEs’ latent capabilities for good governance and 

constrain the excessive and interventionist controlling powers of the polity. Clear and 

transparent shareholding policy and regulations have the effect of limiting managerial 

discretion and strengthening public accountability; in exchange, public accountability 

balances the limited controlling role of the shareholding government. Also, regulatory 

agencies’ key task is to control or limit the conduct of both SOEs and the shareholding 

government in a way that serves the public value creation purpose of SOEs.  

 

5.5 Conclusion: 

In this chapter I studied the relationship between SOEs and the government in 

light of the institutional framework developed earlier. I held that the governance 

deficiencies of SOEs follow from political interventions in controlling SOEs, not from 

public ownership itself. In other words, it is sometimes the structure and practices of 

CG that need to be reformed rather than the capital structure of SOEs. I perceive SOE-

government relationship as a matter of CG; it is a reflection of the autonomy-control 

dilemma. Hence, CG systems should guarantee SOEs autonomy from government’s 

bureaucratic and politicized control. For an economist or property rights theorist this 

might sound confusing – for them, control is the most valuable feature of ownership, 

and an organization is not a SOE unless it is owned and controlled by the State. But 

from an institutional perspective, SOEs autonomy and the manner in which autonomy 

is fostered are equally important, for a market-like, deregulated autonomy differs 

greatly from institutionalized autonomy. 
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Creating an institutionalized, independent business entity within the public 

sector raises two issues: first, regarding the legitimacy of the macro structure of SOEs 

to the central government, and second, the optimal distribution of the controlling 

powers in SOEs in a way that ensures compliance with and accountability for their 

public policy goals. So, in subsection 5.1.2 I explained why should SOEs be structured 

and managed differently from the classic line of bureaucracy. Noting that SOE 

autonomy is not (and should not be) absolute – SOEs cannot be autonomized from 

their shareholders the way private corporations are. 

I relied on the principle of separation of shareholding and control to delineate 

the extent of government’s shareholding rights and responsibilities in SOEs. The 

extent of autonomy SOEs enjoy and the extent of control the government exerts differ 

from one SOE to another and varied across institutional environments. The barometer 

for autonomy and control is furthering the public interest. This barometer is applicable 

to economic SOEs as well: does minimum government participation in a given SOE 

increases its competitive advantage and profitability, for example. This means that the 

government’s shareholding functions should be limited, generally speaking, to setting 

the purposes and goals of SOEs; assessing the achievement of these goals periodically; 

and holding SOEs to account for policy implementation and goal attainment. Other 

functions that are relevant to running SOEs, such as strategy-making, policy 

implementation, management, and ongoing oversight need to be left to the governing 

entities of SOEs (board of directors and management) aided by institutions of good 

governance such as ownership policy and independent regulatory agencies. 

Management at a distance, that is drawn upon the institutional framework, differs from 

that promoted by NPM. It is not the kind of organizational independence that follows 

the commercialization of the goals of SOEs, i.e. reducing their social relevance. 
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Rather, autonomy here is a response to common pressures – it is inspired by the actual 

problems that SOEs suffer from: political influence, cronyism, institutional gaps or 

deficiencies etc.  

The relationship between SOEs and the government is not one of total 

separation, thus, we cannot rely on market institutions of CG to induce good 

governance in SOEs. Also, it is not a submissive agency relationship, hence, we ask: 

how, without direct government control of SOEs, can the shareholder safeguard the 

public interest? CG of SOEs requires a combination of managerial autonomy, 

coordination between SOEs and the government for policy interpretation and 

implementation, and legal and monitoring institutions of CG to conduce and sustain 

public value creation. Thus, I suggest an institution-based model of governance that 

includes, but is not limited to: 1) State’s ownership policy; 2) a shareholding entity; 

and 3) regulatory agencies. Shifting the controlling power from the government to 

these institutions allows the governing entities of SOEs more space for professional 

decision-making and governance from within. Institutions are not enablers only, they 

(especially the ownership policy and regulatory agencies) also constrain managers and 

directors’ discretion and direct them towards pursuing the public policy goals. In the 

next chapter and drawing on the institutional framework developed in chapter 4, I 

discuss internal arrangements and mechanisms of CG with a particular focus on the 

role, composition, and responsibility of management and board of directors.  
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Chapter 6: Internal Corporate Governance of State-owned Enterprises:  

The aims of this chapter: 

Previous chapters reviewed the theoretical literature and reform trends 

pertaining corporate governance (CG) of State-owned enterprises (SOEs) to highlight 

the gaps in the prevailing approaches, mainly agency theory and NPM (chapter 3). I 

suggested an alternative, institutional approach to redraw the boundaries of the SOE 

as institutionalized business organizations and understand their governance (chapter 

4). Chapter 5 argued for institutionalizing government’s shareholding rights through 

a shareholding policy and a shareholding entity among other institutions. And because 

it is difficult to maintain public trust in at-length public bodies600, and since managerial 

and directorial shirking are no less costly than government (shareholder) shirking601, 

there is a need for effective internal institutions of CG to constrain SOEs’ managers 

and directors, in addition to the external institutions discussed in the previous chapter.  

In the pre-Enron era of market steering and deregulation, governments lacked 

“the power to assure that their interests were fully taken into account by senior 

management.”602 This is, in part, because of the absence of a clear criteria of good 

management and penalty for bad management in the public sector, and because of the 

weak disciplinary role played by the board of directors, if any. These features (and 

challenges) of internal governance are particularly evident in the Kuwaiti system of 

SOEs as we saw in section 2.4. Internal governance of SOEs concerns, to a great 

extent, the appropriate exercise and allocation of power in SOEs that follow the 

separation of shareholding and control, as well as managerial alignment through 

                                                        
600 Jane Broadbent, Michael Dietrich and Richard Laughlin, ‘The Development of Principal-Agent, 
Contracting and Accountability Relationships in the Public Sector: Conceptual and Cultural 
Problems’ (1996) 7 Critical Perspective on Accounting 482.  
601 Shirking and Sharking (n 349) 315. 
602 Heath and Norman (n 17) 248. 
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countervailing resolutions and institutions of accountability and checks and 

balances.603 The governing entities of SOEs exhibit further challenges regarding 

government recruitment policies and criteria of appointment, ineffective board 

monitoring and evaluation of management performance, and weak incentives for 

alignment.604 

The prevailing theoretical perspectives and reforms tend to manage the 

challenges of internal governance by taking a managerialist approach similar to that 

prevailing in the private sector. Management-dominated systems of internal 

governance (e.g. outsourcing management and managerial contracts) are less attended 

to strengthening the role of the board of directors in inducing good governance in 

SOEs. Scholars criticized this approach holding that the “SOE managerial business 

philosophy … [which] increasingly reflects the attitudes of private managers will 

result in the neglect of public tasks, functions, and interests.”605 In fact, the challenges 

of internal CG in SOEs are not necessarily a result of opportunism, as agency theorists 

and institutional economists argue; they are caused by other factors such as deficient 

corporate bureaucracy and technically incompetent managers and directors. Therefore, 

I depart away from both market and government steering of SOEs towards good 

governance and take the institutional approach, as set out in the theoretical 

framework.606  

                                                        
603 Marc Moore argued that "the concept of 'governance' is conventionally perceived as relating to the 
ways and means by which the authority and decisions of powerful political office-holders are checked, 
counterbalanced, or otherwise rendered legitimate from the perspective of those who are subject to the 
powers in question." Moore (n 55) 14; Heath and Norman (n 17) 248. 
604 Musacchio et al., (n 92). 
605 Martyna Swiatczak and Michèle Morner, ‘How Can Performance Measurement Systems Empower 
Managers? An Exploratory Study in State-Owned Enterprises’ (2015) 28 International Journal of 
Public Sector Management 379 (emphasis added); Dubnick (n 293). 
606 For a broader view of the institutions of CG see, Roe (n 35). Institutions of CG include market 
factors, corporate lawsuit, bankruptcy (which is usually less of a concern in SOEs), shareholders 
coalescence for takeover and proxy fight, and property rights Law and contract law.  
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From an institutional point of view, internal CG is defined as the “problem of 

holding powerful decision-makers in large economic organizations accountable for 

their actions, in order to legitimate their continuing possession and exercise of 

power.”607 The institutional framework of CG has two significant consequences on 

SOEs’ internal governance. First, is considering the SOE form of organization as a 

legal institution in itself, that is, valued and well-organized with clear-cut boundaries 

between the shareholding government and the governing entities. This institutional 

form vests the governing entities with the authority and responsibility to run the SOE 

at a considerable distance from political control to facilitate the achievement of SOEs’ 

public interest purposes. As separate institutions, SOEs’ internal governance ought to 

be outcome-oriented, aiming at achieving the interests of the SOE itself, regardless of 

other interests. Outcome-orientation encourages the governing entities to take a long-

term approach to SOE governance. One of the prerequisites of outcome-oriented 

governance is goal clarity, that is, having clear and comprehensible organizational 

goals to guide the governing entities.608 Second, the institutional framework 

emphasizes the indispensable role of formal laws and regulations in instilling good 

governance and accountability in SOEs, and illuminates the importance of 

organizational culture as an informal mechanism of self-governance.  

In this chapter, and drawing on the institutional framework in chapter 4, I argue 

for institutionalizing certain mechanisms of internal CG, that is to say, to formally 

incorporate and enable internal checks and balances into the functioning and the 

organizational culture of the SOE. Note that there is a less need to formally incorporate 

the mechanisms of good governance into the structure of SOEs, because most 

                                                        
607 Moore (n 55) 14. (emphasis added) 
608 Kim (n 451) 791. 
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contemporary SOEs have boards of directors, for example, but they might be 

“indicators of surface compliance” only; structures can possibly be disconnected from 

function.609 Institutionalization is a process that infuses the mechanisms and 

arrangements of good governance in SOEs with order and stability.610 I focus on the 

functions and responsibilities of the decision-makers at the top of SOEs, and tackle the 

composition and autonomy of the governing entities so as to grant them the autonomy 

required for discretionary strategy-making and feasible self-regulation.611  

Regulatory-wise, if there is one lesson taught by the cases of Enron, WorldCom, 

and other corporate scandals, it is that internal CG affairs should not be left to the free 

discretion and interpretation of managers and directors.612 Good governance requires 

legal obligations (and sanctions) to assure the alignment of managers and directors, as 

well as laws to protect them in the tradeoffs they make between pursuing (not 

necessarily profitable) socio-economic or developmental policies and political 

pressures for efficiency.613 Internal governance should be managed with the aim of:  

1.  aligning managers and directors’ interests with those of the SOE as expressed 

in the founding documents and the relevant policies through mechanisms other 

than direct government control; 

2. following merit-based recruitment policies and producing effective incentive 

schemes; and  

                                                        
609 Meyer and Rowan (n 403) 79; Fiss (n 382) 17. 
610 Selznick (n 307) 17. 
611 Whincop (n 5) 114-115; Selznick (n 319) 102. 
612 Heath and Norman (n 17). 
613 Just the way managers and directors of private corporations are protected against takeovers, for 
example. 
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3. building a culture of accountability, knowledge sharing, and learning within 

SOEs.614  

The institutions of internal CG can be categorized as ex-ante and ex-post institutions: 

ex-ante institutions refer to having clear organizational goals, recruitment policy, and 

incentive schemes; while ex-post institutions of governance refer to board oversight, 

internal auditing, and accountability. It is important to note that even in social SOEs, 

in which the governing entities are not bound to profit maximization, they should still 

be aware of the financial consequences of the decisions and strategies they make; they 

should not jeopardize SOEs’ financial sustainability and viability in the long run. 

The organizational (entrepreneurial) form and structure of SOEs with an 

institutional entity of checks and balances (a supervisory board) is “inherently more 

participative, involving and transparent than bureaucracies”.615 It is, sometimes, the 

bureaucratic logic of governance in a given organization that needs to be reformed and 

adapted instead of the policy missions delegated to it. In this chapter, I elaborate on 

the role of the governing entities (board of directors and management) in drawing 

strategies for policy implementation and goal attainment. I discuss the institutions of 

CG (enablers and constraints) that enable top personnel in running SOEs and constrain 

them to align with the organizational interests. It is important to note that SOEs are 

less subject to (and affected by) the institutions of CG that affect private 

corporations.616 The conventional market mechanisms of governance, such as 

monitoring by bond holders, capital market discipline forces, and the market for 

                                                        
614 Accountability for the purposes of this chapter means managerial accountability to the board of 
directors of SOEs. The other forms of accountability, i.e. ministerial and public accountability, are 
discussed in detail in chapter 6.5. 
615 André (n 28) 278. With respect to the homogeneity of cross sector organizations, “[t]he corporate 
model, in particular, has spread to nonprofits and government agencies, such that they all have CEOs 
and mission statements.” Frank Dobbin and Shawna Vican, ‘Organizations and Culture’, in James D. 
Wright (ed), International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences (2nd edition, 2015). 
616 Roe (n 35). 
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corporate control, are less effective in the context of SOEs governance.617 Besides, 

managers and directors of fully-owned (non-listed) SOEs do not have the choice of 

share ownership.618 On top of that, bankruptcy is a less serious threat for SOEs thanks 

to government bailouts.  

The chapter proceeds as follows. First, I analyze the status of managers and 

directors of SOEs under the two prominent theories of CG, i.e. agency and stewardship 

theories, in order to highlight the differences in managers and directors’ functions, 

attributes, and authorities under the assumptions and mechanisms of the two theories. 

Then in 6.2, I discuss the governing entities of SOEs: their formation and roles. In 6.3, 

I expand on the cooperative relationship between the governing entities for policy 

implementation and strategy making in order to uphold the public interest. In 6.4, I 

tackle other internal mechanisms of CG in SOEs, mainly accountability and the 

empowering organizational culture. Last, I discuss the organizational accountability 

of SOEs and of the government for SOEs’ outcome. 

 

                                                        
617 Under the economic theories of CG, directorial and managerial behaviors are influenced by the 
market for directors and managers, respectively. See Ruth V. Aguilera, ‘Corporate Governance and 
Director Accountability: an Institutional Comparative Perspective’ (2005) 16 British Journal of 
Management 49; Witold J. Henisz, ‘The Institutions and Governance of Economic Reforms: 
Theoretical Extensions and Applications’ (1999) 1 Public Management: An International Journal of 
Research and Theory 352; Richard Bozac, Daniel Zéghal and Ameur Boujenoui, ‘The Effect of 
Reform of Canadian State-Owned Enterprises on Major Corporate Governance Mechanisms’ (2004) 
63 Australian Journal of Public Administration 80. 
618 Henisz (n 617) 368; Heath and Norman (n 17) 248. In private corporations, the residual claimant 
status of managers and directors plays a considerable role in aligning them to shareholders’ interests 
and combating agency problems. Alchian and Demsetz (n 273) 788. 
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6.1 The governing entities of SOEs: agents or stewards?619  

The separation of ownership and control and the recurring corporate scandals 

have made the relationship between shareholders and managers the priority of internal 

CG.620 It is observed that “[i]n nearly all modern governance research governance 

mechanisms are conceptualized as deterrents to managerial self-interest”.621 It is 

important before tackling the attributes and functions of the governing entities of SOEs 

to understand their status thereto, for managers and directors’ status determines the 

extent of their authorities, discretion, accountability, and responsibilities. Theories of 

management are divided on the status of top corporate personnel: are they agents or 

stewards? With respect to internal CG, agency theory is dominant. In sections 3.1.2 

and 4.2.2, I elucidated that managers and directors are not agents of the shareholder, 

whether a public or a private body. They are in a relationship with the legal person, 

that is the SOE; this relationship can come in a variety of forms other than authoritative 

principal-agent relationships, it can be cooperative or contractual for example.622  

Agency theory is driven by mistrust – it presumes a conflict of interests between 

shareholders and managers who are seen as self-serving actors with high potential for 

opportunisms.623 Agency theory encourages a shareholder orientation – it holds that 

                                                        
619 So far in the thesis, agency theory was discussed in the macro (organizational) sense in the context 
of SOE-government relationships. In this chapter, agency theory is tackled within the organizational 
context in order to understand the extents of the roles of managers and directors of SOEs.  
620 Eugene F. Fama, ‘Agency Problems and the Theory of the Firm’ (1980) 88 Journal of Political 
Economy 288; Eugene F. Fama and Michael C. Jensen, ‘Separation of Ownership and Control’ (1983) 
26 Journal of Law and Economics 301. 
621 Daily (n 114); Schillemans argued that CG reforms “in jurisdictions in many countries have 
explicitly or implicitly been modelled on agency theory.” Thomas Schillemans, ‘Moving Beyond the 
Clash of Interests’ (2013) 15 Public Management Review 543; John Roberts, Terry McNulty and 
Philip Stiles, ‘Beyond Agency Conceptions of the Work of the Non-Executive Directors: Creating 
Accountability in the Boardroom’ (2005) 16 British Journal of Management 6; Shleifer and Vishny (n 
85). 
622 Perrow (n 320) 194. On performance contracting as ‘a tool of public sector reform’ see, Petrie (n 
562). 
623 On agency theory of the firm and its CG see Jensen and Meckling (n 217); Fama and Jensen (n 
620); Fama (n 620) 288; Easterbrook and Fischel (n 265). 
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managers and directors’ main responsibility is to serve the interests of the shareholder, 

to whom only they are accountable.624 It suggests that CG is a challenge to shape the 

bureaucratic behavior in business organizations.625 Thereby, it is not uncommon that 

the managers of SOEs “see their role as serving the interests of their minister rather 

than (and sometimes in opposition to) the interests of government as a whole.”626 On 

the basis of these presumptions, agency theory emphasizes two mechanisms of internal 

governance to deter and combat shirking, opportunism, and other management 

misconduct: one is control-based monitoring of executives, and the other is managerial 

incentives and sanctions.627 It is true that these agency-based mechanisms of 

governance may increase managerial alignment, but they do so in quite a limited 

manner by focusing on material (economic) rewards only and at the cost of managerial 

discretion.628 In order for principals to achieve their objectives more effectively and 

efficiently, they should not rely on economic incentives only. There are other 

motivation plans that induce agents to “take initiative and apply all the skill and 

knowledge to advance the achievement of the organization’s objectives.”629  

Also, agency theory is insufficient to explain the “various outcomes and 

behaviors in governance settings” – it fails to manage one of the enduring problems of 

                                                        
624 For an in depth analysis of SOEs accountability under agency theory see chapter 6, section 6.5.1.1.  
625 Muhittin Acar, Chao Guo and Kaifeng Yang, ‘Accountability when Hierarchical Authority is 
Absent: Views from Public Private Partnership Practitioners’ (2008) 38 The American Review of 
Public Administration 7. 
626 Peter McKinlay, ‘The New Zealand Reforms – They Worked in Theory: What about the Practice?’ 
(2000) 22 Asian Journal of Public Administration 213. 
627 Greiling and Grüb (n 274) 617; Thomas Clarke (ed), Theories of Corporate Governance: The 
Philosophical Foundations of Corporate Governance (Routledge 2004) 7. Also on the managerial 
theory of CG see Oliver E. Williamson, ‘Managerial Discretion and Business Behavior’ (1963) 53 
The American Economic Review 1032; Oliver E. Williamson, ‘Managerial Discretion, Organization 
Form, and the Multi-division Hypothesis’ in R. Marris and A. Wood (eds), The Corporate Economy 
(Palgrave Macmillan 1971).  
628 The theory well explains the authoritative power of managers by which they order employees, for 
example. What is meant by orders here is not the legal order, rather the mutual undertakings between 
individuals and/or organizations in the private law sense. Kenneth Arrow, The Limits of Organizations 
(WW Norton & Company 1974) 63. 
629 Herbert A. Simon, ‘Organizations and Markets’ (1991) 5 The Journal of Economic Perspective 32.  
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governance in SOEs, that is principal-principal conflicts.630 Orts also paid attention to 

the unsuitability of agency theory in dealing with ‘sharking’, i.e. upward opportunism. 

For example, management’s influence over compensation committees for excessive 

executive compensations is not an agent to principal opportunism.631 Also, agency 

theory is inapplicable and inappropriate to deal with the conflicts between majority 

and minority shareholders (in partial SOEs).632 Add to it the fact that agency 

relationships have the potential to become quite bureaucratic in the sense that we saw 

in section 2.4, where a transaction within Kuwait Petrochemical Corporation requires 

approximately 8 signatures from hierarchical authorities.633  

On the other hand, stewardship theory pertaining CG is built on the premise that 

there is no conflict of interests between shareholders and managers (stewards). Davis 

and colleagues held that:  

executives as stewards are motivated to act in the best interests of their principals. 

In stewardship theory, the model of man is based on a steward whose behavior is 

ordered such that pro-organizational, collectivistic behaviors have higher utility 

than individualistic, self-serving behaviors.634 

                                                        
630 Vernon noticed principal-principal conflicts, that is the situation in which managers find 
themselves “dealing with half a dozen ministers or more, each with some capacity to reward or 
punish.” Vernon (n 36) 43. Thomas Schillemans and Karl Hagen Bjurstrom, ‘Trust and Verification: 
Balancing Agency and Stewardship Theory in the Governance of Agencies’ [2019] International 
Public Management Journal 2; Thomas Schillemans and Madalina Busuioc, ‘Predicting Public Sector 
Accountability: From Agency Drift to Forum Drift’ (2014) 25 Journal of Public Administration 
Research and Theory 191. 
631 What makes sharking particularly problematic in this case is that approving the managerial 
compensations by disinterested directors is, usually, enough to hinder judicial review. Shirking and 
Sharking (n 349) 318-21. 
632 ibid. 
633 Stevens (n 124). 
634 Davis et al., (n 155) 24; Mbako Mbo and Charles Adjasi, ‘Drivers of Organizational Performance: 
A State-Owned Enterprise Perspective’ (2017) 66 International Journal of Productivity and 
Performance Management 405. 
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The relationship between managers and shareholders is characterized with 

“collaboration and trust (rather than control and distrust)”.635 Stewardship theory 

assumes that managers benefit from serving the collective goals either because their 

interests are compatible and aligned, or because that makes them accomplish higher 

personal outcomes, e.g. the need for achievement, recognition, and self-

actualization.636 As such, stewards are supposed to serve SOEs’ plural values more 

effectively – “[e]ven in the most politically charged environment, one can assume that 

most parties desire a viable, successful enterprise.”637 For that matter, stewardship 

theory argues that building shareholder-management relationships on a basis of 

cooperation and trustworthiness, instead of distrust and inspection, can enhance the 

overall performance of the organization and decrease the costs of monitoring.638  

Stewardship theory advances governance systems that “focus on structures that 

facilitate and empower rather than those that monitor and control.”639 It also calls for 

less management supervision by board of directors, while some proponents go even 

further and encourage, or at least justify, CEO-chair duality and boards of directors 

that are composed of a majority of executive directors on the grounds that such boards 

are associated with higher firm performance.640 Yet in practice, the relationship 

                                                        
635 Davis et al., (n 155) 24, 26; Lex Donaldson and James H. Davis, ‘Stewardship Theory of Agency 
Theory: CEO Governance and Shareholder Returns’ (1991) 16 Australian Journal of Management 49; 
David M. Van Slyke, ‘Agents or Stewards: Using Theory to Understand the Government-Nonprofit 
Social Service Contracting Relationship’ (2006) 17 Journal of Public Administration Research and 
Theory 491. 
636 In stewardship theory, the model of man is based on a steward whose behavior is ordered such that 
pro-organizational, collectivistic behaviors have higher utility than individualistic, self-serving 
behavior. Davis et al., (n 155); Schillemans and Bjurstrom (n 630) 4. 
637 Davis et al., (n 155). 
638 James D. Westphal, ‘Collaboration in the Board Room: Behavioral and Performance 
Consequences of CEO-Board Social Ties’ (1999) 42 The Academy of Management Journal 7; Mbo 
and Adjasi (n 634) 410; Van Slyke (n 635) 165.  
639 Davis et al., (n 155) 26, 47. Stewards have shared objectives and norms that can be utilized “to 
bridge or ameliorate rather than curb and control the differences of interest”. Schillemans (n 621) 543. 
On the negative effects of CEO duality see Melinda M. Muth and Lex Donaldson, ‘Stewardship 
Theory and Board Structure: a Contingency Approach’ (1998) 6 Corporate Governance 5. 
640 Davis et al., (n 155); Donaldson and Davis (n 635) 51. 
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between board and management can be far from compatibility and consensus. Thus, 

where managers of SOEs are politically appointed notwithstanding their expertise, the 

separation between board and management becomes indispensable for effective 

checks and balances. Otherwise, the board of directors will be dominated by the CEO 

which leaves directors with no real role in firm governance.641  

The institutional framework proposed in this thesis does not rely on a particular 

model of man (agent or steward) when thinking of and dealing with internal CG 

(mainly agency problems). This makes its mechanisms of governance more realistic 

and comprehensive. The institutional consideration of the autonomous, non-

hierarchical structure of SOEs implies some trust in the autonomy and competency of 

the governing entities in running SOEs. In practice, this is interpreted in giving 

managers and directors greater discretion in setting out strategies for implementing 

social policies and in decision-making. Still, it could be said that the institutional 

framework of governance is closer to the stewardship theory for it is pro-

organizational and revolves around organizational goals. In other words, it presumes 

that the governing entities as well as stakeholders “have common cause in the success 

of any organization in which their interests converge, because their collective and 

individual fortunes are inextricably linked to it.”642  

SOEs, as institutionalized business organizations, are organizational principals 

to whom managers are agents; while the board of directors, due to its role as the 

oversight entity and the ‘mediating hierarch’ within SOEs, ought to be free from the 

direct command and control of any of the stakeholders.643 It is true that the artificial 

                                                        
641 Mbo and Adjasi (n 634) 420. 
642 Khoza and Adam (n 15) 45; Barbara S. Romzek, ‘Accountable Public Services’, in Mark Bovens, 
Robert E. Goodin and Thomas Schillemans (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Public Accountability 
(Oxford University Press 2014) 313.  
643 Blair and Stout (n 76) 255. 
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(legal) person does not have a will or intent to express, but managers and directors 

represent the will and purposes of the legal person as expressed in its constituting 

documents and the policies they implement. From an institutional point of view, 

governing SOEs and aligning their managers simply through a system of commands 

and control and incentives and sanctions is incompatible with the autonomy of SOEs. 

In the absence of such hierarchical governance model, the institutional framework 

manages internal CG through institutions that formalize, stabilize, and enact the 

normative claims and assumptions of good governance.644 It offers a variety of 

institutions for goal alignment: laws of fiduciary duties; incentive and remuneration 

schemes; mechanisms of accountability; professional standards of conduct and ethics 

etc. As I demonstrated in section 4.2.3, CG according to the institutional theory is not 

limited to formal laws and regulations. It includes non-regulatory (that is normative 

and cultural cognitive) institutions of CG as well, such as competency and 

technological knowledge. Institutionalizing informal rules of governance, in this 

respect, means internalizing values, professional standards and ethics etc. to become 

part of the organizational culture and govern how SOEs’ constituents behave.645 

Importantly, with regard to internal governance, the institutional perspective 

does not require the governing entities to be representatives of the shareholders in the 

sense that makes them subordinate to the latter. The board of directors “should have a 

plan for its work and should work actively on building its own competence.”646 In 

running SOEs, the governing entities ought to be guided by and concerned with the 

interests of the enterprises themselves as expressed in their constitutional documents. 

                                                        
644 Fiss (n 382) 415. 
645 Acar et al., (n 625). 
646 Christine A Mallin (ed), Handbook on International Corporate Governance: Country Analysis 
(Edward Elgar Publishing 2011) 132.  
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In other words, internal CG should be function-based, aiming at serving the interests 

of SOEs; even managers and directors’ fiduciary duties are owed to the SOEs. The 

unit of analysis in assessing the efficacy of internal governance is the decision and 

how it serves the public interest goal assigned to SOEs, instead of the agency costs or 

transaction costs that emanate of it.  

In this section, I reviewed the theoretical perspectives related to the status of the 

governing entities in SOEs: agency, stewardship, and institutionalism. Agency and 

stewardship theories propose a number of governance instruments and arrangements 

compatible with their presumptions. However, there are mixed evidence in upholding 

each theory, especially that they offer limited grounds for internal governance building 

mainly on behavioral assumptions. In contrast, the institutional perspective, that does 

not necessarily negate the former ones, provides further promising mechanisms of 

internal governance building on a realistic understanding of the organizational 

structure of SOEs and the interplay between formal and informal institutions of CG.  

 

6.2 The formation and roles of the governing entities: 

Despite the ostensible autonomy of SOEs, the government and political actors 

can still exercise powerful influence over the governing entities through governance 

issues, such as nominating board members. In order to preserve the autonomy of SOEs 

and support value creation, CG should be built upon apolitical knowledge and best 

practice.647 Corporations, in principle, host a chain of command and control and 

accountability relationships that legitimate the controlling powers delegated to them – 

shareholders watch over and motivate directors, boards of directors watch over and 

                                                        
647 Alexius and Örnberg (n 11) 289. 
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motivate managers, and managers watch over and incentivize employees.648 

Institutionalizing SOE-government relationship and internal CG is only possible (and 

fruitful) under two conditions. First, by SOEs being assigned a clear and specified 

public mission; second, by them having competent governing entities that are capable 

of interpreting these missions into practically doable objectives and setting out 

strategies for implementation.649 In this section, I tackle the attributes and functions of 

the governing entities of SOEs that enable them to be in themselves, especially the 

board of directors, inducers of good governance.  

 

6.2.1 Management of SOEs:  

The separation of ownership and control in SOEs gives managers, in principle, 

substantial authority and autonomy from the government in the sense that makes SOEs 

state-owned and manager-controlled. According to Orts, “[m]anagers are high-level 

employees of the corporation, yet they are also delegated considerable authority to cat 

on behalf of the firm”.650 Managerial authority and autonomy imply that managers 

“have more direct contact with public money and fewer micro-level budgetary 

controls, which may create greater temptation for corruption”.651 Thus, management 

in SOEs raises two main governance concerns. The first concerns the substantive and 

procedural requirements for recruiting professional managers who are autonomous 

from political pressures. The second concern is relevant to overcoming the agency 

problem, that is, aligning managers to the goals of SOEs.  

                                                        
648 Pamela S. Tolbert and Lynn G. Zucker, ‘Institutional Sources of Change in the Formal Structure of 
Organizations: The Diffusion of Civil Service Reform, 1880-1935’ (1983) 28 Administrative Science 
Quarterly 25. 
649 Christensen (n 73); Aharoni (n 16) 1341-43. 
650 Shirking and Sharking (n 349) 311. (emphasis added) 
651 Haque (n 82) 72. 
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Top managers in the majority of SOEs, including Kuwait’s as we saw in section 

2.4, are appointed directly by the shareholding government.652 A less-frequented 

practice delegates managerial appointments to the board of directors of SOEs, like in 

Denmark and the Netherlands; while in Norwegian SOEs, the board of directors seeks 

advice from consultancy firms before appointing the CEO, and gives the latter the right 

to appoint other executives.653 Bruton et al., observed that once SOEs’ top managers 

are appointed by the government:  

[They] may willingly comply when a government official asks the SOE to acquire 

another firm, redistribute its profits to subsidize the government’s social welfare 

objectives (e.g., funding local schools or health care), or continue to expand even 

in the face of unfavorable market or factor market conditions or other problems.654 

Managers’ political connections are considered by some scholars as an important 

source of SOEs’ competitive advantage.655 Tihanyi et al., found that in order to 

“influence the legislative process, and enjoy privileged access to resources and 

information, firms have appointed government bureaucrats and politicians to positions 

of power, such as board directorships and managerial ranks.”656 Also, political 

connections make firms pursue riskier (i.e. less risk-averse) plans and enable them “to 

                                                        
652 Professionalizing Boards of Directors (n 93). 
653 OECD, Board of Directors of State-Owned Enterprises: an Overview of National Practices (Paris: 
OECD Publishing, 2013); OECD, Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises 
(OECD Publishing, 2005). 
654 Bruton et al., (n 35) 104. André argued that in corrupt SOEs even “the employees and top 
management are likely to form an exclusive self-serving coalition that is homogeneous; many of the 
employees are appointed through political patronage; there are few experts hired, and experts are not 
respected.” André (n 28) 279. 
655 Michael N. Young, Terence Tsai, Xinran Wang, Shubo Liu and David Ahlstrom, 'Strategy in 
Emerging Economies and the Theory of the Firm' (2014) 31 Asia Pacific Journal of Management 331. 
On the effect of party affiliation on the lending behavior of state-owned banks see, Dinc (n 433). 
Sapienza found that “party affiliation of state-owned banks’ chairpersons does have a positive impact 
on the interest discount given by state-owned banks in the provinces where the associated party is 
stronger. The stronger the party controlling the bank in the area, the lower the interest rate charged.” 
Sapienza (n 88) 380. 
656 Tihanyi et al., (n 430) 2294; Aldo Musacchio and Sergio G. Lazzarini, Reinventing State 
Capitalism: Leviathan in Business, Brazil and Beyond (Harvard University Press 2014). 
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avert political threats and obtain valuable resources”.657 However, these advantages 

are more likely to occur in stable political and institutional environments; political 

connections are less effective in Kuwait for example, due to the short job expectancy 

of SOEs’ chairs and CEOs and the constantly changing plans thereof.658 Besides, 

political recruitments that are not based on managers’ knowledge, expertise, and public 

service values render the market for corporate management a weak institution of 

governance. 

It is less likely to appoint the managers of SOEs on a competitive and transparent 

basis unless there are strict legal requirements with that regard. In Sweden, for 

instance, “there is a legal and regulatory consensus that, ministers, state secretaries, or 

other direct representatives of, or parties closely related to, the executive power cannot 

be nominated to SOE boards.” 659 Still, such legal requirements of good governance 

are exceptions. Some systems are, typically, silent on managers’ political affiliations; 

in Kuwait, there is no special instructions in this regard. For these reasons, the 

conventional systems of internal governance pertaining management are, usually, 

composed of two main mechanisms: 1) monitoring managers through boards of 

directors on behalf of shareholders; and 2) incentive schemes.  

In order to overcome the deficient recruitment requirements and alignment 

strategies applicable to managers, it is helpful to consider the organizational needs and 

institutional environments of each SOE. The institutional analysis holds that “the 

selection of top management is importantly shaped by institutional forces emerging 

                                                        
657 Tihanyi et al., (n 430) 2299. 
658 In Kuwait, governments are “formed at a rate of one government every 18.3 months”. AlGhazali (n 
547). Vernon said that the changes to the French policies pertaining SOEs during the Mitterrand era 
“absorbed much of the attention and energies of the state managers.” Vernon (n 36) 46. Stevens 
observed the same in Kuwait’s national oil companies. Stevens (n 124). 
659 Professionalizing Boards of Directors (n 93) 20. 
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both out of organizational and societal processes.”660 It explicates how social and 

political institutions (e.g. education, work background, class, party affiliation, 

membership in cooperatives, having ideological (left-right) views of public service 

etc.) influence the performance of top managers and, thus, should be born in mind 

when recruiting them. For example, ministers and bureaucrats are hardly competent to 

manage economic SOEs with substantial commercial activities; also, to realign a SOE 

with its social missions, a CEO with a background in the public sector (in social 

organizations or public services, for example) would serve that purpose well. 

Likewise, appointing CEOs with experience in the private, mainly financial, sector is 

more legitimate to pass SOEs through financial crises.661 Further, “a causal positive 

relationship is assumed between personal and organizational trustworthiness”, that is 

to say, accountable and trustworthy SOEs attract competitive, trustworthy, and value-

laden managers.662 Some institutional factors are determinants of manager’s public 

service motivation and will, and influence the importance that each manager attaches 

to public value creation.663  

The other mechanisms of governance pertaining managers of SOEs are 

managerial incentive schemes and remunerations. In SOEs, incentive schemes, 

usually, follow bureaucratic criteria such as seniority and hierarchy, hence, they can 

barely align directors and executives to the demanding public interest goals.664 Low 

incentive schemes are not acceptable even if they saved costs, because “resource 

                                                        
660 Fiss (n 382) 412. 
661 Bruton et al, brought an example from the French manufacturer Valeo which sought a CEO with 
more than government experience to pass the firm through the financial crisis. Bruton et al., (n 35) 
104; Yong Wang, Pengjian Jin and Chongsheng Yang, 'Relations between the professional 
backgrounds of independent directors in state-owned enterprises and corporate performance' (2016) 
42 International Review of Economics and Finance 405. 
662 Kim (2005) as cited in M. Bovens, R.E. Goodin & T. Schillemans, eds. The Oxford Handbook of 
Public Accountability, Oxford University Press.  
663 Florio (n 45) 205. 
664 Musacchio et al., observe that bureaucracy-based incentives are, in large, attributed to agency 
theory perspective. Musacchio et al., (n 92) 118. 
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deployment for cost savings, can hurt the pursue of probity (rectitude) in public 

services” and increase the costs of non-pecuniary benefits at the same time.665 Low 

incentive schemes are presumably some of the reasons behind poor performance and 

inefficiency in SOEs.666 Incentives and remunerations ought to reflect the prioritized 

goals of the SOE, that is public value creation. Thus, efficient performance, according 

to the financial reckonings of the private-sector, is impractical standard for incentive 

calculation in non-economic SOEs – i.e. SOEs that “undertake projects with a negative 

private net present value but a positive social net present value.”667 There is a need for 

a set of performance dimensions specific to SOEs that considers, particularly, the 

attainment of social objectives that may ensue only over long timescale. 

Managerial (and directorial) incentives are either financial or non-financial. 

Examples of non-financial incentives are reelecting directors and promoting 

managers; while examples of financial incentives are share options and bonuses.668 

However, the shares of fully-SOEs are non-transferable to directors, executives, or 

employees in the form of incentives. Non-transferability, as discussed in chapter 3, 

separates the own benefits of managers and directors from the development of the SOE 

which reflects, in part, managers’ weak incentives in SOEs.669 Also, the non-

transferability of SOEs’ shares to individual citizens may, presumably, decrease the 

incentive of the general public to check on the performance of SOEs.670  

                                                        
665 ibid 119; Lawson (n 164) 287. 
666 Musacchio et al., ascribe poor performance to political appointments of managers and directors; 
low pay-for-performance elasticity; and low incentives. Musacchio et al., (n 92) 118. 
667 ibid 119; Backhaus (n 8). 
668 Florio (n 45) 205. 
669 Lawson adds that directors and executives, under such circumstances, are expected to take “a 
greater proportion of their income in non-pecuniary benefits”. Lawson(n 164) 289. 
670On the importance of incentivized, empowered, and active accountability forums for the 
accountability cycle see, chapter 6, section 6.5.5; Lawson (n 164) 287; Philippe Bance and Gabriel 
Obermann, ‘Serving the General Interest with Public Enterprises – New Forms of Governance and 
Trends in Ownership' (2015) 86 Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 529; Jonathan GS 
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Some considerations concerning incentives in SOEs are rarely mentioned in the 

literature, such as organizational culture, public service values, and considerations that 

human motivations are varied and that managers and directors, in the public sector in 

general, are motivated by a variety of non-financial incentives as well. It is important 

to institutionalize, that is, formally internalize and entrench motivations and values 

such as public service motivation, appreciation, self-fulfillment, sense of achievement 

etc. along with financial incentives. Building on his institutional analysis of CG, Mark 

Roe, interestingly, asked whether managerial incentives effectively motivate managers 

who are already wealthy and powerful?671 This is an important question especially 

where the government appoints wealthy elites to serve as managers of SOEs. Besides, 

directorial and managerial incentives can be weakened by other factors such as state 

bailouts and soft budget constraints (SBC). In these cases, directors and managers 

would be less incentivized to hedge excessive borrowing costs and other forms of risk 

taking. 

Managerial remuneration, in particular, attracted much attention after CG 

failures in Enron, WorldCom and the like; corporations have been called to set their 

remuneration schemes on a ‘pay-for-performance’ basis.672 Pay-for-performance 

remuneration schemes are more compatible with economic SOEs where performance 

is measurable with reference to their profitability or stock return. In non-economic 

SOEs, executive compensations need to be, at least, equivalent to the fair 

compensation in the private sector in order to effectively promote value creation and 

                                                        
Koppell, ‘Pathologies of Accountability: ICANN and the Challenge of ‘Multiple Accountabilities 
Disorder’ (2005) 65 Public Administration Review 96. 
671 Roe (n 35) 382. 
672 Chul Ju Kim and Zulfiqar Ali, ‘Efficient Management of State-Owned Enterprises: Challenges and 
Opportunities’ (2017) Asian Development Bank Institute Policy Brief No. 2017-4, 
<https://www.adb.org/publications/efficient-management-state-owned-enterprises-challenges-and-
opportunities > accessed 7 June 2020. 
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motivate managers towards these goals.673 Low or fixed salaries and weak managerial 

incentives result in “SOE managers being less accountable for underperformance.”674 

Remuneration amounts in some countries are dependent on the closeness of the chief 

executive to the government.675 Conversely some managers overreach their authority 

to set their own salaries and compensation plans; that is to say, “[e]xcessive executive 

compensation involves a type of self-dealing that involves not a secret diversion of 

assets, but rather an abuse of authority.”676 For these reasons, good governance 

practices necessitate that managerial incentive and remuneration plans be transparent, 

for transparency increases the effectiveness of these mechanisms of governance.677 

Good governance practices delegate the authority to set incentive and compensation 

schemes to a special board of directors’ committee or to a parliamentary committee. 

Regulators also can be given a role in monitoring incentives and remuneration 

packages to check their legitimacy and detect any opportunistic or non-reasonable 

business judgment in that regard.  

Managers of SOEs should be appointed on the basis of their knowledge, 

expertise, and competency with an eye on each SOE’s mission of public value creation. 

According to Kim and Ali:  

SOEs must attract and encourage meritorious people to join them. The perception 

that SOEs are hierarchical and bureaucratic, where job promotions are based more 

on personal connections and seniority rather than performance may discourage 

talented people to join their ranks.678  

                                                        
673 Bernier 2014 (n 67). 
674 Tihanyi et al., (n 430) 2298. Koppell (n 670).  
675 On the effects of ownership structure on managerial and employees’ incentives see Oliver Hart and 
John Moore, ‘Property Right and the Nature of the Firm’ (1990) 98 Journal of Political Economics 
1119. 
676 Shirking and Sharking (n 349) 322. 
677 Kolstad and Wiig (n 108) 522; Hertog (n 118) 267. 
678 Kim and Ali (n 672); Stevens (n 124). 
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In summary, it is recommended to delegate management recruitment to competent 

boards of directors or independent (e.g. parliamentary) committees instead of leaving 

that to the political considerations of the polity. Furthermore, well-designed 

managerial incentives and compensation schemes could be effective in deterring 

manager from opportunism and self-dealing. Short of these conditions and 

mechanisms, managers of SOEs can hardly run SOEs towards effective and efficient 

goal attainment.  

 

6.2.2 Board of Directors of SOEs:679 

In institutions that are in position of powers and authorities and where 

shareholders are separated from control, a supervisory board (board of directors) is a 

necessity.680 However, the literature on CG stresses management autonomy and 

discretion more than they do with the board of directors.681 It is even observed that 

“some boards are established from cultural habit, blind faith in their efficiency, or to 

make government or family firms look ‘more business like’.”682 In fact, the board of 

directors is a key governing entity for all types of business organizations that aims, 

first and foremost, at ensuring management alignment with organizational goals. The 

board of directors “shapes firm governance, given their access to the two other axes in 

                                                        
679 SOEs can take different forms of business enterprises, one of which is the corporation. So, in 
theory, not all SOEs divide their controlling powers between management and a board of directors. 
Yet because of the increasing prevalence of the corporate form in structuring public enterprises, 
boards and management have become the two centerpiece entities in the internal governance of 
business organizations. see the theoretical discussion about the legal nature and structure of business 
firms in sections 4.2 and 5.1. 
680 Albert Meijer, Paul Hart and Ben Worthy, ‘Assessing Government Transparency: An Interpretive 
Framework’ (2018) 50 Administration and Society 505. 
681 Thomas Clarke observed that the managerial perspective of internal CG emphasizes the role of 
managers in CG and simultaneously trivializes the role of the board of directors. Clarke (n 627) 8. 
Dubnick also commented that our “misguided preoccupation with management as the heart and soul 
of modern governance is not only blinding us to such basic questions, but is also blinding us to 
theories and models that continue to send us down the wrong path.” Dubnick (n 305) 415. 
682 Turnbull (n 154) 190; Van Thiel (n 75) 322. 
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the corporate governance triangle: managers and shareholders”.683 As an internal 

institution of checks and balance, boards legitimize management’s controlling powers 

by way of monitoring them.684 Boards are more than compliance checker, they can 

effectively engage in: 

1. making key business decisions such as resource allocation;  

2. developing SOE’s strategies to improve policy implementation and firm 

performance,  

3. designing managerial incentive schemes to align managers to the collective 

interests of the SOEs, and  

4. mediating disputes at high levels within the SOE and reconciling the different 

perspectives therein.685 

The supervisory tasks for governing SOEs are complex and varied, and require 

a diversity of competence and special skills that are usually found in full-time directors 

not bureaucrats. Effective monitoring practices is more probable with autonomous 

boards; thus, it is recommended to have a board composed of a majority independent 

directors. OECD guidelines emphasized that “[t]he state should let SOE boards 

exercise their responsibilities and should respect their independence.”686 What makes 

directors’ autonomy intrinsically valuable is the fact that autonomy allows directors to 

devote their authority for the interests of the SOE itself, without being distracted by 

                                                        
683 Aguilera (n 617) 39; Bozac et al., (n 617) 80. 
684 Roe (n 35) 379; Bozac et al., (n 617) 83. 
685 On the role of the board of directors as a mediating hierarchy see Blair and Stout (n 76) 247. 
686 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 36. 
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other interests alien to the SOE.687 Board autonomy also guards SOEs from corruption 

and misconduct.688 It is accurately argued that: 

by recasting independence as an institutional norm that prizes function over form, 

greater clarity can be brought to bear on the persistent problems of corporate 

governance … For when independence becomes the touchstone of the entire board 

– rather than the lonely province of the “independent” outsider – monitors, 

mediators, and managers alike can shoulder its burden and share in its promise.689  

Directors’ independence has two dimensions: one concerns internal independence by 

them being non-executive directors (i.e. outsiders); and the other concerns their 

independence in relation to the shareholding government.  

As to internal independence, the presence of executives on board allows them 

the possibility to shape the environment around non-executive directors through the 

information they provide about operation and, thereby, capture the board. Insider 

directors may engender “passive boards with little input into corporate decision-

making, and little influence over the chief executive.”690 Robert, McNulty and Stiles 

emphasized the effective role of non-executive directors in perceiving and exploiting 

CG opportunities. They found non-executive directors more competent to trigger good 

governance by means of “challenging, questioning, probing, discussing, testing, 

informing, debating, exploring, [and] encouraging”.691 For these reasons, in order to 

                                                        
687 For example, serving the interests of a line ministry, a department in a ministry, agency, another 
SOE, State-owned bank etc. Of course, if these interests are served without sacrificing or negatively 
affecting the interests of the SOE, directors responsibility would not be raised.  
688 Aguilera, remarks that “the board of directors has emerged as both a target of blame for corporate 
misdeeds and as the source capable of improving corporate governance.” Aguilera (n 617). 
689 Harvard Law Review ‘Beyond ‘Independent’ Directors: A Functional Approach to Board 
Independence’ (2006) 119 Harvard Law Review 1575. 
690 Clarke (n 627). While non-executive directors are “engaged but not-executive, challenging but 
supportive, and independent but involved”. Roberts et al., (n 621) 6; Aguilera (n 617) 40. 
691 Roberts, McNulty and Stiles shift the classic trajectory from board-shareholder tensions toward 
board-management relations. Roberts et al., (n 621) 5. 
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ensure effective oversight of management, it is highly and widely recommended to 

exclude executives from the board of directors, with special resistance to CEO/chair 

duality. Boards with more outsiders are expected to have “an important disciplining 

effect on executives”; they are more likely to make objective and impartial decisions 

and monitor managers more effectively.692 For these reasons, some jurisdictions have 

a two-tier system of boards in SOEs: a management board, composed of the senior 

management team; and a supervisory board, that consist of non-executive directors. 

With regards to directors’ independence from political interventions, the 

autonomy of SOEs and separation of ownership and control require limiting 

government representation on board.693 In strategic public enterprises, such as oil-and-

gas SOEs, boards are usually composed of a majority government representatives and 

have the votes needed to downplay the effect of independent directors. Besides, if 

directors were directly appointed by the minister concerned, they might tend to serve 

the interests of their appointors who decide their careers.694 Thus, government 

nomination and selection of the members of the supervisory boards should be under 

regulatory constraints imposing standardized requirements regarding their expertise, 

combining executive and directorship statuses, staggered norm of appointment etc. 

They ought to be technocrats, that is, appointed on the basis of their expertise and 

                                                        
692 Roberts et al., also indicated that there is a potential for “face-to-face accountability within the 
board between executives and non-executive directors.” ibid 10; Wang and Yang (n 661) 410. 
693 In order to protect politicians and government officials from legal and political responsibility for 
SOEs’ performance, “Norwegian law has long barred the presence of government officials on 
Statoil’s board of directors. In 1962, there was an accident in a state-owned mining company that had 
the minister of Industry serving on the board. A political scandal ensued, blaming the accident on 
government negligence; the Labor government lost a confidence vote because of that. The solution 
was to prohibit public servants from serving on boards”. Pargendler et al., (n 62). 
694 It is observed that “patronage weakens the credibility of commitment … If a board member’s job is 
obtained through a political favor, it is more likely that the official will ally himself or herself with the 
interests of the politicians who made such employment possible.” Anthony Bertelli, ‘The Role of 
Political Ideology in the Structural Design of New Governance Agencies’ [2006] Public 
Administration Review 587; Krishnagopal Menon and Srinivasan Umapathy, ‘Control Systems for 
State-Owned Enterprises: A Conceptual Framework’ (1987) 58 Annals of Public and Co-operative 
Economy 298; Mwaura (n 360) 49; Haque (n 82) 71. 
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competence in the area of SOEs.695 Government representatives, in particular, should 

be independent, that is, nominated by a professional body, e.g. regulatory or 

parliamentary committee, to ensure greater board autonomy. Parliamentary 

committees, in particular, “are expected to give considerable discretion to corporate 

leaders in operative business matters, which can be used to undermine the control of 

politicians.”696 This is most necessary in areas that are typically politically controlled, 

such as telecommunication and railroads.697 In all cases, the behavior and voting 

attitude of government representatives on board need to be transparent; also they 

should not have the final saying regarding business and professional matters unless 

they are technocrats. The presence of experts on boards enhances SOEs’ 

accountability, for non-expert directors are less competent in holding expert directors 

professionally accountable.  

In practice, the processes of nomination and appointment are highly dependent 

on the institutional environment surrounding the SOE – under weaker institutions of 

checks and balance, for example, it is more likely to see public officials and former 

bureaucrats and politicians at the boardroom.698 Timing also can be an effective factor 

in decreasing political influence on the processes of nominating and appointing 

directors. Scheduling nominations to take place straightaway in pre-election or post-

election periods, typically, increases political appointments and managerial short-

termism. While separating these occurrences from major political elections is a good 

governance practice that abate the susceptibility of politicizing SOEs. The more 

                                                        
695 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 70-77. 
696 Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 827. 
697 Menon and Umapathy, (n 694) 299. 
698 Further information about the pervasion of weak board nomination and appointment practices can 
be found in, OECD, ‘Board of Directors as State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) in Russia’ Russian 
Corporate Governance Roundtable Meetings (2005) < https://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/35175304.pdf > 
accessed 7 June 2020. 
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transparent nomination and appointment processes are, the more merit-based they 

would be; this is true with respect to committees’ composition as well.  

The more politicians and public officials set on board, the greater the political 

control of SOEs become conventional wisdom holds that the presence of officials “; 

and politicians is one of the factors which reduces the operational autonomy of the 

organizations and, thereby, impedes their ability to be commercially viable.”699 With 

allied board of directors, the government ensures full control over board -government

making, particularly with regard to appointing executive management. SOEs -decision

ng as the government holds excessive controlling cannot resist political influence so lo

powers over board or management. In practice, many governments appoint acting 

government officials to serve on boards, e.g. ministers or former government 

officials.700 In fully-owned SOEs, the government may even appoint the majority of 

members of managerial or supervisory bodies. Turnbull found that supervisory boards 

that are dominated by majority governmental (or family) shareholders are usually 

redundant.701 This is the more so in a small country like Kuwait, where the choice 

between candidates is already limited, family and partisan interests are intertwined, 

and where corporate laws and regulations applicable to SOEs are silent on directors’ 

political affiliations.702 It is observed that “boards staffed with bureaucrats and 

“politicos” can arbitrary intervene in management”, despite the latter’s de jur 

autonomy.703 The concern with directors who serve, simultaneously, as ministers or 

civil servant, is that they may advance the interests of their political party, or take a 

                                                        
699 Thynne (n 411) 69. 
700 Previous relations and affiliations are usually specified in a timeframe by stipulating that directors 
need to have no relations with the management of the SOE within the last five years.  
701 Turnbull (n 154). 
702 Stevens (n 137). 
703 Hertog (n 118) 267. 
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‘public choice’ approach to directorship.704 Unlike leading national oil companies in 

the Gulf region, such as Sabic and Qatar Petroleum, KOC experiences frequent 

bureaucratic encroachments by minor royals and elites at (or represented at) the 

boardroom.705 This is one of the main reasons behind the failure of the SOE sector in 

Kuwait in building up technocratic expertise over the years, according to Steffen 

Hertog.706 

Another way to increase the effectiveness of the board in overseeing 

management, is through diffusing its functions to specialized committees: audit 

committee, nomination and remuneration committee, executive compensation 

committee etc. Further, certain patterns for composing boards, such as staggered or 

classified boards are used to increase the autonomy of directors. The idea of these 

patterns is to elect directors at different points in time (one third each year) so that the 

government in office would not take over the board. Also, the presence of employees 

with expertise on boards of SOEs increases boards’ effectiveness and 

accountability.707  

In addition to board composition, attention should be paid to whether directors 

of SOEs are enabled and empowered to carry out their functions or not. It is observed 

that there is “a wide gap between what people assume directors are supposed to do, 

and what they actually were allowed to do.”708 Following Meyer and Rowan’s 

explanation of institutional isomorphism in section 4.3.1, the gap between SOEs’ 

                                                        
704 On public choice approach to CG see, chapter 3, section 3.2.2; Mwaura (n 360).  
705 Hertog (n 118) 271.  
706 ibid 288. 
707 David D. Madzikanda and Ezinne I. Njoku, ‘Employee Attitude Towards the Privatization of 
Kuwait’s Government Departments and State Owned Enterprises’ (2008) 9 International Public 
Management Review 107; Barbara S. Romzek and Melvin J. Dubnick, ‘Accountability in the Public 
Sector: Lessons from the Challenger Tragedy’ (1987) 47 Public Administration Review 229. 
708 Michael Stothard, ‘France: The Politics of State Ownership’ (2016) Financial Times 
<https://www.ft.com/content/9be75d5c-a72e-11e6-8898-79a99e2a4de6 > accessed 7 June 2020; Mace 
(n 446). 
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structure (corporate-like business organizations) and functions is attributed to the 

institutional pressures on SOEs on the part of the government and powerful political 

and business actors.709 Some directors of French SOEs stated that they were “expected 

to rubberstamp what the management and the government wanted.”710 Some directors 

on the board of Kuwait Petrochemical company (KPC) expressed similar constraints 

and obstacles they face from the government or from powerful managers.711 

 In summary, having an internal entity of supervision within the SOE increases 

trust in the enterprise and, thereby grants it a higher degree of autonomy.712 Directors’ 

status, functions, and characteristics have to be promised on the promotion of value 

creation and the protection of the long-term interests of the SOE. The board can be a 

factor of steadfastness and predictability through interpreting broad public policy goals 

in clear, specific, and operational terms.713 The board also ensures management 

alignment with and execution of the policies and goals. Directors’ appointment on the 

basis of their expertise, in addition to their autonomy from the government, are key 

conditions of good governance. In the next section I will tackle the relationship 

between the board and management of SOEs as a cooperative (not contesting) 

relationship. 

 

6.3 Cooperation between management and board of directors:  

The SOE is a separate business organization that is run by its governing bodies 

guided by the statement of the enterprise as well as the applicable laws, regulations, 

                                                        
709 Mayer and Rowan (n 413) 79. 
710 Stothard (n 708). 
711 Stevens (n 137). 
712 Roberts et al., (n 621) 5. 
713 Perrow (n 320) 133-134. 
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and policies. In theory and practice, the relationship between the governing entities 

(management and the board of directors) is, somewhat, hierarchical, in which the board 

of directors primarily oversees managers in their day-to-day operation. Whereas their 

relationship ought to be cooperative in order for them to effectively fulfill their tasks; 

cooperation is particularly necessary in strategy-making for policy implementation 

and, ultimately, goal achievement.714 However, by exercising day-to-day operating 

control, managers gain an intimate knowledge of the business which puts the board at 

a disadvantage. Furthermore, broad policy objectives are likely to generate internal 

disagreements between managers and directors. Lene Christensen showed how 

controversies over CG can result, not from opportunism, but simply from variations 

in actors’ understanding and interpretation of tasks and strategies.715 Effective 

delivery of public good is more likely where there exist governance mechanisms to 

ensure that SOEs’ goals and strategies are communicated to and discussed with and 

among managers and directors.716 Mechanisms of collaboration and information-

sharing would enable them in setting the statement of corporate intent that covers, 

among other issues, financial and non-financial performance targets, dividends policy, 

and reporting requirements in each SOE.717 They would also enable boards to interpret 

                                                        
714 In New Zealand, top managers of SOEs “meet infrequently as a group and often more in the nature 
of a trade association, to consider operational issues of mutual concern, rather than to focus on the 
collective interest of government.” McKinlay (n 626) 213.  
715 In agency theory literature, this kind of disagreements are referred to as ‘principal-principal 
problems’. Peng and Sauerwald (n 576) 665; Jiang and Peng (n 576); Michael N. Young, Mike W. 
Peng, David Ahlstrom, Garry D. Bruton and Yi Jiang, ‘Corporate Governance in Emerging 
Economies: A Review of the Principal-Principal Perspective’ (2008) 45 Journal of Management 
Studies 196.  
716 Luc Bernier, ‘The Future of Public Enterprises: Perspectives from the Canadian Experience’ 
(2011) 82 Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics 399; Davis W. Anderson, Stewart J. 
Melanson and Jiri Maly, ‘The Evolution of Corporate Governance: Power Redistribution Brings 
Boards to Life’ (2007) 15 Corporate Governance 786; Chris Cornforth (ed), The Governance of 
Public and Non-Profit Organizations: What do Boards Do? (Routledge 2002); Kevin Hendry and 
Geoffrey C. Kiel, ‘The Role of the Board in Firm Strategy: Integrating Agency and Organizational 
Control Perspectives’ (2004) 12 Corporate Governance 500. 
717 McKinlay (n 626) 197; Perrow (n 320) 133. 
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the broadly-articulated public policies by setting more realistic, measurable, and time-

bound objectives.  

Cooperation, in the given sense, creates in-house technical expertise and 

learning environment by managers giving interim reports to the supervisory board to 

receive feedback and expert advice. Some scholars went further and argued that such 

collaboration makes boards competent not only to counsel but also to involve “into the 

traditional realm of management” if necessary.718 This shall strengthen management 

accountability to the forum that calls them to account internally, i.e. the board, by way 

of building a shared understanding of the functions and terms of accountability.719 In 

view of the fact that “objectives are clear only for a short period after they are set, 

whereupon they are challenged by environmental changes”, boards and managements 

are called to continuously review and renegotiate the strategy plan they set for policy 

implementation and goal achievement.720 Boards and management are lines of defense 

against the politicization of SOEs, once their relationship is weak, SOEs become more 

prone to political interferences. Empirical researches show that board-management 

cooperation, as part of SOEs’ system of self-governance, builds a culture of trust, 

transparency, and open dissent within SOEs and promotes greater social benefits.721 It 

might be argued (and feared) that the governing entities would become extremely 

powerful under such strong internal collaboration; in such case, they should be 

constrained by a variety of governance mechanisms and accountable to external 

accountability forums. This partnership between board and management is not 

                                                        
718 Anderson et al., (n 716) 786. 
719 Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34) 4; Romzek and Dubnick (n 707) 229; Andrew Keay, ‘Stewardship 
Theory: Is Board Accountability Necessary?’ (2017) 59 Journal of Law and Management 1298. 
720 Bernier and Hafsi (n 105) 488; Bernier (n 716). 
721 Swiatczak and Morner (n 605) 374; Cornforth (n 716). 
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believed to create a vacuum in supervision, rather, it stimulates passive boards to be 

engaged in more than ratifying management proposals.722 

In sum, although the literature on internal CG, usually, foregrounds the tension, 

real or assumed, between directors and managers, their relationship can be 

cooperative, over and above their supervising/supervisee statuses. Directors need to 

play a more active role in CG by taking the board beyond mere oversight of the 

management of public assets, toward an entity with which managers can communicate 

their views on operation, deliberate over policy implementation, and negotiate 

resource reallocation towards organizational ends. This healthy interface between 

board and management builds a culture of trust, open dissent, transparency, and 

accountability in SOEs. It also facilitates goal achievement by way of decreasing 

boards’ bounded rationality and enabling better strategy-making.723 In the next section, 

I shall tackle managers and directors’ duties, accountability, and the organizational 

culture as effective institutions of CG.  

 

6.4 Internal institutions of corporate governance in SOEs:  

Building on discussion in the last section, the question of internal CG of SOEs 

should not be any more about who has the primacy: board or management. Rather, it 

is a question of how to create a shared understanding and a culture of compliance and 

trust for goal achievement using formal and informal institutions of CG. Building 

strong and effective systems of internal governance in SOEs is no easy task, due 

                                                        
722 Unlike agency-oriented literature on CG that distinguishes between strategy formulation which is 
management function, and strategy evaluation which is a duty of the board. See Andrew Pettigrew 
and Terry McNulty, ‘The Role, Power and Influence of Company Chairs’ (2011) 15 Journal of 
Management and Governance 91. 
723 Wang and Yang (n 661) 405. 
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mainly to the fact that SOEs operate, usually, in unstable politicized environments, 

and that citizens are increasingly engaged and demand sound governance of SOEs.  

As set out in section 4.2.3, the mechanisms of CG are irreducible to bottom-up 

self-governance. Compelling legal and regulatory obligations are indispensable to 

motivate managers and directors to act in the best interest of the SOE and to elicit legal 

and professional accountabilities.724 Heath and Norman explored the mechanisms of 

governance that can possibly lead to greater managerial responsibility by way of 

analyzing SOEs practices in the post-Enron era. The scandals shown that unless 

managerial obligations are effectively institutionalized managers misconduct could 

easily prevail over non-regulatory (mainly non-obligatory) mechanisms of 

governance.725 Institutionalization in this context, and as explained in section 4.1, is a 

process that enables and constrains authoritative powers by a set of well-structured 

and stable, formal and informal rules and norms.726 

 

6.4.1 Duties of directors and managers of SOEs:  

In order to strengthen internal CG, there is a need to establish effective (not 

perfunctory) and professional directing and management bodies. However, when 

managers and directors fail to embrace good governance and perform their duties, 

willingly or due to external forces, formally incorporated duties of managers and 

directors becomes indispensable. Managers and directors should be subjected to the 

legal duties of care (or diligence) and loyalty owed to the SOE. The duty of care is an 

                                                        
724Mathias M Siems and Oscar Alvarez-Macotela, ‘Implementation Guide to Ensure Accountability 
and Transparency in State Ownership’ (2008) OECD Working Group 
<https://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/corporategovernanceofstate-ownedenterprises/40096845.pdf > accessed 
7 June 2020.  
725 Heath and Norman (n 17) 255. 
726 Scott (n 314) 61. 
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obligation that requires directors to act “on a fully informed basis, in good faith, with 

due diligence and care” when performing actions that could foreseeably harm the 

interest of the SOE; whereas the duty of loyalty refers to directors’ obligation to act in 

the best interest of the SOE.727 In strategy-making and oversight, directors are 

expected to comply with their duties as oriented towards SOEs’ interests and goals, 

regardless of any other interest, including the interests of those who have appointed 

them (might be the government).728 These duties are explicit in SOEs that are subject 

to company laws, but they are less so for statutory SOEs, hence, the systems of CG of 

SOEs have to be explicit as to the duty of care and duty of loyalty of board members 

in SOEs. 

Drawing on discussions in section 2.2 on governance deficiency and political 

interferences in SOEs, the duties of managers and directors ought to be legal 

mechanisms intended, largely, to protect SOEs from inappropriate political 

interferences on the part of the government and the powerful political actors. Without 

such duties, political influences may affect directors and divert them from carrying out 

their responsibilities in a professional manner to achieve SOE’s public value goals. 

The implications of legal duties go beyond their deterrent effects; legal duties set the 

grounds to impose managers and directors’ individual and/or collective legal liability, 

through derivative lawsuits and otherwise. In fact, even with these legal duties in place, 

there are some factors that make the implementation of these duties quite challenging, 

                                                        
727 OECD (n 653) 27.  
728 In partially-SOEs, it is quite challenging to keep directors equally loyal to all shareholders, the 
government and non-government investor/s, especially if the government is the majority shareholder. 
Even though partially SOEs are out of the ambit of this thesis, it is important to note that the legal 
institutional framework, that is set out in chapter 4, provides private shareholders in SOEs with some 
protection through separating SOEs from the majority shareholder (i.e. the government) and 
debunking the structural agency conceptualization of the relationship between SOEs and the 
government. Thus, OECD Guidelines pays special attention to safeguard the interests of private 
investors. OECD Guidelines (n 19).  
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for example if the director is a government bureaucrat who might have conflicting 

interests and loyalties. This means that good CG is a multidimensional construct that 

requires adopting a whole set of rules concerning board nomination and appointments, 

independence, professionalizing and training, remunerations, legal duties, interface 

between the governing entities etc. 

 

6.4.2 The internal accountability of managers and directors:729  

The proper exercise of authority by managers and directors is two-part: one is 

by fulfilling their duties, making sound decisions, and running the enterprise towards 

achieving its goals; and the other is by giving account of their actions. Accountability 

means answerability, that is, the ability of decision-makers to report, explain, and 

justify their actions. Accountability is a learning experience; it also refers to the way 

managers and directors manage normative, cultural, and professional expectations.730 

The management is accountable to the board of directors and the shareholder (the 

government) for the day-to-day operation. Whereas the board of directors is 

accountable to the government for effective monitoring and overseeing the direction 

and management of SOEs (i.e. accountable for the controlling and oversight rights that 

the government conferred to the board). 

The most prominent mechanisms of internal accountability are transparency and 

reporting, both concern information sharing within the governing entities and with 

                                                        
729 Accountability in this chapter refers to internal, legal and professional accountability of managers 
and directors; an in depth discussion of organizational accountability (as opposed to ministerial 
political accountability) will follow in section 6.5. 
730 Accountability is a relationship “in which an actor feels an obligation to explain and justify his or 
her conduct to some significant other.” Mark Bovens, ‘Public Accountability’, in Ewan Ferlie and 
others (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Public Management (Oxford University Press 2007) 184. 
(hereafter Bovens 2007) (emphasis added). 
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other stakeholder, such as employees and internal audits. Interestingly, it is noted that 

non-hierarchical governance conversations among accountability agents can be quite 

effective in fostering accountability.731 Generally speaking, cooperation and keeping 

open routes of communication are key to accountable internal governance. There are 

other factors that can improve managerial and directorial accountability in SOEs:732  

1. A clear designation of the functions and responsibilities delegated to managers 

and directors; 

2. Clear requirements and conditions for exercising these functions, e.g. reason-

giving and transparency requirements; 

3. Empowering the board of directors by giving it the appropriate level of authority 

to hold the CEO or other members of the management team accountable; 

4. The monitoring processes over the exercise of the delegated functions, including 

raising personal responsibility of managers and directors (for serious financial 

distress, for example). Add to it the processes to override the decisions that 

contradict with the interests of the SOE, or the public policies they are supposed 

to implement. 

One can observe that formal institutions of accountability have been receiving growing 

attention in SOE reforms and soft-law guidelines on CG.733 Equal attention should be 

                                                        
731 Mark Moore, ‘Accountability, Legitimacy, and the Court of Public Opinion’, in M. Bovens, R.E. 
Goodin & T. Schillemans (eds), The Oxford Handbook for Public Accountability (Oxford University 
Press 2014) 642. 
732 In addition to shareholder activism, mechanisms such as the internal structure of governance, 
annual reports, laws and regulations, audit agencies, and parliamentary scrutiny increase managers 
accountability as well. 
733 See World Bank, Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises: A Toolkit (World Bank 
Group 2014); OECD national practices 2018 (n 61). 
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paid to the role that the organizational culture and values play in stimulating 

accountability, as I will explain in more depth in the next subsection. 

Internal accountability, as a virtue, is an organizational quality that has positive 

effects.734 Accountability of managers and directors safeguards the interests of SOEs 

against managerial and directorial discretion by incentivizing them to align to SOEs’ 

long-term goals. Accountability also enhances the quality of strategy-making as well 

as decision-making processes and implementation and instills a culture of integrity in 

SOEs.735 In return, accountable practices legitimate the incumbency, authority, and 

continuity of corporate personnel.736 In practice, managers of autonomous SOEs are 

more likely to maintain weak accountability in their relationship with the board of 

directors, compared to their accountability to “their ministers or political heads who 

decide their careers”.737 In such cases, there is a need to strengthen vertical and 

horizontal management accountability to the board of directors; vertical/upward 

managerial accountability in their capacity as supervisees, and horizontal managerial 

accountability in their capacity as a cooperative governing entity.  

Effective systems of internal accountability have consequences in terms of 

“professional rewards or setbacks, added or diminished budget authority, increased or 

diminished discretion, or reduced or increased monitoring.”738 Moreover, once 

managers and directors are found liable, other consequences may be put to effect: 

deprive them from reassignment, resignation to early retirement, filing law suits on 

behalf of the SOE, legal settlements, reform suggestions, guidelines and criteria setting 

                                                        
734 Bovens 2010 (n 410). 
735 Fanny Weiner, Courtney Price Ivins and Marta Riveira Cazorla, ‘4 Key Challenges for Reforming 
State-owned Enterprises: Lessons from Latin America’ (World Bank blogs 2015) 
<https://blogs.worldbank.org/governance/4-key-challenges-reforming-state-owned-enterprises-
lessons-latin-america> accessed 7 June 2020.  
736 Keay (n 719) 1299. 
737 Haque (n 82) 71. 
738 Koppell (n 670) 97. 
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etc. This is particularly important given that, in many countries, “the administrative 

actors gaining influence are not accountable to a greater extent”, instead, their 

(managers and directors) responsibilities for running SOEs are substituted by 

ministerial political accountability.739 Likewise, if the government made decisions that 

the governing entities found commercially or otherwise unjustifiable, the minister or 

ministers responsible for the decision should be held liable for any loss or damage 

caused to the enterprise or to a third party. Further discussion about the difference 

between internal accountability and ministerial/political accountability will follow in 

section 6.5.3. 

Another actor in internal accountability is the internal auditor who is an arm of 

the management and who is accountable to it. The internal auditor is accountable for 

providing an objective account on SOE’s risk management in order to improve the 

efficiency and effectiveness of SOE governance. Internal audit acquires detailed 

knowledge about SOEs, and issues reports on the activities of management therein. In 

doing so, audits may frame their reports in a manner favorable to the management 

either by hiding or misrepresenting information. Auditors’ activities should be subject 

to requirements of transparency and legibility to ensure that the content of auditing 

reports are trustworthy, especially that they will be published in SOEs’ annual reports. 

Also, to ensure effective internal auditing, audits need to be independent from 

managers (i.e. unbeholden to them), meaning they should be hired, fired, and 

compensated by the board of directors or a committee thereof, away from 

management. 

 

                                                        
739 Tom Christensen, ‘The Norwegian State Transformed?’ (2005) 28 West European Politics 729; 
Further details on ministerial accountability can be found in chapter 6, section 6.5.3.  
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6.4.3 Empowering organizational culture:  

As I discussed in the literature review, positivist economic theories of the 

corporation and of SOEs regard business organizations as a “culture-free system 

driven by instrumental objectives and governed by “natural” economic laws.”740 These 

theories’ assumptions about individualistic utility motivations ignore the complexities 

of organizational life and attribute management failings mainly to financial 

motivational problems without regard to the non-financial motivations for creating 

public value.741 In fact, economic positivism encourages SOEs to instill the values and 

culture of private corporations at the cost of public service ethics; some SOEs have 

even turned to recruit managers with private sector experiences who are unfamiliar 

with the values of public service.742 In contrast, very little is known about the 

motivations and incentives of participants in SOEs. 

As a consequence, a growing body of research emphasizes the importance and 

benefits of developing an empowering organizational culture within the SOE. An 

organizational culture of trust, openness, advice-seeking, and accountability stimulates 

active self-regulation towards delivering a public good.743 Trust is a particularly 

important organizational quality that is usually undermined compared to control and 

monitoring. Roberts et al., held that “over emphasis on control can be counter-

productive. Control may be read as distrust, and set up a self-fulfilling cycle that 

produces the very behaviors it is designed to prevent.”744 Whereas through balancing 

control and trust organizations can build a culture of steering and coordination.745 

                                                        
740 Scott (n 314) 263. According to the ‘value-neutral logical positivism’, values cannot be empirically 
verified when assessing their effect on organizational performance, and therefore, they are 
undermined. Dubnick (n 293). 
741 Davis et al., (n 155) 20; Mayer and Rowan (n 413) 79; Roberts et al., (n 621) 11. 
742 Haque (n 82) 67; Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 806. 
743 Schillemenas (n 631) 545; André (n 28) 280. 
744 Roberts et al., (n 621) 7, 10. (emphasis added). 
745 Schillemans and Bjurstrom (n 630). 
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Besides, SOEs are encouraged to undertake on-going technical training for top 

personnel, especially those who are appointed from outside the bureaucracy (i.e. from 

the private sector), to develop their knowledge and values (e.g. the collective benefit) 

in relation to public value creation.746  

An empowering organizational culture facilitates the internalization of values 

and standards of conduct “into the self-conceptions, motivations, and habits of 

individuals and into the organization’s premises and routines.”747 It is recommended 

that SOEs steer their participants to gradually adopt public interest values by way of 

increasing meaningfulness, and cultivating and maintaining intrinsic motivations and 

job enrichment.748 It is argued that “individuals can be empowered if they perceived 

their work as being meaningful and themselves as being competent to fulfil it.”749 

Informal mechanisms of CG that create “a sense of membership of a group with a 

common purpose” are effective; they build upon the shared values, norms, and goals 

between the governing entities and employees instead of focusing on the conflicts of 

interests between them.750 Other psychological empowerment factors, such as self-

esteem and professional reputation, are no less effective drivers of internal good 

governance than financial incentives.751  

In summary, the institutional framework of SOEs considers a variety of 

mechanisms of internal CG: formal (e.g. managers and directors’ fiduciary duties) and 

informal (e.g. professional development training). It also calls to institutionalize these 

mechanisms by way of internalizing them formally and cognitively into the 

                                                        
746 OECD Guidelines (n 19) 26. 22. 
747 Selznick (n 319) 102. 
748 Bernier 2014 (n 67) 262; Schillemans (n 621). 
749 Swiatczak and Morner (n 605) 373-75. 
750 Schillemans (n 621) 214. 
751 Lynn A. Stout, ‘The Shareholder As Ulysses: Some Empirical Evidence on Why Investors in 
Public Corporations Tolerate Board Governance’, (2003) 152 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 
667. 
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functioning and culture of SOEs. Formal and cognitive internalization and 

implementation stabilize good governance values and practices within SOEs. For the 

purposes of this theoretical thesis I touched upon some mechanisms of internal 

governance: managers and directors’ duties; internal accountability; and the 

organizational culture as a driver of good governance.  

The discretionary authority of both the government and managers in SOEs is 

quite problematic given that SOEs possess resources, apparatuses, exemptions, and, 

sometimes, monopolies that make them too powerful. Drawing on discussion in 

chapter 2 about SOEs susceptibility to corruption and rent-seeking, and in order to 

avoid the situation in which SOEs go unchecked or become above the law, it is 

necessary to countervail their immense powers by subjecting them to a system of 

public, professional, governmental, and political accountability. But is such a 

comprehensive, multidimensional system of accountability possible if SOEs were 

structured and governed following principal-agent model? Would the government be 

politically accountable for SOEs’ outputs and outcomes? And could political 

accountability in this case substitute managerial and organizational accountability? In 

the next section, I investigate some fundamental issues of the organizational 

accountability of SOEs: who is accountable, to whom, and for what?  

 

6.5 SOEs’ organizational accountability: 

The institutional analytical framework informing this thesis clears up the 

confusion around accountability at the organizational (meso) level. It helps in 

addressing SOEs’ weak accountability in light of the dilemma of autonomy and control 

that is set out in chapter 5; that is to say, it takes accountability beyond the hierarchical 
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chain of delegation and command.752 The institutional framework underpins the 

accountability of SOEs to the government, the legislature, and the general public; it 

also demarcates government accountability for SOEs’ outputs and outcomes. SOEs’ 

accountability increases social legitimacy and political support for State ownership 

and it could be an entrance to corrective actions in the governance of SOEs.753 

Accountability is a buzzword of increasing centrality both in CG and public 

sector reforms, but there is no consensus as to what it exactly means.754 Since 

accountability follows authority, I broadly define it as an ongoing process (and 

dialogue) of rationalizing the authority at hand and reporting on the achievement of 

the assigned functions (i.e. output and outcome accountability) and the resources that 

were utilized in performing these functions (i.e. process accountability). 

Accountability is primarily an anticipated call to account755 – it is a process, or a cycle, 

that starts with the SOE or the government disclosing information about their conduct; 

it is not a task that is fulfilled once and forever.756 Disclosure shall enable SOEs’ 

accountors to question, discuss, and act on the provided information so that the 

accountability process moves forward.757 In this section I analyze the organizational 

accountability of SOEs from the customary theoretical perspectives then I tackle the 

stakeholder standing in SOEs, and I focus the analysis on the accountability of SOEs 

and that of the government for SOE activities. After that, I point out some of the 

                                                        
752 The institutional theory of SOEs supports a variety of mechanisms that induce accountable 
corporate behavior and responsible management such as the legal obligation to keep financial and 
nonfinancial records, incentives to report, sanctions for non-compliance etc. I do not discuss these 
mechanisms in this thesis due to limited space. 
753 For further discussion on corporate legitimacy and accountability see, Moore (n 731) 640. 
754 Interestingly, the term accountability has no equivalent in some languages and it is translated as 
responsibility. In other jurisdictions, like Kuwait, it is still understood in its historical and “literal 
sense of bookkeeping”. For further discussion on the semantics of accountability see Bovens 2007 (n 
730). 
755 In essence, an organization is accountable because there is a potential of responsibility and 
liability. Scott argued that the mechanisms of accountability are based upon the conception of 
responsibility. Scott (n 553). 
756 See figure 3 on the accountability cycle. 
757 Accountability is a means and an end: it is a mechanism (a vehicle) that further good CG practices, 
and at the same time, a normative end (or virtue) in that it reflects SOEs’ answerable and trustworthy 
governance. Mark Bovens noted that “[i]n British, Australian, Canadian and continental European 
scholarly debates, accountability is used in a narrower, descriptive sense” that is, as a mechanism. 
Bovens 2010 (n 410) 948; Grossi et al., (n 59) 277. 
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challenges that hinder SOEs’ accountability. Finally, I ask: what’s next? I explore the 

arrangements and processes that follow holding a SOE to account. 

 

6.5.1 Theoretical models of accountability of SOEs:  

CG is concerned with the structure and the distribution and exercise of authority 

in business organizations.758 Likewise accountability, as a mechanism of CG, is 

influenced by the structure of governance that links SOEs to the government.759 

Accountability of private and public organizations is typically associated with agency 

theory or NPM respectively. In the following subsections I, first, discuss SOEs’ 

accountability from the perspectives of agency and NPM theories, then from the 

institutional point of view.  

 

6.5.1.1 Accountability under agency theory and NPM:  

Agency theory explains accountability relationships in terms of direct 

hierarchical control of agents by the principal.760 It provides a simple and 

straightforward formula for accountability of business organizations: accountability 

rests with the represented (i.e. principal) who authorizes the actions of the 

representative (i.e. agent). This authorization leaves the agent unaccountable for the 

activities that are carried out in accordance with the delegation, and at the same time 

allows the principal only the right to hold agents to account for their performance of 

                                                        
758 Deeper discussion of the institutional embeddedness of CG systems is found in chapter 4, section 
4.2.3 on the ‘binary sources of CG’. 
759 In chapter 5, section 5.1.2, I discussed the organizational structure of SOEs to the government (or 
the market, for that matter) which increases institutional isomorphism in values and governance 
between these distinct entities.  
760 Per Lægreid, ‘Accountability and New Public Management’, in Mark Bovens, Robert E. Goodin, 
and Thomas Schillemans (eds) The Oxford Handbook for Public Accountability (Oxford University 
Press 2014); Broadbent et al., (n 600). 
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the delegated tasks. The accountability of SOEs is typically built on agency theory’s 

conceptualization. The reason behind that is that SOEs usually exist in a centralized 

hierarchical structure where they enjoy minimal autonomy in operation and are 

extensively controlled by the government.761 In fact, agency theory does not take 

business firms into account independently from their owners; it perceives firms, no 

matter how powerful and influential they are, as always being subordinate to the 

authority of shareholders.762 But what about institutionalized business organizations 

in the public domain, i.e. SOEs, that are governed to a considerable extent by their 

governing entities, and that operate at distance from their shareholder? Agency theory 

offers no explanation for this phenomenon. There are some serious concerns pertaining 

agency theory’s model of CG and its explanation of accountability relationships 

between SOEs and the government. 

The principal-agent model builds accountability around the ideas of superiority 

and subordination – the accountor asserts “rights of superior authority over those who 

are accountable, including the rights to demand answers and impose sanctions.”763 And 

this explains why agency-based accountability relies on sanctions as a core mechanism 

of accountability. Yet accountability, in the sense of explaining and justifying SOEs 

activities, ought to be owed to groups who are neither in an explicit agency relationship 

with SOEs, nor they have any direct authority over them, that is, the government and 

the general public. For this reason, agency tradition of CG – that dominates Anglo-

                                                        
761 Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2 discussed the organizational structure and autonomy of SOEs in detail.  
762 Agency’s perception of accountability is, typically, influenced by the centrality of contracts in 
neoclassical economics, where “the parties involved come to an agreement about their formal 
commitments to each other … should they fail to respect them, sanctions will follow.” Ronald 
Almqvist, Giuseppe Grossi, G. Jan van Helden and Christopher Reichard, ‘Public Sector Governance 
and Accountability’( 2013) 24 Critical Perspective on Accounting 481. 
763 Richard Mulgan, ‘Accountability: An Ever-Expanding Concept?’ (2000) 78 Public Administration 
555. (emphasis added) 
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American CG – considers no accountability of SOEs towards citizens, for example.764 

This narrow conception of accountability denies the governing entities in SOEs (i.e. 

board of directors and management) any genuine role and discretion beyond 

government instructions. It also, and perhaps more importantly, downplays the value 

and legitimacy of the SOE as an institutionalized form of governance alternative to 

ministerial department or government agency.  

Under agency theory, accountability runs in one direction: upward (vertically). 

It is a relationship between SOEs and the government in which the latter holds the 

former to account for non-abidance with governmental instructions. Being accountable 

to the government only increases the potential for politicization of SOEs, because then 

the only social actors who have the right to hold SOEs to account are governments and 

politics surrounding them.765 This diverts SOEs’ attention and efforts from creating 

value to the society to satisfying the accountor, i.e. the government and politicians in 

this case. It is shown that SOEs’ responsiveness to multiple accountability demands 

can put them under huge pressure at the expense of delivering their public missions.766 

From agency’s viewpoint, accountability is all about “articulating the principal’s 

claims over the agent’s will.”767 In other words, without a considerable degree of 

autonomy from stakeholders, SOEs’ accountability would become just another means 

of direct political control.  

                                                        
764 For further analysis of accountability from agency theory perspective see, Roberts et al., (n 621); 
Schillemans and Busuioc (n 630); Niamh M. Brennan and Jill Solomon, ‘Corporate Governance, and 
Mechanisms of Accountability: an Overview’ (2008) 21 Accounts, Auditing and Accountability 
Journal 885; Bovens 2007 (n 730): 460. 
765 On governance deficiencies in SOEs in relation to SOE-government relationship see section 5.1.1.  
766 Mark Bovens, Thomas Schillemans and Paul T. Hart, ‘Does Public Accountability Work? An 
Assessment Tool’ (2008) 86 Public Administration 229. 
767 Ciarán O’Kelly, ‘Accountability and a Theory of Representation’, in Melvin J. Dubnick and H. 
George Frederickson (eds), Accountable Governance: Problems and Promises (Routledge 2014) 259. 
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Another limitation of agency theory in the context of accountability is that it 

allows the government to perceive and handle accountability as a formality – it asks 

SOEs to report on their activities while they, most often, seek nothing more than mere 

reports.768 As such, the government utilizes the mechanisms of accountability to ensure 

that agents/SOEs comply with its directives. Interestingly, Schillmans and Busuioc 

observed that the actual behaviors of accountors and accountees in public 

organizations, including SOEs, are “often found to be at odds with basic hypothesis 

drawn from P-A [principal-agent] theory.”769 They found that governments do not 

behave the way typical principals are expected to by holding accountees (i.e. agents) 

accountable. Instead, they ‘drift’, that is to say they neglect the information that the 

accountee discloses, and refrain from calling accountees to account or even from 

correcting a failing accountee. This occurs especially where the accountee is highly 

committed to the delegated task and is less autonomous from the government, as if the 

government in this case relies on the bureaucratic relationship as a sufficient source of 

accountability. Hence, less autonomous SOEs tend to demonstrate low professional 

accountability.770  

Besides, the centralized principal-agent structure limits the scope of SOEs’ 

accountability – it relies on political more than legal and professional accountability. 

Under certain institutional settings, political accountability seems the optimal way for 

the government to sort out the accountability of its corporate arm which it directly 

controls.771 In Kuwait, for example, the government is not elected, meaning it is 

                                                        
768 In Dubnick’s words, the principal requires “nothing more from the reporting agent than compliance 
with the reporting requirements.” Dubnick (n 305) 383. 
769 Schillmans and Busuioc (n 640) 206. 
770 ibid 200; Romzek and Dubnick (n 707). 
771 Paul L. Posner and Asif Shahan, ‘Audit Institutions’, in Mark Bovens, Robert E. Goodin, and 
Thomas Schillemans (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Public Accountability (Oxford University Press 
2014) 501.  
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subject to weak political accountability, yet, strikingly, SOEs’ accountability is 

heavily political. It is almost a tradition that the minister concerned accepts the 

political responsibility and resigns; in effect the legal responsibility of ministers and 

government appointees attenuated.772 This is not withstanding the fact that SOEs are 

widely and increasingly involved in expert activities, such as financial management, 

energy, biotechnology etc., and that these activities require higher professional 

accountability. Professional accountability concerns the duties associated with a 

particular profession including the traditions of reporting in that profession or sector. 

It also undermines that SOEs have non-hierarchically superior account holders such 

as market peers, consumers, and recipients of services.773 Contrariwise, where SOEs 

are treated as separate legal institutions that have a considerable independence from 

the government, it is more likely to develop a comprehensive and robust system of 

accountability that covers their compliance with legal and professional principles and 

values.  

On the other hand, NPM reforms depart from government direct control of SOEs 

to private-like, market mechanisms of governance. Among the transformations that 

NPM has brought to SOEs, it has shifted the focus of accountability from reliability to 

financial efficiency.774 Accordingly, managers tend to associate accountability with the 

costs of reporting, managing documentations and transparency, communications etc. 

This perception gives managers another reason to avoid disclosures in the name of cost 

saving.775 NPM focuses on the financial performance of SOEs rather than the factors 

                                                        
772 Stevens (n 124) 358-61; Stevens (n 137); Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 814, 816. 
773 Hodges (n 35) 26-51. 
774 Tero Erkkilä, ‘Governance and Accountability – A Shift in Conceptualization’ (2007) 31 Public 
Administration Quarterly 481; Albert Meijer, ‘Transparency’, in Mark Bovens, Robert E. Goodin, and 
Thomas Schillemans (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Public Accountability (Oxford University Press 
2014) 513. 
775 On the dilemma of account-giving and cost inefficiency see, Robert D. Behn, Rethinking 
Democratic Accountability (Brookings Institution Press 2001); Hodges (n 35) 26, 51. 
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that matter for citizens such as the creation of social value and equality in public 

service delivery. Just as agency theory, NPM’s approach to accountability is 

reductionist, because by running SOEs in a private-like manner, the content of 

accountability reports changes – SOEs are encouraged to communicate the 

information that are relevant to average customers.776 This weakens SOEs’ 

accountability to citizens for public value creation, particularly in terms of pursuing 

unprofitable social objectives.777 With regard to SOEs that pursue social goals, public 

accountability will bear promises of good and equitable governance only for SOEs’ 

customers who can afford the competitive market prices, that is, to narrower service 

recipients.778  

It is observed that NPM reforms “has produced a shift in accountability from the 

political to the managerial sphere”.779 Political, and in fact citizens accountability as 

well, are substituted by standard customer accountability. Reporting requirements and 

attitudes reflect the inclination towards creating a parallel market for the public domain 

to make public enterprises more attractive to private investors in preparation for full 

or partial privatization.780 NPM diverts accountability from serving as a mechanism 

inducive of good governance to just another market mechanism of governance, thus, 

it considers market competition and self-regulation sufficient to improve SOEs’ 

accountability. Market mechanisms of accountability are not enough to discharge 

SOEs’ public accountability and preserve social legitimacy, or what Per Lægreid 

                                                        
776 McKinlay (n 626). 
777 Giuseppe Grossi and Anna Thomasson, ‘Bridging the Accountability Gap in Hybrid Organizations: 
The Case of Copenhagen Malmö Port’ (2015) 81 International Review of Administrative Sciences 
609; Sands (n 52). 
778 Grossi and Thomasson (n 777) 607; Lægreid (n 760) 324, 338. McKinlay (n 626). 
779 Christensen and Lægreid (n 48) 827; Lægreid (n 760) 331; Acar et al., (n 625) 7. 
780 See chapter 2, section 2.3 for further analysis of the impact of NPM on CG of SOEs. Further 
discussion on the creation of internal market as a mechanism of accountability in the public sector see, 
Scott (n 553) 49. 
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referred to as the “accountability for fairness”.781 This means that SOEs may be held 

to account if they performed less efficiently compared to their private counterparts, 

but not for their unfair processes or partial outcomes.782  

NPM paradigm encourages executive agencies, public-private partnerships 

(PPP), and hybridity (in terms of management) as alternative models for governing 

SOEs. In PPPs, it is improbable that private investors live up to citizens accountability 

(expectations) – SOEs’ “interest in not only protecting the business, but also 

preserving what are regarded as public values”, while private investors in market 

economies usually focus on the return on investment.783 The other problem with NPM 

models of governance, as I discussed earlier in section 5.4.2, is that they are intended 

to grant SOEs further autonomy, leaving no basis for accountability other than 

performance contracts; contract-based accountability is restricted to the contracting 

parties and excludes non-contracting parties, such as the general public.784 The 

beneficiary of managerial accountability may be, first and foremost, the polity and 

politicians involved in the political and social coalitions surrounding these agencies; 

shareholders are the only beneficiaries of managerial accountability according to the 

idea of ‘delegated agency power’. Even with hybrid governance in which the public 

coordinator is an agent of the government, it is difficult to hold the agent accountable 

“because it is partially autonomous and/or only partially responsible for outcomes.”785 

This leaves a room for both coordinating parties to escape accountability for their 

conduct. Moreover, arm’s length models of governance and outsourcing public service 

                                                        
781 Lægreid (n 760) 331. 
782 Posner and Shahan (n 771) 491; Dubnick (n 305). 
783 Grossi and Thomasson (n 777) 614; Pargendler et al., (n 62). 
784 Udo C. Braendle and Juerger Noll, ‘A Fig Leaf for the Naked Corporation’ (2005) 9 Journal of 
Management and Governance 79-99. On the ineffectiveness of performance contracts in inducing 
accountability see chapter 5, section 5.4.2. 
785 Schillemand and Busuioc (n 640) 195. 
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management decrease markedly stakeholders’ accessibility to information and 

increase information asymmetry between accountability actors and forums.786 It is for 

these reasons that partially SOEs, particularly, need to develop and adhere to a strong 

system of accountability to avoid exploitation and shirking by either partners.  

On account of that, agency theory and NPM models do not provide 

comprehensive grounds for SOEs’ multifaceted accountability. They have proven 

difficult to embrace or adapt to the challenges posed by the multitude of interests 

relevant to SOEs. In the following subsection and drawing on the theoretical 

framework that informs the thesis, I discuss accountability from the institutional 

viewpoint. 

 

6.5.1.2 The accountability of SOEs – an institutional perspective:  

Drawing on discussion in chapter 5, perceiving SOEs as business persons grants 

them structural autonomy from the government and, relatively, separates control from 

ownership. As such, the government does not directly control SOEs, and has, instead, 

an arm’s length relationship with them.787 Thus, the application of legal institutional 

theory to the SOE model shifts the accountability relationship between the SOE and 

the government from a vertical relationship between an agent and its principal to a 

horizontal accountability relationship between equally interdependent entities. 

Nevertheless, in practice, it seems that the more autonomy from government control 

SOEs have, the less strict accountability requirements they face (and the less 

                                                        
786 Whincop (n 5) 115-16. 
787 Chapter 5, section 5.1 discussed the structuration of the relationship between SOEs and the 
government. Also see the conclusion of chapter 5 for a short account on the difference between the 
typical sense of arm’s length relationships and the institutionalized autonomy that constrains arm’s 
length relationships to secure effective policy implementation. 
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accountable they become). This is a major obstacle facing accountability of SOEs. 

Therefore, and in order to strike a balance between autonomy of SOEs and their 

accountability, there is a need for institutions that apply to SOEs the mantra that is 

applicable to all persons (real and fiction): no authority without responsibility.788 

SOEs’ accountability can be conceived in terms of institutional representation 

that indicates an assessment of the powers and authorities delegated to the SOE as an 

institution.789 Institutional representation is akin, in part, to democratic representation 

that perceives accountability as a system by which “citizens can access the information 

they need to hold elected politicians accountable for their actions.”790 But autonomous 

SOEs are not democratically-elected organizations and cannot be called to account on 

the basis of democratic representation. SOEs are accountable on the basis of the legal 

status, authorities, apparatuses, and responsibilities assigned to them.791 The 

difference between politicians’ accountability and SOEs’ accountability is the means 

through which authority is delegated – politicians are authorized through elections 

while SOEs are authorized by means of statutes, charters, regulations, policies etc. 

SOEs are entrusted with the required authority and resources needed to implement the 

functions assigned to them. The resources and powers that SOEs possess and utilize 

have to be accompanied by mechanisms of accountability (reporting and explaining 

their conduct) for effective resource usage and sustainability.792 As such, SOEs’ 

                                                        
788 Interestingly, the debate around the personality of private corporations in courts was always raised 
along a claim of some rights of the corporation as a person: the constitutional protection against 
unreasonable searches and seizures; the right to free speech etc. However, no such emphasis is tied to 
the accountability and responsibilities of business persons in return. For more analysis on corporate 
personality in American court decisions see Orts (n 299); Harris (n 299). 
789 Albert Meijer and Thomas Schillemans, ‘Fictional Citizens and Real Effects: Accountability to 
Citizens in Competitive and Monopolistic Markets’ (2009) 14 Public Administration and 
Management 254; Mark Considine, ‘The End of the Line? Accountable Governance in the Age of 
Networks, Partnerships, and Joined-Up Services’ (2002) 15 Governance: An International Journal of 
Policy, Administration, and Institutions 21. 
790 Grossi and Thomasson (n 777) 605. 
791 Broadbent et al., (n 600) 477. 
792 Moore (n 731) 642. 
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accountability is built on their institutional system, that is, the realm of their legal 

rights, privileges, responsibilities etc.793  

Institutions are systems of valued, stable, and legitimate patterns of behavior; 

institutions are formal structures of legitimacy. Accountability, to this system, is a 

source of stability, predictability, and continual legitimacy (survival); accountability 

is an evidence of SOEs’ compliance with what is accepted and predicted in their 

organizational environment.794 In order for SOEs’ accountability to produce its 

legitimacy effect it has to demonstrate the delivery and distribution of the socially 

desirable public value outcomes in accordance with the authority entrusted to them.795 

As such, the question of accountability and the possible consequential responsibility 

are supposed to be clearer in institutionally independent SOEs. Besides, unlike agency 

and market accountability, the accountability forum under representative 

accountability, in the institutional sense, includes almost all citizens who are affected 

by and interested in public value creation.796 Furthermore, institutional representation 

                                                        
793 From a business ethics perspective, “[t]he moral goods of the community … can never be attained 
through immoral means, and are always jeopardized by the use of such means”. Similarly, the public 
good missions assigned to SOEs need to be approached through transparent processes for which the 
SOE is accountable. Business ethics is beyond the scope of this thesis, but for further discussions on 
business ethics and SOEs see, Thomas O’Brien, ‘Reconsidering the Common Good in a Business 
Context’ (2009) 85 Journal of Business Ethics 31; Lufuno Nevondwe, Kola O. Odeku and Konanani 
Raligilia, ‘Ethics in the State-Owned Companies in the Public Sector: A Thin Line between Corporate 
Governance and Ethical Leadership’ (2014) 5 Mediterranean journal of Social Sciences 661; André 
(n 28). 
794 DiMaggio and Powell (n 373) 149; Tolbert and Zucker (n 394). For further discussions about 
institutionalism, SOEs, and CG see, chapter 4, section 4.4. 
795 Craig Deegan, ‘Introduction: The Legitimizing Effect of Social and Environmental Disclosures – a 
theoretical foundation’ (2002) 12 Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal 283. Three out of 
four special issue journal’s researches emphasized that reporting have primarily a legitimizing 
purpose. 
796 Interestingly, an overlap can be noticed between a variety of perspectives: representation, social 
contract, corporate legitimacy, democracy, and institutionalism. It is argued that “[a]ny social 
institution – and business is no exception – operates in society via a social contract, expressed or 
implied whereby its survival and growth are based”. Allan D. Shocker and S. Prakash Sethi, ‘An 
Approach to Incorporating Societal Preferences in Developing Corporate Action Strategies’ (1973) 15 
California Management Review 97; Thynne and Wettenhall also argued that “[p]ublic enterprises 
need to be bound by a “new social contract” in which there are “ no rights without responsibility”. 
Thynne and Wettenhall (n 34) 4; Greiling and Grüb (n 274). On democratic accountability see Behn 
(n 775); Scott 2000 (n 553) 43. 
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extends its accountability measures to scrutinize aspects beyond SOEs’ financial 

performance.  

SOEs, politicians, and private enterprises are subject to different mechanisms of 

accountability (and legitimacy). Politicians are called to account mainly through 

election, while private corporations are held to account through market discipline or 

pressure campaigns, such as boycott campaigns and anti-sweatshops protests.797 But 

social and political calls for accountability can possibly have far less resonance in 

autonomous or powerful SOEs, or SOEs that operate in monopolistic markets.798 

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) and its subsidiaries are examples of powerful 

SOEs that are not bound by any means to respond to the calls for accountability by 

politicians and civil society organizations. The case of K-Dow, that is explained in 

section 5.2.2, shows the weak political and public accountability practices of 

Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC); the parliamentary committee that was 

formed to investigate the case failed to determine who was responsible for the 

suspicious investment and procedures. Despite the huge losses incurred by PIC, it still 

neither explained or reported on its joint venture with Dow chemical, nor translated 

the contract to Arabic to make it accessible to the public.799 

In summary of this section, the conceptualization of SOEs and SOE-government 

relationship are two determinant factors of the extent and efficacy of SOEs’ 

                                                        
797 Kate Macdonald remarked that in some developing countries that lack adequate mechanisms of 
accountability, anti-sweatshop campaigns have successfully established alternative sanctioning 
mechanisms. Kate Macdonald, ‘Public Accountability within Transnational Supply Chains: A Global 
Agenda for Empowering Southern workers?’ (2007) 
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2879227 > accessed 7 June 2020; André (n 28) 
272. 
798 In monopolistic markets, exist is not an option for citizens to sanction SOEs for poor performance 
or weak value creation. Meijer and Schillemans (n 789) 260-62. 
799 In fact, one of the main barriers to accountable SOEs in Kuwait is the defective system of public 
governance in general, in which the government is mostly appointed, and thus, publicly 
unaccountable. 
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organizational accountability. SOEs’ accountability needs to be taken beyond agency-

driven compliance and conformity accountability and beyond market-based 

mechanisms of governance and accountability. When explaining and justifying their 

conduct, SOEs have to consider horizontal accountability relationships – they should 

respond to the relevant social and professional concerns of equally interdependent 

entities, including the general public and professional peers. They also have to go 

beyond the minimality of both bureaucratic and consumer accountability.800 In the next 

section, I shall elucidate the difference between SOEs’ public accountability and 

SOEs’ accountability towards the government. 

 

6.5.2 To whom are SOEs accountable?  

Accounts about SOEs’ conduct and performance “are not made in a void, but 

vis-à-vis a significant other.”801 Accountability is a social relationship in which a 

stakeholder, i.e. any person, group, or organization whose interests are affected by the 

activities of the SOE, have the right to hold the enterprise to account for its activities.802 

The effects of SOEs’ activities (conduct and outcome) can extend to the lives of many, 

thus, in principle, any social actor whose interests are affected have the right to call 

                                                        
800 Schillmans and Busuioc (n 640) 206; Erkkilä (n 774) 16-17. 
801 Two concepts of accountability (n 744) 951. Stakeholders are known as accountors and account 
givers, while the SOE, in this case, is an accountee. Bovens 2007 (n 730) 450; Meijer and Schillemans 
described accountability as a process of ‘communicative interaction’. Meijer and Schillemans (n 789) 
257. 
802 Almqvist et al., (n 762) 480. Mark Bovens discussed accountability forums, i.e. accountability 
space or relationship, and focused mainly on political forums and the market. O’Kelly and Dubnick 
took Boven’s perspective further and added two broader accountability forums, namely agora and 
bazaar. Willems and Dooren also expanded the notion of the market as an accountability forum to its 
Latin origin as ‘the center of public life.’ Bovens 2007 (n 730); Ciarán O’Kelly and Melvin Dubnick, 
‘Accountability and Its Metaphors: From Forum to Agora and Bazaar’ (2014) Prepared for PSG VII: 
Quality and Integrity of Governance, The European Group of Public Administration, Speyer, 
Germany, 
<https://pureadmin.qub.ac.uk/ws/portalfiles/portal/13032528/COK_MJD_EGPA_Paper.pdf> 
accessed 7 June 2020; Tom Willems and Wouter Van Dooren, ‘Coming to Terms with 
Accountability: Combining Multiple Forums and Functions’ (2012) 14 Public Management Review 
1017. 
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SOEs for account.803 The stakeholder standing can include as many stakeholders as all 

the citizens and organizations throughout the region/s in which the SOE operates. 

Imagine, for example, the extent of interests impacted by an electricity SOE that serves 

a whole country, here almost all inhabitants to whom electricity is delivered are 

stakeholders. 

SOEs have, at least, two main accountability forums: the shareholding 

government, and the general public and their representatives. Citizens and local 

communities have a strong accountability claim as the ultimate owners of SOEs and 

the taxpayers who collectively bear the risk of SOE collapse, and those who are 

concerned about and interested in public value creation.804 The legislature and 

regulators are stakeholders who have obvious interests in calling the enterprise to 

which they delegate authority through laws and regulations to account for pursuing 

public value creation. Likewise, the shareholding government and policy makers are 

key stakeholders. Audit agencies, regulators, interest groups, and the media may have 

interests in the performance of SOEs as well.805 Thus, SOEs may be held accountable 

for their weak financial performance on the basis of being market actors by one 

stakeholder, and, simultaneously, be called to account by another stakeholder for 

falling behind with pursuing the public interest. This broad definition of stakeholder 

gives those who have no contractual relationship or other legal standing, on the basis 

of tort law for instance, the right to press their accountability claims.  

                                                        
803 Moore (n 731) 636. 
804 Citizens do not have an explicit accountability relationship, customer-seller for example, with all 
SOEs. Therefore, it is important to differentiate between citizens’ right to call SOEs to account as 
customers, and their right to call SOEs to account as a forum concerned with public value creation.  
805 Just as other business organizations, SOEs are accountable to their employees, suppliers, 
financiers, debtors, professional peers, competitors, and other actors whose interests may be affected 
by their conduct.  
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SOEs, in turn, manage their accountability either by giving account to the 

affected parties at their request, or through their annual reports if they are obliged to 

give account on a regular basis or they voluntarily maintain their operations 

transparent.806 This way, SOEs assure stakeholders that their interests are protected.807 

The more diverse the stakeholders of a SOE are the more complicated accountability 

requirements and mechanisms can get, and the more detailed accountability reports 

need to be. It is important to note that accountees/SOEs tend to react differently with 

different stakeholders. This mainly depends on how powerful and active the 

stakeholder is; it equally depends on the nature of the relationship between accountees 

and accountors. For example, representative accountability presumably attaches 

greater importance to legitimacy and trustworthiness, it focuses on sustainability 

reporting and public value reporting that demonstrate how SOEs strive toward 

valuable performance.808 Note that fulfilling accountability requirements for one 

stakeholder only, as in reporting the information that are of special interest to creditors 

or competitors and report the minimal amount of information on its public mission, is 

accountability drift – it is a deviation from fair fulfilment of accountability 

requirements toward all stakeholders. 

 

6.5.3 Government Accountability and SOE Accountability:  

Government functions are either held vertically by government’s different 

departments and agencies or delegated horizontally to interdependent entities such as 

SOEs. SOEs are entrusted with the role of creating value for the society. Along with 

                                                        
806 Bovens 2007 (n 730) 451. 
807 Grossi and Thomasson (n 777) 606. 
808 Meijer and Schillemans noticed that public accountability enhances the legitimacy of public sector 
organizations and the effectiveness of public services. Meijer and Schillemans (n 789) 255. 
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the delegation, “[g]ood government would need to require public enterprises … to 

provide both transparent evidence of public mission performance in terms of 

perception of users and factual evidence along a set of predefined yardsticks.”809 And 

whether functions are carried out by the government or an independent entity, citizens 

accountability always has a place in the chain of accountability, for citizens are the 

ultimate source of authority. Thus, in relation to who the accountor is, SOEs’ 

accountability is of two types: inward accountability and outward accountability.810 

Inward accountability is the accountability of managers to the board of directors, 

which is discussed in section 6.4.2; while outward accountability, which concerns 

more for the context of this section, is the accountability of the SOE, as an independent 

organization, to outsiders. Outward accountability is either horizontal owed to the 

shareholding entity, State-owned holding company, audit bureau, the parliament, 

regulators, and the government; or vertical owed by SOEs and the government (jointly 

or separately) to the general public. 

There is a need to differentiate output accountability from outcome 

accountability. Outputs reflect SOEs’ activities, that is, the production of goods and 

services. While outcomes are the effects of the produced goods and services (output) 

in terms of achieving public interest goals. According to Grossi et al., “accountability 

in relation to specific public goals … are not limited to service delivery … but also 

includes the impact of public policies on the community or society at large.”811 Output 

accountability rests with the managers (mainly the CEO) and it is owed to the 

shareholding entity, the government, and the regulator. Whereas accountability for 

                                                        
809 Florio (n 45) 205. 
810 Influenced by agency theory, some of the literature use the term ‘upward accountability’ in 
reference to SOE accountability to the government. Upward accountability implies a hierarchical 
relationship between the SOE and the government in which the SOE is an agent of the latter. Royo et 
al., (n 274).  
811 Grossi et al., (n 59) 277. 
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outcome achievement is a ministerial (political) accountability owed to the parliament 

and the general public. One of the vital issues that the SOE institutional (mainly 

statutory) framework have to cover is this clear identification of managerial output 

accountability and ministerial outcome accountability. 

Although SOEs are separate entities and enjoy a considerable degree of 

independence from government control, the government is still politically accountable 

for the performance and outcomes of SOEs for a number of reasons. First, drawing on 

the discussion in section 5.2.2 about the controlling rights of the government as a 

shareholder, the government takes part in determining key controlling dimensions in 

SOEs. This includes setting long-term purposes and short-term goals, taking part in 

strategic decision-making, assessing SOEs’ outputs, and the right to hold managers to 

account for the outputs. Hence, the government is accountable for SOEs in these 

respects.812 Second, the government is the regulator (unless the regulator is an 

independent agency813) who sets and develops technical standards of conduct and 

imposes legal and regulatory requirements and restrictions on SOEs. As such, the 

government is highly acquainted with SOEs’ behavior, challenges, and performance; 

it also has the capacity and competency to identify the institutional gaps that impact 

SOE activities and instruct them accordingly through regulations, in addition to its 

right to hold SOEs to account in cases of professional accountability. 

Third, and most important, the government is accountable before the general 

public because it is “the entity ultimately responsible for societal welfare.”814 The 

                                                        
812 Rees in ’The Public Enterprise Game’ presents a formal method for how the SOE and the 
government interact and share information. Rees (n 467). For further elucidation of the extent of 
government shareholding rights in SOEs see, chapter 5, section 5.2.2. 
813 Good governance practices recommend that regulators be autonomous, that is, non-departmental. 
See section 5.4.3. 
814 Roper and Schoenberger-Orgad (n 192) 705; Regarding government accountability and the 
welfare-state model of regulation see, Scott 2000 (n 553) 45. 
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government in modern democracies is accountable for the overall structure and 

performance of the system in which SOEs are introduced. For this reason, it is held 

that “government’s performance is only as good as its ability to manage its tools and 

to hold its tool users accountable.”815 This means that the government should not be 

shield from accountability for SOEs the way parent corporations in the private sector 

are protected from responsibility for their subsidies by virtue of the limited liability. 

Furthermore, the government, who is a steward of public money, is accountable for 

financial probity. Interestingly, the government is accountable for SOEs’ outputs even 

if outsourced management, for the expectation is that “ministers would act as 

intelligent purchasers of outputs which they judged were appropriate which it decided 

to be appropriate to deliver the outcomes they required.”816 Hence, the government is 

accountable for SOEs’ outputs and outcomes even in marketization.  

In managing the financial relationship between SOEs and the government, as a 

shareholder, “[b]oth the profit target and capital allocation will depend on information 

supplied to government by the enterprise and, de facto, have to be agreed to by both 

sides.”817 However, when a SOE fails to fulfil its mission or to comply with its legal 

obligations, the government might try to avoid accountability by stressing the 

autonomy of SOEs in operation. But the same reasons that are stated in the previous 

paragraph hinder government attempts to avoid accountability completely. This is 

what happened when a New Zealand electricity SOE (Mercury Energy) was held 

accountable for undermining its social responsibility toward citizens who could not 

afford paying their electricity bills and disconnecting the service from their houses. 

                                                        
815 Donald F. Kettl, ‘Managing Indirect Government’, in Lester M Salamon (ed), The Tools of 
Government: A Public Management Handbook for the Era of Third-Party Government (Oxford 
University Press 2002) 490. 
816 McKinlay (n 626) 221. 
817 Rees (n 467). For further discussion of SOEs-government financial relationship see section 5.3.2.  
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The then prime minister condemned SOE’s “hard-nosed commercial attitude” and 

declared that she does not want to be responsible for such activities.818 However, “even 

though the prime minister tried to distance herself and her government from the 

company, this could never be feasible.”819 So, the government responded and 

demonstrated accountability through adopting strengthened guidelines to govern such 

cases in which commercial and public missions collide. The accountee SOE also 

attempted to live up to its accountability expectations by suspending all disconnections 

until a regulatory solution is found for similar situations.820  

For autonomous non-elected institutions like SOEs, citizen accountability is not 

a signal of direct control thereof.821 It is rather an indication of SOEs’ motivation to 

create and increase the common good for which they were established and authorized 

as independent legal entities in the first place. Improved public accountability, 

according to Greiling and Grüb, is “a signal of the specific democratic responsibility 

public enterprises have.”822 It is also an indication of the way SOEs perceive citizens: 

are they participants in governance or passive recipients of goods and services. In fact, 

social legitimacy that follows citizens’ accountability is, in itself, an effective incentive 

to enhance inward accountability and performance monitoring systems in SOEs. For 

these reasons, when SOEs and the government are both accountable to the public, it is 

important to identify who is accountable and for what. In this case, it is recommended 

to keep SOE-government interactions and communications transparent and accessible 

in a timely manner; this is key for the purpose of allocating responsibility where harm 

                                                        
818 Roper and Schoenberger-Orgad (n 192) 703. 
819 ibid 705. 
820 ibid 703-04.  
821 On the fine line between accountability mechanisms and control, Bovens argued that control in the 
Anglo-Saxon sense include ex ante and ex post direct control of organizations, which goes way 
beyond accountability as the act of explaining and justifying conduct. Bovens 2007 (n 730) 454. 
822 Greiling and Grüb (n 274) 644. 
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occurs. For example, government directives regarding policy-making and 

implementation should be disclosed because, with respect political accountability, it 

makes a difference if the SOE acted following government instructions – it shifts the 

blame from SOEs’ managers and directors to the minister or the prime minister.  

Stakeholders’ interests in SOEs differ, so do the information they are looking for 

on SOEs’ conduct. Governments, for example, are usually concerned with assessing 

whether and to what extent the SOE achieved the delegated public interest missions, 

e.g. creating employment opportunities, delivering services under certain conditions 

etc. They are also interested in information related to SOEs’ attitudes in spending 

public funds. Citizens, however, require both financial and non-financial information, 

or what is known as sustainability reports.823 That is to say, the type and size of 

information reported by SOEs differ from vertical (public) accountability to horizontal 

(government) accountability. Horizontal account giving is usually (and should be) 

compulsory and more detailed; in addition to reporting on financial performance, it 

may include some information that governments prefer to keep beneath a shroud of 

secrecy. For that reason, access to horizontal reports can be limited to certain 

stakeholders such as the ownership entity, the regulator/s, the parliament, or the 

judiciary.  

It is worthwhile to note that there are factors that affect SOE accountability vis-

à-vis the government, particularly the relative power of enterprises such as too big to 

fail monopolies. Also, the financial independence of the SOE is a key factor in 

strengthening the SOE in its relation to the government, and, hence, undermining 

accountability requirements toward the latter. Interestingly, few differences were 

                                                        
823 Grossi et al., (n 59) 277; Royo et al., (n 274); Paul M. Collier, ‘Stakeholder Accountability: A 
Field study of the implementation of a governance improvement plan’ (2008) 21 Accounting, Auditing 
and Accountability Journal 933. 
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found regarding public accountability between competitive and monopolistic markets, 

mainly in terms of the arrangements available for citizens in each market. But when it 

comes to the effects of public accountability, it depends, first and foremost, on 

citizens’ active participation and use of the available information and mechanisms.824 

Further details on the variations of accountability and governance relationship between 

SOEs and the government are found in section 5.3. Now that I identified the 

dimensions of accountability relevant to SOEs, I examine the directions and 

mechanisms of accountability. 

 

6.5.4 A SOE is held accountable – what comes next?  

Disclosure and transparency do not, in and by themselves, induce accountable 

behavior – accountability is not a unidimensional obligation, rather, it is a “relational 

interactional process”.825 The accountability process or cycle (see figure 3) is 

composed of three phases: 

- Phase 1: The accountee SOE gives account of its activities to the accountors;  

- Phase 2: A forum or more call the SOE to account by debating the given account 

and/or requiring further explanations and information;  

- Phase 3: The forum decides either to end the debate or to take action on the 

matter especially if it raised the responsibility of the SOE and/or the government.  

Transparency is a prerequisite for calling on social organizations for account; it 

is directed towards the unbalanced possession of information between accountors and 

accountees.826 Transparency “opens up the decision-making process to public debate 

                                                        
824 Meijer and Schillemans (n 789) 282.  
825 Schillmans and Busuioc (n 640) 196. 
826 Transparency is built around the simple idea that watching an organization influences its behavior.  
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and moves the process towards more prudent and equitable management”.827 There is 

a correlation between high levels of transparency and low levels of corruption – 

transparency makes corruption riskier, that is, easier to be detected. At the same time, 

it makes it easier for stakeholders to know if there is something going wrong and 

requires to be done differently and to identify proper and workable incentive schemes 

for managers and directors.828 

However, the assumption that disclosure and transparency automatically induce 

accountability is oversimplified.829 It is oversimplified in view of the fact that account 

giving shapes, somewhat, the accountability environment, that is to say, the accountee 

influences “how his or her actions are going to be described and evaluated.”830 The 

discourse on accountability should go beyond mere reporting and more disclosure; in 

fact, accountability needs better disclosure. The flood of information renders 

disclosure counterproductive. Thus, fulfilling accountability requirements should not 

be left to SOEs’ discretion – regulatory frameworks need to provide comprehensive 

guidelines for SOEs and the government on what to disclose and how. Also, it should 

provide the accountability forums with “clear methods of validating information and 

monitoring to ensure truthfulness and correctness of disclosures.”831  

To this purpose, some conditions need to be met to increase the effectiveness of 

accountability mechanisms. First, the disclosed information has to be accessible in a 

                                                        
827 Andrés Mejía Acosta, ‘The Impact and Effectiveness of Accountability and Transparency 
Initiatives: The Governance of Natural Resources’ (2013) 31 Development Policy Review 94; Meijer 
et al., (n 680) 505. 
828ibid 509; On the benefits of transparency in combating corruption in resource-rich countries see 
Kolstad and Wiig (n 108). On the correlation between freedom of press and corruption see, Meijer et 
al., (n 680) 518; Aymo Brunetti and Beatrice Weder, ‘A Free Press is Bad News for Corruption’ 
(2003) 87 Journal of Public Economics 1801.  
829 Even the introduction of the corporate form to the public domain should not be understood as 
inducive of accountability in and by itself. O’Kelly (n 374).  
830 In Dubnick’s words, “an “account maker” who seeks control rather than being subject to it”. On 
how reporting can be a way to control and avoid accountability Dubnick (n 305) 390; Moore (n 731). 
831 Braendle and Noll (n 784) 97.  
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candid and timely manner. Second, they have to be legible for non-experts. It is usually 

difficult for non-expert citizens and stakeholders to process and act upon aggregate 

macroeconomic indicators on SOEs’ performance. Third, the disclosed decisions and 

processes should be reasoned, i.e. explained and justified using objective data.832 

Forth, transparency requires SOEs and the government to communicate important, that 

is, relevant information for a given context, and avoid over-disclosure and misleading 

information.833 Greiling and Grüb observed that “[t]he information which is relevant 

for citizens is scattered all over the sustainability reports. This makes the information 

less transparent and harder to understand for the citizens.”834 Consequently, 

stakeholders lose the incentive to scrutinize SOEs’ reports and call them to account.  

With regard to public accountability, information accessibility and 

comprehensibility depend highly on citizens engagement (and activeness) in SOEs’ 

accountability processes. For example, Stevens noticed low public engagement in the 

public debates on national oil companies in Kuwait; interestingly, he linked it to the 

high oil prices that used to cover SOEs’ poor performance in the period between the 

70s up until the financial crisis.835 It is contended that transparency also depends on 

the levels of education, for “[e]ducation is a key precondition for the ability of a 

population, or a more limited group of stakeholders, to process information.”836 Thus, 

transparency should be measured in terms of stakeholders’ ability to make meaningful 

                                                        
832 Meijer (n 774) 511.  
833 Romzek (n 642) 317. See fn (838) as an example of KOC’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
reporting. 
834 Greiling and Grüb (n 274) 647. 
835 PapenfuB found that public accountability in Germany have a modest effect despite the fact that 
accountability mechanisms there are well-institutionalized. Ulf PapenfuB, ‘How (Should) Public 
Authorities Report on State-Owned Enterprises for Financial Sustainability and Cutback Management 
– a New Quality Model’ (2014) 34 Public Money and Management 115; Meijer and Schillemans (n 
789).  
836 Kolstad and Wiig (n 108).  
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analysis; insiders, that is the shareholding government and employees, should be 

approached differently than outsiders, including audits and the public.  

The fact that SOEs’ sustainability reports are gaining increasing importance led 

some SOEs and public authorities to get around reporting requirements through 

information overload, purportedly withholding sensitive information, or using broad 

and blurry language in their reports. For example, SOEs might appeal, in the name of 

CSR, to less socially advantageous activities, or activities that are irrelevant to their 

mission or domain to disguise their failure in value creation or to hide a greater 

environmental damage they cause. It is rightly observed that:837  

where citizen value reporting is only implemented as a window-dressing endeavor, 

the effects are quite negative for public enterprises. They miss the chance to 

demonstrate that they act in line with a public sector ethos or as stewards of the 

common good.  

On account of this, the sustainability report of an oil-and-gas SOE, for example, can 

be far more credible if the SOE took serious actions towards limiting environmental 

damages – in a sector known for its negative impact on world environment – instead 

of holding entertainment camping resorts for staff as a CSR activity.838 The general 

rule here is that transparency is more effective with clear specifications. Faking 

transparency and CSR by social actors that are supposed to create some sort of value 

for the society calls legislatures and regulators to focus on ‘what information are 

reported’ rather than ‘how much is reported’. It also calls for greater carefulness on 

the part of stakeholders in assessing sustainability reports.  

                                                        
837Greiling and Grüb (n 274) 652. 
838 On KOC’s corporate social responsibility 
<https://www.kockw.com/sites/EN/Pages/We%20Care/Social%20Responsibility/Society.aspx> 
accessed 7 June 2020.  
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The increased focus on phase one, that is disclosure, undermines phases two and 

three. Nonetheless, the effects of phase one depend largely on the two other phases of 

accountability. In phase two of the case of New Zealand’s electricity SOE, Mercury 

Energy was held responsible for disconnecting the electricity supply to a property 

while the householder was actually relying on life support machines which soon 

caused his death. In phase three, Mercury responded to the situation by stopping all 

power disconnections. The government, that tried to avoid the blame earlier on, also 

responded to the call to account by strengthening the guidelines that govern both public 

and private energy enterprises. 

Figure 3 Demonstrates the accountability cycle in competitive and monopolistic 
markets. 

 

In principle, disclosure and transparency allow accountors to scrutinize and 

question SOEs’ conduct. However, in operation, some accountors lack the incentive 
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or the means to effectively engage in accountability discourse and induce, let alone 

enforce, a change in SOEs behavior. In effect, SOEs’ disclosed information might end 

up receiving no attention from any of the forums. This was the case with the State-

owned airline Kuwait Airways (KA). Since the early 90s, KA’s annual reports 

demonstrated steady deterioration on several fronts, yet, accountors had no incentive 

to act on the reports on the ground that national airlines normally face greater 

challenges than SOEs in other sectors and that KA’s recovery following the huge 

destructions caused by the Iraqi invasion is taking time. However, the implied reason 

for neglecting KA’s reporting is the lack of political will to call KA’s (politically 

supported) managers and directors to account for the loss-making operations.839 Apart 

from the political will and alliances, the reactions to information disclosure varies from 

one case to another according to the accountor, the forum, and the institutional context. 

The parliament, for instance, may ask managers to provide testimony on SOE’s 

conduct or might even have the capacity to exercise a veto against SOE’s decision; 

public prosecutors may initiate proceedings before a court in cases of legal 

accountability; while the government may simply enforce the contractual obligations 

on outsourced SOEs. Thus, incentivized and empowered accountors are key to 

effective accountability process.840  

On account of that, a debate has raised around whether legal sanctions are 

necessary in phase three. Bovens argued that “[t]he possibility of sanctions – not the 

actual imposition of sanctions – makes the difference between non-committal 

provision of information and being held to account.”841 The actions that accountors 

                                                        
839 Alhajeri (n 118); Sartawi (n 125).  
840 Schillemans and Busuioc (n 630) 199.  
841 Bovens 2007 (n 730) 451. See also Almqvist et al., (n 762) 480, that considered sanctions and 
rewards to be the key differences between accountability and mere transparency.  
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can take in phase three range from rewards and sanctions at the organizational level 

and/or the individual level. Accountors may condemn SOEs’ actions or ratify them; 

pass a judgment on SOEs’ activities; legal settlements; reward SOEs for their 

accountable conduct; use the veto right, if available, to block SOEs’ decisions; or 

impose sanctions of some kind, such as decreasing SOEs’ budget authority. Also, once 

accountees are held accountable (whether SOEs or the government), they have to take 

action either in the form of redress, reparation, ex ante preventive measures or other 

forms of corrective actions as appropriate. Aware of the fine line between phase three 

corrective actions and indirect control, Kenneth Arrow argued that "accountability 

mechanisms must be capable of correcting errors but should not be so as to destroy the 

genuine values of authority."842 Undermining the genuine authority of SOEs means 

that SOEs will return again to government’s political and bureaucratic control, and 

that the attempts to enhance and depoliticize their governance are back to square one. 

In Kuwait, due to the lack of a regulatory system governing SOEs’ governance and 

accountability, the government simply fulfils its accountability by expressing formal 

disapprovals or through political resignations.843 

Understanding accountability as an ongoing dialogue between the accountor and 

the accountees means that SOEs’ compliance with the legal requirement of 

transparency and disclosure is only the first step towards accountability. The 

regulatory systems of accountability need to be supported by a system of rewards and 

sanctions as well as a system of legal enforcement. This shall strengthen the incentives 

of SOEs’ accountors to participate more effectively in accountability debates with an 

                                                        
842 Arrow (n 628) 78. 
843 Stevens (n 124) 358-61. 
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eye towards SOEs’ purposes. Otherwise, the legal and professional efficacy of account 

giving becomes dubious. 

 

6.6 Conclusion:  

In this chapter I studied the institutions of internal CG in SOEs; internal 

governance concerns the allocation and exercise of the controlling powers within 

SOEs in a way that ensures management and board alignment to the interests of SOEs. 

Drawing on discussions in chapter 4, the institutional framework has three 

consequences on internal governance: first, it considers the SOE as an autonomous 

institutionalized business organization with clear-cut boundaries between the 

shareholding entity and the governing entities. This conceptualization gives the 

governing entities considerable authority in running the SOE, aiming, first and 

foremost, at achieving the public interests of SOEs. Second, the institutional 

framework considers two broad sources for the rules of CG: formal (i.e. top-down 

regulatory) and informal (i.e. bottom-up, self-regulation). In the same context, the 

framework (mainly organizational sociology) illuminates the influence of 

organizational culture and logic on organizational behaviors and values, and their role 

in promoting good internal governance.  

In the first section I tackled the status of SOEs’ managers and directors in light 

of agency and stewardship theories of management. This analysis helps us to get a 

better understanding of the roles of managers and directors in SOEs, their 

responsibilities, and their relationship with the shareholding government and with each 

other. I explained how both agency and stewardship theories conceptualize the 

functions of the governing entities in a way that fail to stand up to governance 
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deficiencies and politicization in SOEs. Then, I moved to study the appropriate 

composition and qualities of the governing entities so as to grant them the autonomy 

required for discretionary strategy-making and feasible self-regulation. I covered 

issues related to the nomination and appointment of qualified top decision-makers on 

the basis of merit; directorial compensations and managerial remunerations; the 

separation of chair and CEO positions etc. In the third section, I looked into the 

relationship between the governing entities themselves and emphasized the need to 

build a cooperative (not contesting) relationship between board and management. 

Cooperation, as such, increases transparency, trust, advice-seeking, open dissent, and 

improves strategy-making for policy implementation. 

Then, I studied a few institutions of internal CG in SOEs, namely, managers and 

directors’ duties, accountability, and creating an empowering organizational culture. 

Good CG affairs cannot be left to the free discretion and interpretation of managers 

and directors; it requires legal obligations (and sanctions) to assure the alignment of 

managers and directors, and to protect them when they pursue unprofitable public 

interest objectives. Also, I emphasized the fact that SOEs, and organizations in 

general, are not culture-free constructs, and that enabling organizational cultures can 

play an important role in generating good governance practices in SOEs. This means 

that when designing motivation schemes, intrinsic and non-financial incentives should 

receive equal attention as extrinsic and financial motivation. These institutions of 

internal governance can support and strengthen SOEs’ autonomy in the face of 

political influences, especially if they are formally internalized (entrenched) into the 

structure, functioning, and culture of SOEs. Formality, as it is supported in the 

institutional framework, adds stability and commitment to the mechanisms, practices, 
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and processes of good governance; this, ultimately, improves and stabilizes public 

value creation in SOEs. 

In the last section, I investigated SOEs’ organizational accountability. The 

institutional framework that is set out in chapter 4 provides better understanding of the 

nature of the SOE and clarifies its accountability relationship with the government and 

other stakeholders. The distinction between managerial output accountability and 

ministerial outcome accountability is blurred without clear institutional boundaries 

between the accountability forums and those subject to accountability demands. 

Nevertheless, it is also important to avoid mythicizing accountability – it is misleading 

to portray accountability as a miraculous instrument that is in and of itself capable of 

transforming SOEs. After all, accountability is contingent on how SOEs, the 

government, and citizens approach it. It depends on accountors’ incentives and 

potential to act on the disclosed information to correct what has gone wrong, prevent 

it in the future, etc. Accountability is context-specific process, there is a need to decide 

on the extent of accountability necessary and suitable for each SOE, because excessive 

accountability requirements can be as problematic as insufficient accountability. 

Generally speaking, accountability efforts, especially in powerful and key SOEs, 

should aim at strengthening their professional accountability which impacts their 

overall performance and multiple value creation. To this end, obligatory mechanisms 

of accountability are indispensable for fostering the value of accountability in SOEs. 
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CONCLUSION: 

This thesis aimed at reconceptualizing SOEs and rethinking CG thereof from an 

original institutional perspective. The original contribution to the field is a theoretical 

contribution; the thesis critically analyzes, draws on, develops, and applies extant 

theories of SOEs, the corporation, corporate governance, institutionalism, and 

accountability in order to investigate the issues of CG of SOEs accordingly. This 

process is twofold: on the one hand, it extended legal institutional theory of the firm 

(a theory that belongs to theories of the corporation and, for some scholars, to theories 

of the firm in general) to the SOE as an established form of business organizations. 

On the other hand, it synthesized this theory of the corporation with aspects of the 

institutional school of organizations, mostly the theory of institutional isomorphism. 

Also, it analyzed the (still developing) literature on the legal institutional theory of the 

corporation and outlined the boundaries of the corporation according to its 

explanations of the nature of the corporation and the role of law in their formation and 

functioning. 

The fulfillment of research objectives:  

SOEs play important roles as vehicles for multiple public interest goals. Despite 

the fact that they have been an enduring feature of the economic and social landscapes, 

there is still confusion around them: what kind of organizations are they, public or 

private, and should they be run and governed as public agencies or private 

corporations. The thesis provides a theoretical framework that can resolve some of the 

controversy around the nature of SOEs, their governance structure, relationships with 

the government, internal CG, and public accountability. It also offered a theoretical 

explanation for the weak governance of SOEs in jurisdictions that lack a robust system 

(i.e. order) for SOEs, such as Kuwait. The thesis addressed two questions: 
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• How the relevant literature conceptualizes SOEs, shapes their organizational 

structure and internal governance, and manages their accountability and 

governance relationships with the government.  

• How the institutional framework for CG of SOEs provides useful insight into the 

conceptualization and CG of SOEs to deal with the complex accountability and 

shareholding relationships with the government.  

As to the first question, I demonstrated that the literature on SOEs (and, to a 

large extent, reforms) have been dominated by the traditions of neoclassical economics 

and NIE, mainly the principal-agent and TCE analyses respectively. These 

predominant theoretical approaches to SOEs disrupt and misorient CG of SOEs, owing 

to their misunderstanding of the nature, functions, and problems of SOEs. They subject 

SOEs to market-based CG, regardless the fact that it contradicts with the stability and 

long-termism required for public value creation. Whereas agency theory neither 

advance our understanding of SOEs as non-departmental (arm’s length) public bodies, 

nor provide a structure of governance that deals with problems such as politicization 

and government shirking. On top of that, many researches under these theoretical 

streams end up downplaying SOEs for not passing their efficiency tests and call to 

privatize them, notwithstanding the public (non-economic) or mixed interests of many 

SOEs. Thus, the literature review revealed that the current theories of SOEs fall short 

of providing an appropriate theory to conceptualize SOEs and to design and instill 

good CG structures and practices. It emphasized the need for a more appropriate 

theoretical framework to reproduce mechanisms of governance under different 

theoretical assumptions by way of emphasizing their distinctive nature and missions. 

Therefore, I developed the institutional framework for CG of SOEs that avoids the 
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oversimplified conceptualizations and models of governance of agency theory and 

shareholder value.  

With regard to the second question, I argued that the institutional framework 

guides us to enhance CG of SOEs in a number of ways. First, it offers a 

reconceptualization of the SOE as an institutionalized business organization with a 

separate legal personality, beyond concession-contract, State-market, public-private 

dichotomies. Institutionalized legal persons are formalized, authorized, enabled, 

constrained, and protected by the law to achieve their predetermined purposes. The 

framework gives an accurate understanding of the problems of SOEs in light of their 

real purposes, not the postulated shareholder value or cost-efficiency. The problem of 

SOEs is not being economically inefficient compared to private corporations, simply 

because not all SOEs derive their rationale from being cost-efficient. Governance 

deficiencies in SOEs follow from their unclear organizational missions and structures 

and from political interventions in controlling SOEs. Hence, effective CG systems 

should ensure a proper balance between SOEs’ autonomy from bureaucratic and 

politicized control, professional management and goal achievement, and 

accountability for outputs and outcomes. 

Second, institutional theory’s conceptualization of SOEs and the principle of 

corporate separateness delineate the complex relationship between SOEs and the 

government, particularly in the latter’s capacity as a shareholder. This relationship 

reflects the autonomy-control problem that sets at the heart of CG. This problem is 

twofold: to find the proper structure of governance for SOEs and to determine 

government’s shareholding rights. There are two main structures of governance for 

SOEs: market governance and integration into the government hierarchy. The 

institutional framework explains why should SOEs be structured and managed 
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differently from the classic line of bureaucracy. The importance of this distinction is 

not only drawing boundaries but also avoiding institutional isomorphism that might be 

caused by situating SOEs within the classic line of bureaucracy and driving them to 

mimic their behavior, culture, and values. This delineation also clarifies the distinction 

between SOEs and non-SOE public agencies. It answers the question of whether SOEs 

ought to do what the government instructs and directs them to do, or should they enjoy 

some discretion in implementing public policies and pursuing the organizational goals. 

The institutional framework runs against the idea that SOEs are agents of the 

shareholder (the government) and should operate under government direction or as 

powerful political groups please. At the same time, it opposes market-driven 

governance of SOEs for it forces SOEs to resemble private corporations (particularly 

profit-maximizers) in goal, values, mechanisms of governance, and performance 

assessment.  

Third, and since total separation between SOEs and the government is neither 

possible nor productive, the framework offered a number of CG arrangements to 

safeguard the public interest against excessive managerial discretion. It argued for 

institutionalizing government’s shareholding rights through an institution-based 

model of CG composed of, but not limited to: a State ownership policy; a shareholding 

entity; and regulatory agencies. Substituting government’s direct control with 

institutions of CG allows the governing entities of SOEs more space for professional 

(non-politicized) decision-making and governance. Active exercise of shareholding 

rights is a practice of good governance in private corporations, but in SOEs where the 

shareholding rights are, usually, entrusted to political actors or diffused along a 

bureaucratic and highly politicized hierarchy active shareholding rights will likely 

perpetuate the problem of political control and exacerbates the potential for corruption, 
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rent-seeking, and, ultimately, ineffective performance. In order to avoid that situation, 

government’s shareholding rights should be limited to setting the goals for SOEs, 

assessing the achievement of these goals periodically, and holding managers and 

directors to account for goals attainment and policy implementation. In other words, 

the functions that are relevant to strategy making, day-to-day management, and 

ongoing oversight should be left to the governing entities of SOEs aided by proper 

institutions of good governance. 

Fourth, the appropriate allocation and exercise of government’s shareholding 

rights supports good internal CG. What strengthens internal governance further is the 

different characterization and arrangement of management-board relationship. Unlike 

the principal-agent model that assumes tension and distrust between management and 

board, the thesis suggested a collaborative relationship between them that instills 

managerial alignment and effective internal accountability. The institutionalized legal 

form of business organizations vests the governing entities of SOEs with the authority 

and responsibility to run the SOE at a considerable distance from political control, 

facilitate the achievement of SOEs’ public interest purposes, and allow more space for 

good governance from within (i.e. self-governance). Yet, the governing entities of 

SOEs themselves exhibit serious challenges regarding government recruitment 

policies and criteria of appointment, ineffective board monitoring and evaluation of 

management performance, and weak incentives for alignment. Add to it the difficulty 

of maintaining public trust in arm’s-length public bodies and the fact that managerial 

and directorial shirking are no less costly than government (shareholder) shirking. 

Therefore, the thesis emphasized the need for effective internal institutions of CG to 

constrain SOEs’ managers and directors.  
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Fifth, the institutional approach to CG drew attention that self-governance and 

managerial leadership are not enough to produce stability, viability, legitimacy, and 

long-term goal attainment. It argued that CG is a combination of formal (i.e. legal 

obligations and sanctions) and informal rules. In this respect, the institutional 

framework runs counter to deregulating business organizations – it supports the 

institutionalization, that is, the formal incorporation of mechanisms of internal checks 

and balances into the functioning and organizational culture of SOEs. It shows at the 

same time that SOEs, and organizations in general, are not culture-free constructs, and 

that enabling organizational cultures can play an important role in generating good 

self-governance in SOEs. Among other formal and informal institutions of internal 

governance, the thesis emphasized the importance of following merit-based 

recruitment policies and building a culture of accountability, knowledge sharing, open 

dissent, and learning within SOEs. 

Sixth, the institutional framework underpins the accountability of SOEs to the 

government, the legislature, and the general public; it also demarcates the 

accountability of SOEs from government’s political accountability. The distinction 

between managerial output accountability and ministerial (political) outcome 

accountability is blurred without clear institutional boundaries between the 

accountability forums and those subject to accountability demands. Given the 

discretionary authority of managers and directors of separate business organizations 

and in order to avoid the situation in which SOEs go unchecked or become above the 

law, it is necessary to countervail this authority through a system of legal, public, and 

professional accountability. Such a multidimensional system of accountability is less 

likely under agency and NPM’s structures and models of governance – in agency 
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theory, accountability is limited to the hierarchical chain of command and control, 

whereas in NPM it is, usually, limited to customers only.  

This thesis suggests approaching SOEs as institutionalized business 

organizations – organizations that are structurally and, to a considerable extent, 

operationally independent from the shareholder, have clear organizational missions, 

have enabled management and empowered board of directors, and are accountable for 

their output. The institutionalization of SOEs, as such, means having a distinctive order 

– other than that of the market or the government – that acknowledges and responds 

to their unique nature, missions, and challenges. In addition to the formal legal form, 

such a system requires institutions to constrain government interventions, regulate 

government exercise of shareholding rights, and enable the governing entities of the 

SOEs to play their role in steering and oversight. The following chart summarizes the 

proposed framework in terms of institutionalizing dimensions of internal and external 

(including structural) CG.  
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Figure 4 Presents the institutionalization of some internal and external dimensions of 
CG in and of SOEs. 

 

Some potentially fruitful avenues for future research include operationalizing 

the institutional framework through testable hypotheses to ensure its applicability to 

the governance of SOEs in practice. Research may also focus on single institutions of 

CG, such as professional accountability, and their impact on the overall governance 

and alignment with SOEs’ long-term interests and viability. Further research is needed 

on the appropriate (and effective) level of institutionalization across different SOEs 

(economic, social, and otherwise strategic), and in partially-SOEs. Also, research may 

be carried out on the impact of the institutional environment of a given country on 

effective institutionalization of SOEs there. 
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